DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
PUBLIC MEETING
A meeting of the Dumfries and Galloway NHS Board will be held at 10am on
Monday 10th June 2019 in the Johnstone Room, Holiday Inn Dumfries, Bankend
Road, Dumfries, DG1 4ZZ
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Agenda Item 29

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
NHS Board Meeting
Minutes of the NHS Board Meeting held on 8 th April 2 0 1 9 at 10am – 1pm in the
Lecture Theatre, Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary, Cargenbridge, Dumfries,
DG2 8RX.
Minute Nos: 1-26
Present
Mr N Morris (NM)
Mr J Ace (JA)
Mr E Docherty (ED)
Dr K Donaldson (KD)
Mrs K Lewis (KL)
Ms L Bryce (LB)
Mrs G Cardozo (GC)
Dr L Douglas (LD)
Ms M Gunn (MG)
Mrs P Halliday (PH)

-

Chair
Chief Executive
Nurse Director
Medical Director
Director of Finance
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member

In Attendance
Ms C Sharp (CS)
Ms M McCoy (MMc)

-

Workforce Director
Interim Director of Public Health

Dr R Thomas (RT)

-

Consultant Haematologist / Vice Chair of Area Clinical Forum

Mrs L Geddes (LG)
Mrs L McKie (LM)
Mrs J Pollard (JP)
Mrs V Gration (VG)

-

Corporate Business Manager
Executive Assistant (Minute Secretary)
Associate Director of Allied Health Professions

Mr R Smith (RS)
Major B Stuart MBE (BS)
Mr C Cook (CC)
Ms N Morel (NaM)

-

Apologies
Mr A Ferguson (AF)
Mrs L Carr (LC)
Mr S Hare (SH)
Mrs J White (JW)

-

Strategic Planning and Commissioning Manager
Health & Wellbeing Officer

Training Safety Officer, Kirkcudbright Training Centre
Regional Employer Engagement Director
Head of Service / Organisational Development & Learning
Manager

Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Chief Officer
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NM welcomed Board Members, guests and members of the public to the meeting of the
NHS Board. It was noted that following discussions at previous meetings, it had been
agreed to test the process for taking an audio record of future Board meetings,
members were made aware that this meeting was being recorded as a test.
1.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies put forward for the meeting have been noted above.

2.

Declarations of Interest
NM asked members if they had any declarations of interest in relation to the items
listed on the agenda for this meeting.
It was noted that no declarations of interest were put forward.

3.

Minutes of meeting held on 4th February 2019
The minute of the previous meeting on 4th February 2019 was approved as an
accurate record of discussions, with no amendments.

4.

Matters Arising and Review of Actions List
NM presented the Actions List, taking members through the updates that had
been received, noting the following key points of progress for some of the actions.


Item 233 – Patient Safety and Improvement Annual Report 2017-2018, ED
advised that the completed Pressure Ulcer graph had been presented to the
Healthcare Governance Committee on 18th March 2019 and recommended
that this action be closed.



Item 239 – Confirmation of the discussions on this item taking place will be
noted in the Actions List for the June 2019 Board meeting with a view to
closing the action.
Action: JA



ED gave NHS Board Members an update on Item 251 the Patient Services
Feedback Report, noting that discussions had been held with teams
regarding staff attitudes and behaviours and asked for this action to be
closed on the actions list.
Action: L McK



Item 261 – Financial Performance Update Report, ED advised that he was
not aware of any staff within NHS Dumfries and Galloway leaving the
organisation to become agency staff. CS advised that from her enquiries she
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had not be able to identify any individuals returning to NHS Dumfries and
Galloway through any agencies, although she was not able to restrict
individuals leaving to work with other employers.
PH reflected on her career as a teacher, noting that when many teachers retire
they will return to teaching through supply work. CS advised that the organisation
have a bank of staff who offer their services.
ED advised NHS Board Members that there was an issue across certain Health
Boards in Scotland where staff were being lost to agencies. LD also noted the
increase in spend in Nurse Agency working (albeit from a low base).
NM asked that further discussion on agency working be discussed at
Staff Governance Committee.
Action: CS
NHS Board Members noted the Actions List, agreeing for the completed actions
to be removed from the Action List.
5.

Patient Services Feedback Report
ED presented the Patient Services Feedback Report, which gives an update on
the Board’s complaints performance for January and February 2019, including
key feedback themes and details of the learning and improvements.
NHS Board Members were advised that 65 pieces of feedback were recorded in
January 2019 and 68 in February 2019, which is broadly in line with expectations for this
time of year.
It was also highlighted that 23 formal compliments were recorded for this period, which
are in addition to those received directly by teams.

JA highlighted to NHS Board Members the positive meeting with the Scottish
Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) on Thursday 4th April 2019. The SPSO
looked at all aspects of patient feedback, specifically in relation to the processes
that are in place and has offered to facilitate a workshop for each Board in relation
to complaints processing. LG was asked to liaise with JP to make the necessary
arrangements.
Action: LG
LD highlighted that she had heard there had been various parking complaints
received and asked if any information was coming through from patients
regarding hospital parking. ED advised that he had not observed any particular
trends in patient parking feedback or complaints.
JA highlighted to Board Members that a number of informal pieces of feedback
had been received from patients regarding hospital parking, as a result of this the
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Board has written out to all staff reminding them of the requirement to use staff
parking areas and advising them that parking within patient parking areas could
result in disciplinary action.
LD highlighted that she was impressed with the layout and information gathered
within Appendix 2 of the reports, asking if this format would be used in future
report. ED advised that the template would be used within future reports.
GC enquired to whether there is a central place where learning from complaints
was stored and whether Board Members could access the information. ED
advised that although there was a central location there are challenges around
redacting the information within the reports to ensure the detail remaining is still
meaningful.
GC enquired to the processes in place for following up on complaint
improvements. ED advised that this depended on the level of review, noting that
each directorate has the responsibility of holding their own action log.
NM noted the high proportion of complaints reported by the Acute and Diagnostic
directorate, which would suggest that due to capacity levels the directorate were
under stress in maintaining the current process of reporting.
NM noted his concern at the number of complaints recorded as completed within
target time, enquiring as to how the Board can support the directorates if the
volumes of complaints continue at current levels. ED advised that support is
already provided to the directorates through the local management care
assurance group.
NHS Board Members noted the paper, agreeing to report future complaints
recorded by first received date and service to Healthcare Governance Committee
via the Care Assurance Programme.
6.

Healthcare Associated Infection Report
ED presented the Healthcare Associated Infection Report, asking NHS Board
Members to note the position in relation to the Health Associated Infection and
Staphylococcus Aureus Bacteraemia targets.
NHS Board Members were reminded that, as a test of change, hydrogen
peroxide vapour has been used to provide an enhanced level of disinfection in
acute clinical areas, including 413 rooms within Dumfries and Galloway Royal
Infirmary. It was also noted that no cases of cross transmission of influenza have
been noted within the hospital.
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NHS Board Members were made aware that Clostridium Difficile Infection rates
have reduced over the past 3 months, with JA noting that this has been the
lowest recoreded winter incidence to date for Dumfries and Galloway Royal
Infirmary.
NHS Board Members noted the update paper
7.

Improving Safety, Reducing Harm Report
ED presented the Improving Safety, Reducing Harm Report, which gave an
overview of the activities being undertaken within the Women, Children and
Sexual Health Directorate.
NHS Board Members were highlighted to the Woman and Children’s flash report,
with ED noting that the Emergency Department was still being used as a place of
safety for children, which remains a potential risk to the system.
NHS Board Members were made aware that although the “Best Start Five Year
Forward Plan for Maternity and Neonatal Care in Scotland” had commenced
within Midwifery, the directorate will evaluate the details within the Plan and
prepare and action plan on what is and is not currently able to be implemented
and the actions that need to be taken.
ED highlighted the continuation of Health Visiting recruitment and the
commencement of the Family Nurse Partnership as a satellite to NHS Lothian.
LD highlighted her interest in the section on Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services where the main focus was on empowering young people by delivering a
more person-centered assessment, enquiring to how young people are embracing
the service. ED advised that due to the wide range of referral pathways there was
no information on how young people were accessing the service provided by
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services but agreed to bring back an update
to Board as part of the regular paper.
Action: ED
NHS Board members noted the report.

8.

Child and Young People’s Improvement Collaborative Report
ED presented the Child and Young People’s Improvement Collaborative Report,
advising NHS Board Members to the progress of the Child and Young People’s
Improvement Collaborative and implementation locally.
NHS Board Members were advised that the Children and Young People
Improvement Collaborative was a sub structure Executive Group focusing on
raising the attainment to deliver quality improvement throughout the
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child's journey.
ED noting that the purpose of the group was to support schools and services for
children, young people and families based on evidence of what works in
improving outcomes and life changes.
NHS Board Members were pointed to the capacity challenges within all
structures of the Children and Young People Improvement Collaborative to meet
the needs of the support services, with ED noting the continuation to work
forward with an evidence based methodology.
MMc enquired to how the Board was working with partnerships on adverse
childhood structures. ED advised that the main challenge was the ability to
support without available resource but would be happy to discuss in further detail
out with the Board meeting.
LD highlighted that she had struggled with the narrative in this paper and asked if
Board Members would have the opportunity to review and comment on the report
at a further meeting. ED advised that he would be content to amend the
narrative and bring back to Board or Healthcare Governance Committee at a
future date.
PH asked Board Members to be mindful that the paper noted the impact on
childhood experience, enquiring to whether this could be linked to the Family
Support Group to make use of resources. ED agreed to discuss further with PH
out with the Board meeting.
Action: ED
NM noted that any future papers which included risks should be presented to
various forums prior to submission to Board.
NHS Board Members noted the report and agreed:
 Narrative within the paper to be amended prior to submission to Healthcare
Governance Committee
 A more detailed discussion to be addressed on strategic issues within the
paper.
 Further discussion at Integration Joint Board and Clinical Care Governance
Committee
Action: ED/JW
9.

Maternity and Neonatal (Stillbirth Rates 2019)
ED presented the Maternity and Neonatal Report, asking NHS Board Members
to note the Stillbirth rates remain within the expected range and that all stillbirths
are subject to multi-disciplinary review.
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NHS Board Members were advised that the provisional rate for stillbirths across
Dumfries and Galloway for 2018 is currently 3.4 stillbirths per 1,000 births, with
ED noting that at no point has the Board reached the statistically significant
upper warning limit.
NM highlighted the stillbirths graph which demonstrates natural variation over
time but within expected range, seeking assurance that each individual case is
handled correctly with a full adverse incident review undertaken.
NHS Board Members noted the report.
10.

Spiritual Care, Volunteering and Patient Services Team Report
ED presented the Spiritual Care, Volunteering and Patient Services Team
Report, noting that the Volunteering Programme provides recruitment, training
and development for all volunteers throughout the region, which will be
expanding into Midpark and the rural communities.
PH highlighted NHS Board Members to the first Child Bereavement Event at
Easterbrook Hall, which is scheduled to take place on 12th June 2019 and have
been organised by Dawn Allan, Spiritual Care Lead Chaplain.
GC enquired to whether the Scottish Vocational Qualification Volunteering Award
could be used in the development of the new workforce as there may be a
possibility that some volunteers may be interested in a career with NHS Dumfries
and Galloway.
JP advised that Healthcare Governance Committee had already discussed the
potential for Scottish Vocational Qualification funding from Endowments.
CS highlighted NHS Board Members to the first meeting of the Recruitment
Sustainability Programme Board on 2nd April 2019, noting that the role of the
Programme Board was to set the strategy and direct the work programme for
recruitment and retention of staff to NHS Dumfries and Galloway, which will help
to mitigate the organisation’s Corporate risk in relation to Workforce
Sustainability.
NM highlighted his recent conversation with Dame Barbara Kelly on nursing
recruitment noting that Dame Kelly was keen to work with the Board on a
recruitment strategy.
NHS Board Members noted the report.
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11.

Research and Development Annual Report.
KD presented the Research and Development Annual Report, asking NHS Board
Members to note Appendix I, which details the current operational function of the
Research and Development Support Unit and the current Research and
Development Strategy at Appendix 2.
NHS Board Members were highlighted to the Maintain Research Governance
Standards as determined by the Scottish Government through links to the Office
of the Chief Scientist funding.
LD enquired to whether there were any opportunities or areas of risks could be
identified for NHS Dumfries and Galloway in relation to this piece of work. KD
advised that there is a substantial amount of research activity within NHS
Dumfries and Galloway, which at any time equates to approximately 150 studies.
JA advised that the Board should note the likely impact of extensive use of
Locums on established staff capacity to undertake research.
NM enquired to how we factor governance into the Phase 2 process, noting the
involvement of the Research and Development Support Unit in commercial
studies, which is essential because patients in trials will always see themselves
as patients of NHS Dumfries and Galloway. KD advised that any patient involved
in commercial trials would undertake an assessment of their needs prior to
commencing the trial, and agreed to gain further information to circulate to Board
Members.
Action: KD
NM continued to note that research and development can be a significant pull for
the workforce, especially when related to Primary Care interventions.
NHS Board Members noted the Report.

12.

Integration Joint Board Update Report
KL gave a verbal update in relation to the Integration Joint Board, highlighting the
activity and any key points of interest since the last NHS Board meeting.
NHS Board Members were made aware that the Integration Joint Board last met
on 3rd April 2019 at Dumfries Baptist Church Centre. It was noted that
discussions were held at the meeting around the nominations for Chair and Vice
Chair, with NM recognising the appointment of PH as Vice Chair of the
Integration Joint Board.
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It was highlighted that there had been a number of papers presented for
approval, including the Financial Plan 2019/20 – 2021/22, the Locality
Performance Reports and the Primary Care Transformation Programme update.
PH highlighted that the Integration Joint Board has been tasked with measuring
the number of incidents that individuals have had in the last 6 months of their
lives resulting in admission to hospital, noting that we need to be mindful of a
patient’s choice as there are individuals that don’t have any family support,
therefore, would welcome being in hospital. NM agreed that individuals should
have the choice where to die. ED agreed to discuss gathering of data with PH
out with the board meeting.
Action: ED
NHS Board Members noted the verbal Report.
13.

NHS Board Performance ‘At a Glance Report’
JA presented the Performance Report, asking NHS Board Members to note and
discuss the NHS Board ‘At a Glance’ Report, highlighting the improving
Treatment Time Guarantee position.
NHS Board Members were made aware that the Emergency Department
performance rate was lower than in January 2019 and that Delayed Discharges
remain unchanged from the position in January 2019.
LD enquired to whether plans were in place to give NHS Board Members
assurance on Elective Waiting Times for Outpatient appointments. JA advised
that he was meeting the Ophthalmology team on Thursday to discuss
challenges.
LB enquired to whether patient return tickets could include cancer patients. JA
advised that the numbers were largely driven by ophthalmology and orthopaedic
specialties.
NM highlighted that there was a significant rise in capacity issues, noting the
Annual Operational Plan workshop scheduled for later in the year to address
issues.
NHS Board Members noted the report.

14.

Annual Operation Plan
KL presented the report, asking NHS Board Members to approve the draft NHS
Dumfries and Galloway Annual Operational Plan for 2019/20.
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NHS Board Members were highlighted to the contract with Scottish Government
noting the targets Boards are expected to deliver in pressured times. KL noted
that this could be the first time there is a significant risk that as a Board we will
not be able to deliver revenue breakeven against budget.
NHS Board Members were advised that a more firmed up position will be
available following the meeting with Scottish Government on 30th April 2019 to
discuss and agree the draft plan.
NHS Board Members were made aware of the challenges that have been faced
in pulling the Annual Operation Plan together; highlighting that the £2million
reserves will be required to deal with in year pressures.
It was noted that the performance and financial challenges were mirrored in
several territorial Boards in Scotland.
PH raised her concerns that when financial savings are made, based on NHS
values, the communication with the public whatever the outcome must be
consistent, open and honest.
GC highlighted that the position was clear within the report what was required to
be delivered, enquiring to what the measures of success would be. JA advised
that the Board need to set itself realistic goals, with deliverable balanced targets.
LD highlighted that work on engagement with the public will be key to the
communication plan and sending out the correct message to the region.
PH advised that the role for the Integration Joint Board is critical to
communicating through community engagement across the partnership.
NM noted that the Board was entering a difficult year, noting that the challenge
would be on how we deliver the systems as a Board to both patients and staff
and how we make sure the systems are in place to balance the impact on the
service.
LD highlighted her approval of the use of language within the report. KL advised
that the use of such wording within the report such as ‘brokerage’ had been a
deliberate act to highlight NHS Board Members to the seriousness of the current
financial position.

NHS Board Members:
 Approved the draft NHS Dumfries and Galloway Annual Operational Plan
for 2019/20.
 Noted that verbal changes to the plan will be presented to
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15.

Performance Committee.
Noted that written changes to the plan will be presented to the NHS Board
meeting in June 2019.

Financial Performance Update Report
KL presented the Financial Performance Report, asking NHS Board Members to
note the position for the period at the end of February 2019, where a reported
overspend position of £144k was highlighted.
NHS Board Members continued to discuss Service Level Agreements with KL
agreeing to bring back a more detailed update to the next NHS Board meeting.
Action: KL
NHS Board Members noted:
 The updated financial position at the end of February 2019, month 11.
 The ongoing level of financial risk in the position relating to Prescribing,
Medical Locums and activity sent outwith the region.
 The assumption that the forecast overspend of £1.86m on the
Integration Joint Board delegated services will be funded by the NHS Board
as per the integration scheme.

16.

Financial Plan 2019-20 to 2021-22
KL presented the Financial Plan for 2019/20 – 2021/22, asking NHS Board
Members to note that further work is underway to develop a financial recovery
plan and that an update will be provided to Performance Committee in May 2019.
NHS Board Members were advised that the report seeks NHS Board approval for
the Plan and indentifies the level of savings to be achieved for 2019/20 to deliver
a financial break-even position.
KL noted that it is not proposed at this stage that we ask Scottish Government for
brokerage support for 2019/20, but this will be fully assessed on a month by
month basis throughout the year as the financial recovery plan is developed.
NHS Board Members were advised that although there was challenges, Scottish
Government has confirmed the baseline uplift for 2019/20 includes funding for
pay uplifts.

NHS Board Members continued to discuss the cost pressures, which will impact
the additional baseline allocation for NHS Dumfries and Galloway, with KL
making NHS Board Members aware of the additional risks not reflected in the
financial position outlined in the report, such as the high cost of drugs, the
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increase in the Employers Superannuation costs, the Clinical Waste Contract
and Scottish NHS’ introduction of Office365.
KL highlighted that work was continuing on the financial recovery plan, looking to
develop a financial improvement plan lead by JW and KL across Health and
Social Care Partnerships, with the idea to build on current models of care.
Engagement has commenced with other Boards prior to establishing a range of
work-streams, which will add to the programme.
PH advised that the proposed way forward was paramount in shifting the balance
of care, proposing that the Integration Joint Board should follow the same
pathway.
NHS Board Members were advised that an update on next steps would be
submitted to Performance Committee in May 2019, which would confirm any
impact to the Board.
PH highlighted the need to challenge Boards to use the ‘NHS Anywhere System’
to aid patient care outwith the area.
NHS Board Members:
 Approved the final budget for NHS Dumfries and Galloway for 2019/20
noting the remaining level of unidentified savings at £9.149m from an overall
savings target of £19.682m.
 Approved the delegation of budgets to the Integration Joint Board as set out
in paragraphs 42-45, including the increase to the delegated budget for
Acute Pharmacy and Public Dental Service.
17.

Capital Plan 2019/20 - 2023/24
KL presented the report, asking NHS Board Members to approve the
Capital Plan for 2019/20 – 2023/24, highlighting that the report provides a refresh
of the Boards 5 year Capital Plan and will form part of the Operational Plan
submission for 2019/20. KL also noted that the balance of Acute Services funds
had successfully delivered the equipping of Dumfries and Galloway Royal
Infirmary.
Funding requirements and spend levels has been re-profiled in the revised
Capital Plan, with the original budget including work for the refurbishment project
of Cresswell as well as for a number of site costs including an energy centre,
redirection of site services and demolition costs.
The main change from the previous plan is that these spends will no longer be
primarily expended in 2019/20 and will be spread over a long timeframe.
LD enquired to when the Board made the decision to put a hold on the
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refurbishment of the Cresswell building. KL advised that no formal decision had
been made, only agreement from an operational point of view to formally place
the work on hold.
NM requested that a report is submitted to the Performance Committee in
July 2019 to note any outcomes from the paper.
Action: KL
NHS Board Members approved the Capital Plan for 2019/20–2023/24
18.

Maggie’s Centre Update
JA gave NHS Board Members a verbal update, highlighting that further
discussions with representatives from the clinical teams and Maggie’s are
scheduled to take place in May 2019. The meeting will review an outline
proposal for a person based model, which would fit with the care models in place
across the region, to be presented to the Endowment Trustees for approval
during summer 2019, before an updated position is presented back to NHS
Board.
NHS Board Members noted the verbal update and their support in the
development of a relationship with Maggie’s

19.

Equality and Diversity Mainstreaming Report
CS presented the Equality and Diversity Mainstreaming Report, asking NHS
Board Members to note the requirement of both NHS Dumfries and Galloway
and Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board to comply with a number of
actions under the Equality Act 2010 Public Sector Equality Duty and the
departmental leadership required to ensure that equality and diversity continues
to be mainstreamed across health and social care services and to approve the
joint Health Board / Integration Joint Board Equality Mainstreaming Report for
publication by 30 April 2019.

NHS Board Members were advised that the purpose of the paper was to provide
the Board with information on the steps which have been taken to comply with
the legislation, particularly around the publication of a mainstreaming report, an
update on the equality outcomes and the gender pay gap figures.
NaM highlighted that the paper aims to ensure that everyone who is protected by
law from discrimination, harassment or victimisation is afforded the same level of
protection.
The Equality Act introduced the concept of 9 ‘protected characteristics’, referred
to in previous legislation as ‘equality groups’ or ‘equality strands’.
NHS Board Members were highlighted to the challenges in harvesting the
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information for the paper due to resource issues within the Primary Care
Integration Services.
NaM highlighted that the Board has a duty to publish gender pay information and
to publish a statement on Equal Pay, which includes occupational segregation
data on disability and race, with gender pay gap figures having been approved by
Staff Governance at the meeting on 25th March 2019.
GC highlighted that although she would welcome the availability of any case
studies, which would bring the paper to life, there should be a service change
requirement for approval within the next paper.
NaM agreed noting that any future papers which require an impact assessment
should be presented to NHS Board Members in advance of paper submission to
Board.
NHS Board Members:
 Approved the joint Health Board / Integration Joint Board Equality
Mainstreaming Report for publication by 30th April 2019.
 Noted the requirement of both NHS Dumfries and Galloway and the
Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board to comply with a number of
actions under the Equality Act 2010 Public Sector Equality Duty.
 Noted the departmental leadership required to ensuring that equality and
diversity continues to be mainstreamed across health and social care
services.
20.

Future delivery of Adult Urology Services in Dumfries and Galloway
VG presented the Future delivery of Adult Urology Services in Dumfries and
Galloway, asking NHS Board Members to note the further work required to
establish Dumfries and Galloway uro-oncology pathways within the West of
Scotland.
NHS Board Members were made aware that clinical colleagues had raised their
concerns regarding the limited options available, which would impact the
sustainability of services.
VG highlighted NHS Board Members to the continued communication of the
proposed model through various committees, noting the Oncology complexities
which will impact on patients’ treatment plans.
PH raised her concerns around patient safety asking RT if he felt there were any
technical issues within the paper that should be highlighted. RT advised that
general surgeons felt that if any complex urological issues arose during elective
abdominal surgery, it might require the specialist skills of a urologist to help out,
and this assistance might then be unavailable. VG noted that complex surgeries
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would automatically transfer to Ayr.
PH enquired to whether there had been any patient engagement. VG advised
that no patients had attended at the arranged patient group meeting, although
discussions were continuing with Acute Services colleagues to share information.
PH extended her help in sharing patient information, which VG agreed would be
very beneficially.
NHS Board Members discussed the input of the Integration Joint Board agreeing
that VG would bring back any further developments of the future delivery of
Urology services within Dumfries and Galloway to NHS Board for consultation.
Action: VG
NHS Board Members noted:
 The further work required to establish Dumfries and Galloway uro-oncology
pathways within the West of Scotland.





21.

The challenges facing adult urology services in Dumfries and Galloway and across
Scotland.

The ongoing West of Scotland review to develop a modern and sustainable
model of urology service for West of Scotland.
The ongoing challenges in shifting uro-oncology pathways from the east to
the west of Scotland.

Corporate Priorities 2019/20
JA presented the Corporate Priorities 2019/20, asking NHS Board Members to
approve the draft priorities for delivery in 2019/20.
NHS Board Members were advised that the paper supports the implementation
of the Annual Operational Plan and the Board’s own strategic objectives. The
adoption of annual priorities is designed to engage with Area Partnership Forum
and Area Clinical Forum colleagues to reflect local objectives and risks and form
a balanced set of priorities from which to create measurable objectives for
Directors and Managers prior to submission to the Remuneration Committee.
MMc highlighted that she would like to amend the wording within the
Public Health section of the paper, which refers only to the national review being
about structures when actually the driver is for leadership in addressing health
inequalities across Scotland and improved population health.

JA agreed to change the following wording within the paper, which will be
included within the approved document
‘providing excellent health services and reducing health inequalities ‘
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to also include reference to:
‘improving population health’.
Action: JA
CS highlighted NHS Board Members to the recruitment challenges and improving
staff experience for new staff commencing into the workforce.
LD noted that the 9 themes within the paper felt correct and was looking forward
to seeing how they evolved in the future.
PH raised concerns regarding communication and engagement as she felt this
was not a good example, noting that she would prefer to include partnership
working within the paper, enquiring to how the Board holds communication and
engagement into account. JA advised that an external review with NHS24 has
been arranged and that further engagement would be held over the summer of
2019.
GC highlighted that she would be interested in what NHS24 will raise, which will
underpin the paper not only from the Board’s point of view, but on how the public
are holding the Board to account.
NM advised that there was a need to address the key themes within the paper to
reflect the key risks and strategic objectives going forward prior to bringing back
the detailed objectives to the next NHS Board meeting.
NHS Board Members noted the report.
22.

Board Briefing
NM presented the Board Briefing paper to NHS Board Members, which raises
awareness of events and achievements that have occurred within the Board over
the past 2 months.
NHS Board Members were made aware that the Cabinet Secretary is due to visit
the region on 12th April 2019.
NHS Board Members noted the report.

23.

Committee Minutes
NM introduced the minutes from various Board Committees to NHS Board
Members asking the Lead Director or Committee Chair to highlight any key
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points from the minutes.


Staff Governance Committee – 26th November 2018
L B presented the minute from the Staff Governance Committee meeting
on 26th November 2018, which received an update report on the
Medical Workforce.
NHS Board Members noted the minute.



Performance Committee – 5th November 2018
NM presented the minute from the Performance Committee meeting on
5th November 2018, which received an update report on the Mountainhall
Treatment Centre Project and the Winter Plan.
NHS Board Members noted the minute.



Healthcare Governance Committee – 21st January 2019
PH presented the minute from the Healthcare Governance Committee
meeting on 21st January 2019, which received an update on complaint
progress, palliative and End of Life care and challenges investing in
volunteers.
NHS Board Members noted the minute.



Area Clinical Forum – 23rd January 2019
PH presented the minute from the Area Clinical Forum meeting on
23rd January 2019, which received an update report on the Area Medical
Committee, Realistic Medicine and Brexit.
NHS Board Members noted the minute.

24.

Defence Employer Recognition Scheme / Armed Forces Covenant
RS presented the Defence Employer Recognition Scheme / Armed Forces
Covenant, asking NHS Board Members to note that the signed agreement
reaffirms the Board’s commitment to the scheme.
Major Bob Stuart presented the signed certificate to NM, thanking the Board on
behalf of the Royal Regiment of Scotland wishing the Board well through their
journey with the Defence Employer Recognition Scheme.

25.

Any Other Competent Business
GC suggested that if future Board meetings were to be recorded could members refrain
from using acronyms, with LD also asked members to consider the volume of plastic
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disposable items that were used during the meeting.

No further items were put forward for discussions under this item on the agenda.
26.

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting of the NHS Board will be held on 10th June 2019 at 10am –
1pm. The venue for this meeting will be notified to members in due course.
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Agenda Item 30

Actions List from NHS Board – Public Meeting
Date of
Meeting
06/08/2018

Agenda
Item
198.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Scotland’s
Priorities

New

Public

220.

Financial
Report

Performance

Anticipated
End Date

Health

AF asked for further clarity around why
the Public Health Committee was
disbanded, querying if it could be
revived. JA advised that the Public
Health Committee was disbanded due
to the workload of Non Executive
Board Members whom at the time were
unable to commit to more than one day
a week. NHS Board Members agreed
to look at options outwith the meeting
and bring a proposal back to the
December 2018 NHS Board meeting.
01/10/2018

Current Status

Michele
McCoy

A paper will be brought to the
August 2019 NHS Board meeting,
which will look at all committee
structures
and
membership,
including the re-establishment of
the Public Health Committee

30/08/2019

G Stewart

It was agreed that further
discussions on this item will be
taken
through
Performance
Committee and an update will be
brought back to NHS Board to
confirm that this has been fully
actioned.

31/10/2019

Update

NM asked what the future plan is that
may help the current capacity issues
and what CRES impact assessment
work is being undertaken on clinical
services.
GS
advised
that
Transformational Change Managers
and Workstreams are now in place and
discussions are ongoing to understand
and work through ideas to ensure more
sustainable models are put in place
going forward.
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Date
Completed

Date of
Meeting

Agenda
Item

Responsible
Manager

Action

Current Status

Anticipated
End Date

JW gave assurance that impact
assessments had been presented to
the Integration Joint Board (IJB), with
discussion concluding with JA agreeing
that the NHS Board as the accountable
body for NHS financial outturn and
clinical quality also needs to receive
impact assessment reports regarding
CRES schemes. GS agreed to bring a
further update to the NHS February
board.
01/10/2018

223.

Inequalities & Health Inequalities
Report
M McCoy
PH commented that although it was an
excellent idea to have an Inequalities
Steering Group, she felt unsure to the
purpose of the group, and further
enquiring to where the group would
report to and how often so as to gain a
level of governance structure.
AC
confirmed that the terms of reference
for the steering group are still being
finalised, agreeing to share them with
Board Members once they are
complete for reference.

Terms of reference are being
finalised and discussions are
taking place with senior managers
and the Equality and Diversity
Programme Board in respect of
agreeing
the
content
and
identifying staff representation on
the Group.
It is envisaged that an initial
meeting of the Steering Group will
take place in August 2019.
The terms of reference will be
circulated to NHS Board members
for information when available.
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31/08/2019

Date
Completed

Date of
Meeting
04/02/2019

Agenda
Item
264.

Responsible
Manager

Action

Anticipated
End Date

Update on National Public Health
Reform
NHS Board Members discussed the
local
governance
structure
and
possibility of reinstating the Public
Health Committee, which JA agreed to
discuss with NM and LG to look at
options around the Public Health
Committee

04/02/2019

Current Status

J Ace/
N Morris/
L Geddes

A paper will be brought to the
August 2019 NHS Board meeting,
which will look at all committee
structures
and
membership,
including the re-establishment of
the Public Health Committee

31/08/2019

L Geddes

An initial workshop was held with
Freedom of Information contacts
within the Board to look at the
current issues and processes.

31/08/2019

FOI Annual Report
NHS Board Members were directed to
the reduced performance figure around
responding to requests within the 20
working days timeline and to the full
review of processes that is being
undertaken with Directorates. Areas of
improvement will be taken to the
General Managers and Management
Team for review and endorsement
within the agreed process.

The outcome of the workshop was
to establish a shortlife working
group which will agree and pilot a
new process.
An update on the outcome of the
Shortlife Working Group and the
workshop will be presented in the
mid year report to NHS Board in
August 2019.

An update on the changes will be
reported back to NHS Board in August
2019 as part of the mid-year review
report.
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Date
Completed

Closed actions to be removed from the Actions List
Date of
Agenda
Action
Meeting
Item
05/06/2017
38.
Urological Cancer Update
VF advised Members that to address
recruitment challenges locally, work is
being progressed with NHS Ayrshire
and Arran to establish joint working
arrangements for on-call and shared
clinics in Stranraer. A further update
on progress will be brought back to the
August 2017 NHS Board meeting.
04/12/2017

96.

Responsible
Manager

Current Status

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Vicky
Freeman

A paper on this item was submitted
to NHS Board in April 2019.

08/04/2019

Katy Lewis

Confirm this has been actioned.
Additional admin support has been
provided to the clinic to support the
temporary location of psychology
services.

26/03/2019

Lochside and Lincluden Oral Health
Action
Plan
Update
and
Lochside Dental Clinic Withdrawal
Update
NHS Board Members were highlighted
to the discussion at the last Health and
Social Care Management Team
meeting, where Alistair Kelly noted his
concerns at the lack of administrative
provision for Podiatry Services. KL
advised that there would be a further
review of services to aid administration
support and agreed to update Board
Members accordingly.
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Date of
Meeting
04/12/2017

Agenda
Item
96.

Responsible
Manager

Action

160.

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Lochside and Lincluden Oral Health
Action
Plan
Update
and
Lochside Dental Clinic Withdrawal
Update
PH further enquired to whether the
communities
of
Lochside
and
Lincluden
had
participated
in
appraisals.
VW advised that
appraisals had been carried out at the
start of the process and although the
data confirmed that only 43% of
patients resided in the Lochside and
Lincluden areas, data was not
available to break down any further.
VW agreed to address data issues and
feedback to Board Members at a later
date.

04/06/2018

Current Status

Valerie White

This review is now complete and
ongoing monitoring of Oral Health
Status
and
NHS
Dental
Registration is reported annually to
the IJB Care and Clinical
Governance Committee

Eddie
Docherty

The requested information was
circulated following the meeting.

29/03/2019

Improving Safety, Reducing Harm
Report – Mental Health Directorate
GC enquired to the level of community
engagement
to
aid
further
improvement in the outcomes and
statement of approach, ED agreed that
he would investigate the level of
community engagement and share the
information with Board Members when
available.
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30/06/2019

21/05/2019

Date of
Meeting
06/08/2018

Agenda
Item
198.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Scotland’s
Priorities

New

Public

215.

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Health

GC mentioned that it is important to
ensure that Impact Assessments are
undertaken on strategic policies, plans
and service developments and are
accessible to a variety of groups
including ethnic and religious groups.
AC gave assurance that all information
would be accessible to all groups and
agreed to share further information with
GC.
01/10/2018

Current Status

Patient Safety and Improvement
Annual Report 2017-2018
PH enquired to whether there was any
improvement on pressure ulcers now
that there was a Tissue Viability Nurse
in post. ED advised that the Nurse had
just come into post, but agreed to
share a further update next Board
Meeting.

Michele
McCoy

The requested information was
shared with Grace Cardozo on 31st
May 2019.

31/05/2019

E Docherty

Paper presented to Healthcare
Governance Committee in March
2019.

18/03/2019
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Date of
Meeting
01/10/2018

Agenda
Item
216.

Responsible
Manager

Action

233.

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Performance Report
PH commented that there was a need
to help support staff and patients
noting the possible opportunity to
address through the aid of a workshop
for NHS Board Members. PH agreed
to pick up a discussion on this with LG.

03/12/2018

Current Status

Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

P Halliday

It is unclear which workshop is
being referred to within this action,
therefore, we propose to close this
item.

29/03/2019

It is noted that a full review of the
Board
Workshops
is
being
conducted to ensure that any
planned workshops for 2019/20
are aligned with the new Corporate
Priorities.

of
E Docherty

ED noted an update on Item 215 Patient Safety and Improvement
Annual Report 2017-2018, advising
that following the discussion on
pressure
ulcers
and
the
implementation of revised processes,
there has not been statistically
significant improvement seen within the
current data. As Chair of the Acute
Care Delivery Portfolio Group within
Health Improvement Scotland ED
noted we are within normal variation
within the funnel chart.
This
information will be taken as part of the
paper going to March HCGC and then
April Board.

Information will be taken as part of
the paper going to March
Healthcare
Governance
Committee.
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18/03/2019

Date of
Meeting
03/12/2018

Agenda
Item
233.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

03/12/2018

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

of

Discussion continued on NHS Board
Members thoughts and it was agreed
that LG would include an agenda
matrix within the actions list for the
February 2019 Board Meeting.
03/12/2018

Current Status

L Geddes

The complete 2018/19 agenda
matrix and the draft 2019/20 matrix
will be brought back to NHS Board
in June 2019 for review and
approval.

10/06/2019

A workshop was arranged for
Board Members to receive a
demonstration of both Qlikview
and Discovery. The workshop was
held on 20th May 2019

20/05/2019

It has been agreed that each
Performance Report would contain
the most up to date information at
the time of preparing the paper,
with a verbal update given at the
meeting on any new information or
an updated “At a Glance” tabled,
whichever is appropriate.

08/04/2019

236.

Performance Report
L Geddes

236.

JA highlighted that the Board has a
Qlikview dashboard that NHS Board
Members may find useful to access, it
was noted that a workshop was being
arranged
to
give
members
a
demonstration of this dashboard and
following discussions would now
incorporate training on how to use the
system.
Performance Report
JW advised that she would be content
to add paragraphs to the covering
paper which would include up to date
information and would highlight any
significant deviations in performance
statistics.

J White
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Date of
Meeting
03/12/2018

Agenda
Item
239.

Responsible
Manager

Action

250.

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Capital Update
PH enquired to whether this would free
up space in the east of the region with
patients travelling to the west for
treatment. JA advised that referral
protocols were being reviewed but that
patient choice was a key limiting factor.

04/02/2019

Current Status

Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

J Ace

Referral guidelines have been
reviewed to include the facilities in
Stranraer.

L Geddes

It was confirmed that an audio
recording of the April 2019 NHS
Board meeting will be carried out.

21/05/2019

of
08/04/2019

NM advised NHS Board Members that
although it had not been possible to set
up a method to record today’s meeting
a decision had been agreed to record
future NHS Board Meetings in audio
form. LG was asked to ensure that
arrangements were in place for the
April 2019 meeting.
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Date of
Meeting
04/02/2019

Agenda
Item
250.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

L Geddes

PH mentioned that the action against
Item 216 (Performance Report) was
unclear as to what the workshop
related to and would pick up a
discussion with LG to discuss and
progress this item further.

250.

Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

of

In relation to Item 215 (Patient Safety
and Improvement Annual Report 20172018)

04/02/2019

Current Status

It is unclear which workshop is
being referred to within this action,
therefore, we propose to close this
item.

29/03/2019

It is noted that a full review of the
Board
Workshops
is
being
conducted to ensure that any
planned workshops for 2019/20
are aligned with the new Corporate
Priorities.

of

LD highlighted that it would be
beneficial to NHS Board Members to
have a clear understanding of return
dates. It was noted that an updated
version of the actions list would be
brought to the next meeting in April
2019 together with a copy of the Board
Agenda Matrix for 2019/20, which will
chart out when papers from the actions
list would be brought back to Board
during the year. An updated version of
the Agenda Matrix will accompany
each of the Actions List updated at
future meetings.

L Geddes

The complete 2018/19 agenda
matrix and the draft 2019/20 matrix
will be brought back to NHS Board
in June 2019 for review and
approval.
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10/06/2019

Date of
Meeting
04/02/2019

Agenda
Item
261.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Financial
Report

Performance

264.

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Update

PH enquired as to whether there was
something that could be done to help
retain staff from leaving to Agency
Nursing. CS agreed to reflect with her
colleagues
and
possibly
gather
information to process through Exit
Interviews with Line Managers. NHS
Board Members continued to discuss
recruitment
challenges
across
NHS Scotland, with JA and CS
agreeing to discuss a possible change
to exit interview procedures that may
assist in retaining staff.

04/02/2019

Current Status

C Sharp/
J Ace

Changes to the recruitment and
retention processes are being
picked up by the national
Corporate Governance Steering
Group
as
part
of
the
implementation
of
circular
DL(2019)2 and the Corporate
Governance Blueprint as a once
for Scotland approach across all
Boards. Updates will be brought
back to Board on the Corporate
Governance Blueprint as and
when they are available, but no
further action is required at Board
level at this time.

31/05/2019

A copy of the link was circulated to
Board Members following the
February
2019
NHS
Board
meeting.

29/03/2019

Update on National Public Health
Reform
MMc agreeing to circulate the link to
the Public Health Reform website to
NHS Board Members for information.

M McCoy
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Date of
Meeting
04/02/2019

Agenda
Item
249.

Responsible
Manager

Action

Current Status

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Minutes of meeting held on 3rd
December 2018
Item 237 – Integration Joint Board
LD requested that her initials be
removed from the list of those
reappointed to the Integration Joint
Board (IJB), advising that she wasn’t
reappointed at that time.

L McKie

Item 237 within the minute of the
meeting held on 3 December was
amended accordingly.

05/02/2019

L McKie

Item 249 within the minute of the
meeting held on 3 December was
amended accordingly.

05/02/2019

Should read:
JW gave an update from the
Integration Joint Board meeting on
5th October 2018, noting that the key
focus points from the meeting were the
Integration Joint Board Membership,
which had seen the reappointment of
PH, GC and LB for a further term.
04/02/2019

249.

Minutes of meeting held on 3rd
December 2018
Item 236 – Performance Report
JW requested that the wording be
changed within page 7 of the
December 2018 minutes:
Should read:
Looking at cancer rates, JW made
NHS Board Members aware of
changes to the Urology guidelines for
MRI scans, which impact on the length
of Urology pathways.
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Date of
Meeting
04/02/2019

Agenda
Item
250.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

Current Status

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

of

In relation to Item 96 - Lochside and
Lincluden Oral Health Action Plan
Update and Lochside Dental Clinic
Withdrawal Update

LMcKie

Amended as requested

05/02/2019

L McKie

Amended as requested.

05/02/2019

Update will be presented to the
April Board

08/04/2019

AF requested the removal of the
heading “reference to dental strategy”
and replace with “podiatry services at
Shirley Road, Dumfries.
04/02/2019

250.

Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

of

NHS Board Members noted the
Actions List and agreed the removal of
the completed items from future Lists.
04/02/2019

251.

Patient Experience Report
NM noted the positive improvements
with how information was presented in
the paper. ED agreed that he would
discuss attitudes and behaviours with
staff to gain a similar approach
throughout the organisation.

E Docherty
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Date of
Meeting
04/02/2019

Agenda
Item
254.

Responsible
Manager

Action

255.

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Improving Safety, Reducing Harm
Report
PH enquired as to whether there was
an increase in people staying in
hospital longer.
JW advised that
although there was a slight increase in
numbers, discussions were ongoing
with Local Authority colleagues to
address factors causing delay. It was
agreed to bring an update to NHS
Board as part of the review of winter
performance.

04/02/2019

Current Status

At
a
Glance
Performance Report

J White

A paper will be brought to the June
2019 NHS Board meeting on t
review of winter.

10/06/2019

J Pollard

This report was taken through
Performance Committee in May
2019. No further action for NHS
Board.

21/05/2019

Operational

PH enquired as to whether the
increase to Allied Health Professionals
(AHPs) waiting times would impact on
patients attending their GP Surgeries.
JP advised that there were signs of an
increase to GP surgery appointments
and agreed to report back to next
board.
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Date of
Meeting
04/02/2019

Agenda
Item
256.

Responsible
Manager

Action

Current Status

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Review of Integration Joint Board
Performance Framework
Members were advised that the report
makes recommendations to change
the
performance
management
arrangements for the Dumfries and
Galloway Health and Social Care
Partnership and gave assurance that a
workshop would be arranged for NHS
Board Members to discuss further.

J White

A workshop has been arranged for
3 June 2019 to review the
performance
management
arrangements.
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Agenda Item 31

DUMFRIES and GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
10th June 2019
Spiritual Care, Volunteering and Patient Services Team
Author:
Joan Pollard
Associate Director of Allied Health
Professions

Sponsoring Director:
Eddie Docherty
Executive Director for Nursing, Midwifery
and Allied Health Professions

Date: 16the May 2019
RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note the following points:
• the progress within Spiritual Care
• the progress within Volunteering
• developments within Patient and Carer Information

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper demonstrates implementation of the Healthcare Quality Strategy (2010),
and supports the delivery of :
•

•
•

•
•

The draft National Delivery Plan (NDP) for Health and Social Care Chaplaincy
and Spiritual Care in Scotland will supersede the previous CEL (2008) 49
(Scottish Government 2009b). Since the publication of the previous guidance
on Spiritual Care a profound shift in the approach to health and social care in
Scotland has taken place.
the Scottish Government Commitment: A Nation with Ambition
the Refreshed Strategy for Volunteering in the NHS in Scotland and the
supporting Volunteering in NHS Scotland A Handbook for Volunteering
(2014)
the Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social Care Strategic Plan 2016-19
Volunteering For All – Our National Framework 2019

Organisational Context / Why is this paper important:
Under the integration agenda there is a requirement for spiritual care to be provided
also in social care settings. It is recognised that Integrated Joint Boards and Health
Boards are trying to embrace integration with finite resources. A Spiritual Care
Service is guided by the NDP’s five overarching outcomes and key deliverables.
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NHS Scotland defines Spiritual Care as “care that is usually given in a one-to-one
relationship and is completely person-centred and makes no assumptions about the
personal conviction or life orientation.
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Volunteering Programme provides recruitment, training
and development for all volunteers throughout the region.
Key messages:
• Child Bereavement UK Scotland (CBUK) June meeting with NHS D&G staff
and Third Sector to establish Dumfries & Galloway Bereavement Network is
planned for the 6th June 2019
• Spiritual Care support reaching community hospitals in 2019
• Values Based Reflective Practice staff training need to ensure ongoing staff
support after Spiritual Care Lead leaves NHS Dumfries & Galloway at the end
of June
Volunteering:
• Volunteers Week – Presentation of IiV Award
• Volunteering Policy & Annual Report
• Midpark & Rural Communities
• Statistics & Training
• Clear Pathway Guidance – Partnership Working
• Staff Feedback

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
NHS D&G
DGRI
BFPS
CAU
PAT
IiV
IDEAS

-

NDP
CEL
MiP
VHS
CBUK
SANDS
HDL

-

NHS Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway Royal Infirmary
Breastfeeding Peer Support
Combined Assessment Unit
Pets as Therapy
Investing in Volunteers Award
Interventions in Dementia: Education, Assessment and
Support
National Delivery Plan
Chief Executive’s Letter
MacMillan Cancer Pathways Public Involvement
Voluntary Health Scotland
Child Bereavement UK
Stillbirth and neonatal death charity
Health Department Letters
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MONITORING FORM
•

Policy / Strategy

•
•
•

•
•

The draft CEL (2013) National Delivery Plan
(NDP) for Health and Social Care Chaplaincy
and Spiritual Care supersedes the previous
CEL (2008) 49 (Scottish Government 2009b).
Healthcare Quality Strategy (2010)
Scottish Government Commitment:
A Nation with Ambition (2017)
Refreshed Strategy for Volunteering in the NHS
in Scotland and the supporting Volunteering in
NHS Scotland A Handbook for Volunteering
(2014)
Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social Care
Strategic Plan 2016-19
Volunteering For All – Our National Framework
2019

Staffing Implications

Nil

Financial Implications

Nil

Consultation / Consideration

Not applicable

Risk Assessment

Not Planned

Risk Appetite
Low X
Medium
High
This is in the context of reputational where the
Board has a risk appetite of Medium
Not applicable

Sustainability

Compliance with Corporate Corporate Objectives 1,3,4 and 6
Objectives
Local Outcome Improvement Spiritual Care:
Outcomes 1, 2, 6 and 8
Plan (LOIP)
Volunteering:
Outcomes 3 and 8
•
•
•

Best Value

Vision and Leadership
Equality
Sustainability

Impact Assessment
Volunteering Policy 25th May 17
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1. Introduction
The NHS Dumfries and Galloway (NHS D&G) Patient Services team are responsible
for a number of areas of work including Spiritual Care, Volunteering and Patient
Information. This report outlines the key activities relating to those areas over the
period March and April 2019.
2. Spiritual Care
NHS Scotland defines; Religious care is given in the context of the shared religious
beliefs, values, liturgies and lifestyles of a faith community.
Spiritual care can be given in one to one or group relationships, is person-centred
and makes no assumptions about personal conviction or life orientation.
Spiritual care is not necessarily religious, but religious care should always be
spiritual.
A Spiritual Care Service is guided by the National Delivery Plan’s five overarching
outcomes and key deliverables as outlined in the CEL (2013).
Arising out of HDL (2002) 76 and CEL (2008) 49, together with the increasing
integration and development of Spiritual Care, there are 13 core requirements for the
delivery of spiritual care services across inpatient, primary care and integrated care
settings. The basic requirements of NHS Dumfries & Galloway are:
• employ a Spiritual Care Lead based on their qualifications, experience,
pastoral/relational abilities and capacity to demonstrate a mature,
reflexive, spiritual world view;
• provide levels of staffing commensurate with the delivery of a high quality,
integrated, proactive, responsive, spiritual care service;
• provide appropriate accommodation, information accessories, practical
resources, a dedicated sanctuary and quiet room in inpatient settings;
2.1 Bereavement Support
Following the March Easterbrook Hall educational conference, staff from Child
Bereavement UK Scotland (CBUK) will meet with staff from NHS Dumfries and
Galloway, Third Sector and other interested partners on the 6th June 2019. This will
be the first of many meetings to establish and a Dumfries and Galloway
Bereavement Network, supported by CBUK Scotland. There is currently interest
from NHS D&G staff, SANDS and Dumfries Carers Centre with the possibility that
other organisations may join in the future. Among the plans will be provision of
future educational bereavement conferences, study days, information and potential
‘drop in’ bereavement support groups facilitated across D&G for families to attend
and benefit from.
Signposting will also continue to appropriate bereavement support information
online, within D&G if available, and further afield if accessible and available for
people able to travel.
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The national UK-wide ‘Dying Matters Week’, known as ‘Good Death Week’ in
Scotland occurred 13 – 17 May. The D&G palliative care team, Alexandra unit staff
and colleagues ran daily drop-in sessions in the DGRI Education Centre. The week
began with a special screening of the Oscar nominated film, Island, which followed
the lives of four people dying in a hospice in the Isle of Wight. The special screening
was collaboration between the End of Life Studies Group from the University of
Glasgow and the Specialist Palliative Care Team in NHS Dumfries and Galloway.
The film Island is a very affecting film which serves as a life-affirming reflection on
the phenomena of dying, observing the last weeks, days and hours of life and the
moment of death.
A request for bereavement training from Dumfries Carers Centre for their staff will be
delivered in June. This will include a Conversation for Life workshop to enable their
staff to have the confidence to raise what can be difficult conversations about
expected and unexpected death with people across all ages they support.
2.2 Staff Care and Support
The breakdown of staff support referrals March – April 2019:
Referrals
Mar-19
New referrals for staff
support
6
Return appointments
8
Total
14
Reason for support
Bereavement/Loss
Family/Personal
Health - Physical/Mental
Work Concerns
Total

Mar-19
5
1
7
1
14

Apr-19
5
3
8
Appointments
Apr-19
2
1
2
3
8

The majority of staff support provided by the Spiritual Care Lead is around
bereavement. Palliative Care Scotland at the ‘Unleashing Compassion’ conference
in Glasgow in May, shared their research and progress on the national staff
bereavement toolkit to encourage workplaces to become better at supporting
grieving staff. Palliative Care Scotland requested input from professionals across
health and social care and Third Sector organisations to forward ideas, case studies
and helpful experiences to build on the effective, practical staff bereavement toolkit.
This information will be shared with staff and colleagues across Dumfries and
Galloway.
Relationship Scotland, Dumfries has also supported some staff referred to them with
bereavement and relationship issues. Other staff have benefited from referrals to
local private counsellors when other local support services may not have been
available or appropriate.
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2.3 Spiritual Care Volunteering
The most recently trained spiritual care volunteers completed their shadowing time
with experienced volunteers, two remain in DGRI and one has started offering
spiritual care support for patients in Thornhill Community Hospital. Three newly
recruited volunteers who have undergone spiritual care training will begin to shadow
experienced volunteers in DGRI in June. Two of these volunteers will remain in
DGRI and one will offer spiritual care for patients in Newton Stewart Community
Hospital and the Galloway in Stranraer after they have completed their shadowing
experience.
The number of patients being visited by the spiritual care volunteer team continues
to increase as the spiritual care team grows, staff awareness increases and patients
and their loved ones are aware they can request spiritual care support. The reporting
system to capture the number of visits continues to maintain an accurate record.
An experienced spiritual care volunteer followed up on a request from a patient in
Lochmaben Community Hospital for spiritual care support and was asked to return
by the patient to continue providing spiritual care.
2.4 Values Based Reflective Practice
The Spiritual Care Lead continues to facilitate and inform NHS D&G staff about the
benefits of regular half hour VBRP sessions in staff education and for example at the
end of committee meetings or soon after a significant event that may have affected
staff. It is hoped that more staff will be encouraged to attend VBRP Dynamics and
Processes training available in the future to share the responsibility in supporting
staff to reflect via VBRP. The local VBRP Community of Practice in NHS D&G has
not yet met in 2019.
2.5 Staff changes
The Spiritual Care Lead has indicated their intention to take up a new position within
another Board on the 1st of July.
3. Volunteering
3.1 Volunteers Week – Presentation of IiV Award
Volunteers Week, 1-7 June, is a chance to say thank you for the fantastic
contribution that NHS volunteers have made over the last year across Dumfries and
Galloway.
This year, the campaign tagline nationally is ‘time to celebrate’. A
planning group meeting of volunteers from various roles took place in April to plan
local celebrations for Volunteers Week.
•

Wednesday 5th June - Quiz Nite – Join us for a fun filled Quiz Nite at
Duncan Rooms Easterbrook Hall 6.45pm. During this evening a presentation
will take place of the Volunteer Scotland Investing in Volunteers Award which
was granted to NHS D&G Volunteering.
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•

Tuesday 18th June – one hour free Health Walk 11.45am from Mabie House
Hotel followed by Afternoon Tea 1.15pm.
Cost Afternoon Tea is
approximately £10pp payable in advance.

•

NHS Board Members are invited to attend all or some of the above
celebrations. To confirm your attendance email: dg.volunteering@nhs.net

3.2 Volunteering Policy and Annual Report
The Volunteering Policy and Impact Assessment which was due for renewal has now
been updated by the Volunteer Steering Group members and is now complete and
ready for submission to the Area Partnership Forum.
The Volunteer Co-ordinator, Volunteer Steering Group (VSG) and volunteers
continue to work on the first NHS D&G Annual Report which will be presented to
NHS August 2019 Board meeting. This has been themed using the six key elements
of Health and Wellbeing which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Person Centred
Effective
Safe
Timely
Efficient
and Equitable

3.3 Midpark and Rural Communities
Two volunteers will start their three month pilot project at Midpark within the
Glencairn Ward, they will be volunteering predominantly with patients with dementia.
Both of these volunteers are attending the Alzheimer’s Scotland National Conference
in Edinburgh on 3rd June to raise awareness and build their confidence in their
volunteering roles.
In rural communities fourteen new volunteers have been recruited six have
commenced their placement in Community Hospitals, one with Spiritual Care in
Newton Stewart and Stranraer and six continue training with Cancer Information
specialist in Dumfries to enable them to carry out their role in the new Newton
Stewart Cancer Drop In Centre.
3.4 Mountainhall Treatment Centre
Welcome Desk volunteers have integrated well with staff at Mountainhall Treatment
Centre. As both parties have become clear of their role and boundaries this has
provided a more streamlined approach for patients and visitors. The new reception
desk for staff and volunteers due to be in place soon will enhance service provision,
and give volunteers easy access to wheelchairs required for out-patients and
visitors. Five volunteers at Mountainhall await wheelchair assistance training.
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3.5 Statistics & Training
Recruitment of new volunteers has been put on hold to support new volunteers
during shadowing and placements, to allow time for current systems and structures
to be updated and give space for support and development with existing volunteers.
The next Volunteer Corporate Induction Training has been arranged for Friday 14th
June for those who are ready to start placements. Work continues, to develop the
new role of Patient Experience Volunteers initially for DGRI. Good practice visits to
other Boards who have this role as part of their volunteering have been arranged.
The statistics table below gives an update on volunteer numbers as at 30th April,
2019 showing that NHS D&G are providing 237 volunteering opportunities.
Statistics
Current Volunteer Roles
BFPS / Maternity Link
Cancer Information & Support
Combined Assessment Unit (CAU)
Community Hospital Volunteer
Falls Prevention
Food Satisfaction
IDEAS Team
Infection Control
MiP MacMillan Cancer Pathways Public Involvement
Pets as Therapy
Public Involvement Volunteer Steering Group
Specialist Outpatient Rheumatology
Specialist Outpatient Cancer Neck & Head
Spiritual Care - DGRI
Spiritual Care - Patient Listening
Ward Children Family Entertainer
Ward Paediatrics
Ward Volunteer
Ward Volunteer Care of Older People
Ward Volunteers - Hand and Arm Massage
Welcome Desk (MHTC)
Welcome Guides
Welcome Guides - Critical Care Unit
Total Volunteering Opportunities

30th April Proposed
2019
2019-21
8
30
10
12
4
7
3
70
2
7
5
7
2
4
10
9
12
11
1
5
2
3
3
5
1
1
6
10
2
34
1
1
2
3
73
126
6
18
2
2
21
20
54
55
7
10
237

450

The current number of active placed volunteers is: 201 throughout the region. An
additional 31 new volunteers are going through our application process.
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Exiting/Progression
1st January – 30th April 2019
Reason
Employment
Ill Health
Death
Retiring from Role
Study Commitments
Unable to commit
Total Exiting
Progression to another NHS volunteering role
Overall Total

Count
2
2
1
1
3
5
14
4
18

Two volunteers exiting from their volunteering roles have gone onto positive
employment destinations. One volunteer’s new role is as a Carer and the other in
administration. Three students have also left to study for their final exams. One of
these students is hoping to continue on to university to study Medicine.
3.6 Moving and Handling Training
Twenty nine volunteers participated in wheelchair assistance training between
January and March 2019. This additional training was primarily for Ward volunteers
who requested this training to enable them to provided assistance for visitors and
their families who require wheelchair assistance to and from the wards on evenings
and weekends.
Additional training dates have been requested to enable more Mountainhall
volunteers and Ward volunteers to take part in Moving and Handling training.
3.7 Peer Support Group Meetings
During January - March 2019, seven Peer Support Group Meetings took place with a
total of 59 volunteers participating. This included ward volunteers, welcome guides,
Critical Care Unit, Oncology, Rheumatology and ward and out-patient staff. All
sessions were 1hour 30minutes in total and were facilitated by Scottish Health
Council Dumfries and Galloway in partnership with NHS D&G Volunteer Coordinator. The purpose of these peer support group meetings are to:
•
•
•
•

Allow the volunteer voice to be heard
Gather feedback
Create opportunities to network with other volunteers, and
Support volunteers

During these sessions discussions about what is working well, what is not working
well have enabled volunteers to look at ideas and suggestions for service
improvement which will be included in the full collated feedback.
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Four members of staff took part in a similar exercise allowing them to share their
thoughts, allow their voice to be heard and hear some of the feedback from
volunteers.
3.8 Electronic Sign in for Volunteers
Over the last number of months discussions have taken place with IT staff and
General Manager of IT to install an electronic sign-in via BEACON for all volunteers.
Once fully operational this will assist with volunteering statistics providing number of
volunteering sessions/hours each month which is currently being collated manually
for the wards by one of our volunteers. This matter is still ongoing.
3.9 Clear Pathway Guidance – Partnership Working
NHS D&G are working in partnership with Third Sector Dumfries and Galloway to
ensure a Terms of Reference is in place for all Third Sector Organisation providing a
service for NHS D&G in hospital settings. This process being carried out is in line
VHS Clear Pathway Guidance adopted by NHS D&G in 2018: supporting the safe,
effective and person-centred involvement of volunteers from the third sector in NHS
settings.
3.10 Staff Feedback: Kirkcudbright Community Hospital
Alzheimer Scotland Dementia Nurse Consultant provided feedback on the value of
having Volunteer input to Kirkcudbright Community Hospital.
“I have been involved with a lady who has been experiencing significant
distress due to a mixed picture diagnosis of dementia. Being able to increase
the support this lady received by adding in some volunteer time was beneficial
to her, her family and staff. Having that extra input as an ‘add on’ to her care
demonstrated our commitment to supporting her effectively and meeting her
needs as an individual.
Providing complete person centred care is often challenging in health care
environments, this situation allowed us to enhance the person centred
moments that this lady received, which in turn has a positive effect on
wellbeing and in reducing distress. Please pass on my gratitude to the
Volunteer for her part in this”.
4. Patient and Carer Information
4.1 Mountainhall Treatment Centre
Patient Services and the Communications team have been reviewing the patient and
carer information on display in Mountainhall Treatment Centre. As a result a
communications plan will be produced and the information on display will be
refreshed. Patient Services will take responsibility for the information in public facing
areas and will support departments to manage service information in their specific
areas. This work is anticipated to take 2-3 months.
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4.2 Surgery School
An evaluation has been completed following the recent patient information work with
the Surgery School team. Recent attendees have been provided with a survey to
gather feedback on their experience. All response received so far indicate that
Surgery School has been beneficial to attendees and that the information shared
with patients and families has made a positive difference to their journey.
4.3 Service Specific Support
Patient Services are currently supporting a number of individual teams with their
specific patient information needs, including Dental Services, Intellectual Disabilities,
School Nurse Service and Health Visiting.
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Agenda Item 32

DUMFRIES and GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
10th June 2019

Involving People, Improving Quality
Healthcare Associated Infection Report
Author:
Elaine Ross
Infection Control Manager

Sponsoring Director
Eddie Docherty
Executive Director Nursing, Midwifery
and Allied Health Professionals

Date 17th May 2019
RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve this update paper.
The Board is asked to discuss and note NHS Dumfries and Galloway’s position in
relation to HAI targets and other Scottish Boards.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy
This paper demonstrates implementation of the national HAI Taskforce at NHS
Board level. This HAI harm reduction activity supports implementation of the
Healthcare Quality Strategy.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important?
The Scottish Healthcare Associated Infection (HAI) standards are requirements
expected to be met by NHS Boards and subject to inspection by the Healthcare
Environment Inspectorate. This includes scrutiny not only of performance against
local delivery plan targets and key performance indicators but systems and
processes in place to escalate concerns and address poor performance at ward
level.
Key messages:
•
•

NHS Dumfries and Galloway have the lowest HAI SAB rate in Scotland in
2018
In March there were no cases of CDI.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
CPE
CVC
CDI
CAI
ECB
HCAI
HEI
HPS
HPT
IPCT
IVDU
LDP
PVC
PICC
SAB
SSI

-

Carbapenemase Producing Enterobacteriaceae
Central Vascular Cannula
Clostridium difficile Infection
Community Associated Infection
E.coli Bacteraemia
Healthcare Associated Infection
Healthcare Environment Inspectorate
Health Protection Scotland
Health Protection Team
Infection Prevention and Control Team
Intravenous Drug Users
Local Delivery Plan
Peripheral Vascular Cannula
Peripheral Inserted Central Catheter
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia
Surgical Site Infection
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Healthcare Quality Strategy: reduction of harm.
Achievement of HAI LDP targets

Staffing Implications

Nil

Financial Implications

Nil

Consultation / Consideration

Update paper only

Risk Assessment

Addressed through corporate risk register

Risk Appetite
Low X
Medium
High
This paper gives an update on the progress in
relation to infection control within the Board, which
is directly related to Patient Safety, therefore, a low
risk appetite has been noted above.
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

Fewer infections will reduce bed occupancy and
use of resources
with

Corporate 7. To meet and where possible, exceed goals and
targets set by the Scottish Government Health
Directorate for NHS Scotland, whilst delivering the
measurable targets in the Single Outcome
Agreement.
Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6. People are safe and feel safe
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

Performance Management
• sound governance at a strategic and
operational level

Impact Assessment
Not applicable, update paper only.
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1.

Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia (SAB)

In total there were 35 SAB in 2108-19. Our local target was 26 cases. In the six
months to May 2019 there have been 5 PVC related SAB and an action plan to
address this will be taken forward by the Vascular Access Group
October
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4
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HCAI
1
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CAI
1
0
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0

1

2

January
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3
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1
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1
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Figure 1 - Local data
NHS D&G Monthly SAB performance
Cases per 1000 AOBDs
0.7
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0.5
0.4
0.3
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0.1
0

LDP target

Actual performance

Figure 2 - Local data
Breakdown of SAB by Cause and Origin of Infection
1 Apr 2019 to 30 Apr 2019
3
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HAI
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0
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Not known

Figure 3 - Local data

Figure 4 - Local data
The graph below illustrates performance against a median over 10 years. This is
helpful is establishing the significance of any variation. There is no downward trend
of significance at present.

NHS D&G
Annual SAB cases
50

SAB Cases

45
40
35

SAB cases

30

Median

25
20

Whilst the figures presented show that there has not been a significant downward
trend and that we remain above the target which was previous set as a HEAT target
It is helpful to look at the National data that is available on NSS Discovery platform
which allows boards to compare data for management purposes.
This data for 2018 shows NHS Dumfries & Galloway as the board with the lowest
rate of Healthcare acquired and Healthcare associated SABs in Scotland at 8.1 per
100,000 Total Occupied Bed Days
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2.

Clostridium difficile

CDI Cases per month by origin- local raw data unadjusted for recurrence.
HAI
2
3
5
1
3
3
3
5
3
2
5
3 ( 2 GCH )
1
2
0
2

January 2018
February 2018
March 2018
April 2018
May 2018
June 2018
July 2018
August 2018
September 2018
October 2018
November 2018
December 2018
January 2019
February 2019
March 2019
April 2019

CAI
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

Unknown
2
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

HAI- cases occurring after 48 hours or within 4 weeks of hospital admission
CAI - cases occurring within 48 hours of hospital admission or more than 12
weeks post hospital admission
Unknown – between 4 &12 weeks since hospital admission
Figure 5- Local data
NHS D&G CDI Monthly performance
Cases per 1000 TOBDS aged over 15
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Figure 6 - Local data
Rolling quarterly average indicates that we made our LDP target at the end of March
2019.
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Figure 7 - Local data
Annual number of cases of CDI plotted against a median. This is encouraging;
however, there is no significant shift as yet.

NHS D&G
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The Board is aware of the actions taken to address a rise in CDI cases seen first in
the community and thereafter in DGRI.
National data available on NSS Discovery Q1-4 2018 show Healthcare associated
CDI cases for NHS D&G rate of 24.7 per 100,000 Total Occupied Bed Days. This is
the highest figure in Scotland for this period, however, Quarter 1 2019 has shown a
decrease.
Figure 8 is annotated and shown against a median which allows us to identify
significant trends or shifts. It is too early to say, with confidence, that our actions
have achieved a sustained change.
Figure 8 - Local data
NHS D&G CDI Monthly performance
Increase in CAI
Cases per 1000 TOBDS aged over 15
CDI Antibiotic
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Jan-19

Mar-19

3.

E.coli bacteraemia

Cases of E.coli bacteraemia have remained largely unchanged over the year with
slight variation seen monthly.
Hydration and prevention of urinary tract infections are the two areas that we are
focusing our improvements efforts on.
As most infections occur in the community, we are endeavouring to reach out into
communities through links with our Infection Control Public Involvement Group
(ICPIG) who provide invitations to speak to local groups such as the Women’s Rural
and Community Councils. This is a softer way of reaching our target populations as
the message reaches far wider than the group initially receiving the information.
On 1st April there were 30 ladies at the Tynron women’s rural and it is expected that
there were a similar number of people attending on 16th May at the Annandale and
Eskdale federation of community councils.
4.

Conclusion

Current rates of Healthcare Associated Infection are amongst the lowest in Scotland.
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NHS Dumfries and Galloway Board report card
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia monthly case numbers
Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

0
2
2

1
4
5

0
3
3

0
2
2

0
1
1

0
3
3

0
6
6

0
0
0

0
3
3

0
3
3

1
2
3

0
4
4

MRSA
MSSA
Total SABS

Clostridium difficile infection monthly case numbers

Ages
15-64
Ages
65 plus
Ages
15 plus

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

0

1

2

0

1

0

1

1

2

1

0

0

4

3

2

6

5

4

2

4

2

1

2

0

4

4

4

6

6

4

3

5

4

2

2

0

Cleaning Compliance (%)

Board
Total

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

97.0

96.9

95.6

97.8

96.9

97.6

96.9

97.5

96.5

97.9

96.6

97.0

Estates Monitoring Compliance (%)

Board
Total

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

99.0

99.4

99.6

99.5

99.3

99.5

99.4

99.2

99.4

99.3

98.7

98.9
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NHS HOSPITAL REPORT CARD - DGRI
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia monthly case numbers
Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

0
1
1

1
4
5

0
3
3

0
2
2

0
1
1

0
2
2

0
5
5

0
0
0

0
3
3

0
2
2

1
2
3

0
4
4

MRSA
MSSA
Total SABS

Clostridium difficile infection monthly case numbers

Ages
15-64
Ages
65 plus
Ages
15 plus

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

2

2

1

3

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

2

3

2

2

3

2

0

2

0

Cleaning Compliance (%)

Board
Total

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

95.3

95.5

95.9

96.0

96.9

96.6

96.0

95.7

96.6

96.0

95.7

95.4

Estates Monitoring Compliance (%)

Board
Total

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

99.7

99.0

99.4

99.6

98.9

99.5

99.0

99.4

99.2

99.5

99.3

98.4
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NHS HOSPITAL REPORT CARD – Galloway Community Hospital
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia monthly case numbers

MRSA
MSSA
Total
SABS

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

0
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
1

0
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

Clostridium difficile infection monthly case numbers

Ages
15-64
Ages
65
plus
Ages
15
plus

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

Cleaning Compliance (%)

Board
Total

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

95.4

94.9

95.2

95.2

96.6

97.1

97.2

97.6

95.9

97.9

96.5

96.0

Estates Monitoring Compliance (%)

Board
Total

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

99.0

99.8

98.9

99.4

99.1

99.0

99.3

98.9

98.5

100

98.8

97.3
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NHS COMMUNITY HOSPITALS REPORT CARD
The community hospitals covered in this report card include:
• Annan Hospital
• Castle Douglas
• Kirkcudbright
• Lochmaben
• Moffat
• Newton Stewart
• Thomas Hope
• Thornhill
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia monthly case numbers

MRSA
MSSA
Total
SABS

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Clostridium difficile infection monthly case numbers
Ages
15-64
Ages
65
plus
Ages
15
plus

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

NHS OUT OF HOSPITAL REPORT CARD
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia monthly case numbers
MRSA
MSSA
Total
SABS
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve the following points:
•

Development of an Estimated Date of Discharge (EDD) Policy as a test of
change

•

Development of ‘Day of Care’ criteria for Mental Health in-patient settings

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
•
•
•
•
•

Mental Health Directorate 3 Year Plan
Mental Health Directorate Operational Policies and Procedures
Mental Health Strategy (2017-2027)
The Primary Care Transformation Agenda
Scottish Patient Safety Programme (SPSP)

Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
Reducing harm and improving safety for people who use and provide our services is
a key deliverable for the Mental Health Directorate (the directorate). This paper
outlines our strategic approach to developing a learning system to support
continuous improvement in safety and harm reduction, and describes some of the
ways in which we attend to this agenda.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ADD
ADP
A&E
AHP
CATS
CMHT
EDD
GP
OT
SAS
SDAD
SPSP
V&A
WTE

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Actual Date of Discharge
Alcohol and Drug Partnership CCD – Clinical Criteria for Discharge
Accident and Emergency
Allied Health Professional
Crisis Assessment and Treatment Service
Community Mental Health Team
Estimated Date of Discharge
General Practice OOHs – Out of Hours
Occupational Therapist
Scottish Ambulance Service
Specialist Drug and Alcohol Services
Scottish Patient Safety Programme
Violence and Aggression
Whole Time Equivalent
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MONITORING FORM
•
•

Policy / Strategy

•
•
•

Mental Health Directorate 3 Year Plan
Mental health Directorate Operational
Policies and Procedures
Mental Health Strategy (2017-2027)
The Primary Care Transformation Agenda
Scottish Patient Safety Programme (SPSP)

Staffing Implications

Not required

Financial Implications

Not required

Consultation / Consideration

Mental Health Senior Management Team

Risk Assessment

Not required

Risk Appetite
Low X
Medium
High
This paper looks at improvements to business,
while maintaining the patient safety element,
therefore, a low risk appetite has been noted.
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

Not required

with

Corporate 1,2,3,4,5,6,7

Local Outcome Improvement 3,7,8
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

All

Impact Assessment
A full EQIA was completed for the MH Directorate’s 3 Year Delivery Plan, and
associated policies and procedures as referred to in this paper. These documents
describe and govern how the directorate conducts operational and strategic service
delivery in context to this paper. The relevant EQIA’s are published on the NHS D&G
website.
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Introduction
Supporting individuals to reduce the impact of mental ill health is at the heart of what
we do. Our 3 Year Delivery Plan (2017) promotes a whole system approach to
patient care, designed to ensure that people get the right help at the right time, in the
right place by the right team – every time.
To help track progress on improvement actions and identify priority areas for future
improvement work, we have developed a performance management framework that
reflects the directorate structure. Each of the performance indicators are mapped
directly to the 6 dimensions of quality, and aligned to national and local priorities. It
has been co-produced with staff, and is informed by recent patient feedback on what
matters to them.
This framework enables on-going evaluation of activity in an open and accountable
way, through the production of routine strategic, tactical and operational level
reports.
In 2018/19, we focused on 3 key priority areas to help improve the safety,
experience and outcomes for people who receive and deliver mental health services.
These are;
• Increased access to services
• Reduction in harm
• Developing our workforce

Increased Access to Services
Primary Care
Prevention and early intervention is key to minimising prevalence and incidence of
mental ill health, and therefore must be a focus of our day to day activity.
In 2018, Scottish Government released funding to increase the role of health
professionals in primary care. The primary care transformation programme
encourages GPs to take a multi-disciplinary approach to patient care in the
community. Through a collaborative decision-making process between GP Cluster
Leads and the Mental Health Directorate, the associated funding is being used to
introduce 11.5 WTE Band 6 registered specialist mental health staff to work in GP
practices across the region.
This has enabled the development of a primary care liaison service, whereby
specialist community mental health nurses work from GP practices to see people
early, and prevent the need for escalation to secondary care services.
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A test of change is also planned for a Specialist Occupational Therapist (OT) to work
within GP practice. The OT role includes supporting individuals with mental ill health
to engage in work-related activities, and also to work with employers to help the
individual remain in or return to work through the use of the Allied Health
Professional (AHP) fit note.
Further funding has been made available through Action 15 of the Mental Health
Strategy, to give access to dedicated mental health professionals to Accident and
Emergency (A&E), GP practices, police custody suites and prison. Developments
over the last year include;
Crisis and Treatment Service (CATS)
Additional nursing resource has been allocated to the CATS service, to provide a
more sustainable 24/7 cover across A&E and Out of Hours Services (OOHs).
Police Triage
We are continuing to work on the Police Triage pilot to further develop links between
Police and Mental Health Services, including offering help to develop police staff
psychological expertise.
Nurse Consultant – Clinical Risk
This new post provides expert leadership and advice to help manage the risks
associated with individuals with distressing and risky behaviours who present at
A&E, Scottish Ambulance Service (SAS), OOHs, Community Justice Services and
Prison. A key role of the post holder is to help staff build skills in the assessment and
management of risk associated with complex mental health issues, improving
outcomes for staff and patients.
Secondary Care
Acute Liaison Service
We have invested additional resource to enhance and further develop the liaison
service between mental health and acute services. An operational policy is being
written, with a view to reducing length of stay, reducing risk of harm through
specialist risk assessment and management, and ensure care is delivered in the
least restrictive and disruptive way.
Community Mental Health Nurses
Suicide prevention literature shows the first 7 days after discharge from a mental
health hospital to be a high risk period. Therefore we have developed a quality
indicator to include all psychiatric inpatient wards and all community mental health
team (CMHT) services. Follow up means one to one verbal assessment by a mental
health practitioner, either face to face, or by using digital or telephonic technology.
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A recent test of change for people being discharged from Nithsdale ward to
Nithsdale CMHT indicated that people were seen within 7 days 100% of the time.
This work is now being spread to other ward and CMHT areas, and routine reporting
on the indicator is being developed.
Specialist Drug and Alcohol Services (SDAS)
NHS Specialist Drug and Alcohol Service work collaboratively with the Alcohol and
Drug Partnership (ADP). This supports early detection of any challenges to meeting
the national target that 90% of people start treatment within 3 weeks of referral, and
helps identify actions to address these. It is anticipated that the waiting times target
will continue to be met throughout 2019/20; across Dumfries and Galloway the latest
reporting indicates that 93.2% of people referred started drug and alcohol treatment
within 3 weeks.
In-Patients
On-going monitoring indicates under occupancy of available beds at Midpark
Hospital, with fluctuating rates noted and variance between wards. The current bed
model is under review, adopting a whole system approach to take account of the
wider mental health directorate, community services and acute care. We seek to
understand the current and anticipated flow to ensure sustainable, effective
resources are available to meet demand.
Work over the last year has included;
•
•
•

Process mapping of patient flow in/out of wards, including seasonal variation
Population modelling of likely future demand
On-going Estimated Date of Discharge (EDD) work to maximise flow

EDD
A poorly planned discharge can introduce new risks to safety and additional resource
costs, inhibits recovery, and may lead to unplanned readmission. Establishing EDD
as soon as possible after admission is considered to be a measure of efficient, high
quality discharge planning. This helps improve access to in-patient beds for those in
most need, and plan for timely access to community resources for people being
discharged. Nithsdale reported a significant reduction in length of stay following the
introduction of EDD on the ward.
During 2018/19, the directorate therefore continued to examine the implementation
processes of EDD, particularly around;
•
•
•

Sustaining the model on Nithsdale Ward
Spreading the model to Ettrick Ward
Evaluating the accuracy of the prediction of EDDs
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Nithsdale PT Flow Pathway
CATS Team

Mental Health Act

Midpark Ward

Patient Admitted to Nithsdale

Measures
Number of patients to
Nithsdale from each
category
Total number of
patients in Nithsdale

Assessment period for 72 hours following admission

EDD set by MDT at next Monday Handover following
assessment period

Number of people
with an EDD

EDD Information Recorded onto Excel, CORTIX, 'Pt
Status at a Glance Board', MDT Notes

On-going treatment and assessment, by MDT, to
identify needs for discharge; for e.g.
*Identify what assessments are required
*Identify what professionals need to be involved
*Action referrals, as appropriate

EDD Routinely Reviewed by MDT at Subsequent
Monday Handover Meetings

Patient
Remains in
Nithsdale

Patient
Discharged

Patient Transferred;
DGRI/Midpark/
Community Hospital

Length of Stay

The EDD process was initially
developed in Nithsdale ward.
This was formally written up
(figure 1) to support
sustainability during a period
of staff changes, and to help
facilitate spread to Ettrick
Ward.
Formalising the process also
helped communicate the
relevant ‘data capture points’
to teams. A spreadsheet was
developed to record the data.

Accuracy of predicted
EDD

Figure 1; process map of patient flow through Nithsdale ward
Nithsdale Ward recorded 92 patient entries on the spreadsheet between January
2018 and March 2019. Of those, 50 were discharged to a homely setting (the rest
were either transferred to another ward or unit, or have yet to be discharged). Of the
43 people who were discharged to their own home, 100% had an EDD and an actual
date of discharge (ADD) recorded.
The preliminary EDD was accurate to within 72 hours in 25% of the cases.
Ettrick ward recorded data for 144 patients between August 2018 and March 2019,
120 of whom were discharged home. Of those, 13 (11%) had no EDD, and 17 (14%)
had no discharge date recorded. The preliminary EDD was accurate to within 72
hours for 60% of the entries that had both EDD and ADD recorded.
The aim for 2019/20 is to have EDD recorded for every patient within 72 hours of
admission, and that this is communicated and recorded. Further, we aim to
accurately predict the EDD to within 72 hours for 85% of cases.
Going forward, we propose to develop;
•
•

‘Day of Care’ criteria for mental health in-patients, which will help describe
clinical criteria for discharge (CCD); there are currently no such guidelines for
this patient group in Scotland
An EDD policy that will provide a framework for discharge planning processes

*HCGC is asked to endorse these proposals.
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Reduction in Harm
There are focused improvement activities taking place on all wards in Midpark,
spanning all 5 work streams of the Scottish Patient Safety Programme (SPSP);
• Risk assessment and safety planning (eg, daily safety huddles and safety
briefs implemented in all wards)
• Communications at transitions (eg, more effective and efficient handovers
using electronic systems)
• Safer medicines management (eg, improved compliance with prescribing
standards for ‘as required’ medication)
• Restraint and seclusion (eg, weekly risk triage meetings has increased
understanding of attitudes to restraint and better management)
• Leadership and culture (eg, implementation of the Nominated Hospital Lead
Role)
Falls Prevention
From April 2017 – April 2018, an improvement project was undertaken in Cree Ward
to reduce the number of falls with harm. The overall approach was to incorporate
good dementia care and falls prevention methodology with person-centred
assessment and interventions. We reported a significant reduction in the number of
falls with harm, but had identified that the number was increasing as soon as the
project ended (figure 2). We have re-focused our attention on this area, in order to
establish systems and processes that will sustain the improvements over time. This
includes a routine, monthly reporting system.

Falls with Harm

Falls Resulting in Harm - Cree Ward
April 2017 - March 2019
10
8
6
4
2
0

End of Project

Falls with harm
median
Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb
2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2019

Figure 2; Falls with Harm, Cree Ward
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Health Board

Significant Adverse Event Reviews
In mental health, arguably the most significant event is a completed suicide. The rate
of suicide in Dumfries and Galloway continues to reflect the Scottish average
(indicated at figure 3).
Ayrshire & Arran
Borders
Dumfries & Galloway
Fife
Forth Valley
Grampian
Greater Glasgow & Clyde
Highland
Lanarkshire
Lothian
Orkney
Shetland
Tayside
Western Isles
Scotland

EASR for Health Boards
EASR for Scotland

0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0
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30.0

Figure 3; Deaths caused by probable suicide per 100,000 population (with 95% confidence limits)

There has however been a significant reduction in the number of suicides in the
region since the start of the Mental Health Change Programme in 2012 (figure 4).

40

Figure
4;
Number of
confirmed probable suicides
in
the
Dumfries
and
Galloway NSH Board area,
from 1982 to 2017

30
20
10
0
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016

Number of Suicides

Number of Suicides in D&G
1982-2017

33 less people were reported to have died by suicide in Dumfries and Galloway in
the last 5 years, as compared with the proceeding 5 years; a 28% reduction.

We continue to closely monitor all our adverse events and have robust processes in
place to support staff and families affected, including opportunities for shared
learning. Our SAER review process includes internal scrutiny procedures through
NHS governance and accountability structures, and externally, through Mental
Welfare Commission and NHS Borders buddy system.
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Ettrick and Nithsdale Care Assurance Audit
In August 2018 a short-life working group was established to benchmark the quality
and safety of care provided in Ettrick and Nithsdale wards, in line with the developing
Care Assurance Framework.
20 individual’s cases were identified; 10 who had admissions to Ettrick, and 10 to
other wards in the hospital.
The cases were assessed against 4 outcomes that include aspects of care such as
appropriateness of admission, care planning processes, engagement with carers
and timeliness of assessments.
While the audit did not identify any major deficiencies in care provision,
recommendations for the development of our electronic recording systems is
recommended, particularly around how care plans, discharge planning and other key
items are recorded, shared, and cross-referenced.
This will be addressed through sharing the audit and recommendations at the
Operational Management Group, where key quality indicators and measures will be
agreed to map progress.
Incidents of Violence and Aggression (V&A)
Incidents of V&A in Midpark Hospital have reduced below the median over the last 6
months (figure 5).

No of Incidents

Incidents of Violence and Aggression
Midpark Hospital, April 2018-March 2019
80
60
40
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0
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2018
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2018
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2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Figure 5; Incidents of recorded violence and aggression, Midpark hospital, April 2018
- March 2019
In June 2018, a Lead was appointed to oversee a programme of work to Improve
Observation Practice. This SPSP programme focuses on 9 strands to offer a more
personalised approach to treatment, safety and care for the increasingly-complex
needs of people who use services. These include; involving carers and families in
treatment and developing a trauma-informed workforce.
Developing our Workforce
We are committed to creating an infrastructure to support learning and quality
improvement, monitored through the development of our performance management
framework.
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8 staff completed the Scottish Improvement Skills course, with 1 completing the
Improvement Leader training.
We had a 72% response rate to the most recent iMatter survey, which indicated an
Employee Engagement Level of 74.
The directorate have several programmes of work that aim to build on staff
engagement level, including a project on Promoting Staff Attendance, Increasing
Visible Leadership and undertaking a Staff Safety Climate Tool.
We have undertaken 10 walk rounds during 2018/19, where staff identified the
following areas to require improvement; high number of Datix incidents, particularly
V&A, the impact of staff sickness absence, high bed capacity, and delayed
discharged – all of which are being attended to as described in this paper. It was
encouraging to hear staff report good morale, and that they feel the benefits of
improvement work, especially EDD, falls prevention and daily huddles.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve the Annual Report on Feedback, Comments,
Concerns and Complaints for 2018-19 prior to submission to NHS Board, Scottish
Government and Scottish Health Council.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper demonstrates implementation of the Healthcare Quality Strategy (2010),
and Patients Rights (Scotland) Act (2012). The Board is required to adhere to the
Patients Rights (Scotland) Act (2012) with regard to seeking and responding to
patient / family feedback.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
Patient feedback provides key information about the areas where the Board is
performing well and those where there is need for improvement. It also assists the
Board in delivering our CORE values and remaining person centred.
Key Messages:
• The Scottish Government recently published a review of the first year of the
Model Complaints Handling Procedure. The review identifies a number of
areas of good practice within NHS Dumfries and Galloway.
• A number of improvements have been implemented around the handling of
feedback and complaints.
• There are a number of information sources available to staff and the public to
increase awareness of our feedback mechanisms.
• There is room for improvement around our compliance with timescales.
• A number of improvement activities are planned for 2019/20.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
SPSO
NHS D&G
MCHP
Complaint

Scottish Public Services Ombudsman
NHS Dumfries & Galloway
Model Complaints Handling Procedure
NHS Dumfries and Galloway’s definition of a complaint is:

‘An expression of dissatisfaction by one or more members of the
public about the organisation's action or lack of action, or about the
standard of service provided by or on behalf of the organisation.’
Comment
Comments, feedback or observations which reflect how someone
felt about the service.
Concern
Concerns are matters where people require reassurance, further
information or explanation to resolve a matter of concern. These
fall short of a complaint as the person is not expressing significant
dissatisfaction, but wishes to be more fully informed.
A&D
Acute and Diagnostics
CH&SC
Community Health and Social Care
MH
Mental Health
W,C&SH
Women, Children’s and Sexual Health
S1/Stage One Stage One complaint. This is the ‘early resolution’ stage of the
complaints procedure where complaints are required to be
responded to within 5 working days.
S2/ Stage Two Stage Two complaint. This is the ‘investigation’ stage of the
complaints procedure where complaints are required to be
responded to within 20 working days. Complaints can go ‘direct’ to
Stage Two of the procedure or can be ‘escalated’ to that stage
following a Stage One response.
PASS
Patient Advice and Support Service
FHS
Family Health Service Contractors
BSL
British Sign Language
GDPR
General Data Protection Regulation
KPI
Key Performance Indicator
SHC
Scottish Health Council
NES
NHS Education Scotland
PEN
Participation and Engagement Network
NCPAS
NHS Complaints Personnel Scotland
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Healthcare Quality Strategy
Person Centred Health and Care Collaborative

Staffing Implications

Ensuring staff learn from patient feedback in relation to
issues raised.

Financial Implications

Not required

Consultation
Consideration
Risk Assessment

Risk Appetite

Sustainability

/ Not required
Actions from feedback followed through and reported to
General Managers and Nurse Managers who have a
responsibility to take account of any associated risk.
Low

Medium x

High

It is considered that the risk appetite for this paper is
medium in the context of Reputational where the Board
has an expressed risk appetite of medium.
Not required

Compliance with Corporate To promote and embed continuous improvement by
Objectives
connecting a range of quality and safety activities to
deliver the highest quality of service across NHS
Dumfries and Galloway
Local
Outcome Outcome 6
Improvement Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

Commitment and leadership
Accountability
Responsiveness and consultation
Joint Working

Impact Assessment
Not undertaken as learning from patient feedback applies to all users
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Introduction
Feedback offers a valuable opportunity for us to learn and improve. This report
provides an overview of feedback received from 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019. The
report is comprised of four sections and is in compliance with guidance issued by the
Scottish Government and the requirements set out in the Patient Rights (Scotland)
Act 2011.
In March 2019, the Scottish Government published a report reviewing the first year
of the New Model Complaints Handling Procedure (Appendix 1). The report
highlighted good practice across NHS Boards and detailed where improvements
could be made. This report refers to that review throughout, ensuring that the local
approach to managing feedback is consistent with the findings and guidance from
the Scottish Government.
1. Encouraging and Gathering Feedback
1.1 General Feedback, Comments and Concerns
NHS Dumfries and Galloway are committed to delivering safe, effective and personcentred care. The use of feedback is central to ensuring delivery of these aims and
we offer a variety of approaches which allow people to choose a feedback
mechanism that best suits their needs. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

in writing via letters, surveys, consultations and feedback forms.
by email via our Patient Services and DG Feedback email addresses.
by telephone via Patient Services and direct to individual services.
via Care Opinion and our own website.
on social media via posts, links and direct messages.
face-to-face via scheduled events and daily contact with the public.
via ContactScotland for British Sign Language (BSL) users

The Patient Advice and Support Service (PASS) provide a further communication
route and source of support for anyone wishing to provide feedback or make a
complaint. While PASS works independently of NHS Dumfries and Galloway,
information about their services is widely available throughout our wards, clinic
waiting areas, notice boards and intranet/internet. Their services are also promoted
in our feedback leaflets.
Our feedback literature and patient communications make it clear that we welcome
and encourage feedback. As well as promoting the opportunity to provide feedback
in dedicated leaflets and communications, information is also included in
appointment letters and patient information leaflets.
We also promote our
commitment to learning and improving to reassure people that their feedback can
and will make a difference.
NHS Dumfries and Galloway has a small Patient Services team who act as a central
point of contact for feedback and support. The team deals with daily enquiries,
concerns, compliments and complaints, ensuring each is logged and directed to the
most appropriate team so that it can be responded to appropriately.
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As part of that process, the team ensure that the person giving the feedback is clear
about the next steps and any timescales associated with that.
The majority of feedback is received by the Acute and Diagnostic Services
directorate, which covers the largest number of specialties. The directorate has a
dedicated Patient Experience team who manage and oversee feedback and adverse
events. The team is currently being reconfigured, with a number of additional staff
being recruited. This will ensure enhanced capacity and improved support, systems
and processes for patients, families and staff working in both the Acute and Women,
Children’s and Sexual Health directorates, taking a joint approach to managing
feedback and adverse events across both areas.
Other directorates have identified Feedback Coordinators who are trained to
manage, progress, record and track feedback in their area and act as key points of
contact for the Patient Services team. By having coordinators in place we can
ensure we have strong local knowledge of the processes and procedures as well as
support for staff within the local teams. All directorates have access to DATIX
(electronic complaints system) which allows capture of feedback received in real
time.
The Scottish Government’s report made six observations in relation to Encouraging
and Gathering Feedback:
1. Although understandably challenging for the larger Boards, Boards should
consider restructuring to ensure a more integrated approach to feedback and
complaints with an effort for a more systematic approach for learning and
improvement.
2. Boards should consider reviewing whether they could increase the visibility of
the feedback and complaints teams.
3. Healthcare Improvement Scotland and the four participating Boards could share
their learning from the Healthcare improvement Scotland real-time and right-time
care experience improvement models evaluation for other Boards to consider
adopting these feedback models.
4. Boards should consider identifying a person in each service area as a Care
Opinion responder. The central team could monitor initial responses to gain
quality assurance but staff should be empowered to respond to feedback about
their services.
5. Feedback and complaints web pages should aim to be simple to find and simple
to understand. Ideally, there is one form or contact for both concerns and
complaints and the team then applies the CHP definitions accordingly.
6. Boards need to upload their most recent annual report on their website.
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What we are doing well
•

Feedback mechanisms are well promoted across all areas, with multiple
feedback options available to the public. All feedback is directed in the same
way regardless of type.

•

Patient Services continue to meet with established community groups to develop
relationships and directly promote the Board’s feedback mechanisms.

•

There is a strong working relationship between complaints leads and Feedback
Coordinators across the Board. The Scottish Government report identified the
coordinators network as an example of good practice.

•

Whilst based in Mountainhall Treatment Centre, the Patient Feedback Manager
seeks to work within Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary regularly and also
attends other hospital locations throughout the course of the year.

•

Patient Services deliver regular training and awareness raising sessions across
the Board, which are held in various locations throughout the year. The team
also attends team meetings on request. These activities aid the team to build
and maintain relationships across services and staff groups. These sessions
were also identified as good practice within the Scottish Government’s report.

•

The Board has Care Opinion responders across the organisation and Patient
Services continuously review this to ensure good coverage and an up to date
responders list.

•

The Board’s Annual Report for patient feedback is available on our website.

Where we can improve
•

The feedback information available on the NHS Dumfries and Galloway website
requires further improvement to ensure it is visible and easy to navigate. A new
website is currently being developed and the Patient Services team are working
closely with colleagues in Communications to ensure the patient feedback
section is prominently positioned and appropriately populated.

•

Whilst ContactScotland is promoted as a means for BSL users to communicate
their feedback to the Board, there is scope to promote this further. The general
feedback leaflet will include details of ContactScotland when it is next reviewed.
Patient Services are also developing a guidance document for staff detailing
interpretation and translation provisions and that document will also detail
ContactScotland.

•

There is still scope to improve and further enhance integrated working in relation
to handling feedback, which is something that the recently formed Patient
Experience Group (PEG) is seeking to achieve. The PEG has representation
from all services across the organisation.
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Feedback Received
NHS Dumfries and Galloway received 260 comments and concerns in 2018/19,
which is less than the 285 received the previous year.
The Board also received 160 compliments in relation to excellent care and treatment,
which is a similar number to the previous year when 163 compliments were
received. It is also acknowledged that individual wards and departments will have
received many compliments directly throughout the year and Patient Services
continue to work on ways to better capture this valuable information.
Breakdown of feedback received

Table 1

Feedback by month received

Chart 1
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Chart 2

Chart 3

Chart 4
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Feedback Themes
Concerns

NB: Feedback often contains more than one theme
Table 2
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Comments

NB: Feedback often contains more than one theme
Table 3

Compliments

NB: Feedback often contains more than one theme
Table 4
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Complaints

NB: Feedback often contains more than one theme
Table 5
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1.2 Participation and Engagement Network
As a Board, we are keen to provide opportunities for local residents to participate in
the development, design and delivery of our services. Working closely with
Community Planning Partnership colleagues, the Board facilitates a Participation and
Engagement Network (PEN). The PEN allows members of the public to ‘sign up’ to
become more involved in local consultation and engagement activities. The PEN
currently has 29 individuals and five groups signed up to receive alerts. Six alerts
were sent out over the period.
What we are doing well
We continue to promote the network via leaflets in public facing areas and online
through the DG Change website. Leaflets are available in public facing areas across
NHS Dumfries and Galloway and have been distributed to a number of partners for
promotion.
Where we can improve
There is scope to further promote the PEN to increase the number of individuals and
community groups that are signed up for alerts. There is also scope to improve
awareness amongst colleagues in the Community Planning Partnership, to ensure
all consultations and engagements opportunities are promoted to members of the
PEN. The Participation and Engagement Working Group has discussed a draft
communication plan for better promoting the PEN during 2019/20 and this is in the
process of being finalised. The plan encourages coordinated and consistent
promotion of the PEN across all Community Planning Partners to improve
awareness and interaction.
At the March 2019 meeting of the multi-agency Participation and Engagement
Working Group, it was agreed that the PEN will be the mechanism for the newly
formed Youth Council to receive alerts on consultation and engagement activities
from Community Planning Partners. This will improve the diversity of the PEN
membership and will provide an opportunity for the network to be promoted directly
to young people.
1.3 Care Opinion
Care Opinion is an online approach, which enables the public to provide and view
feedback on experience of our services. When a story is added to Care Opinion the
relevant staff are alerted so that they can view the feedback and respond as
required. The majority of the feedback the Board receives through Care Opinion is
positive. Where a story is critical the author is invited and encouraged to make direct
contact in order that we can provide further advice and support to resolve any issues
which are raised.
What we are doing well
Promotional materials for Care Opinion are well distributed and visible across our
services. Leaflets are available in public facing areas and on individual wards.
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Care Opinion is promoted on our website, in our feedback leaflets and stories are
shared on our social media pages.
Most stories receive a response within 48 hours and all of our stories have received
a reply. Where stories have been critical, we offer an opportunity for people to
discuss their concerns with us directly and in a number of cases, this offer has been
accepted. Stories are shared with the relevant teams and where possible, we
identify learning from the feedback we received.
As well as general promotion of Care Opinion, Patient Services work directly with
individual services to plan targeted promotion appropriate to their patients.
Where we can improve
Whilst Care Opinion is well promoted across the Board, there is a need to continually
review and refresh this promotion. At present this is done reactively and therefore is
not always as consistent or effective as it should be. To address this, Patient
Services are developing a more structured approach to managing promotion.

Care Opinion - Feedback Received
NHS Dumfries and Galloway received 51 Care Opinion stories during the period,
which were read a total of 6,698 times.

Chart 5
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Criticality of Stories
Criticality ratings are applied to each story by Care Opinion staff. This ranges from
zero to five. Zero indicates a positive story such as a compliment or suggestion.
Criticality Five, Severely critical, indicates the most critical rating, with one – four
being minimal, mild, moderate and strongly critical respectively. During the period,
the Board received one strongly critical story which can be viewed here https://www.careopinion.org.uk/opinions/519327.

Chart 6

Appendix 2 contains a summary of Care Opinion stories received during the period.
Further information on Care Opinion, including details of our stories, can be found at
www.careopinion.org.uk.
2. Encouraging and Handling Complaints
2.1 Handling Complaints
NHS Dumfries and Galloway implemented the NHS Scotland Model Complaints
Handling Procedure (MCHP) from 1 April 2017. The new procedure saw the move to
a two stage complaints procedure for NHS Boards. The first stage of the procedure
focuses upon the early resolution of complaints and the second stage provides the
opportunity for detailed investigation of the issues raised.
The public have access to a number of information sources regarding our complaints
procedure, including:
•
•
•

web information locally, through NHS Inform and via the Scottish Public
Services Ombudsman.
NHS Inform leaflets detailing how to provide feedback and make complaints.
the Board’s local Feedback Leaflet and form.
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As detailed at 1.1 above, there is support available from PASS for those that wish to
complain. Dumfries and Galloway Advocacy Service is also promoted in our public
facing areas and complaints correspondence, to ensure those that need additional
support are aware how to access it. Patient Services also provide support and
advice to those that feel they are unable to complain to services directly.
The Scottish Government’s report made nineteen observations in relation to
Encouraging and Handling Complaints:
1. Boards to consider some access to the complaints system for services for slicker
communication between the central and local teams e.g. on pending actions or
upcoming deadlines.
2. Continue to raise awareness among staff on MCHP and empower them for early
local resolution.
3. More effort for increasing contact with complainants at the beginning to clarify
issues, manage expectations and explain the process.
4. Develop structured guidance for meetings.
5. Offer a debrief for staff and patients/family after a meeting for complex/sensitive
cases.
6. Boards to consider reviewing whether the central complaints team have the
capacity to send complaints out to relevant services soon after they are received,
preferably the same day to allow enough time for care teams to investigate.
7. Boards to ensure sign off responsibilities are not delaying closure of complaints.
8. Continue to build the complaints teams and staff’s confidence around closing
complaints and directing to Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) if a
complainant is still unhappy once they have completed the investigation and
issued their response.
9. Boards could highlight their consent issues through NCPAS whilst considering
the general guidance provided in the CHP appendix 8.
10. Scottish Government to consider the impact of their requests on the NHS. They
could ensure consent from the patient has been given and that the patient fully
understands what information will be shared and with whom.
11. When dealing with joint complaints, Boards need to have clear communication
and agreement between the organisations involved and refer to the CHP
guidance.
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12. It would be helpful if the NHS National Services Scotland assists with the
provision of a common system and version for the territorial boards. This would
ensure Datix is fit for purpose and that all Boards benefit from any changes and
improvements to the system as well as ensure consistency in recording and
reporting.
13. It could be useful for complaints team that have not yet done so to arrange a visit
to SPSO to get a clearer understanding of their procedures.
14. SPSO could clarify their own timescales.
15. SPSO could ensure there is consistency between their investigation handlers
e.g. in what type of evidence is acceptable.
16. SPSO could offer more guidance on how frequently to keep complainant
updated and how long is it acceptable to extend the timescale.
17. The mediation network could continue to clarify how mediation fits in the CHP.
They could share this information along with testimonials from public services,
particularly within health.
18. Boards should continue to increase the knowledge of staff in relation to the
benefits of mediation and identification of where it may be appropriate within the
complaints handling process. Taking up the Scottish Mediation offer of delivering
workshops for staff may be beneficial in supporting this.
19. The demands on the PASS service should be monitored closely to ensure
resources are sufficient to meet demands.
What we are doing well
•

The Board has Feedback Coordinators in all services. Staff linked to a complaint
also has access to the relevant Datix record, including the Responsible Manager
and Investigating Officer.

•

Training is available for Complaints Handling and Investigation Skills. Patient
Services regularly link in with individual teams to raise awareness and offer
support for complaints handling and managing feedback.

•

The importance of regular and direct communication is embedded in to national
and local procedures, as well as being covered in the training.

•

For any complaint received centrally Patient Services aim to send complaints to
services the same day and this is achieved in the vast majority of cases.

•

The training spends some time focussing on the appropriate closing of
complaints and when to signpost to SPSO. Patient Services regularly review
outstanding cases in order to identify any that should be directed to the SPSO.
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•

Patient Services are contributing to NCPAS discussions in relation to consent
and the challenges that can pose for complaints handling.

•

The Board has established processes for managing joint complaints. Services
are advised through the CHP, training and guidance that where possible there
needs to be one coordinated response to a complaint. Whilst we have improved
in this respect, there is still work to do to ensure we consistently take a joint
approach.

Where we can improve
•

The guidance and support tools available to staff in relation to complaints
meetings could be enhanced. Patient Services will review the information and
guidance available with a view to introducing improvements as required.

•

Debriefs are recommended through local and national procedures; however they
are not consistently offered.
This will be considered as part of the review
referenced above.

•

Some complaints are delayed due to the availability of the Responsible Manager
who is required to ‘sign off’ the complaint. Patient Services will work with
directorates to review their sign off arrangements.

•

Few staff within the organisation have visited the SPSO’s offices and such a visit
would be beneficial to those regularly dealing with complaints. Patient Services
will coordinate a visit for staff this year.

•

Awareness and use of mediation could be improved within the Board. Scottish
Mediation attended a General Managers’ meeting in February 2019 and
Mediation Skills workshops for staff are planned for 2019.

•

There is scope to improve how regularly directorates communicate with
complainants during the complaints process. Patient Services will work with
feedback coordinators to review and improve in this area.

•

There is scope to improve how we capture, analyse and respond to learning
from complaints including linking that analysis and learning to other relevant
sources of information such as adverse events. This was identified as an area
for learning last year and Patient Services have since introduced learning
summaries in some areas. There is however still work to do to ensure that
learning is recorded, progressed and shared more consistently (see section 2.3
Complaints Handling Performance Indicators).

•

The Board would benefit from improving analysis of complaints trends in order
that we can learn in a wider sense and become more proactive in our approach
to dealing with arising issues. The Healthcare Analysis Tool is being tested in
Patient Services to assist with this and supporting technology has been
purchased to support the Board’s ability to analyse related data.
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2.2 Summary Complaints Data
In the past year, NHS Dumfries & Galloway received a total of 397 complaints. This
is an increase on 2017/18 in which we received 327 complaints. These numbers
remain low in the context of the number of episodes of care delivered across the
Board each year.
Definitions:
Stage One: Complaints closed at Stage One Frontline Resolution
Escalated to Stage Two: Complaints which were dealt with at Stage One and
were subsequently escalated to Stage Two investigation (e.g. because the
complainant remained dissatisfied)
Stage Two (direct): Complaints that went directly to Stage Two Investigation due
Number
of complaints
per
year
– 2012 – 2018
to their complexity
or the
level
if investigation
required.

Chart 7
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Summary Complaints Received by Month & Annual Total (2018/19)

Table 6

Complaints by complaint type by month received

Chart 8
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Complaints received by Directorate
The complaints received related to the following areas:

Table 7

Complaints by first received date and service

Chart 9
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Chart 10

Chart 11
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Chart 12

Chart 13
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Chart 14

Chart 15
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2.3 Complaints Handling Performance Indicators
As part of the new Complaints Handling Procedure introduced from 1 April 2017, all
NHS Boards in Scotland are required to report their complaints performance against
a suite of new indicators determined by the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman
(SPSO). Those indicators can be summarised as follows:
Indicator

Description

Indicator One:
Learning from complaints

Indicator Two:
Complaint
experience

A statement outlining changes or improvements to
services or procedures as a result of consideration
of complaints including matters arising under the
duty of candour.
A statement to report the person making the
process complaint’s experience in relation to the complaints
service provided.

Indicator Three:
A statement to report on levels of staff awareness
Staff
awareness
and and training.
training
Indicator Four:
Details of the number of complaints received per
The
total
number
of episode of care and recorded against a consistent
complaints received
benchmark such as the number of staff employed.
Indicator Five:
Complaints closed at each
stage
Indicator Six:
Complaints upheld, partially
upheld and not upheld
Indicator Seven:
Average response times

Details of the number of complaints responded to at
each stage of the Complaints Handling Procedure.
Details of the number of complaints that had each of
the above listed outcomes.

Details of the average time in working days to close
complaints at each stage of the Complaints
Handling Procedure.
Indicator Eight:
Details of how many complaints were responses to
Complaints closed in full within the timescales required of the Complaints
within the timescales
Handling Procedure.
Indicator Nine:
Details of how many complaints required an
Number of cases where an extension to the standard timescales.
extension was authorised
Further details of the indicators can be found in appendix six of NHS Dumfries and
Galloway’s Complaints Handling Procedure.
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Indicator 1 - Learning from complaints
“A statement outlining changes or improvements to services or procedures as a result of
consideration of complaints including matters arising under the duty of candour.”

Feedback provides a valuable opportunity for us to learn from the experiences of our
patients, service users, carers and visitors. As well as our local commitment to
learning and improving, we are also obliged to identify, record and report on learning
under our Performance Indicators.
As part of the information captured on Datix around complaints, we record any
improvements actions taken. The table below demonstrates that we identified 229
improvement actions during 2018/19.

Table 8

The Scottish Government’s report made twelve observations in relation to Learning
from Complaints:
1. Consider including an actions tracker on Datix.
2. Service reviews could incorporate an analysis of feedback and complaints to
ensure themes and matters that require more significant/wider service
improvement and/or resource from the Boards are identified.
3. Boards could share resources they have for capturing learning such as reflective
learning forms and response templates.
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4. Continue to remind staff to include actions and learning in response letters.
5. Consider having a learning summary/form for stage two complaints including
what went well and improvements identified. The management team need to
commit to at least one improvement action.
6. Boards to encourage monitoring of actions/quality improvement plans.
7. Consider the healthcare analysis tool used by NHS Dumfries and Galloway to
help analyse complaints and identify themes and trends.
8. Complaints teams could ask for evidence of actions to be provided immediately.
This provides assurance to the Boards and they are prepared ahead for any
cases that go to SPSO.
9. Complaints teams could seek opportunities for sharing learning and
improvements carried out by services or the organisation via internal
communications.
10. To encourage services to share learning summaries that might be beneficial for
other services as well as patients.
11. Staff named in complaints could be kept informed of investigation and actions
and receive a copy of the final response letter.
12. Arrangements could be put in place to support staff who are the subject of
complaints.
What we are doing well
•

A ‘Learning Summary’ template has been introduced to capture learning from
complaints. The Acute and Diagnostic Services Directorate and Women,
Children’s and Sexual Health Directorate are starting to use these for complaints
which have been upheld or partially upheld.

•

Learning Summaries are included in bi-monthly feedback reports to Board and
Healthcare Governance Committee.

•

There is an increased focus on learning and improvement within the complaints
training and supporting materials.

•

There is improved joint working between Patient Services and the Patient Safety
team in relation to complaints and adverse events.

•

The information contained within our performance reports has been reviewed
and refined several times to ensure improved relevance and assurance.

•

Additional performance reporting has been introduced to ensure that the senior
management team are regularly updated on the status of complaints within their
service.
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Where we can improve
•

Learning Summaries should be used consistently for all complaints where there
has been an upheld or partially upheld outcome. Patient Services will work with
directorates to agree an implementation plan for this approach.

•

Datix contains the appropriate fields to capture and report on learning, but these
are not consistently completed. Patient Services are working with Feedback
Coordinators to support comprehensive completion of records.

•

There is scope to improve how we share learning within the Board and beyond.
Patient Services are working with complaints leads locally and nationally to
explore practical solutions to aid this sharing of learning.

•

The University of Glasgow and Hirst Works have developed guidelines to aid
organisations to better support staff that are subject of a complaint. The ‘Being
Complained About’ guidelines were considered by the Patient Experience Group
and it was agreed that the Board would be a case study for the University in their
testing of the document. Patient Services are in the processes of reviewing
complaint procedures to ensure key actions from the guidance are included.

•

Improvement plans are developed and monitored in some directorates but there
is a lack of consistency in approach. This will be discussed at a future Patient
Experience Group to explore and agree how the Board can improve in this
respect.

•

Evidence of actions is monitored by Responsible Managers in some instances,
but again there is a lack of consistency in approach. This will also be considered
at the Patient Safety Group as part of the discussion referenced above.

Examples of Learning
Appendix 3 contains a number of Learning Summaries from the period 2018/19.
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Indicator 2 - Complaints Process Experience
“A statement to report the person making the complaint’s experience in relation to the complaints
service provided.”

Complainants have been invited to share their experience of the Complaints
Handling Procedure with the Board since February 2018. By seeking this feedback,
we are able to identify if any adjustments are required to the complaints service
offered by NHS Dumfries and Galloway.
Our survey questions are based on the suggested themes in the model Complaints
Handling Procedure from the SPSO and are consistent with the questions being
asked by other Boards. The survey seeks to measure:
•
•
•
•
•

Ease of access to the process, including how easy it is to find on websites
and via search engines.
How the person making the complaint was treated by staff (for example were
they professional, friendly, polite, courteous etc).
Whether empathy was shown or an apology offered.
Timescale in terms of responses being issued or updates as the case may be.
Clarity of decision and clarity of reasoning.

The survey is made available to anyone who has made a complaint. A link to the
online survey is provided in complaints response letters and paper copies can be
requested via Patient Services.
During the period 2018/19 we had 31 responses. A summary of the findings is
included in Appendix 4. A number of the responses included comments providing
personal accounts of experiences. These have been removed from this report as
many contain identifiable information.
It is recognised that those that are motivated to respond are likely to have strong
views on their experience and the National Complaints Personnel Association
Scotland (NCPAS) have discussed the challenges associated with this. One of the
key challenges being that satisfaction with the outcome of the complaint will have
some bearing on the level of satisfaction with the process. The results of the
surveys have informed the Board’s planned actions as detailed below.
The Scottish Government’s report made five observations in relation to Complaints
Process Experience:
1. A national approach could be developed with discussion in NCPAS to discuss
Boards’ concerns, challenges and ideas for solutions.
2. Consider involvement of the Scottish Health Council (SHC) to identify a national
approach – e.g. NHS Forth Valley have been working with SHC on this KPI and
have a revised survey form and are considering other feedback formats. It would
be good if their experience were shared with other Boards. Also, it might provide
better response if data is collected by an organisation independent of the Board
to reduce bias and because people that were not satisfied might not see value of
providing feedback.
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3. SPSO could advise on the processes that are successful for this KPI in other
public sectors to discuss if they could be adapted for the NHS.
4. NHS Boards to ask for guidance from the Information Commissioner about
consent required for KPI 2 to ensure GDPR compliance.
5. Consider learning from the HIS real-time and right-time model, namely that
qualitative feedback might be more valuable than survey data.
What we are doing well
•

Patient Services found that response rates for the survey were low when it
was initially introduced. To try to address this, the survey was promoted
through social media channels, which saw an increase in responses. The
Scottish Government report identified this approach as good practice.

Where we can improve
Responses indicated that we could improve in the following areas:
•

Respondents commented that it was difficult to find information on how to
make a complaint. Information is widely available as detailed earlier in the
report however comments accompanying the survey suggested that some
frontline staff were still unaware as how best to manage complaints. Patient
Service will review the information made available to frontline staff regarding
managing feedback and will seek to further raise awareness about the
complaints procedure.

•

Some respondents commented that they did not speak to any member of staff
about their complaint and all correspondence was in writing. A number also
commented that they were not happy with how their complaint was handled
and that it was difficult to get in touch with staff or requests for contact were
not met. Communicating with people making complaints at the initial stage of
their complaint is of paramount importance to ensure clarity of issues and
agree preferred resolutions and outcomes. This features prominently in the
procedure and associated guidance and is also a focus within the training.
Patient Services are introducing further quality monitoring of live cases and as
part of that communication will be reviewed in those cases to ensure it is of an
appropriate frequency.

•

There were a number of comments made from respondents that their
complaint was not dealt with in a timely manner; that they were not kept
informed about the progress of their complaint and that the complaints
process was not fully explained to them. Patient Services continue to work
with front line staff dealing with complaints to highlight the importance of good
communication with people making complaints to ensure that they are kept
updated of any delays in responding to their complaint.
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Patient Services have provided a number of templates for use when
responding to complaints, which include guidance on the information which
should be included in the complaint response. Patient Services will continue
to promote and encourage the use of these templates to ensure responses
follow best practice guidance from the SPSO Valuing Complaints website.
•

Majority of respondents reported that they had not received an apology from
the Board in relation to their concerns. Apologies are strongly encouraged
within procedures and guidance, and in some cases is a statutory
requirement, including Duty of Candour. Quality monitoring demonstrates that
apologies are included in the majority of response letters, including in those
cases where complaints are not upheld.

•

Respondents also commented that the response they received did not answer
all of the issues they raised and it was not clear what the outcome of their
complaint was. Procedures and templates include a requirement for this.
Quality monitoring demonstrates that these templates are not being used in all
cases and that in some cases issues are not being fully addressed and
outcomes not included.
Patient Services will highlight this issue to
Coordinators and Responsible Managers and will continue to monitor
compliance with this requirement.

Indicator 3 - Staff Awareness and Training
“A statement to report on levels of staff awareness and training.”

Patient Services currently deliver two complaints training courses, Complaints
Handling and Investigation Skills. These sessions are open to staff across Health
and Social Care as well as to GPs, dentists, pharmacists and opticians.
The Scottish Government’s report made eleven observations in relation to Staff
Training and Development:
1. Scottish Government could clarify the level of detail required in reporting this
KPI.
2. Boards to consider whether some of the complaints related training could be
made mandatory to certain staff groups or at least highly encouraged.
3. Complaints teams could seek opportunities to attend staff meetings/huddles to
raise awareness of complaints issues, resources available and training.
4. Promote training and SPSO resources to contractors.
5. More training considered for frontline staff related to building confidence and
managing difficult conversations.
6. Boards could review whether complaints and learning from complaints is
included in senior managers’ performance objectives and to consider adding
these objectives if absent.
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7. Frequent internal communication such as sharing Care Opinion stories, learning
from complaints, patient experiences or promotion of training to maintain
awareness of CHP among staff.
8. Could increase opportunities for face-to-face training for complaints teams and
for contractors.
9. Could commission a training impact evaluation.
10. To discuss with NES the possibility of developing a learning network for
complaints and adverse events teams.
11. To have discussions at NCPAS about the development and use of the
complaints website within the knowledge network to coincide with NES’ move to
the new system. This could be used as a discussion forum and for sharing
resources.
What we are doing well
•

Patient Services have trained 153 staff in Complaints Handling and 121 staff in
Investigation Skills since sessions began in 2017. Bespoke feedback training
has also been delivered to a number of individual teams and three cohorts of the
ASPIRE course.

•

In June 2018, an awareness raising event was organised for staff with PASS and
Dumfries and Galloway Advocacy Service.
Both organisations have also
worked with individual directorates to promote their services.

•

The Board’s Patient Feedback Manager is currently undertaking a Masters in
Dispute Resolution through Queen Margaret University. The course content is
directly informing complaints and conflict management work within the Board.

Where we can improve
•

Awareness of the benefits of mediation and the support available from Scottish
Mediation is still limited. There is further work to be done to address this, to
ensure that the Board are making full use of this valuable service. A Mediation
Skills workshop is scheduled for June 2019 to give staff the opportunity to learn
more.

•

There is an opportunity to streamline training across adverse events and
complaints. The Patient Services and Patient Safety teams are exploring this for
the period ahead.

•

During most training sessions staff have expressed a desire for more support
and training regarding managing conflict. Patient Services are developing
additional resources to assist.
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•

Whilst the training is evaluated by Patient Services, there is no external
evaluation. This would be helpful to ensure the training continues to meet its
objectives. Patient Services will work with Organisational Development to
explore this further.

•

Whilst Care Opinion and other patient stories are shared, there is not a
consistent approach to that sharing.
Patient Services will develop a
communication plan to aid that.

Indicator 4: Total number of complaints received
Number of complaints received by the
NHS Board Complaints and Feedback
Team
Number of complaints received by NHS
Contractors
Total number of complaints received in
NHS Board

397
146
543

NHS Board – Subgroups
Acute & Diagnostic
Women & Children’s
Community Health and Social Care
Operational Services
Mental Health (excl Prison Services)
Prison Services
Corporate
Total

262
41
26
4
33
16
15
397

Independent Contractors
General Practitioners
General Dental Practitioners
Ophthalmic Contractors
Pharmacy Contractors
Total Independent Contractors

84
6
0
56
146

The remaining performance indicators focus on the quantitative data associated with
our complaints handling and are reported as follows.
Indicator 4 - The total number of complaints received per 1000 population
Description
2018/19
Per 1000 population
2.7
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Rate of Complaints received by service area (Rate per 1,000 staff)

Table 10

NB - All information from this point forwards relates to Complaints which have
been completed.
Indicator Five: Complaints closed at each stage
“Details of the number of complaints responded to at each stage of the Complaints Handling
Procedure”
Complaint
Type
Closed

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Total

21

11

14

6

15

8

12

11

6

3

9

9

125

Stage 1
% of all
39.6% 27.5% 41.2% 24.0% 45.5% 30.8% 37.5% 32.4% 21.4% 15.8% 24.3% 27.3% 31.7%
Closed
Closed
Stage 2 Direct

Stage 2 Escalated

32

28

19

18

16

17

20

23

17

13

26

22

251

% of all
60.4% 70.0% 55.9% 72.0% 48.5% 65.4% 62.5% 67.6% 60.7% 68.4% 70.3% 66.7% 63.7%
Closed
Closed

0

1

1

1

2

1

0

% of all
Closed

0.0%

2.5%

2.9%

4.0%

6.1%

3.8%

0.0%

Total
Closed

53

40

34

25

33

26

32

0

5

3

2

0.0% 17.9% 15.8% 5.4%

34

Table 11
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28

19

37

2

18

6.1%

4.6%

33

394

Complaints by stage by month complaint closed

Chart 16

Indicator Six: Complaints upheld, partially upheld and not upheld
“Details of the number of complaints that had each of the above listed outcomes and as a % of all
complaints closed at the various stages.”

As well as the speed of our responses, it is important for us to consider and
understand the outcome of complaints. Where possible, we aim to have a clear
outcome detailing whether the complaint was upheld, not upheld or partially upheld.
In 2018/19 70% of our complaints were fully or partially upheld. This demonstrates
an increase on the figures for 2017/18 where 60% were fully or partially upheld. In
breaking the figures down further we can see that in 2018/19, 36% of all complaints
were fully upheld (compared to 19% the previous year) and 35% partially upheld
(compared to 41% the previous year).
This increase will be further analysed by the Patient Services team and report on
findings presented to a future Board meeting.
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Complaints Upheld or Partially Upheld by month complaint closed
The table below details a full breakdown of our response outcomes.
Complaint
Outcome
Type

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Total

#

9

6

5

1

6

4

7

7

4

3

4

5

61

%

42.9%

54.5%

35.7%

16.7%

40.0%

50.0%

58.3%

63.6%

55.6%

52.4%

#

7

3

3

3

7

1

2

2

2

0

3

0

33

%

33.3%

27.3%

21.4%

50.0%

46.7%

12.5%

16.7%

18.2%

33.3%

0.0%

33.3%

0.0%

24.4%

#

5

2

6

2

2

3

3

2

0

0

2

4

31

%

23.8%

18.2%

42.9%

33.3%

13.3%

37.5%

25.0%

18.2%

0.0%

0.0%

22.2%

44.4%

23.2%

#

21

11

14

6

15

8

12

11

6

3

9

9

125

#

8

5

1

3

6

2

6

2

2

9

18

12

74

%

25.0%

17.9%

5.3%

16.7%

37.5%

11.8%

30.0%

8.7%

11.8%

69.2%

69.2%

54.5%

29.8%

#

11

15

9

10

5

7

8

17

9

2

4

2

99

%

34.4%

53.6%

47.4%

55.6%

31.3%

41.2%

40.0%

73.9%

52.9%

15.4%

15.4%

9.1%

39.2%

#

13

8

9

5

5

8

6

4

6

2

4

8

78

%

40.6%

28.6%

47.4%

27.8%

31.3%

47.1%

30.0%

17.4%

35.3%

15.4%

15.4%

36.4%

31.0%

#

32

28

19

18

16

17

20

23

17

13

26

22

251

#

0

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

7

%

0.0%

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20.0%

33.3%

50.0%

0.0%

33.6%

#

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

5

%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

40.0%

33.3%

50.0%

0.0%

18.6%

#

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

2

6

%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

40.0%

33.3%

0.0%

#

0

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

5

3

2

Upheld

Partially
Upheld
Stage 1

66.7% 100.0% 44.4%

Not Upheld

Total

Upheld

Stage 2 Direct

Partially
Upheld

Not Upheld

Total

Upheld

Stage 2 Escalated

Partially
Upheld

100.0% 100.0%

Not Upheld

Total

Table 12
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100.0% 22.8%
2

18

Stage 1 Complaints

Chart 17

Direct to Stage 2

Chart 18
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Escalated to Stage 2

Chart 19
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Indicator Seven: Average response times
“Details of the average time in working days to close complaints at each stage of the Complaints
Handling Procedure.”

The tables below detail how long it took us on average to respond to complaints at
each stage. The Complaints Handling Procedure requires us to respond to Stage
One complaints within 5 working days and Stage 2 complaints within 20 working
days.
Compliance with statutory timescales continues to pose a challenge and does
fluctuate. There are times when an extended response time is required to ensure a
comprehensive response. In those cases, it is crucial that any extensions are
communicated to the complainant. Patient Services continue to work closely with
Directorates to support them with their complaints handling and to identify any areas
where timeliness or quality could potentially be improved.

Table 13

Average time for complaint to be closed
Stage 1 Complaints

Chart 20
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Direct to Stage 2

Chart 21

Escalated to Stage 2

Chart 22
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All received to closed – 01/04/2018 – 31/03/2019

Chart 23

Stage 1 received to closed – 01/04/2018 – 31/03/2019

Chart 24
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Stage 2 received to closed – 01/04/2018 – 31/03/2019

Chart 25

Indicator Eight: Complaints closed in full within the timescales
“Details of how many complaints were responded to within the timescales required of the Complaints
Handling Procedure.”

The tables below detail how many complaints were responded to within timescale at
each stage. We aim to respond to 70% of complaints within timescale at each stage.
Complaint
Type
Closed
Within
Target
Stage 1
(5 Working
Days)

Stage 2
Direct
(20 Working
Days)

Stage 2
Escalated
(20 Working
Days)

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Total

9

6

7

6

11

4

9

8

2

2

7

8

79

50.0%

75.0%

72.7%

33.3%

66.7%

77.8%

88.9%

63.2%

% Closed 42.9%

54.5%

50.0% 100.0% 73.3%

Total
Closed

21

11

14

6

15

8

12

11

6

3

9

9

125

Closed
Within
Target

17

7

11

9

6

10

8

13

10

6

14

11

122

25.0%

57.9%

50.0%

37.5%

58.8%

40.0%

56.5%

58.8%

46.2%

53.8%

50.0%

48.6%

% Closed 53.1%

Total
Closed

32

28

19

18

16

17

20

23

17

13

26

22

251

Closed
Within
Target

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

2

9

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20.0%

66.7%

2

1

0

0

5

3

% Closed

Total
Closed

0.0%

0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

1

1

1

Table 14
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50.0% 100.0% 50.0%

2

2

18

Complaints closed in Set Timescale by month closed
Stage 1 Complaints closed in 5 days

Chart 26

Stage 2 Direct closed in 20 days

Chart 27
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Escalated to Stage 2 closed in 20 days

Chart 28

Indicator Nine: Number of cases where an extension was authorised
“Details of how many complaints required an extension to the standard timescales.”

Complaint
Type

Stage 1
(5 Working
Days)

Extend.

Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Total

No.
Extend.

3

3

3

0

2

0

1

2

1

1

0

0

16

%
Extend.

14.3%

27.3%

21.4%

0.0%

13.3%

0.0%

8.3%

18.2%

16.7%

33.3%

0.0%

0.0%

12.8%

Total
Closed

21

11

14

6

15

8

12

11

6

3

9

9

125

No.
Extend.

12

17

7

8

6

6

8

10

6

5

3

5

93

37.5%

60.7%

36.8%

44.4%

37.5%

35.3%

40.0%

43.5%

35.3%

38.5%

11.5%

22.7%

37.1%

32

28

19

18

16

17

20

23

17

13

26

22

251

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

3

1

1

0

9

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

60.0%

33.3%

50.0%

0.0%

50.0%

0

1

1

0

0

5

3

2

2

18

Stage 2 Direct
%
(20 Working Extend.
Days)
Total
Closed
No.
Extend.
Stage 2 Escalated
%
(20 Working Extend.
Days)
Total
Closed

100.0% 100.0% 50.0%

1

1

2

Table 15
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Complaints closed where extension to set timescale authorised by month
closed
Stage 1 Complaints with authorised extension

Chart 29

Stage 2 Direct Complaints with authorised extension

Chart 30
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Escalated to Stage 2 Complaints with authorised extension

Chart 31

2.4 Scottish Public Services Ombudsman
Individuals who are dissatisfied with NHS Dumfries & Galloway’s complaint handling
or response can refer their complaint for further investigation to the Scottish Public
Services Ombudsman (SPSO).
The number of complainants who progress their complaint to the SPSO is a useful
indication of the effectiveness of the complaints handling procedure. This is closely
monitored by Patient Services to ensure that our processes are efficient in reaching
desired resolution for service users and their families.
SPSO cases

Table 16
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SPSO Complaints Received per Month

Chart 32

SPSO Complaint Outcomes

Table 17

Of the 23 decision letters received, the SPSO made 54 Recommendations to the
Board. For each recommendation made by the SPSO, the Board develops an action
plan, detailing the recommendations made and the actions taken to address them.
Evidence that the recommendations have been undertaken is presented to the SPSO
and the case is not closed with their offices until they are satisfied with the Board’s
actions.
All of the SPSO’s decisions are published on their website and can be viewed here
https://www.spso.org.uk/our-findings. Patient Services can assist if there are any
difficulties accessing reports.
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2.5 Family Health Services (FHS), Independent Contractors Feedback,
Comments and Complaints
Local GPs, Dentists, Opticians and Pharmacists provide the Board with monthly
performance information relating to the number of complaints they have received. In
accordance with the Complaints Directions, relevant NHS Bodies have a
responsibility to gather and review information from their own services and their
service providers. Service providers also have a duty to supply this information to
their relevant NHS Body as soon as is reasonably practicable after the end of the
month to which it relates.
The collation of information in relation to Family Health Service Contractors remains
challenging both from concordance and a quality perspective. Patient Services
continues to work with Contractors to ensure concordance with providing information.
The Scottish Government’s report made five observations in relation to Independent
Contractors:
1. Discuss the conflicting feelings of collecting and reporting performance data for
independent contractors with the Scottish Government.
2. Consider a national effort for engaging contractors including opening and
promoting training to them.
3. Could review the possibility of providing access to systems (e.g. Datix) to
contractors with shared experiences from Boards.
4. Could offer a point of contact in the complaints team who can offer advice and
support to contractors.
5. Independent contractors could complete the CHP compliance self-assessment.
What is working well
•

The Board extends its Complaints Handling and Investigation Skills training to
independent contractors and uptake is good. Through that training and links with
Primary Care Development, contractors are aware that they can contact Patient
Services for advice and support.

•

The Board has improved the response rate in relation to independent contractor
complaints. The approach taken by Patient Services to gather this information
has been identified as good practice within the Scottish Government review
report.

Where we could improve
•

Patient Services will discuss with Primary Care Development the option of
sharing the SPSO’s self assessment framework with independent contractors.
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•

The use of Datix by independent contractors was previously discussed and did
not progress for a variety of reasons. The review findings will be shared with
Primary Care Development to consider if this is worth re-visiting.

Family Health Service/Independent Contractor Complaints
General
Practitioner Dentist Pharmacist

Complaints Received
Total
Number
contractors

Optician

Total

of

29

33

34

21

90

Avg No of Contractors
replying over period

24

16

11

10

Complaints received:

84

6

56

0

146

Stage 1

48

5

37

0

90

Stage 2 Direct

25

1

19

0

45

Stage 2 Escalated

0

0

0

0

0

Stage not known

11

0

0

0

11

NB: Pharmacy contractors do not provide the Board with detailed information

Table 18

Complaint Response times:

General
Practitioner Dentist Pharmacist Optician

Total

Complaints closed at Stage 1
within 5 working days as % of
Stage 1 Complaints

36%

6%

39%

0

81%

Complaints closed at Stage 2
within 20 working days as % of
Stage 2 Complaints

56%

2%

38%

0

96%

Complaints closed at Stage 2
Escalated within 20 working
days as % of Stage 2
Escalated complaints

0

0

0

0

0

Table 19
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Complaint Outcomes:

General
Practitioner

Dentist Pharmacist Optician Total

Stage One
Complaints upheld at Stage 1 as %
of all complaints closed at Stage 1

9%

0

31%

0

40%

Complaints partially upheld at Stage
1 as % of all complaints closed at
Stage 1

4%

0

3%

0

8%

Complaints not upheld at Stage 1 as
% of all complaints closed at Stage 1

10%

2%

3%

0

16%

Complaints upheld at Stage 2 Direct
as % of all complaints closed at
Stage 2

11%

0

40%

0

51%

Complaints partially upheld at Stage
2 Direct as % of all complaints closed
at Stage 2

4%

0

0

0

4%

Complaints not upheld at Stage 2
Direct as % of all complaints closed
at Stage 2

16%

2%

0

0

18%

Complaints upheld at Stage 2
Escalated as % of all complaints
closed at Stage 2

0

0

0

0

0

Complaints partially upheld at Stage
2 Escalated as % of all complaints
closed at Stage 2

0

0

0

0

0

Complaints not upheld at Stage 2
Escalated as % of all complaints
closed at Stage 2

0

0

0

0

0

26%

2%

3%

0

31%

Stage Two Direct

Stage Two Escalated

Outcome unknown

Table 20

Extensions

General
Practitioner

Dentist Pharmacist Optician Total

% of complaints at Stage 1 where
extension was authorised

4%

0

0

0

4%

% of complaints at Stage 2 Direct
where extension was authorised

12%

0

0

0

12%

% of complaints at Stage 2
Escalated where extension was
authorised

0

0

0

0

0

Table 21
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Compliance with reporting this indicator is poor. Patient Services are working with
contractors to try and improve quality of data capture.
Themes of Family Health Service Complaints
Themes of Complaints
Staff Attitude and Behaviour
Medication and Prescribing/Dispensing
Clinical Treatment
Staff Communication
Delays in appointments/clinic
Patient Privacy and Dignity
Patient Status/Discrimination
Staff failure to follow procedure
Delayed test Results
Other/Unknown
Total

Number
31
28
25
7
12
7
4
3
2
15
134

Table 22

Compliance and response rate
The overall number of Family Health Service complaints for this year is 146 which is
a slight increase on the number of complaints in 2017/18 which was 140.
The number of Stage 1 complaints responded to within 5 working days is 73 (81%).
The number of Stage 2 complaints responded to within 20 working days is 43 (96%).
Compliance with the national complaints response times has improved from 2017/18
of 11% at Stage 1 and 22% at Stage 2. This improvement may be due to the
embedding of the new complaints procedure in its second year. However it is
recognised that the process and format in which the Board currently collate the data
from Family Health Service contractors is not robust and does not allow for quality
monitoring of the data provided.
Patient Services are currently undertaking a project as part of the Scottish
Improvement Skills Cohort 5 which aims to improve the quality of the information
recorded by General Practitioners in relation to complaints in order to be able to
report on key performance indicators as set out in the Complaints Handling
Procedure. This project is well underway and the findings will be shared with Board
and the Healthcare Governance Committee in a future paper.
Board Managed Practices – “2C”
There has been a significant recruitment challenge in general practice across
Scotland, with some areas finding it more difficult to recruit than others. This has had
multiple impacts, including a number of practices relinquishing their contracts,
requiring Health Boards to deliver a directly managed GP service for a period of time
until new arrangements are put in place. The Board has taken over management of
three General Practices:
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•
•
•

Moffat Church Place Surgery amalgamated into Moffat High Street Surgery
and moved under Board management on 1 October 2016.
Lochinch moved under Board management on 1 April 2017.
Lockerbie Medical Centre moved under Board management on 3 October
2018.

These practices originally came under the management of the Community Health
and Social Care Localities and moved to sit under Primary Care Development from 1
March 2019.
Patient Services are working with colleagues in Primary Care Development to make
necessary changes to management structures within DATIX to allow accurate
recording and reporting of complaints and patient feedback for these practices.
Complaints Handling training is being arranged for Primary Care Development and
GP Practice staff to ensure continuity and consistency in how complaints and patient
feedback will be managed.
2.6 Prison Service Complaints
There has been a request that where an NHS Board is responsible for delivering
health care within a prison service that narrative is provided across the indicators.
NHS Dumfries & Galloway is responsible for the provision of healthcare to prisoners
at HMP Dumfries and the following section provides this focus. In 2018/19, NHS
Dumfries & Galloway received a total of 16 complaints from prisoners.
Summary of Prison Service Complaints Data by Month and Annual Total

Table 23
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Prison Healthcare Complaints by Issue Category

NB a complaint may relate to more than one issue

Table 24

Most of the complaints received about clinical treatment relate to drug administration.
As previously the following tables relate to complaints which were closed during this
time period.
Indicator 5: complaints closed at each stage and %
Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Total

Closed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

% of all
Closed

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Closed

9

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

0

2

20

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Complaint
Type

Stage 1

Stage 2 Direct

Stage 2 Escalated

% of all
Closed

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

100.0% 100.0%

0.0%

100.0% 100.0%

Closed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

% of all
Closed

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Total
Closed

9

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

0

2

20

NB. Complaints closed by month may include complaints from 2017/18; stage 1 complaint received in October 2018 was
withdrawn

Table 25

The Stage One complaint referred in Table 23 is not referenced as receiving a
response, as the patient withdrew the complaint following a meeting with staff.
Indicator 6: Complaints upheld, partially upheld and not upheld
All of the Prison complaints closed during the period were ‘Not Upheld’.
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Indicator 7 Details of the average time in working days to close complaints at each
stage of the Complaints Handling Procedure.
Apr
2018

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2018

Mar
2019

Avg.

Stage One
(5 Working Days)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Stage Two - Direct
(20 Working Days)

15

16

19

0

11

0

0

0

19

16

0

10

15

Stage Two Escalated
(20 Working Days)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

All Complaints

15

16

19

0

11

0

0

0

19

16

0

10

15

MonthYear

Table 26

Indicator 8: Complaints closed in full within the timescales
All complaints closed during this period were closed within target
Indicator 9: Number of cases where an extension was authorised
During the period there were no extensions authorised

3. Accountability and Governance
The Scottish Government’s report made one observation in relation to Accountability
and Governance:
1. Boards should consider completion of the Complaints Improvement Framework
self-assessment for all areas/services, including contractors.
This work is currently underway within the Board and is being overseen by the
Patient Experience Group.
NHS Board
The Executive Nurse Director presents a bi-monthly Patient Feedback report at NHS
Board meetings. The report provides summary statistics and commentary on
complaints handling throughout NHS Dumfries and Galloway. The report contains
statistical summaries of complaints, complaint themes, information on the timeliness
of responses, Scottish Public Service Ombudsman referrals and details of service
improvements and development. This allows Board Members to review the
arrangements and handling of complaints within NHS Dumfries and Galloway and
ask questions on any points of detail, trends or new and recent development.
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Healthcare Governance Committee
A more detailed Patient Feedback report is presented bi-monthly at Healthcare
Governance Committee. This report contains anonymised summaries of individual
concerns, complaints and compliments, together with the associated learning.
Person Centred Health and Care Committee
The Person Centred Health and Care Committee is chaired by a Non-Executive
Member of the Board and includes patient and public representatives. The
committee feeds into the NHS Dumfries & Galloway Healthcare Governance
Committee, which in turn reports to the NHS Board. The committee receives
information, updates, reports and commission specific actions to enhance person
centeredness and the quality of care delivery from the sources outlined below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Care environment observations
Patient Experience Indicators
Staff Experience Indicators
Leading Better Care
Volunteering and Patient Focus and Public Involvement
Older People In Acute Hospitals work
Learning from feedback, comments, concerns and complaints
Spiritual Care
Any actions arising from the Francis enquiry specific to this area
Integrated Health and Social Care

The committee is supported by individuals who have the above named activities
within in their broad remit and is not supported by a dedicated person-centred/patient
experience team or programme manager. However, the committee is responsible for
identifying new and current initiatives, supporting measurement and reporting
improvement. The committee also works proactively to anticipate or act on person
centred health and care governance issues. This includes ensuring that causal links
are made and that organisational learning opportunities are recognised, shared and
used to direct improvement activities.
4. Conclusion
NHS Dumfries & Galloway will continue to actively encourage patients and service
users to provide feedback through the mechanisms described in this report. This
report highlights that whilst much has been achieved in the last year, more needs to
be done to ensure complainants receive a timely and quality response with a focus
on learning. The positive work that is being done provides opportunity to build on the
current foundation in order that we can deliver improved services going forward.
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Appendix 1 – Scottish Government Review
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Appendix 2 – Care Opinion Summary Report
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Appendix 3 – Learning Summaries
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Appendix 4 – Complaints Process Experience Surveys
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Appendix C – Performance Indicator data collection

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

Annual Report on Feedback and Complaints
Performance Indicator Data collection
2018/19
Performance Indicator Four:
Summary of total number of complaints received in the reporting year
Number of complaints received by the NHS Territorial
Board or NHS Special Board Complaints and Feedback
Team
Number of complaints received by NHS Contractors
(Territorial Boards only)

Total number of complaints received in NHS Board
area

398
397

146

543

NHS Board - sub-groups of complaints received
Prisons
NHS Board Managed Primary Care services;
• GP
• Dental
• Ophthalmic
• Pharmacy

16
5
N/A
N/A
N/A

NHS Contractors – complaints received
•
•
•
•
Total

GP
Dental
Ophthalmic
Pharmacy

84
6
0
56
146

1

Performance Indicator Five
The total number of complaints closed by NHS Boards in the reporting year (do
not include contractor data, withdrawn cases or cases where consent not received).

Number of complaints closed by the Number
NHS Board

Stage One
Stage two – non escalated
Stage two - escalated

Total complaints closed by NHS Board

126
251
19
18
396
395

As a % of all NHS
Board complaints
closed (not
contractors)
31.9%
63.5%
4.6%
(Should = 100%)

Performance Indicator Six
Complaints upheld, partially upheld and not upheld
Stage one complaints
Number

Number of complaints upheld at stage
one
Number of complaints not upheld at stage
one
Number of complaints partially upheld at
stage one

61
62
32
31
33

Total stage one complaints outcomes

126

As a % of all
complaints closed by
NHS Board at stage
one
48.4
49.2%
25.4
24.6%
26.2

(Should = 100%)

Stage two complaints
Number
Non-escalated complaints
Number of complaints upheld at stage
two
Number of complaints not upheld at stage
two
Number of complaints partially upheld at
stage two

74

Total stage two complaints outcomes

251

As a % of all
complaints closed by
NHS Boards at stage
two
29.5

78

31.1

99

39.4
(Should = 100%)

2

Stage two escalated complaints
Number
Escalated complaints
Number of escalated complaints upheld
at stage two
Number of escalated complaints not
upheld at stage two
Number of escalated complaints partially
upheld at stage two
Total stage two escalated complaints
outcomes

8
7
5

As a % of all escalated
complaints closed by
NHS Boards at stage
two
42.1
26.3

6

35.6

19
18

(Should = 100%)

Performance Indicator Eight
Complaints closed in full within the timescales
This indicator measures complaints closed within 5 working days at stage one
and 20 working days at stage two.
Number

Number of complaints closed at stage
one within 5 working days.
Number of complaints closed at stage two
within 20 working days
Number of escalated complaints closed at
stage two within 20 working days

7

As a % of complaints
closed by NHS Boards
at each stage
23.3

20

66.7

3

10

30
Total number of complaints closed
within timescales

3

Performance Indicator Nine
Number of cases where an extension is authorised
This indicator measures the number of complaints not closed within the CHP
timescale, where an extension was authorised* .
Number

Number of complaints closed at stage
one where extension was authorised
Number of complaints closed at stage two
where extension was authorised

16

As a % of complaints
closed by NHS Boards
at each stage
13.1

106

86.9

122
Total number of extensions authorised

*Note: The SPSO confirm that there is no prescriptive approach about who exactly
should authorise an extension – only that the organisation takes a proportionate
approach to determining an appropriate senior person – and this is something that
NHS Boards should develop a process for internally. This indicator aims to manage
the risk of cases being extended beyond the CHP timescale without any senior
officer approval.
Completed by:
Name:

Position:

Tel:

E-mail:

Date:

E-mail completed template to: NHSAnnualComplaintsReports2018@gov.scot
By: 30 June 2019
For any queries on completion, please contact:
Linda Kirk, Scottish Government
0131 244 9979
e-mail: linda.kirk@gov.scot
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Stories in summary
About this report
This report shows summary information about a selection of stories published on Care Opinion.
It was created on 08 April 2019.

Which postings are included?
This report shows stories in the NHS Dumfries and Galloway subscription, which includes All stories about NHS Dumfries
and Galloway.
The report is also filtered to show only All stories submitted between 01/04/2018 and 31/03/2019

Frequently asked questions
How is story criticality rated?
Story criticality is rated by our moderations at the time each story is moderated. It is a measure of how critical the most
critical part of a story is, according to a criterion-based system. Criticality is rated in order to support our filtered email alerting
system for staff, and is not intended for publication.
What do the story counts mean?
To the right of an organisation/service you will see a count. This tells you the number of stories listed in the report about that
organisation or service (including any services run by that organisation/service).
What does "most popular" mean?
The most popular stories are those which have been read most often per day, since publication. This measure does produce a
small bias towards more recent stories, but at least it is simple to understand.
Why might unexpected services appear in my report?
The services listed in the report depend on the stories that are included, and that depends on how you have filtered the
report. So, for example, if you have filtered only according to where authors live, you may find they have used services some
distance away.

Sharing and reuse
Contributors to Care Opinion want their stories to get to those who can use them to make a difference, so we encourage you
to share this information with others.
Postings submitted via Care Opinion itself can be shared subject to a Creative Commons licence. You can copy, distribute and
display postings, and use them in your own work, so long as you credit the source.
Material submitted via NHS Choices is licenced under Crown Copyright.

About Care Opinion
Care Opinion is a not-for-profit social enterprise which enables people to share the story of their care, and perhaps help care
services make changes.
For more information, contact us via: https://www.careopinion.org.uk

This report summarises

51 stories

To date, the stories in this report have been viewed on Care Opinion

6,698

times in all

These are the three most popular stories, out of all the stories included in this report
You can click the story title to see the story online

Hospital stay following surgery - 2133 views
Posted by Ash79 as a service user 7 months ago
I was admitted into hospital with my gallbladder and had to undergo surgery to have it removed. During my stay the staff in
both the wards and in theatre were fantastic.
The staff nurse who was with me in recovery made sure my pain was under control and helped me feel more relaxed by
chatting with me and showing a genuine interest in me. He was a very calming presence. The staff on D9 were kind and
attentive and ensured I was comfortable ....

Indifferent attitude and lack of diligence - 247 views
Posted by Patient with concern as a service user 11 months ago
Over a 2 year period, starting summer of 2016, I had x2 Gastro appointments - symptoms: severe right lower abdominal
pain, diarrhoea and significant swelling to stomach. Both consultants dismissed my concerns as to having a potentially
serious condition. No endoscopy or CT arranged. Neither Dr even physically examined me. They promoted that I had work
stress and anxiety related IBS. I was also diagnosed with non alcohol related 'fatty liver'...

Excellent staff but lacking aftercare information - 202 views
Posted by Fefe as a service user 5 months ago
I attended Dumfries Hospital at the end of April this year and after an X-ray was advised I had a left neck of humerus
fracture. I was told it would heal naturally and given a collar/ cuff sling and painkillers.
I was asked to return to the fracture clinic and when I explained we were only visiting the area, I was then given a letter to
hand in to my local hospital. The staff in Dumfries A&E were lovely and I was fortunate that it was not...
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NB: criticality scores are assigned by moderators (not the public) to stories to support our alerting service. They are assigned per story not
per service, so may reflect criticism of services other than your own. We provide them here purely for information, with these caveats in
mind.

Where these stories have come from
NHS Dumfries and Galloway

48

NHS Herts Valleys CCG

1

NHS Lanarkshire

1

Unknown

1

Most common tags added by authors to these stories
What's good?
staff

What could be improved?
13

friendly

9

professional

7

Care

6

caring

5

kind

4

Listened to

4

nurses

4

professionalism

4

communication

3

environment

3

explanations

3

kindness

3

© Care Opinion 2019

Feelings

communication

8

thank you

communication between
departments

2

grateful

4

not being listened to

2

at ease

3

understanding

2

happy

3

aftercare advice

1

reassured

3

attention to detail

1

supported

3

cancelled appointments

1

concern

2

Care

1

feel at ease

2

child friendliness

1

ignored

2

child-centred

1

impressed

2

clear explanation

1

let down

2

communication with family

1

not cared for

2

relaxed

2
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thorough
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3

confidentiality

1

stress

2

consultant

1

terrified

2

ct scan interpretation

1

Thankful

2

delays

1

uncomfortable

2

disjointed

1

upset

2

Dismissive treatment

1

valued

2

doctor's manner

1

very upset

2

explaining

1

facilities

1

family kept informed

1

follow up

1

gp referral

1

hospital discharge

1

information

1

information given

1

information leaflet

1

Listened to

1

manner

1

missed appointment

1

more information

1

more time

1

needs met

1

pain relief

1

parent care

1

physiotherapy

1

reading notes

1

response time

1

rude

1

Should listen

1

staff introduction

1

staffing levels

1

The wait

1

treatment

1

understaffed

1

understanding autism

1

unnecessary tests

1

unsanitary

1

urine sample

1

use of resources

1

wait for assessment

1

waiting

1
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waiting list

1

Services the stories are about

Number of stories

Latest story

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

51

02/04/2019

Crichton Royal Hospital

1

General Psychiatry
Dumfries & Galloway Community Services

15/10/2018
1

7

15/10/2018
19/03/2019

Children and Adolescents Mental Health Service

2

21/02/2019

Community Mental Health Team

5

19/03/2019

Dumfries & Galloway Royal Infirmary

37

19/03/2019

Accident & Emergency

10

01/03/2019

Audiology

2

06/12/2018

Cancer care

1

07/09/2018

Cardiology

2

20/02/2019

Care of the Elderly

2

14/01/2019

Day Surgery

7

01/03/2019

Ear, Nose & Throat

1

06/12/2018

Gastroenterology

2

22/06/2018

General Medicine

1

07/03/2019

General Surgery

3

10/01/2019

Geriatric Assessment

1

22/08/2018

Haemotology

1

07/03/2019

Maternity care

2

24/01/2019

Paediatrics

4

10/01/2019

Radiography

1

19/03/2019

Radiology

2

14/11/2018

Galloway Community Hospital

2

02/04/2019

Accident & Emergency

1

27/08/2018

Cardiology

1

02/04/2019

General practices in Dumfries and Galloway

2

20/02/2019

Innistaigh

1

09/05/2018

Nithbank Hospital

2

13/08/2018

Community Rehabilitation

1

13/08/2018

Rehabilitation

1

20/04/2018
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Appendix 3 – Learning from Complaints
Directorate: Acute & Diagnostics
Key Complaint Issues: Clinical Treatment

What happened?
Since opening the Combined Assessment Unit (CAU) in December of 2017, it was evident through
patient complaints, exit blocking from the Emergency Department (ED) and an over filled waiting
area in CAU, that patient flow was sub optimal.
Discussions with the surgeons at the surgical meeting identified the requirement to have a
dedicated area to cohort the surgical patients in CAU. This was straight forward to implement the
changes after discussions with the SCN in CAU, the lead surgeon for SAU and the CSM.
Nursing staff and the CSM visited another CAU at Ayr Hospital to gain knowledge and information
sharing. This took planning and working with High Wood Health to make the environmental
changes to adapt the Capacity Manager’s office into test of change NTA area.

What went well?
A dedicated Surgical Assessment
Area defined in Pod A of CAU,
allocating 8 surgical assessment
spaces. This provided us to cohort
surgical patients.
Nurse triage area (NTA)
Communications between ED and
CAU coordinators improving

What, if anything, could we
improve?
Future plans to exchange hospital beds in CAU to
patient trolleys
Place CAU on a local 4 hour target
Aim to improve discharges directly from CAU back to
usual place of residence/care home – current
performance is 41%.

What have we learnt?
Understanding of each other’s department in ECC (ED & CAU).
Close working relationships with SAS & GPs required promoting patient flow.
Patient information prior to attending CAU would inform patients what to expect when attending for
assessment.

What actions are planned or have been taken?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Improve communication and co-ordinated working practices between ED and CAU
Dedicated surgical assessment area identified
Improved communications with Scottish Ambulance Service (SAS)
Nurse Led Triage Area (NTA) identified
Patient information literature in progress
Close working and improved communications with Support Services supporting patient flow

Care Assurance Learning Summary
Key Complaint Issues: Clinical Treatment

What happened?
As part of the Care Assurance process, patients are asked about their experience on the ward.
This feedback showed that across many ward areas in DGRI, patients were complaining about the
quality of the cups of tea.

What went well?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellence in Care Lead fed patient feedback
to the catering department.
The Catering department through the Catering
Dietician implemented a test of change on a
couple of wards.
Patients liked the new tea bags.
Catering Department have changed supplier of
tea bags
The new tea bags are being rolled
Patient feedback through Care Assurance is
shared with the Menu and Delivery and with
the Food and Hydration strategic group

What, if anything, could
we improve?

What have we learnt?
•
•
•

It’s important to ensure that relevant teams are aware of the patient feedback gathered
through the Care Assurance process.
Considering other people’s perspectives is vital in order to improve patient’s experiences.
Small tests of change are safe, non expensive and don’t intrude in patient care

What actions are planned or have been taken?
1. Excellence in Care Lead to continue to give feedback on all matters relating to food fluid and
hydration to the Catering Dietician.

Directorate:

Acute & Diagnostics

Key Complaint Issues: Complaint Handling
Datix Reference: 5520

SPSO Ref: 201800972

What happened?
Patient was admitted to DGRI following vomiting and congestive cardiac failure. Patient was
transferred to a cottage hospital for further rehabilitation and then discharged to a care home.
Patient’s daughter submitted a complaint to DGRI but the patient’s daughter had concerns with
response and escalated to the SPSO. The SPSO has highlighted the specific concerns
regarding the response as:
• Concerns with the tone of the response
• Concerns that the response did not reasonably address the complaints raised
• Concerns with the time taken to respond
• Concerns with the efforts to communicate the response
• Concerns with the failure to call the patient’s daughter back when promised

Findings
These are the findings to each of the specific concerns listed:
• Concerns with the tone of the response:
The patient’s daughter found the tone of our response to be inappropriate and upsetting.
We strive to provide a person centred approach to our responses and it is disappointing
to find that we did not achieve that and infact caused further distress to the patient’s
daughter.
• Concerns that the response did not reasonably address the complaints raised:
Our responses did not reasonably address all of the points raised. Evidence that these
areas have been addressed with our teams will be provided separately as per the full
SPSO action plan.
• Concerns with the time taken to respond
The response was issued within the 20 working days timescale as per the Complaints
Handling Procedure (CHP). However as an acknowledgement letter was not issued as
per the CHP, the patient’s daughter was not aware of the timeframe we were working
towards. This should not have happened..
• Concerns with the efforts to communicate the response
The patient’s daughter had asked for the response to be issued as soon as possible as
she wanted her father to hear the response before he passed away. On being advised
that the letter was awaiting signing, she asked if the letter could be read to her over the
telephone but this request was declined. It is recognised that there may have been
anxieties about reading out an unverified letter but it would have been reasonable to
explain that changes might be made and read the letter as long as it was understood to
be a draft. Failure to do so is recognised as showing a lack of compassion.
• Concerns with the failure to call the patient’s daughter back when promised
There is no record to indicate that a phone call had been promised. At this point not all
communications were logged.

What have we learnt?
We are continually reviewing our complaints handling process and this feedback has given us
the opportunity to reflect and learn from a number of areas;
• Language used in our response letters
• Ensuring that all points of complaint are answered appropriately
• Timescales are adhered to
• Clear and regular communication with complainants
Our aim is to provide a quality and meaningful complaints procedure experience with regular
contact with our complainants, however we have not yet reached that standard for all of our
complaints.
From this particular complaint it is clear that the content and language of our response was
unacceptable with specific complaints not being fully addressed. We do ask ourselves ‘would
I be happy to receive that response?’ and ‘does this address all points of complaint?’ when
looking at our letters, and it is not always clear what level of detail is needed or wanted,
however regular communication with complainants would aid a better understanding of what
is required, and this is an area we wish to improve upon.
All complaints should be acknowledged as per the CHP in a timely manner. Improved
communication as above, will help in this area.
All feedback received by the Acute & Diagnostic Services Directorate is now shared with the
management team in order to triage and appropriately assign each case. Weekly meetings
are held with the management team to track the progress of responses and this allows the
opportunity for escalation if challenges are identified.

What actions are planned or have been taken?
1. Learning from this complaint will be shared with the relevant staff; the Senior Charge
Nurse and Nurse Manager assigned to this case (in relation to addressing each point of
complaints), by way of distribution of this learning summary.
2. We will explore where learning summaries are shared, this will include a variety of
forums, for example SNAG (Senior Nurses Acute Group), SMT’s (Speciality
Management Teams), AMB (Acute Management Board)
3. A change in personnel within the Patient Experience Team has allowed a refocus on
complaint handling, with support from the management team, including regular contact
and updates.
4. All communications with patients / families is now logged on Datix.
5. The Patient Experience Team now has a weekly meeting with the General Manager,
Lead Nurse and Associate Medical Director to review all complaints.
6. All complaints are reviewed by and signed off by an appropriate senior manager.
7. Complaints database to include response dates to ensure timely feedback.

As a result of this complaint were any services – CHANGED
WITHDRAWN

IMPROVED

Directorate:
Key Complaint Issues:
Datix Reference:

Acute & Diagnostics
Clinical Treatment
5520
SPSO Ref: 201800972

What happened?
It was found that during the patient’s admission, the following failures occurred:
• Fluid balance charts were not completed appropriately, with family finding that they
needed to prompt staff to complete these charts
• The patient experienced a fall which was not recorded or followed up when the family
raised this with staff
• The patient developed a pressure ulcer which was not identified until transfer to another
hospital

Findings
The completion of fluid balance charts was vital to the patient’s wellbeing and the daily
monitoring of his underlying kidney condition. The patient was on a restricted fluid intake due
to fluid retention but with inaccurate records staff were unable to recognise that his weight gain
was due to fluid retention, not oral intake.
• Following the patient’s fall, there was no entry in his notes, no Datix report logged, and it
would appear that no ‘post fall bundle’ was completed, all of which should have been
completed as per our fall risk assessment guidance.
• The grade 1 pressure ulcer was identified on transfer to a community hospital but there
was no entry of this being identified on the ward prior to his transfer. It was also found
that the risk assessment to determine the risk of developing a pressure ulcer was not
completed correctly, with the patient being assessed at a lower risk than he should have
been. The risk assessment did not include the patient’s oedema, organ failure and
suspected bowel cancer and palliative status. This resulted in the patient not receiving
the appropriate level of skin checking and prevention required to prevent a pressure
ulcer from developing. Additionally, the pressure ulcer was graded as 1, whereas the
patient’s skin was broken and therefore this should have been assessed as a grade 2.

What actions are planned or have been taken?
The Board has a local Care Assurance process, which incorporates a number of national HIS
standards including the care of older people in hospital, fluid and nutrition, falls and pressure
ulcer standards. Within our main hospital, Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary, Care
Assurance standards are reviewed in all but one inpatient ward (Combined Assessment). They
are also reviewed in our Community Hospitals, including Kirkcudbright. The Board currently
has a plan to roll out a local Care Assurance programme across all of our hospitals. Care
Assurance standards are reviewed at three levels:
Level 1 – Performed twice per week by Senior Charge Nurses and Band 6s.
Level 2 – Performed once a month by Nurse Managers.
Level 3 – Performed twice per year as an unannounced visit by someone independent of the
ward.
Findings and improvement plans are discussed through various forums with assurance sought
formally through our Health Care Governance Committee.

What actions are planned or have been taken? cont....
Compliance with HIS standards is also measured by HIS and their inspection reports are
available
here:http://www.healthcareimprovementscotland.org/system_pages/published_resources_sear
ch.aspx?f=5%3a308&town=dumfries&q=
In response to this complaint, the concerns raised within were discussed at nurse handover
huddles. These meetings are not currently minuted and therefore there is no evidence to
demonstrate this took place. The Lead Nurse has shared with her team the importance of
recording such discussions and teams are now encouraged to take a brief note of topics
discussed and agreed actions.
Fluid Balance
Since this complaint, we have introduced a new fluid balance chart with training provided to
staff by one of our Specialist Nurses. The new chart and training was trialled in the ward
concerned with this complaint

Daily Adult
Intravenous Subcuta

A fluid balance guidance chart is now included in every patient’s notes

Fluid balance
volumes pg2 version

Falls
Falls have been discussed at Nurse Quality and Safety Meetings

Nursing Safety and
Nursing Safety
Quality Meeting - 6 Ju Meeting - 7 Nov 2018

Skin Health
A Tissue Viability Nurse has commenced post and has been tasked with reviewing the
compliancy of skin bundles and our equipment to aid skin health. This work is in the very early
stages. Progress and findings will be fed back to the Nurse Quality and Safety Meeting.

Directorate:
Key Complaint Issues:
Datix Reference:

Women & Children's Services
Staff attitude and behaviour
6125

What happened?
The woman and her partner had contacted the Maternity Assessment Unit as she felt she was in
labour. Following assessment the midwife felt that the woman was not in established labour but
in the latent phase of labour and the best course of action would be for her to return home which
she did and presented for a second time to MAU as her contractions were increasing. Again she
was advised to go home but declined due to the distance and to avoid a repeat of her previous
labour where she had gone home and delivered very soon after arriving back at the hospital.
The couple felt unsupported in their care and felt that the midwife present at the delivery was not
prepared as she did not believe the woman was in labour.

What went well?
The woman and her partner were
provided with one to one care when
she was in established labour.

What, if anything, could we
improve?
Communication could be improved particularly around
listening and shared understanding.
The care of women in the latent phase of labour could
be improved.

What have we learnt?
We need to improve listening skills of midwives and ensuring that the women have a shared
understanding of decisions being made and agreed.
We need to review the guidance for latent phase of labour.

What actions are planned or have been taken?
1. The maternity service plan to work with organisational learning and development to
provide interactive sessions to address attitudes and behaviours.
2. Senior Charge Midwives have been asked to review how midwives are allocated to care
for women not in established labour but staying within the hospital environment for
reassurance.
3. Monitoring of guidance relating to the latent phase of labour.

Appendix 4 – Complaints Process Experience

NHS Dumfries & Galloway Complaints Procedure - Patient Feedback

Q1 Which Service did your complaint relate to (optional)
Answered: 31

Skipped: 3

Acute/Diagnosti
c Services
Women &
Children's...
Community
Health & Soc...
Mental Health
(including...
Estates/Facilit
ies

Corporate

Don't Know
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Acute/Diagnostic Services

54.84%

17

Women & Children's Services

19.35%

6

Community Health & Social Care

0.00%

0

Mental Health (including Prison Healthcare)

6.45%

2

Estates/Facilities

9.68%

3

Corporate

0.00%

0

Don't Know

12.90%

4

Total Respondents: 31
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NHS Dumfries & Galloway Complaints Procedure - Patient Feedback

Q2 Which stage of the complaints procedure have you completed?
Answered: 33

Skipped: 1

Stage 1 only

Stage 2 only

Stage 1 &
Stage 2

Don't know

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Stage 1 only

15.15%

5

Stage 2 only

18.18%

6

Stage 1 & Stage 2

30.30%

10

Don't know

36.36%

12

TOTAL

33
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NHS Dumfries & Galloway Complaints Procedure - Patient Feedback

Q3 How did you first make contact?
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0

Face to Face

Telephone

Feedback Form

Email

Letter

0%
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20%
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50%

60%
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Face to Face

23.53%

8

Telephone

23.53%

8

Feedback Form

2.94%

1

Email

38.24%

13

Letter

11.76%

4

TOTAL

34
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NHS Dumfries & Galloway Complaints Procedure - Patient Feedback

Q4 Who did you first report your complaint to?
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0

A member of
frontline...

Patient
Services Team

Don't know

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

A member of frontline staff, e.g. a receptionist, nurse or doctor

20.59%

7

Patient Services Team

67.65%

23

Don't know

11.76%

4

TOTAL

34
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NHS Dumfries & Galloway Complaints Procedure - Patient Feedback

Q5 Finding information on how to make a complaint was easy
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0

Agree

Neither agree
or disagree

Disagree

Not Applicable

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Agree

26.47%

9

Neither agree or disagree

20.59%

7

Disagree

41.18%

14

Not Applicable

14.71%

5

Total Respondents: 34
#

COMMENT

DATE

1

I contacted jeff ace by email

3/21/2019 1:08 PM

2

My psychologist made complaint after CPN had sex with me when I was mentally ill.

1/4/2019 12:42 PM

3

There was mo information readily avaiable when I said I wanted to complain except for the
hospital general address. On writing to that address the letter went 'missing' so the infomation
given to me was probably inaccurate.

11/12/2018 2:29 PM

4

I HAD AN APPOINTMENT CANCELLED BUT DID NOT RECIEVE A CALL OR LETTER SO
TOOK TIME OFF WORK TO ATTEND. CALLED 3 TIMES VERY POOR SERVICE DID NOT GET
A CALL BACK AND THE RESPONSE WAS THAT THEY DID NOT CARE OR COULD NOT BE
BOTHERED.

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

5

Staff were rude and passed me to the acute admin team who obviously didn't have the time to deal
with me. They took my number and promised to phone back - they didn't bother so I phoned again
. Switchboard were helpful and put me through to patient services who were wonderful and helped
talk me through process - maybe they should train the frontline staff on manners .

10/17/2018 6:43 PM

6

I was told in the end to go through patient services! And am banned from the NHS social media
pages as is my family.... bad day when all avenues of investigation contain lies. Even worse when
I can prove them... a parent should not have to carry a dictaphone to prove a Consultant is lying!
Some people should hang their head in Shame.

10/15/2018 6:17 PM

7

title of department doesn’t incle the word complaint so it’s difficult to identify

10/13/2018 8:57 PM
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8

found email address online easily

10/13/2018 8:42 PM

9

i was assurred after a face to face meeting with a consultant that an investigation would take
place. after not hearing anything it transpired nothing had beem done. at that point we had to find
out how to complain

8/24/2018 10:15 PM

10

Complained to booking receptionist who I dealt with & due to attitude asked for complaints
department

8/14/2018 11:46 PM

11

Was very easy

5/2/2018 12:00 AM

12

I just let it be known to ward nursing staff and they go someone to come and see me in about 30
minutes.

3/23/2018 4:36 PM

13

Just compiled a letter & sent via email & post after obtaining information from the web site

2/20/2018 6:41 PM
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Q6 Submitting a complaint was easy
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0
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Total Respondents: 34
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

First attemp was lost. The second attempt resulted in an e-mail passing the buck to another place
who failed to meet the deadlines provided by the hospital to me.

11/12/2018 2:29 PM

2

NO CALLED 3 TIMES VERY OBSTRUCTIVE .

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

3

Once I was through to the right team it was easy.

10/17/2018 6:43 PM

4

Couldn’t easily identify how to make a complaint without assistance from a member of staff

10/13/2018 8:57 PM

5

I telephoned and was told someone would get back to me . Three weeks later I called back and
no one could trace who took the call . I then e- mailed my complaint, not trusting to leave it via
telephone . I heard nothing ! I then had to telephone again as I had still heard nothing . Finally a
Stage 2 response - VERY unsatisfactory and untrue ( there were witnesses to what had happened
who could corroborate my account). I telephoned to express my upset at the tissue of lies and was
asked if I could leave things and someone would get back to me . That was 9 weeks ago ... radio
silence !

6/19/2018 7:33 PM

6

My letter was apparently not received, yet appeared later!!

6/13/2018 9:45 AM

7

Again very easy

5/2/2018 12:00 AM
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Q7 The staff dealing with my complaint were helpful, courteous and
professional
Answered: 32

Skipped: 2
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Total Respondents: 32
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

I only spoke to Wendy Thomson of stars, all other correspondence by email. No member of
nursing staff spoke to me

3/21/2019 1:08 PM

2

E-mails and letters do not convey whether someone is being courteous. They were no more
helpful than I would expect in the circumstances but the way it was dealt with was eventually
professionally.

11/12/2018 2:29 PM

3

NO COULD NOT HELP OR BE BOTHERED DEALING WITH MY COMPLAINT POOR SERVICE.

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

4

Patient services were, hospital staff weren't interested

10/17/2018 6:43 PM

5

The staff dealing with the complaint should resign from their position! If I had to complete such a
serious investigation with that many errors I’d be facing disciplinary! Just like the consultant should
have. It should not have been covered up to protect!

10/15/2018 6:17 PM

6

I emailed a complaint regarding my cancer diagnosis and have heard nothing that was about 4
months ago.

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

7

I could not fault the staff member who dealt with my complaint. Very understanding of my raised
concerns.

10/13/2018 11:32 PM
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8

Yes my response was polite and helpful but getting a response was the main problem. I had to
email 3 times before I got a response.

10/13/2018 9:05 PM

9

We were continually fobbed off and our response was pushed back a number of times

10/13/2018 8:58 PM

10

Never spoke to anyone, just got a letter

9/3/2018 11:29 AM

11

although the timescale was not adhered to. staff involved were not interviewed until 3 months after
the incident

8/24/2018 10:15 PM

12

I had the locum psychiatrist from hell. Every time I said one word he would interrupt. The manager
was better but still did not take my complaint on board.

8/4/2018 11:03 PM

13

Treated with respect

5/2/2018 12:00 AM

14

The girl who took my complaint said that it normally takes 5 days to give a response but as the
hospital was just new and it was just after the festive period, I should get a response in 10 days. I
said that I was more than happy with this as long as the complaint was dealt with.

3/23/2018 4:36 PM
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Q8 The staff dealing with my complaint showed empathy and/or
compassion
Answered: 33

Skipped: 1
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Total Respondents: 33
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

NO STAFF AT DGRI WERE HELPFUL BUT PATIENT COMPLAINTS WERE NOT .IT SEEMS
THIS IS A REGULAR OCCURANCE .

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

2

Patient services yes - people in hospital no

10/17/2018 6:43 PM

3

Empathy and compassion? The only time that came about was when it was revealed I carried a
number of dictaphones for a long long time! Rest of the time I appeared to wind them up. They
should remember the circle of life!

10/15/2018 6:17 PM

4

Well nobody had got back to me so can’t amswer

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

5

Absolutely disagree!

8/4/2018 11:03 PM

6

Listened to my complaint very fairly

5/2/2018 12:00 AM
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Q9 The staff dealing with my complaint listened to me and understood my
complaint
Answered: 32

Skipped: 2
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Total Respondents: 32
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

NOPE DID NOT BOTHER TO CALL BACK AND DID NOT RECIVE COMPLAINT LETTER I HAD
TO CALL FROM WORK AGAIN STAFF NEED TRAINING IN CUSTOMER SERVICE.

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

2

Patient services yes - hospital staff no

10/17/2018 6:43 PM

3

Haven’t been able to speak to anyone

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

4

It was done by email but it was difficult obtaining a response.

10/13/2018 9:05 PM

5

Although my complaint did get progressed to Alice Wilson i did not feel it was listened to. I feel the
response completely contradicted any duty of candour and was just an attempt at saying no you're
wrong, no you're wrong in order to avoid any liability. The sad thing is I made a complaint to social
services at same time as all tied in to the care received by my dying mother in law. They took on
board everything that was said, provided reasons (not excuses like nhs) for why some things
happened as they did and an apology for things there was no justification for. I wasnt looming for
compensation or to blame anyone. Just for recognition of wrong doing, an apology and some sign
of learning that wpuld indicate someone else might be spared the same experience. Unfortunately
there was none of that. So no I absolutely don't believe my complaint was understood.

9/5/2018 9:21 PM

6

Absolutely disagree!

8/4/2018 11:03 PM
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7

Unsure if they did understand truly as they were not there . I did become very distressed when
having to recount the story for the nth time and the staff member was lovely to me

12 / 22
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Q10 The staff dealing with my complaint checked what outcome I wanted
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0
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Total Respondents: 34
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

SORRY BUT THEY WERE NOT BOTHERED THTA I AM LOSING PAY FOR OVERBOOKING
AN APPOINTMENT AND HAVE TO LEAVE WORK TO ATTEND.

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

2

Patient services yes - hospital staff no

10/17/2018 6:43 PM

3

As I have heard nothing!!!!!

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

4

Still to get feedback but I’m reassured I will receive it.

10/13/2018 11:32 PM

5

Absolutely disagree!

8/4/2018 11:03 PM

6

Yet again it was not easy ! I said I just wanted to speak to someone face to face and for some
honesty and communication that had been denied me on the night of the event.

6/19/2018 7:33 PM

7

No one asked what outcome I wanted from my complaint

2/20/2018 6:41 PM
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Q11 Staff dealing with my complaint explained the complaints process
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0
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Total Respondents: 34
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

wendy Thomson did no other member of staff spoke to me

3/21/2019 1:08 PM

2

I now can't remember whether they did or not beyond what was written in the response regarding
the Ombudsman.

11/12/2018 2:29 PM

3

NO EXPLANATION

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

4

Patient services yes - hospital staff no

10/17/2018 6:43 PM

5

I recieved the first part of investigation full of lies while my son was in PICU which basically
contradicted what was written in it!

10/15/2018 6:17 PM

6

As heard nothing!!!

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

7

I was not made aware of the steps and had to call myself to check on the progress!

6/19/2018 7:33 PM

8

Emailed me what my options were

5/2/2018 12:00 AM
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Q12 My complaint was handled in a timely manner and I was kept
informed of any delays
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0
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Total Respondents: 34
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

again I only spoke to wendy Thomson no member of nursing staff spoke to me

3/21/2019 1:08 PM

2

The initial letter was lost in the hospital. The second approach brought an e-mail passing the
complaint to someone else. The final response came 10 days after the date that the hospital gave
me as the deadline for a reply. When it did arrive, I was on the point of raising yet another
complaint - about the bad communication in the hospital, which was what the original compalint
was about.

11/12/2018 2:29 PM

3

NO COMMUNICATION WHATSOEVER THTA I AM COMPLAINING TO MY MP AND TO THE
SCOTTISH HEALTH MINISTER.

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

4

It took over a year and it was still full of lies!

10/15/2018 6:17 PM

5

As heard nothing!!!

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

6

As I mentioned I had to email 3 times before obtaining a response. If I had not chased it up I would
not have got a reply.

10/13/2018 9:05 PM

7

our complaint was not investigated in a timely manner. we were not kept informed of delays and
had to keep contacting to find out. staff involved were not interviewed till 9 weeks after the incident

10/13/2018 8:42 PM

8

Took just short of 2 months and never had a letter to tell me why

9/3/2018 11:29 AM
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9

complelty disagree. staff who made an error were not even asked what happened until 3 months
later. This was a very serious error which could have killed my child. yet staff not asked for 12
weeks. we were not kept aware of delays and had to keep asking.

8/24/2018 10:15 PM

10

Absolutely disagree!

8/4/2018 11:03 PM

11

Absolutely not ! I am very unhappy with what has happened and the whitewash of my complaint !

6/19/2018 7:33 PM

12

Very swift they were

5/2/2018 12:00 AM

13

Disagree completely. Nothing heard back within ten days as promised. I had to phone the hospital
3 times. Spoke to Amy who said she would pass on my details to Annette for her to phone me
back. Annette has never phoned me yet. I phoned another time and did speak to Annette. She
couldn't find the complaint -probably because it was already closed? (I'm sure IT department
would be able to say who closed it???). Annette would phone me back by Friday with the result of
the complaint - as previously stated, no she didn't. I phoned again the following Thursday and
spoke to a manager. He couldn't find the complaint either. He would ensure Annette or himself
would phone me back the next morning - NO THEY DIDN'T - It's 1530hrs and I'm still waiting!

3/23/2018 4:36 PM

14

Totally disagree with this. The first deadline for response was not met, I received no
communication to this effect & I had to email the Complaints Department to find out what was
going on. Another deadline was set & the response letter was posted to me on the date of the
deadline. This was despite me suggesting, upon agreeing the new deadline, that a email response
be sent as I would receive it quicker. I only found out that a letter had been posted when I emailed
the Complaints Department a few days after the revised deadline asking what had happened to
my response. Considering part of my complaint was about communication I found this totally
unacceptable

2/20/2018 6:41 PM
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Q13 All my complaint points were answered
Answered: 34
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Total Respondents: 34
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

nursing staff were informed on numerous occasions that neither my mother or father would
remember what they had been told and for this not to have been documented by any member of
staff I find disgusting. my father has since been diagnosed with Alzheimer's. according to Wendy
Thomson there is a clear protocol of information leaflet to be issued to patient and for patient to be
informed that stars do not contact until patient is home for 48hrs If this is protocol then why did no
nurse when asked about his discharge pass this information on to me , rather than just say they
will be in touch when he gets home. Surely the nurses would also know that he was to have input
from stars three times a week ,again information not passed on to me

3/21/2019 1:08 PM

2

NOTHING ,

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

3

Made out to be a liar

10/15/2018 6:10 PM

4

As heard nothing!!

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

5

I pointed out a number of medical procedures which were unprofessional and these were not
addressed.

10/13/2018 8:58 PM

6

the letter i received disregarded important points i had made and took the doctors word over my
word. i am taking it to stage 2.

8/25/2018 8:22 AM

7

Absolutely disagree!

8/4/2018 11:03 PM
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8

Lots of apologies , downright lies and many of my points not answered . Feel like it’s just a
procedure with no real thought to improve patient care . My complaint is on behalf of my 80 year
old mother with Alzheimers who cannot speak up for herself and the fact that the decision of the A
and E consultant on that fateful evening led indirectly to the man who had sexually assaulted my
mother walking free!

6/19/2018 7:33 PM

9

Totally answered all my points

5/2/2018 12:00 AM

10

As I said, it is easy to type "sorry" or "apologise", but to actually deal with the complaint and reach
a resolution, takes a bit of effort.

3/23/2018 4:36 PM
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Q14 It was clear what the outcome of my complaint was
Answered: 34
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1

discussed with nursing team for learning and the importance of good documentation and record
keeping does not make me think that this will not happen to another patient

3/21/2019 1:08 PM

2

It was clear the whole process was an arse covering exercise in case I Sue

10/15/2018 6:17 PM

3

Definately not

10/15/2018 6:10 PM

4

As heard nothing!!!

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

5

the outcome was that my facts did not matter if the doctor said the opposite. complete whitewash.

8/25/2018 8:22 AM

6

Absolutely disagree!

8/4/2018 11:03 PM

7

Email sent to me was excellent and fair

5/2/2018 12:00 AM

8

What, say sorry, and do nothing else? What about recommendations or procedures being changed
or at least looked at?

3/23/2018 4:36 PM
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Q15 The reasons for the outcome were clear
Answered: 34
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Total Respondents: 34
#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

total lack of communication and nobody could be bothered to take the time to read his notes and
give me the answers to my questions

3/21/2019 1:08 PM

2

I was told nothing

1/4/2019 12:42 PM

3

As heard nothing!!

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

4

Tried to blame another authority but it is down to dumfries for my primary care

9/3/2018 11:29 AM

5

What outcome??

8/4/2018 11:03 PM

6

Quite a detailed answer

5/2/2018 12:00 AM

7

What outcome?

3/23/2018 4:36 PM
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Q16 I was offered an apology by the staff dealing with my complaint
Answered: 29
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COMMENTS
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1

NO APOLOGY FROM THE PATIENT SERVICE COMPLAINTS DEPARTMENT.

10/29/2018 1:41 PM

2

Patient services yes - hospital staff no

10/17/2018 6:43 PM

3

Nope!!! Just remember the circle of life.

10/15/2018 6:17 PM

4

I was basically told i was a liar

10/15/2018 6:10 PM

5

Well haven’t yet as heard nothing!!!this is a disgrace I emailed and handed over a letter to the
complaints person Annette Corker? I am furious with what happened re my cancer diagnosis but
to have no acknowledgement is a complete disgrace. My name is Anne Latimer 01387 264388 I
would love to hear from someone!

10/14/2018 5:27 PM

6

Strongly disagree. All I was offered was excuses

10/14/2018 8:18 AM

7

A lot of lies were made up in the response we received and doctors denied wrongly diagnosing my
son with downs syndrome.

10/13/2018 8:58 PM

8

A apology without evidence of investigation does not appear genuine

10/13/2018 8:57 PM

9

" we are.sorry you feel the way you do" is not an apology we as parents were partially blamed.
absolute madness. this is now in thr hands of the ombudsman NHS dumfries and galloway are a
shambles of middle managers who have no concept of what to do.

8/24/2018 10:15 PM

10

Staff in b2 shocking rude swearing at patients staff nurse with bald head dale ??

8/24/2018 8:47 PM
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11

Absolutely disagree!

8/4/2018 11:03 PM

12

Lots of apologies but sadly no real action or assurances that practices would change as a result.

6/19/2018 7:33 PM

13

Patient Services personnel were very helpful. What could we improve? - Get answers to all
questions on or in the complaint.

6/13/2018 9:45 AM

14

Even though nothing could be done with my complaint I was given an apology for my experience

5/2/2018 12:00 AM

15

Unsure. By the way, I don't want to be anonymous. Robert Murdo Macleod. DOB 15/06/61

3/23/2018 4:36 PM
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note:
• the NHS Board’s complaints performance for March and April 2019, including
key feedback themes and details of the resulting learning and improvements.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper provides information in support of the implementation of the Healthcare
Quality Strategy (2010), and Patients Rights (Scotland) Act (2012). The Board is
required to adhere to the Patients Rights (Scotland) Act (2012) with regard to
seeking and responding to patient / family feedback.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
Patient feedback can provide an indication of the experience of care provided by the
Board to patients and their carers. Used alongside other performance information it
can help identify areas where the Board is performing well or where there is a need
to improve. It also assists the Board in delivering our CORE values and remaining
person centred.
Key messages:
•
•
•

The Board continues to face challenges in meeting compliance with
timescales as set by the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO).
Patient Services are continuing to work with responsible managers and
Feedback Coordinators to address compliance issues.
Actions to address areas of under capacity within feedback and complaints
handling are underway
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
DGRI
SPSO
NHS D&G
CHP
Complaint

-

Comment

-

Concern

-

A&D
CH&SC
MH
W,C&SH
S1/Stage One

-

S2/Stage Two

-

Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary
Scottish Public Services Ombudsman
NHS Dumfries & Galloway
Complaints Handling Procedure
NHS Dumfries and Galloway’s definition of a complaint is: ‘An
expression of dissatisfaction by one or more members of the
public about the organisation's action or lack of action, or about
the standard of service provided by or on behalf of the
organisation.’
Comments, feedback or observations which reflect how
someone felt about the service.
Concerns are matters where people require reassurance,
further information or explanation to resolve a matter of
concern. These fall short of a complaint as the person is not
expressing significant dissatisfaction, but wishes to be more
fully informed.
Acute and Diagnostics
Community Health and Social Care
Mental Health
Women, Children’s and Sexual Health
Stage One complaint. This is the ‘early resolution’ stage of the
complaints procedure where complaints are required to be
responded to within 5 working days.
Stage Two Complaint. This is the “investigation” stage of the
complaints procedure where complaints are required to be
responded to within 20 working days. Complaints can go
“direct” to Stage Two of the procedure or can be “escalated” to
that stage following a Stage One response.
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Healthcare Quality Strategy
Person Centred Health and Care Collaborative

Staffing Implications

Ensuring staff learn from patient feedback in relation to
issues raised.

Financial Implications

Not required

Consultation /
Consideration
Risk Assessment

Not required
Actions from feedback followed through and reported
to General Managers and Nurse Managers who have
a responsibility to take account of any associated risk.

Risk Appetite
Low

Medium

X

High

It is considered that the risk appetite for this paper is
medium in the context of Reputational where the
Board has an expressed risk appetite of medium.
Sustainability

Not required

Compliance with Corporate
Objectives

To promote and embed continuous improvement by
connecting a range of quality and safety activities to
deliver the highest quality of service across
NHS Dumfries and Galloway

Local Outcome
Improvement Plan (LOIP)

Outcome 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8

Best Value

Vision and Leadership
Effective Partnerships
Governance and Accountability
Performance Management

Impact Assessment
The failure to deliver adequate patient feedback functions could result in reputational
damage and a failure to understand which services might be struggling to meet
patient need.
Not undertaken as learning from patient feedback applies to all users
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1. Introduction
This report outlines the patient feedback activity for NHS Dumfries and Galloway
(NHS D&G) and performance against compliance targets for the period March and
April 2019, set against an annualised pattern of feedback information. The report
includes details of planned improvement actions.
2. Patient Feedback
This following section provides a commentary and summary statistics on new patient
feedback received throughout NHS Dumfries and Galloway for the period March and
April 2019.
2.1 Feedback Received
The Board recorded 76 pieces of feedback in March 2019 and 75 in April 2019.

Table 1
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Feedback by month received
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2.2 Care Opinion
Care Opinion is an online approach, which enables the public to provide and view
feedback on experience of our services. When a story is added to Care Opinion
the relevant staff are alerted so that they can view the feedback and respond as
required. The majority of the feedback the Board receives through Care Opinion is
positive. Where a story is critical the author is invited and encouraged to make
direct contact in order that we can provide further advice and support to resolve any
issues which are raised.
NHS Dumfries and Galloway received ten Care Opinion stories during the reporting
period. At the time of writing, those ten stories had been viewed 491 times. Care
Opinion has now developed an online reporting mechanism to provide a more
detailed account of stories, including themes. The report can be found at:
http://www.careopinionstoryboard.dx.am/yfjnu6b390as.html
All NHS D&G stories are available to view at www.careopinion.org.uk.

2.3 Compliments
During the period, Patient Services recorded 30 formal ‘compliments’ in addition to
those received by local teams. The themes recorded were as follows:

Table 2

Compliments received by Patient Services are shared with the relevant teams to
ensure they are aware of the feedback.
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2.4 Concerns
During the period, Patient Services recorded 37 formal ‘concerns’. The Complaints
Handling Procedure details a concern as:
‘Concerns may be expressed in relation to proposed treatment or about any aspect
of the service, from timing of appointments to getting to hospital for the proposed
treatment or the actual treatment received. An example may be where someone has
been referred to a consultant and is concerned about what this means. Concerns of
this nature fall short of a complaint as the person is not expressing dissatisfaction,
but wishes to be fully informed about what is to happen...’
The concerns received during the period had the following themes:

NB: Feedback often contains more than one theme

Table 3
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Of the 151 pieces of feedback received, 79 were complaints. The themes recorded
were as follows:

Table 4
NB: Feedback often contains more than one theme
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Complaints by complaint stage by month received

Table 5

Chart 2
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The complaints received related to the following areas:

NB: Figures include complaints escalated from Stage 1 to Stage 2
Table 6

The graphs associated with the above are included in Appendix 1.

2.5 Complaints
The number of complaints open at the end of the period was as follows:

Type
Stage 1
Stage 2 escalated
Stage 2 Direct
Total

Open complaints – April 2019
Total Number
2
3
20
25
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Number of new complaints versus complaints closed 01/11/2017 – 30/04/2019

Chart 3
This chart indicates that the service is keeping pace with complaints received
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Independent Contractors
Local GPs, Dentists, Opticians and Pharmacists provide the Board with monthly
performance information relating to the number of complaints they have received.
This arrangement is voluntary as there is currently no obligation for independent
contractors to provide us with this information.
Mar-19

Apr-19

Number of
responses

Number of
complaints

% of all
complaints

Number of
responses

Number of
complaints

% of all
complaints

14
14
16
9
53

2
0
0
0
2

100
0
0
0

12
7
13
7
39

5
0
0
0
5

100
0
0
0

Service

GPs (n:29)
Pharmacy* (n:34)
Dental (n:34)
Opticians* (n:21)
Totals:

Table 7
NB - data for Pharmacy and Opticians is currently incomplete as the majority of these services report
quarterly and the deadline for reporting is beyond submission dates for this paper.
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As part of the new Complaints Handling Procedure introduced from 1 April 2017, all
NHS Boards in Scotland are required to report their complaints performance against
a suite of new indicators determined by the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman
(SPSO). Those indicators can be summarised as follows:
Indicator

Description

Indicator One:
Learning from complaints

A statement outlining changes or improvements to
services or procedures as a result of consideration
of complaints including matters arising under the
duty of candour.
Indicator Two:
A statement to report the person making the
Complaint process experience
complaint’s experience in relation to the complaints
service provided.
Indicator Three:
A statement to report on levels of staff awareness
Staff awareness and training
and training.
Indicator Four:
Details of the number of complaints received per
The total number of complaints episode of care and recorded against a consistent
received
benchmark such as the number of staff employed.
Indicator Five:
Details of the number of complaints responded to at
Complaints closed at each stage
each stage of the Complaints Handling Procedure.
Indicator Six:
Details of the number of complaints that had each of
Complaints upheld, partially upheld the above listed outcomes.
and not upheld
Indicator Seven:
Details of the average time in working days to close
Average response times
complaints at each stage of the Complaints
Handling Procedure.
Indicator Eight:
Details of how many complaints were responses to
Complaints closed in full within the within the timescales required of the Complaints
timescales
Handling Procedure.
Indicator Nine:
Details of how many complaints required an
Number of cases where an extension extension to the standard timescales.
was authorised
Further details of the indicators can be found in appendix six of NHS Dumfries and Galloway’s
Complaints Handling Procedure.

Indicator 1 - Learning from complaints
‘A statement outlining changes or improvements to services or procedures as a result of
consideration of complaints including matters arising under the Duty of Candour.’

Process Improvements
The mediation skills workshop scheduled for March 2019 has been re-scheduled for
June 2019 to better accommodate staff availability. There is a further session
scheduled with Community Health and Social Care staff in August 2019.
The Chief Executive, Deputy Chief Operating Officer, Associate Director of Allied
Health Professions and Patient Feedback Manager recently met with the Scottish
Public Services Ombudsman and Head of the Complaints Standards Authority to
discuss complaints handling in NHS Dumfries and Galloway.
The meeting
considered areas of complaints handling good practice within NHS Dumfries and
Galloway as well as areas where improvements could potentially be made,
including:
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•
•

Reviewing our coding of Stage One and Two complaints.
Revisiting the Complaints Improvement Framework self assessment.

The SPSO offered to run a complaints workshop for Board and also extended an
invite to their offices for individuals who have complaints as a significant part of their
role.
Directorate Learning
See Appendix 2.
Indicator 2 - Complaints Process Experience
‘A statement to report the person making the complaint’s experience in relation to the complaints
service provided.’

Complainants are invited to share their experience of the complaints process when
they receive their response letters. Complainants can answer via Survey Monkey
or via hard copy questionnaire. They are asked 16 questions about their experience
with the complaints process. These questions are based on guidance from the
SPSO and are consistent with the questions asked by other Boards. NHS Dumfries
and Galloway have been promoting the questionnaires since February 2018 and
have received 31 responses.
The 2018/19 Annual Report on Feedback,
Comments, Concerns and Complaints provides further detail.
Indicator 3 - Staff Awareness and Training
‘A statement to report on levels of staff awareness and training.’

Patient Services regularly run two training courses; Complaints Handling and
Investigation Skills. These courses are offered across the region and are delivered
as both open sessions and team specific, tailored sessions. The 2019 training
schedule is underway and continues to be promoted through email, local networks
and Core Briefing.
Indicator 4: Total number of complaints received
‘Details of the number of complaints received per episode of care and recorded against a consistent
benchmark such as the number of staff employed.’

March 19

April 19

39

40

Total number of complaints received
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Rate of Complaints received by service area (Rate per 1,000 staff)

Table 8
* It is not possible to provide the rate of complaints in relation to patient episode as not all episodes are captured in an
electronically searchable manner. Rate per 1,000 staff has therefore been selected as a proxy measure.
** NB the high rate for operational services noted in Feb relates to 1 complaint received and is a feature of a small staff group.

Definitions:
Stage One – complaints closed at Stage One Frontline Resolution;
Stage Two (direct) – complaints that by-passed Stage One and went directly to
Stage Two Investigation (e.g. complex complaints);
Escalated Stage Two – complaints which were dealt with at Stage One and were
subsequently escalated to Stage Two investigation (e.g. because the complainant
remained dissatisfied)
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All information from this point forwards relates to Complaints which have
been completed i.e. have received a response.
Indicator Five: Complaints closed at each stage
“Details of the number of complaints responded to at each stage of the Complaints Handling
Procedure.”
Complaint
Type
Closed

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Apr
2019

Total

11

14

6

15

8

12

11

6

3

9

9

6

110

Stage 1
% of all
27.5% 41.2% 24.0% 45.5% 30.8% 37.5% 32.4% 21.4% 15.8% 24.3% 27.3% 18.8% 29.5%
Closed

Stage 2 Escalated

Stage 2 Direct

Closed

1

1

1

2

1

0

% of all
Closed

2.5%

2.9%

4.0%

6.1%

3.8%

0.0%

Closed

28

19

18

16

17

20

0

5

3

2

0.0% 17.9% 15.8% 5.4%

23

17

13

26

2

2

20

6.1%

6.3%

5.4%

22

24

243

% of all
70.0% 55.9% 72.0% 48.5% 65.4% 62.5% 67.6% 60.7% 68.4% 70.3% 66.7% 75.0% 65.1%
Closed
Total
Closed

40

34

25

33

26

32

34

28

19

37

Table 9

Complaints by stage by month complaint closed

Chart 4
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33

32

373

Indicator Six: Complaints upheld, partially upheld and not upheld
‘Details of the number of complaints that had each of the above listed outcomes.’

Complaint
Outcome
Type

May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul
2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Apr
2019

Total

#

6

5

1

6

4

7

7

4

3

4

5

4

56

%

54.5%

35.7%

16.7%

40.0%

50.0%

58.3%

63.6%

66.7%

100.0%

44.4%

55.6%

66.7%

54.4%

#

3

3

3

7

1

2

2

2

0

3

0

0

26

%

27.3%

21.4%

50.0%

46.7%

12.5%

16.7%

18.2%

33.3%

0.0%

33.3%

0.0%

0.0%

21.6%

#

2

6

2

2

3

3

2

0

0

2

4

2

28

%

18.2%

42.9%

33.3%

13.3%

37.5%

25.0%

18.2%

0.0%

0.0%

22.2%

44.4%

33.3%

24.0%

#

11

14

6

15

8

12

11

6

3

9

9

6

110

#

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

8

%

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20.0%

33.3%

50.0%

0.0%

50.0%

37.8%

#

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

5

%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

40.0%

33.3%

50.0%

0.0%

0.0%

18.6%

#

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

2

1

7

%

0.0%

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

40.0%

33.3%

0.0%

100.0%

50.0%

26.9%

#

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

5

3

2

2

2

20

#

5

1

3

6

2

6

2

2

9

18

12

11

77

%

17.9%

5.3%

16.7%

37.5%

11.8%

30.0%

8.7%

11.8%

69.2%

69.2%

54.5%

45.8%

31.5%

#

15

9

10

5

7

8

17

9

2

4

2

5

93

%

53.6%

47.4%

55.6%

31.3%

41.2%

40.0%

73.9%

52.9%

15.4%

15.4%

9.1%

20.8%

38.0%

#

8

9

5

5

8

6

4

6

2

4

8

8

73

%

28.6%

47.4%

27.8%

31.3%

47.1%

30.0%

17.4%

35.3%

15.4%

15.4%

36.4%

33.3%

30.4%

#

28

19

18

16

17

20

23

17

13

26

22

24

243

Upheld

Stage 1

Partially
Upheld

Not
Upheld

Total

Upheld

Partially
Stage 2 - Upheld
Escalated
Not
Upheld

Total

100.0% 100.0%

Upheld

Partially
Stage 2 - Upheld
Direct
Not
Upheld

Total

Table 10
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Outcome of all complaints Upheld or Partially Upheld by month complaint
closed

Stage 1

Stage 2 - Escalated

Stage 2 - Direct
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Indicator Seven: Average response times
‘Details of the average time in working days to close complaints at each stage of the Complaints
Handling Procedure.’

Table 11

Average time for complaint to be closed
Stage 1 Complaints

Escalated to Stage 2
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Direct to Stage 2

Chart 6
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Time for Complaint to be closed - Stage One

Chart 7
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Time for Complaint to be closed - Stage Two

Chart 8
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Indicator Eight: Complaints closed in full within the timescales
‘Details of how many complaints were responded to within the timescales required by the Complaints
Handling Procedure.’
May
2018

Jun
2018

Jul 2018

Aug
2018

Sep
2018

Oct
2018

Nov
2018

Dec
2018

Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Apr
2019

Total

6

7

6

11

4

9

8

2

2

7

8

4

74

54.5%

50.0%

100.0%

73.3%

50.0%

75.0%

72.7%

33.3%

66.7%

77.8%

80.0%

66.7%

66.7%

Total
Closed

11

14

6

15

8

12

11

6

3

9

10

6

111

Closed
Within
Target

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

2

1

10

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20.0%

66.7%

50.0%

100.0%

50.0%

48.9%

Complaint
Type
Closed
Within
Target
Stage 1
(5 Working
Days)

Stage 2 Escalated
(20 Working
Days)

Stage 2 Direct
(20 Working
Days)

% Closed

% Closed 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Total
Closed

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

5

3

2

2

2

20

Closed
Within
Target

7

11

9

6

10

8

13

10

6

14

11

9

114

25.0%

57.9%

50.0%

37.5%

58.8%

40.0%

56.5%

58.8%

46.2%

53.8%

50.0%

37.5%

46.9%

28

19

18

16

17

20

23

17

13

26

22

24

243

% Closed

Total
Closed

Table 12
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Complaints closed in Set Timescale by month closed against a target of 70%
Stage 1 Complaints closed in 5 days

Escalated to Stage 2 closed in 20 days

Stage 2 Direct closed in 20 days

Chart 9
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Indicator Nine: Number of cases where an extension was authorised
‘Details

of how many complaints required an extension to the standard timescales.’

Table 13
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Complaints closed where extension to set timescale authorised by month
closed
Stage 1 Complaints with authorised extension

Escalated to Stage 2 Complaints with authorised extension

Stage 2 Direct Complaints with authorised extension

Chart 10
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2.5 Scottish Public Services Ombudsman Complaints
Individuals who are dissatisfied with NHS D&G’s complaint handling or response
can refer their complaint for further investigation to the SPSO. At the time of
producing this report, there were 13 live complaints with the SPSO for their
consideration. Their status was recorded as follows:
Case Status
File Requested
The SPSO have received a new
complaint and have requested our
complaints file and the associated
medical records
Under Investigation/File Sent
The SPSO are considering the complaint
and files sent
Further Information Requested
The SPSO have requested additional
information
Decision Letter Received –
Recommendations Made
The SPSO have issued their decision
and made recommendations to the
Board
Decision Letter Received – No
Recommendations Made
The SPSO have issued their decision
and have not made any
recommendations to the Board
Action Plan Sent
We have responded to the Decision
Letter providing evidence of those
recommendations already undertaken
and an action plan for those outstanding.
At this stage we are awaiting the SPSO’s
approval of what was provided.
Report Laid Before Parliament
The SPSO have decided to lay a report
before Parliament.

A&D CH&SC MH WC&SH Other

6

1

2

1

3

Further information on SPSO decision letters and investigations can be found on
their website - https://www.spso.org.uk/our-findings. Patient Services can assist if
there are any difficulties accessing reports.
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2.6 Concordance
Concordance with complaints timescales continues to be below target and to
fluctuate. There are a number of reasons for this including the complexity of issues
and capacity challenges. As previously reported, there are a number of actions
underway to address this including:
•
•
•

Improving capacity for complaints management across Acute and Women,
Children and Sexual Health.
Self assessing directorate’s complaints handling against standards set by the
SPSO.
Working with the SPSO to seek support in guidance in improving our
complaints handling.

Progress against these actions will continue to be fed back via these performance
reports.

3. Conclusion
Compliance with response timescales continues to present a challenge. The
Directorates and Patient Services are working closely together to ensure the teams
are supported with training, templates, guidance and advice as required.
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Appendix 1
Complaints by first received date
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Appendix 2 – Learning Summary
Directorate: Women, Children's & Sexual Health
Key Complaint Issues: Woman did not feel listened to
If other, please specify:

What happened?
A woman advised that she felt she was not listened to or believed when she said she was in labour.
She also had concerns about the use of Propess.

What went well?

What, if anything, could we improve?

The midwife responded each time the
woman asked for assistance.

Spending more time with women during the induction stage
of labour and listening to what they say they are
experiencing.

The midwife apologised to the woman
for her experience.

What have we learnt?
We need to improve listening skills of midwives and ensuring that the women have a shared
understanding of decisions being made and agreed.
We need to review the guidance for latent phase of labour.

What actions are planned or have been taken?
1. The Senior Charge Midwife will consider the use of guidance for the latent phase of labour and
how that may apply to induction of labour – Deadline 30 June 2019
2. Reflection sessions with staff have already taken place and individual learning has been
identified.
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Agenda Item 36

DUMFRIES and GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
10th June 2019

Summary Performance Report (May 2019)
Author:
George Noakes
Asst. Performance and Intelligence
Manager

Sponsoring Director:
Julie White
Chief Operating Officer

Vicky Freeman
Head of Strategic Planning
Date: 22nd May 2019
RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note the Summary Performance Report.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
• NHS Dumfries and Galloway, Annual Operational Plan 2019/20
• Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board Strategic Plan
• Scottish Government, Waiting Times Improvement Plan (October 2018)
• Scottish Government, National Unscheduled Care - 6 Essential Actions
Improvement Programme
• Scottish Government, Health and Social Care Delivery Plan (2016)
• Scottish Government, Mental Health Strategy 2017-2027
• Scottish Government, The Best Start (2017)
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
This performance report is an overview of operational performance using local
management information.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AHP
Allied Health Professional
CAU
Combined Assessment Unit
CAMHS Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service
ED
Emergency Department
ISD
Information Service Division (part NHS National Services Scotland)
MSK
Musculoskeletal
TTG
Treatment Time Guarantee
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MONITORING FORM
•

Policy / Strategy

•
•
•
•
•
•

NHS
Dumfries
and
Galloway,
Annual
Operational Plan 2019/20
Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board
Strategic Plan
Scottish
Government,
Waiting
Times
Improvement Plan (October 2018)
Scottish Government, National Unscheduled
Care - 6 Essential Actions Improvement
Programme
Scottish Government, Health and Social Care
Delivery Plan (2016)
Scottish Government, Mental Health Strategy
2017-2027
Scottish Government, The Best Start (2017)

Staffing Implications

None

Financial Implications

None

Consultation / Consideration

•
•
•
•
•

Risk Assessment

NHS Dumfries and Galloway Chief Executive
and Executive Management Team
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Board
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Performance
Committee
Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social Care
Senior Management Team
Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board
(the revised performance framework)

Risks will be considered by the NHS Board

Risk Appetite
Low x
Medium
High
Performance includes many aspects of clinical
care, which the NHS Board has designated a low
appetite for risk.
Sustainability

Individual measures can be an indicator of ongoing
sustainability
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Compliance
Objectives

with

Corporate To promote
improvement

and

embed

continuous

quality

To maximise the benefit of financial allocation by
delivering clinically and cost effective services
efficiently
To meet and where possible, exceed goals and
targets set by the Scottish Government Health
Directorate for NHS Scotland, whilst delivering the
measurable targets in the Local Outcome
Improvement Plan (LOIP)
Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 3: Health and wellbeing inequalities are
Plan (LOIP)
reduced
Outcome 6: People are safe and feel safe
Best Value

Performance Management

Impact Assessment
Not Applicable
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1.

Situation

1.1

This is the second Summary Performance Report to be submitted to the
NHS Board. It replaces the “At a Glance” report that was previously
submitted to the Board.

1.2

Most of the information in the Summary Performance Report is automatically
generated from local information systems. These figures are an early
indication of activity and may not exactly match the National Official
Statistics publications which are issued later in time.

2.

Key points from the Summary Performance Report (Appendix 1)

2.1

Community Based Health and Social Care

2.1.1

Delayed discharges – The number of delayed bed days has decreased
from 1,959 in March 2019 to 1,616 in April 2019.

3.1.2

AHP MSK 4 weeks – The figure for April 2019 was 31.0%. This is lower
than the figure for March 2019.

2.2

Acute and Diagnostics

2.2.1

Treatment Time Guarantees – The figure for April 2019 was 85.4%.
Scottish Government has issued Health Boards with interim targets for the
treatment time guarantee:
75% by October
2019

• 85% by October
2020

• 100% by March
2021

2.2.2

Emergency Department (Percentage within 4 Hours) – The figure for
April 2019 was 92.9% which is 0.3% lower than in March 2019.

2.2.3

Doctor led Return Appointments – These have been rising over time. The
figure for the last three months is 15,713 appointments, which is 42% higher
than this time the previous year (11,029).

2.3

Mental Health

2.3.1

Psychological Therapies (18 weeks) – The most recent available
information is for March 2019 when 76.4% of people who started
psychological therapies within 18 weeks of being referred. This meets the
agreed improvement trajectory for March 2019 however, it is 13.6% below
the national standard (90%).

2.4

Women and Children’s

2.4.1

Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) (18 weeks) – In
April 2019 the result was 95.6%, above the national standard of 90%.
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2.5

Corporate Services

2.5.1

Sickness Absence – This information is provided through a national
system. To produce results takes approximately 6 weeks. The most recent
available result is for March 2019 when the sickness absence rate for NHS
Dumfries and Galloway was 4.5% against a target of 4%.

3.

Recommendations

3.1

NHS Board is asked to note and discuss the NHS Board Summary
Performance report.
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Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social Care Partnership

Summary Performance Report
May 2019
RAG

Time Period

Latest Result
Dumfries and
Galloway

Comparison

Previous Result
Dumfries and
Time Period
Comparison
Galloway

25 month trend

Community Health and Social Care
E4 (LS) The number of bed days occupied by all people experiencing a delay in their discharge from
hospital, per month, people aged 18 and older

i

Apr 2019

1,616

1,126 (DT)

Mar 2019

1,959

1,116 (DT)

B21 (LS) Percentage of people who wait no longer than 4 weeks from referral to first appointment with the
Allied Health Professional (AHP) Musculoskeletal (MSK) service

i

Apr 2019

31.0%

90.0% (T)

Mar 2019

33.7%

90.0% (T)

Key
We are meeting or exceeding the
target or number we compare
against
We are within 3% of meeting the
target or number we compare
against
We are more than 3% away from
meeting the target or number we
compare against
Printed / Published to pdf:

23 May 2019 12:24

h
n
i

Statistical tests suggest the
number has increased over time

(S) The number we compare against is the result for
Scotland
(T) The number we compare against is a target set by the
Statistical tests suggest there is no Scottish Government
change over time
(DT) The number we compare against is an agreed
Desired Trajectory
Statistical test suggest the number (LS) The result presented here is a Local Statistic
has decreased over time
calculated using data held in Dumfries and Galloway
(OS) The result presented here is an Official Statistic
provided by ISD Scotland
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RAG

Time Period

Latest Result
Dumfries and
Galloway

Comparison

Previous Result
Dumfries and
Time Period
Comparison
Galloway

25 month trend

Acute and Diagnostics
B4 (LS) Treatment Time Guarantee (TTG): People wait no longer than 12 weeks from agreeing treatment
with the hospital to receiving treatment as an inpatient or day case

h

Apr 2019

85.4%

75.0% (DT)

Mar 2019

81.0%

75.0% (DT)

B6 (LS) 12 weeks first outpatient appointment: Percentage of people who wait no longer than 12 weeks
from referral to first outpatient appointment

i

Apr 2019

96.0%

95.0% (T)

Mar 2019

96.6%

95.0% (T)

B7 (LS) Percentage of people who waited less than 6 weeks for diagnostic tests and investigations

h

Apr 2019

95.5%

100.0% (T)

Mar 2019

94.6%

100.0% (T)

B2(1)(LS) Cancer waiting time (part 1): The percentage of all patients diagnosed with cancer who begin
treatment within 31 days of the decision to treat

i

Mar 2019

94.5%

95.0% (T)

Feb 2019

97.6%

95.0% (T)

B2(2)(LS) Cancer waiting time (part 2): The percentage of all patients diagnosed with cancer who were
referred urgently with a suspicion of cancer who began treatment within 62 days of receipt of referral

i

Mar 2019

91.1%

95.0% (T)

Feb 2019

96.0%

95.0% (T)

B5 (LS) 18 weeks referral to treatment: The percentage of planned/elective patients that commence
treatment within 18 weeks of referral

h

Apr 2019

89.0%

90.0% (T)

Mar 2019

87.5%

90.0% (T)

B19 (LS) Accident and Emergency waiting times: Percentage of people who wait no longer than 4 hours
from arriving in Accident and Emergency to admission, discharge or transfer for treatment

i

Apr 2019

92.9%

95.0% (T)

Mar 2019

93.2%

95.0% (T)

3,754

3,869 (DT)

E3 (LS) The number of people attending emergency department per month

h

Apr 2019

4,167

3,852 (DT)

Mar 2019

B22 (LS) Dr led return tickets (beyond latest date at end of month)

i

Apr 2019

5,002

Mar 2019

5,377
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RAG

Time Period

Latest Result
Dumfries and
Galloway

Comparison

Previous Result
Dumfries and
Time Period
Comparison
Galloway

25 month trend

Mental Health
B11 (LS) Psychological therapies waiting times: Percentage of people who commence Psychological
Therapy based treatment within 18 weeks of referral

h

Mar 2019

76.4%

76.4%

Feb 2019

72.1%

75.2%

Women and Children's
B10 (OS) CAMHS waiting times: Percentage of young people who commence treatment for specialist Child
and Adolescent Mental Health Services within 18 weeks of referral

h

Apr 2019

95.6%

90.0% (T)

Mar 2019

93.0%

90.0% (T)

Corporate Services
B18 (LS) Sickness absence rate: Proportion of hours lost to sickness absence amongst NHS Dumfries and
Galloway employees

i

Mar 2019

4.5%

4.0% (T)

Feb 2019

4.8%

4.0% (T)
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Notes
Indicator
B4: TTG 12 weeks

Background
The Treatment Time Guarantee (TTG) is set out in ‘The Patient Right's
(Scotland) Act 2011’ which places a legal requirement on health boards. Once
planned inpatient or day case treatment has been agreed, the person must
receive that treatment within 12 weeks. This is reported as indicator B4. Scottish
Government has issued boards with interim targets for TTG: 75% by October
2019; 85% by October 2020; 100% by March 2021

Points to note
This indicator is above the interim
goal (75%) but below the national
standard (100%). It has increased
since March 2019. The 3 months
period is higher than the same last
year.

B6: Dr lead new
outpatients 12 weeks

Not all outpatient clinics are led by doctors. This figure only includes doctor led
clinics.

Waiting times are above the 95%
target. The 3 months period is 4.2%
above the result for the same time
last year.

B7: Diagnostic 6 weeks

An aspirational local target is set at 4 weeks.

Waiting times were below the target
of 100%. This result was 95.5% in
April 2019.

B21: AHP MSK 4 weeks

Allied Health Professional Musculoskeletal service

Compliance decreased by 6.6%
between February and March
(33.7%). Target is 90%. There are
known issues around staffing levels
and staff deployment.

B2(1): Cancer 31 days

This indicator is 1 of 2 Local Delivery Plan (LDP) Standards, chosen by the
The result for March 2019 is 94.5%.
Scottish Government, that focus on the efficient delivery of support and
This is below the national standard
treatment when a suspicion of cancer is raised. This figures shown here are for of 95%.
a single month and can be based on small numbers of individuals and therefore
fluctuate substantially from one month to the next.

B2(2): Cancer 62 days

This indicator is the second of 2 Local Delivery Plan (LDP) standards. The
figures shown here are for a single month and can be based on small numbers
of individuals and therefore fluctuate substantially from one month to the next.

The result for March 2019 is 91.1%.
This is below the national standard
of 95%.

B5: 18 weeks
performance

The complete 18 week waiting times journey from referral to treatment is
impacted by all the above partial segments of the 18 week pathways.

April 2019 is 1% below the national
target of 90%

B19: Emergency
Department 4 hours

This measure indicates the length of time people experience between arrival
and discharge from the emergency department (ED). Boards have been asked
to commit to bring performance back to the level at March 2017, which was a
target of 92.2%

Performance is currently 92.9%
which is above the March 2017
locally agreed interim target.
However this is a decrease of 0.3%
from March 2019.

E3: Emergency
The new ways of working with the combined assessment unit (CAU) affects how The number of people has increased
department attendances activity seen in the ED is managed. This area is the focus of large scale
between February 2019 and April
redesign work supported by Scottish Government.
2019.
E4: Delayed Discharges
bed days lost

This indicator is a measure of the number of bed days that are occupied by
people who have been assessed as appropriate to be discharged to another
setting. It includes all hospital settings, acute, community, cottage and mental
health. These figures are for all ages for people aged 18 or over.

B22: Dr Led return tickets This measure is about the efficient use of outpatient appointments.

The number of delayed discharge
bed days declined in April 2019
however, the 3 month period is
2,180 above the result for the same
time last year.
This figure has decreased since the
previous month. However, the 3
month period is 42% higher than the
same time last year (2018/19 Feb to
Apr - 15,713 compared to 2017/18
Feb to Apr - 11,029)

B11: Psychological
Therapies 18 weeks

The 18 week waiting times journey from referral to the start of psychological
therapy treatment. This information is taken from reports published by ISD
Scotland.

This figure has increased and was
the same as our agreed desired
trajectory (76.4%) for March 2019

B10: CAMHS 18 weeks

The 18 week waiting times journey from referral to the start of treatment by the
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS).

The result for April 2019 is 95.5%.
This is the third consecutive month
this indicator has been above the
national standard (90%)

B18: Sickness Absence

The proportion of days lost to sickness absence amongst NHS Dumfries and
Galloway employees. The national target is 4% or lower.

This figures is above the national
target of 4%.
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DUMFRIES and GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
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Acute and Diagnostics

Sponsoring Director:
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Chief Operating Officer

Date: 15th May 2019
RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve the following points:
• The review of Winter 2018/19 (Appendix 1)

The Board is asked to discuss and note the following points:
• The significant work and improved performance compared to last winter
particularly within the Emergency Care Centre at DGRI
• The considerable joint working across the partnership that was undertaken
and the further expansion of whole system collaboration that is planned for
2019/20
• The challenges of delayed discharges across Dumfries and Galloway and the
impact this has across the whole system including the ability to delivery
patient centred care
• The learning and reflections from this winter which will inform the winter plan
for 2019/20

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
NHS Territorial Boards and Health and Social Care Partnerships Annual Review of
Winter 2018-19.

Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
Winter reviews are key to ensuring that processes and systems that were tested
over winter are evaluated and any lessons learned are used to inform future
planning. This review process ensures development of a robust and collaborative
winter plan for 2019/20.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AHP
BC
CATS
CAU
COPD
DCAQ
DDD
DGRI
ECC
ED
eKISS
GCH
HSCP
HPS
HPT
HR
IJB
IPCT
MDT
NHS
NIP
OOHs
PFC
SAS
STARS
TTG

-

Allied Health Professional
Business Continuity
Crisis Assessment Team
Combined Assessment Unit
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
Demand, Capacity, Access, Queue
Daily Dynamic Discharge
Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary
Emergency Care Centre
Emergency Department
Electronic Key Information Summary System
Galloway Community Hospital
Health and Social Care Partnership
Health Protection Scotland
Health Protection Team
Human Resources
Integrated Joint Board
Infection Prevention and Control Teams
Multi Disciplinary Team
National Health Service
Nithsdale In Partnership
Out of Hours
Patient Flow Co-ordinators
Scottish Ambulance Service
Short Term Augmented Response Service
Treatment Time Guarantee
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

National Winter Planning

Staffing Implications

Review of Winter has no staffing implications

Financial Implications

Review of Winter has no staffing implications

Consultation / Consideration

All areas involved in the Winter Review have
contributed to this and the final report will be
shared.

Risk Assessment

Risk assessments are completed as required within
the areas as noted within the report, i.e. in relation
to staff absence / business continuity.

Risk Appetite
Low
X
Medium
High
The Winter Review process is well established and
tested, however, due to the so the Risk Appetite
would be Low.
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

The winter review process is well established and
embedded into the annual planning cycle and
supports the delivery of NHS and HSCP services.
with

Corporate Complies with:
• To reduce health inequalities across Dumfries
and Galloway.
• Continue to support and develop partnership
working to improve outcomes for the people of
Dumfries and Galloway.

Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 3: Health and wellbeing inequalities are
Plan (LOIP)
reduced
Outcome 6: People are safe and feel safe
Outcome 7: People are well connected
Outcome 8: Individuals and communities are
empowered
Best Value

Effective Partnerships
Use of Resources
Sustainability

Impact Assessment
Not required
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Health & Social Care: Local Review of Winter 2018/19
NHS
Board, Dumfries
and Winter Planning Julie White
HSCPs:
Galloway
Executive Lead:

1 Clear alignment between hospital, primary and social care
1. What went well?
The introduction of a new Unscheduled Care Governance Structure has ensured
the required governance across the whole programme. The change in the
Unscheduled Care programme board from being chaired by the acute site
director to the COO/CO, has enabled increased partnership working and
ensured whole system approaches. All work streams have representation from
primary, acute, community and social care and these report directly to the
programme board.
The winter planning group is a key work stream that reports directly to the USC
programme board (Appendix 1).
There has been an improvement in data collection, analysis and the sharing of
data across the partnership. Closer working with the health intelligence team has
enabled this improvement. System wide data is shared in a user friendly format
which has aided both management and front line staff to interpret (Appendix 2).
The introduction of monthly Day of Care surveys in all acute and community
hospitals has been undertaken to understand the extent of, and reasons for,
delays in the health and social care system. This whole system approach allows
targeting of areas of improvement across the partnership (Appendix 3 and
Appendix 4).
The established flow coordinator team covers DGRI and all 4 localities, cottage
hospitals and community. They have a consistent and standardised approach to
patient flow. The team effectively communicates across the partnership ensuring
the effective utilisation of community resources.
The daily, weekly flow meetings held in DGRI and each of the localities
respectively have ensured the optimisation of community resources to minimise
delays. Representation at these meetings includes community services such
reablement, rapid response and the transition team.
Within Nithsdale locality a single point of contact (SPoC) has been developed
over the past few months, this has streamlined the referral process and is
working well.
The transition team has provided additional capacity for patients requiring care at
home packages with and without a start date which has reduced delays.
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Progress with the frailty pathway has seen the early identification of frail patients
within the combined assessment unit in DGRI. This has enhanced the AHP front
door model and closer working with community services and social work to
promote timely discharge.
Communication through use of short videos for both staff and public on social
media received positive feedback. Topics included;
o Approaches to Winter health
o Emergency Department Ready
o Getting Ready for Winter Message
o New Discharge Lounge
o Integrated Respiratory Team
o Improving Patient Flow
o Nithsdale in Partnership
o Flu is Coming
o Winter Response Ward D7
A flowoply session was run across the partnership which had good impact on
understanding of flow and acute pressure on flow.
1.2 What could have gone better?
There was an improvement in communication across the partnership yet there
is further scope for improvement. For example a review of the escalation
process across the whole partnership may result in a more consistent and
efficient response.
DDD is established across all acute and community hospitals, however it has
been identified further work is required to ensure an effective and consistent
approach.
Despite the progress with the collection, analysis and sharing of data there is
scope for improvement particularly within cottage hospitals.
Managing patient and their family’s expectation particularly when the system is
under pressure.
The frailty pathway is in the early stages with the frailty nurse not commencing
their post until April 2019. Processes are not yet embedded across the full
partnership.
Staff shortages across all areas and a reliance on bank and locum staff has
impacted on communication, relationships and joint working across the
partnership.
1.3 Key lessons / Actions planned
Agree communication strategy for continuous and consistent public and staff
engagement linked to patient flow.
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Progression of The Primary Care Transformation Programme to further
strengthen the alignment between primary and secondary care. A local
interface group between primary and secondary care commenced in April
2019, this group will further enhance communication between primary and
secondary care and ensure service developments occur in tandem
Education and training for frontline staff including medical staff on the basics of
discharge planning and the principles of DDD
Data for improvement to be shared consistently across the partnership
Flowoply sessions planned to be delivered in the community, to ensure a
consistent understanding on the importance of flow.
Review current escalation process across the partnership.
The Out of Hours Sub Group of the Unscheduled care programme board are
working towards agreeing a model for the OOH period, which will be a Hub and
Spoke model. There will be a GP in the hub during the OOH period with ANP’s
and Community Adult General Nursing (CAGN) extending their hours to
operate across the 24/7 period. It is envisaged that the extension of CAGN to
24/7 working across the region will commence in October 2019 – pre winter.
The data utilised to inform this model, suggests that 80% of OOH work could
be undertaken by nursing and of that 84% is unmet anticipated care from day
time services. Further impact projected is that this will prevent unnecessary
admissions to hospital.

2

Appropriate levels of staffing to be in place across the whole system to
facilitate consistent discharge rates across weekends and holiday periods

2.1 What went well?
Across all the operating directorates appropriate festive staff rotas were in place
for medical, nursing, Allied Health Professionals (AHPs) and support staff.
Rotas were planned to ensure that the Mondays following the festive weekends
were a normal working day and additional staff were scheduled this ensured
staff levels were maintained.
Additional incentives such as weekly pay for bank staff, helped to ensure
vacant shifts were covered and staffing maintained.
Processes at the front door within DGRI were enhanced and the introduction of
a rapid assessment area made significant improvements to patient flow through
the combined assessment unit (CAU).
An additional consultant was based in CAU at the weekends to ensure timely
senior decision making and review, including downstream wards.
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Maintaining discharges across 7 days is recognised as a key priority. In order to
maintain discharges over the weekend, a specific weekend discharge team was
put in place. This was refined from the model deployed last winter. The team
included; AHPs, social work, consultant, middle grade doctor, pharmacy, senior
manager, flow coordinator, & transport coordinator. The data indicates this
increased discharge at the weekend and it is suggested this also had a positive
impact on a Monday (Appendix 5).
Earlier in the day discharges are key priority and there was some improvement.
The data indicates a shift of approximately 1 hour from last winter. Monitored
time of day of discharge to understand the extent to which earlier in the day
discharge was being achieved (Appendix 6).
This is a multi factorial issue but the introduction of a discharge lounge within
DGRI is suggested to have made some impact on time of discharge. The
criteria for the discharge lounge had restricted parameters given the area that
was used, pharmacy processes and staffing availability. Further work is
planned on the evaluation of the lounge including the criteria (Appendix 7).
A transfer team were employed over 7 days (x2 HCSW) to support the transfer
of patients from CAU to downstream wards, this team also transferred patients
within the hospital when boarding was required. This dedicated team reduced
the length of time patients waited to be transferred delay thereby achieving
capacity earlier in the day.
The increase in the number of flow coordinators within DGRI has enabled a
greater focus on delays in the discharge planning process, complex discharges,
and movement of patients to cottage hospital. The team within DGRI
communicated throughout the day with their patient flow colleagues based in all
4 localities. The daily, weekly flow meetings held in DGRI and each of the
localities respectively have ensured the optimisation of community resources to
minimise delays. Representation at these meetings includes community
services such reablement , rapid response and the transition team
Delayed discharges remain a key challenge. The number of delayed discharge
across the partnership did increase over this winter in comparison to last. For
the 5 months ending 28th February 2019, the number of bed days occupied by
delayed discharges was 45% higher this winter compared to last. This caused
direct impact on performance and flow performance at the acute sites
(Appendix 8).
The hospital ambulance liaison officer (HALO) role remains pivotal to patient
flow. With presence at site huddle and cover at weekends this role has assisted
in ensure reduced delays and timely discharge and transfers.
The implementation of an integrated respiratory team across Dumfries and
Galloway has begun to provide specific pathways for respiratory patients. The
team includes nurse specialist based within each of 4 localities, who by working
closely with primary care prevent admissions.
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The nurses also work with the acute, DGRI and GCH teams to support earlier
discharges by providing specialist support within a patient’s home.

2.2

What could have gone better?
Across all directorates there was key on-going challenges noted mainly around
delayed discharges.
Despite the improved processes and service in place to manage and prevent
delayed discharges, the number of delays did increase across the partnership
this winter. Reasons for this were predominantly cottage hospital bed
availability and provision of care at home (Appendix 9).
The reablement service offered support to people who were waiting on long
term care packages, this included Rapid Response and Transition (DG1/2).
This is however not an ideal use of these services as it results in them
becoming blocked with people awaiting care packages.
The planned consultant for the Winter beds withdrew in September resulting in
ad hoc cover and for a sustained period the winter beds being used as
boarding beds.
Staff shortages across all areas caused pressure on delivering 7 day service.
There was reliance on bank and locum staff, which not only resulted in
increased financial costs but caused increased pressure on the system to
deliver consistency and efficient hospital flow.
The volume of patients discharged via the discharge lounge was lower than
predicated. Despite gains in some ward areas the process were neither
embedded nor consistently used across the site.
The integrated respiratory team is in the initial stages of the programme, while
they are working closely with primary care and SAS the impact this winter is not
yet partnership wide.

2.3

Key lessons / Actions planned
Work with care providers to agree strategies to address care at home capacity
is underway and will be continued. One aspect is a review of the level of
internal home care compared to the out sourced provision.
Exploring within community services a move to increase capacity of reablement
and to prioritise pathways whilst remaining patient centred to ensure the right
people get the right opportunities to reduce dependency/reactivate when
moving from hospital to home with care needs.
Explore how we can prevent using community resources inappropriately and
find alternatives.
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There are workshops planned through a collaborative approach of community
services and Scottish care, to deliver sessions on “discharge flow and me” to
contribute to solutions for people needing longer term support and care to help
with our own flow needs.
Recruitment remains a key priority with recruitment events planned throughout
the year. Additionally the recruitment of a Recruitment Sustainability Manager
post will aim to ensure both short and long term improvements.
Continuation and development of the transfer team role. To ensure the role
develops into a dedicated and substantive team all year round.
Further progression of the integrated respiratory team working closely with
primary care and developing process with SAS to both prevent admission and
support earlier discharge.
Through the unscheduled care improvement programme there are a number of
project such as DDD, and criteria led discharge that are focused on patient
flow. This programme of improvement requires to be rolled out at pace across
all directorates. This programme must be delivered using robust quality
improvement methodology and embedded into business as usual.
Within mental health the development of a day of care tool alongside a new
delayed transfers of care working group with key stakeholders, will aim to
address patient flow issues.
In DGRI the success of a senior managers within the weekend team, will
continue on a Sunday during the year. This will aim to ensure flow is
maintained over the weekend.
In the mental health a review of clinical medical and nursing leadership, has
resulted in the introduction of Senior Nurse Availability 7 days a week. . This
will be evaluated over the coming months.
3

Local systems to have detailed demand and capacity projections to inform
their planning assumptions

3.1 What went well?
The introduction earlier in the year of an electronic safety and flow huddle has
enhanced the grip and control of the site. By using daily predications against
current and predicted bed capacity this has increased the accuracy of the
hospital bed status. This resulted in more appropriate escalation.
The bed status and subsequent actions are feedback to the wide MDT that
attends the huddle, including the ward teams. This communication of hospital
status is improving and further refining of ward specific demand and capacity is
being developed.
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This extract is shared with community services such as the reablement team
which use this information to assist with their capacity allocation
Attendance by the access/booking team at the site huddle allows for refinement
of planned admissions to reflect predicted unscheduled demand
(Appendix 10).
Three times daily site status reports for all sites including community hospitals
continued to be circulated automatically using data extracted from Topaz via
Qlikview to executives, senior management and lead clinicians across acute,
community and primary care.
Establishment of a Unscheduled Care governance group which meets
fortnightly to review recent performance and respond to emerging issues in a
timely manner (Appendix 11).

3.2

What could have gone better?
It was recognised prior to winter through, local bed management systems, that
within DGRI there was a requirement to reconfigure beds in line with demand,
to provide more medical capacity and a reduced surgical bed count. While this
project is underway the proposed changes have not yet been agreed and
implemented. This resulted in increased medical boarding over this winter.
The PM site huddle continues to focus predominately on today’s demand,
despite local systems providing the necessary data to plan for tomorrows
demand and capacity. This results in the huddle remaining reactive to the day’s
status rather than pro active to tomorrow’s predictions.

3.3

Key lessons / Actions planned
Implementation of bed reconfiguration within DGRI, to better align capacity with
demand.
Further refinement of the site huddle to ensure focus on next day’s predicted
demand and capacity.
To develop ward specific demand and capacity so ward teams have ownership
and understanding of their ward status and its impact on the wider site status
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4

Maximise elective activity over winter – including protecting same day
surgery capacity

4.1 What went well?
Made use of Systemwatch to help plan reductions in elective operations during
expected peaks in emergency admissions this helped to reduce cancellations
specifically due to lack of bed availability from 49 in Oct17-Mar18 to 40 in
Oct18-Mar19 (Appendix 12 and Appendix 13).
Waiting time’s data is monitored on an ongoing basis through the Patient
Access Governance Group, which is chaired by the general manager for A & D
to maintain control of waiting lists. This group is responsible for adjusting
elective capacity to best utilise site capacity in light of unscheduled demand.

Scheduled booking team attendance at the site huddle ensures a proactive
approach to maximising use of the available capacity.
Development of a boarding policy, implemented this winter, which promoted the
use of downstream surgical wards for medical boarders and SSU for surgical
patients with a short length of stay. This process helped to maintain surgical
bed capacity and staff feedback indicated more appropriate boarding.
Planned reduction in morning clinics for medical consultants allowed greater
focus on earlier in day decision and subsequent discharges.
4.2

What could have gone better?
Planned reduction in elective activity during periods of increased demand took
place late in the season which wasa factor in the increased list sizes
experienced over the winter.
Increased appropriate use of the day surgery unit to reduce the demand on
inpatient beds.

4.3

Key lessons / Actions planned
Earlier planning of increased elective activity over quieter months so as to
reduce elective waiting list during these periods in anticipation of planned
reduction in elective activity during times of peak unscheduled demand.
Optimised use of the day surgery unit to reduce the demand on inpatient beds.
Review of surgical pathways to reduce variation and maximise theatre
utilisation.
Coordination and communication between the unscheduled care programme
board and scheduled care programme board.
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5

Escalation plans tested with partners

5.1 What went well?
Regular meetings with key stakeholders allowed for consistency of
understanding of how all Winter Planning aspects worked and were
progressing. All partners were aware of contingency plans.
It was a mild winter with no extreme weather to test weather contingency plans,
however a move into silver commend level of escalation was used during an
extremely challenging day due to site status. This process worked well and flow
was significantly improved.

5.2

What could have gone better?
Giving the weather conditions and flu levels the partnership did not need to
deploy contingency plans other than the one mentioned above

5.3

Key lessons / Actions planned
To embed content and understanding of general manager’s action pack
relating to resilience response issues.
The silver command did work well and did improve the flow but the process
could be further refined.

6

Preparing effectively for infection control including norovirus and seasonal
influenza in acute and community settings

6.1 What went well?
Mild winter with no hospital outbreaks of Norovirus. No onward transmission of
flu in DGRI, only one cottage hospital outbreak of flu
Used systemwatch to monitor upturns in influenza in the community so that the
acute service was able to plan for possible increases in admissions.

6.2

What could have gone better?
FFP3 supply. NPD were unable to source sufficient supplies of the correct
masks

6.3

Key lessons / Actions planned
No changes to current plan
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7

Delivering seasonal flu vaccination to public and staff

7.1 What went well?
The staff flu campaign was well attended by NHS D&G staff, with an uptake
level of 65%. This is again the highest uptake among NHS Scotland Boards.
Staff attended clinics throughout the region, at various locations over various
shifts, with the option of attending an individual appointment sent to them via
their manager or dropping in to a clinic of their choice. These options made
accessing a suitable clinic during work time achievable. Clinic space allocated
at Out Patients DGRI improved clinic accessibility and raised the profile of the
staff Flu clinics within DGRI.
Used systemwatch to monitor upturns in influenza in the community so that the
acute service was able to plan for possible increases in admissions
(Appendix 14).

7.2

What could have gone better?
The uptake level from last year has slightly increased (previously 64%)
however we continue to increase staff awareness around Influenza vaccination
to encourage higher uptake within frontline staff.

7.3

Key lessons / Actions planned
Continue to gain momentum from previous campaigns, working with managers
to improve uptake. This was the first campaign held in the new hospital and
various clinic locations had been altered this year, a period of stability is likely
to encourage a rise in uptake in forthcoming seasons. Feedback to staff re
uptake and efficacy of vaccine is planned for forthcoming staff communications

8

Top Five Local Priorities for Winter Planning 2019/20
•
•
•
•
•

Alternatives to acute admission through enhanced community models of
care
Enhance and develop sustained Care at Home capacity
Reduce reliance on locum and temporary staff by developing sustained
staffing levels across the partnership
Balance scheduled and unscheduled care demand to minimise impact on
waiting times
Reconfigure the bed base within DGRI to better align capacity with
demand

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Appendix 2

Maintaining patient flow in
Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary

What we seek to do for good patient care
See patients quickly in Emergency Department
Emergency Department 4 hour wait performance
86.7%

93.4%
Aug 2018

88.8%

92.6%
Jul 2018

89.2%

93.9%
Jun 2018

95.7%

93.6%
May 2018

92.0%

91.3%

60%

Apr 2018

80%

90.2%

100%

95% target
95.7%

Monthly performance

Mar 2018

40%
20%

Source: Topas

Feb 2019

Jan 2019

Dec 2018

Oct 2018

Nov 2018

0%
Sep 2018

In February 2019
the emergency
department saw
and treated 86.7%
of patients within four hours.

Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary

Percentage of ED attendances
seen and treated within 4 hours

The emergency department has a target
of seeing and treating 95% of everyone
who comes through their doors within
four hours.

Month of attendance

Dumfries Galloway Royal Infirmary
Average weekend day and week day discharges
(excl deaths and transfers)

Feb 19
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Sep 18

Weekend day
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Apr 18

May 18
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Jun 18

Weekday

Mar 18

People don’t stop
getting sick at the
weekend, so it’s
important to make
sure there are beds
available for new
patients at all times.

Average daily number of discharges

Discharge patients at weekends as much as
during the week

In February 2019, 49 people were
Source: SMR01
Month of discharge
discharged home from the hospital on
an average weekday compared to 32 people on an average weekend day - that’s around
a third fewer on weekend days compared to week days.

Ensure patients are in the correct place
Percentage of patients not meeting day of care criteria
Monthly count
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20.9%
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On average 19% of patients in the
hospital at any one time no longer
need hospital care. The most recent
audit showed that 47 patients (20.9%
of those audited) could now be being
cared for elsewhere.

Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary

Percentage of patients

Hospital beds
are a valuable
resource so it’s
important that they are used by people
who need the care of hospital staff.

Month of day of care survey

Source: Topas via SMR01 Inpatients Universe
March 2019
Performance & Intelligence Team
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Appendix 3

Day of Care Survey
Dumfries and Galloway RoyaI Infirmary
Results over time
Audits up to March 2019
Last updated: 22nd March 2019

1. Proportion of patients not meeting the acute care criteria
The number of DGRI patients not meeting the day of care acute care criteria has averaged 41
since monthly day of care surveys were first carried out in May 2017. The latest survey, in
March 2019, identified 47 DGRI patients not meeting the day of care acute care criteria.
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The percentage of DGRI patients not meeting the day of care acute care criteria has averaged
18.7% since monthly day of care surveys were first carried out in May 2017. The latest survey,
in March 2019, identified 20.9% of DGRI patients not meeting the day of care acute care
criteria, a rise of five percentage points on the February 2019 audit.
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2. Proportion of patients not meeting acute care criteria due to
factors within the acute setting
The reasons given for patients not meeting the acute care criteria can be split between
factors specifically within the acute setting and factors in the wider health and social care
system.
The factors classified as being within the acute setting are:
- Awaiting final multi-disciplinary team decision
- Awaiting procedure / investigation / results and not meeting criteria for acute care
- Awaiting consultant decision/review
- Waiting for AHP assessment/treatment
- Waiting for completion of AHP treatment
All other stated reasons are considered to be system wide issues.
There are also a number of unknown reasons, which have not been classified to either group.
Since monthly day of care surveys were started in May 2017, 54% of patients who did not
meet the acute care criteria did so because of one of the acute specific issues stated above.
In the latest survey, in March 2019, 36% of DGRI patients not meeting the day of care acute
care criteria did so because of acute specific issues.
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3. Proportion of patients not meeting acute care criteria due to
factors in the wider health and care system
Since monthly day of care surveys were started in May 2017, 40% of patients who did not
meet the acute care criteria did so because of wider system issues. These include waiting for
a bed in a community hospital, waiting for home care support to be put in place, awaiting a
social work assessment or delays due to relatives. In the latest survey, in March 2019, 62% of
DGRI patients not meeting the day of care acute care criteria did so because of wider system
issues - well above the historic average.
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4. Most frequently cited reasons for not meeting acute care criteria
The top six reasons for patients not meeting the acute day of care criteria in the March 2019
audit are shown below. Together these 6 reasons account for 87% of patients not meeting
the criteria.
Percentage of
Grouping
Reason
patients
Awaiting community hospital bed

System issue

30%

Waiting for AHP completion of treatment

Acute specific issue

21%

Awaiting social work allocation/assessment/completion
System issue
of assessment

15%

Making choices/awaiting place in care home

System issue

11%

Awaiting consultant decision/review

Acute specific issue

6%

Awaiting final multi-disciplinary team decision

Acute specific issue

4%

Proportion of patients covered by top 6 reasons

87%

5. Not meeting acute care criteria and with a short length of stay
Since the monthly day of care surveys started in May 2017, an average of 12% of patients
who were not meeting the acute care criteria had a hosptial length of stay of less than 4 days.
In the March 2019 survey, 6% of patients not meeting the acute care criteria had a hospital
length of stay of less than 4 days. This maintains the historic low percentage seen in last
month's audit.
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6. Not meeting acute care criteria and with a long length of stay
Since the monthly day of care surveys started in May 2017, an average of 38% of patients
who were not meeting the acute care criteria had a hosptial length of stay of over 14 days. In
the March 2019 survey, 57% of patients not meeting the acute care criteria had a hospital
length of stay of over 14 days. This is the highest rate recorded since day of care was started
in DGRI in May 2017.
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7. Home locality of patients not meeting acute care criteria
Since the monthly day of care surveys started to capture data on the home locality of patients
(from December 2017 onwards), Nithsdale residents have accounted for 49% of all patients
not meeting the acute care criteria while Annandale and Eskdale residents accounted for 31%
of the total, Stewartry 13% and Wigtownshire 5%.
For the most recent audit, in March 2019, 39% of patients not meeting the acute care criteria
were from Nithsdale, 37% were from Annandale and Eskdale, 20% were from Stewartry and
4% were from Wigtownshire. For this latest audit, the proportion from Nithsdale matched
exactly their share of the region's population (39%) while the proportion from Annandale and
Eskdale was one and a half times their share of the region's population (25%). Stewartry
patients account for a little more than their share of the region's population (16%) while
Wigtownshire patients account for a much lower proportion than their 19% share of the
Dumfries and Galloway population.
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Annandale and Eskdale

8. Appropriate alternative place of care
Since the monthly day of care surveys started in May 2017, an average of 50% of patients
who were in DGRI and not meeting the acute day of care criteria would have been more
appropriately cared for at home. In the February 2019 survey, this percentage was much
lower at 34%.
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Since the monthly day of care surveys started in May 2017, an average of 48% of patients
who were in DGRI and not meeting the acute day of care criteria would have been more
appropriately cared for in a non acute area of care (such as a community hospital or care
home). In the March 2019 survey, this percentage was 66%.
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9. Boarders
The number of boarders as recorded on the monthly day of care survey since May 2017
averaged 17. In March 2019, the survey identified 6 boarders.
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The number of medical boarders (i.e medical patients boarded in non medical wards) as
recorded on the monthly day of care survey since May 2017 averaged 12. In February 2019,
the survey identified 6 medical boarders.
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Appendix 4

Day of Care Survey
Dumfries and Galloway's Cottage Hospitals

Number of patients not meeting the day of care criteria
The number of patients in Dumfries and Galloway's Cottage Hospitals not meeting the day of
care critera has averaged 42 since monthly day of care surveys were carried out in April 2018.
The latest survey, in April 2019, identified 51 Cottage Hospital patients not meeting the day
of care criteria. This is the second higher number over the past year.

Dumfries and Galloway Cottage Hospitals
(Annan, Castle Douglas, Kirkcudbright, Lochmaben, Moffat,
Newton Stewart, Thomas Hope and Thornhill)

Number of patients not meeting day of care criteria
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Proportion of patients not meeting the day of care criteria
The percentage of Dumfries and Galloway's Cottage Hospital patients not meeting the day of
care critera has averaged 42% since monthly day of care surveys were carried out in April
2018. The latest survey, in April 2019, identified 48% of Cottage Hospital patients not meeting
the day of care criteria.
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Appendix 5
Weekend discharges from Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary
Year ending 31st March 2019
This analysis compares the number of patient discharges home (or to a homely setting) from Dumfries and
Galloway Royal Infirmary (DGRI) on weekend days compared to week days. It excludes discharges as a
result of patient death or transfer to another ward or hospital.
The raw monthly discharge count suggests an upward trend in the number of discharges which have taken
place on weekend days over the past 3 years.

Number of discharges

Average number of weekend day discharges
(excl deaths and transfers), DGRI
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Dumfries Galloway Royal Infirmary
Average weekend day and week day discharges
(excl deaths and transfers)

Source: SMR01
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In the year ending 31st March 2019 there were an average of 47 discharges home from DGRI each week day
and an average of 26 discharges home each weekend day.

Month of discharge

Although the number of discharges on Saturdays tend to be slightly higher than on Sundays (an average of
29 discharges on Saturdays compared to 24 discharges on Sundays), the results for the two weekend days
are broadly similar and are both significantly lower than the typical week day figures.
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Dumfries Galloway Royal Infirmary
Average weekend day and week day discharges
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Source: SMR01

Percentage of week day discharges

Over the past year, weekend day discharges have averaged 57% of week day discharges. This figure has
been on an upward trend since early 2018, with over 60% being achieved in the most recent winter
months. However, the latest month, March 2019, shows a dip in weekend discharges such that they were
only around half (51%) of the number of discharges on week days.
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Appendix 6

Time of day of discharge
Example analysis

Shifting the curve - DGRI
Time of day of discharge

Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary

Cumulative percentage of discharges

Time of day of discharge home from downsteam ward
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There is some evidence that the discharge curve has shifted to the left in the current
quarter compared to the same quarter in 2018, meaning more discharges home are
taking place earlier in the day. For example, percentage home before 2pm (i.e.
between 6am to 2pm): 19.6% in Jan18-Mar19 compared to 12.5% in Jan18-Mar18.

Shifting the curve - DGRI
Average time of day of discharge

Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary
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Average discharge time from downstream wards was 3:59pm in March 2019. This is
33 minutes earlier than the figure in March 2018.
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Appendix 7

Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary

Discharge Lounge usage
The lounge operated from 9.30am to 5.30pm Monday to Friday from Monday 26th November 2018 to Friday 29th
March 2019. This report includes data for this full 18 week period.

Number of users of the Discharge Lounge
There have been 273 users of the Discharge Lounge in its 18 weeks of operation over winter 2018/19. This is an
average of 15 patients per week. 143 (52%) of those patients were admitted under a surgical specialty and 130 (48%)
were admitted under a medical specialty. The busiest weeks were week ending 27th January 2019, when 31 patients
went through the lounge and week ending 24th February when 33 patients did so.

Number of admissions
to Discharge Lounge

Weekly admissions to DGRI Discharge Lounge
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Source ward of Discharge Lounge patients
During the discharge lounge's 18 weeks of operation the downstream wards which used it most were ward B3 (used
for 59 patients - 3.3 patients per week), ward D9 (used for 49 patients - 2.7 patients per week) and ward D8 (used for
42 patients - 2.3 patients per week).

Number of admissions
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Along with the Short Stay Unit (SSU), these three downstream wards accounted for 71% of all admissions to the
lounge during its period of operation.
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Frail patients
Over the 18 week period, 12 of the 273 patients using the discharge lounge were classed as frail i.e. They had a frailty
flag on their records in Cortix. This represents 4% of all discharge lounge users.

Hour of arrival into the Discharge Lounge

Percentage of admissions
to Discharge Lounge

Admissions into the Discharge Lounge primarily take place between 10am and 3pm, with a dip in volumes over lunch
time.

Hour of arrival into DGRI Discharge Lounge
18 weeks ending 31st March 2019
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Length of stay in the Discharge Lounge
The average (mean) length of stay in the Discharge Lounge during its 18 weeks of operation was 105 minutes.

Average time of discharge
home
Page 2 of 4
or to discharge lounge from ward B3
Weekly

Median

Time of day of discharge from ward
The following charts shows the average weekly time of day of discharge from the three downstream wards which
have used the Discharge Lounge the most since its inception - wards B3, D8 and D9. These figues only relate to those
patients who go home or to a homely setting, such as a care home, either directly from the ward, or via the
discharge lounge. An earlier in the day average discharge time for these patients following the introduction of the
discharge lounge would indicate that the facility was allowing beds to be freed up in the ward earlier in the day since
the introduction of the discharge lounge.
For ward B3, the median discharge time in the 8 weeks prior to the opening of the discharge lounge was 16:21. In the
18 weeks that discharge lounge was open, the median discharge time was 15:51 i.e. 30 minutes earlier.
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For ward D8, the median discharge time in the 8 weeks prior to the opening of the discharge lounge was 15:55. In
the 18 weeks that the discharge lounge was open, the median discharge time was 16:22 i.e. 27 minutes later.
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10/03/2019
17/03/2019
24/03/2019
31/03/2019

Time of day of discharge

Weekly
18:00

Week ending of discharge

Average time of discharge home
or to discharge lounge from
ward D9
Page 3 of 4
Weekly

Median

13:00

07/10/2018
14/10/2018
21/10/2018
28/10/2018
04/11/2018
11/11/2018
18/11/2018
25/11/2018
02/12/2018
09/12/2018
16/12/2018
23/12/2018
30/12/2018
06/01/2019
13/01/2019
20/01/2019
27/01/2019
03/02/2019
10/02/2019
17/02/2019
24/02/2019
03/03/2019
10/03/2019
17/03/2019
24/03/2019
31/03/2019

Time of day of discharge

Week ending of discharge

For ward D9, the median discharge time in the 8 weeks prior to the opening of the discharge lounge was 16:04. In
the 18 weeks that the discharge lounge was open, the median discharge time was 15:32 i.e. 32 minutes earlier.

Average time of discharge home
or to discharge lounge from ward D9
Weekly
Median

18:00

17:00

16:00

15:00

14:00

Discharge Lounge
introduced >

12:00

Week ending of discharge

Page 4 of 4

07/10/
14/10/
21/10/
28/10/
04/11/
11/11/
18/11/
25/11/
02/12/
09/12/
16/12/
23/12/
30/12/
06/01/
13/01/
20/01/
27/01/
03/02/
10/02/
17/02/
24/02/
03/03/
10/03/
17/03/
24/03/
31/03/
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Delayed discharges - bed days
For the 5 months ending 28th February, the number of bed days occupied by delayed discharges was 45% higher
this winter compared to last.

Bed Days Occupied by Delayed Discharge (all delays), patients aged 18+
Dumfries and Galloway
Year
2018/19
2017/18
Percentage change

October November
1,565
1,040
+50%

1,283
1,018
+26%

December

January

February

5 month total

1,598
1,143
+40%

1,498
1,093
+37%

1,537
871
+76%

7,481
5,165
+45%

Source: ISD Scotland
For the 5 months ending 28th February, the number of bed days occupied by delayed discharges, excluding code 9
reasons, was 35% higher this winter compared to last.

Bed Days Occupied by Delayed Discharge (all delays excluding code 9), patients aged 18+
Dumfries and Galloway
Year
2018/19
2017/18
Percentage change

October November
1,327
898
+48%

1,034
937
+10%

December

January

February

5 month total

1,359
1,033
+32%

1,239
999
+24%

1,362
810
+68%

6,321
4,677
+35%

Source: ISD Scotland
For the 5 months ending 28th February, the average number of bed days per day occupied by delayed discharges
was 50 this winter compared to 34 last winter.

Average number of beds per day occupied by delayed discharge (all delays), patients aged 18+
Dumfries and Galloway
Year
2018/19
2017/18
Percentage change

October November
50
34
+50%

43
34
+26%

December

January

February

5 month average

52
37
+40%

48
35
+37%

55
31
+76%

50
34
+45%

Source: ISD Scotland
For the 5 months ending 28th February, the average number of bed days per day occupied by delayed discharges,
excluding code 9 reasons, was 42 this winter compared to 31 last winter.

Bed Days Occupied by Delayed Discharge (all delays excluding code 9), patients aged 18+
Dumfries and Galloway
Year
2018/19
2017/18
Percentage change
Source: ISD Scotland

October November
43
29
+48%

34
31
+10%

December

January

February

5 month average

44
33
+32%

40
32
+24%

49
29
+68%

42
31
+36%
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2000
1800

1200
1000
800

824
730

Bed days

1400

1208

1600

1161
908
786
1072
1111
1000
1081
1068
1272
1190
1023
1169
1032
884
1010
1283
1420
1283
1662
1387
1686
1787

Bed days lost to delayed discharges across all sites in NHS Dumfries & Galloway by
delay type; Standard, Complex (both nationally reported) and Awaiting Bed in other
hospital (locally reported only)

Total Bed Days
Lost
Standard
Delays
Complex
delays

600
400

Bed
Availablility
Other Hospital

0

Jan 2017
Feb 2017
Mar 2017
Apr 2017
May 2017
Jun 2017
Jul 2017
Aug 2017
Sep 2017
Oct 2017
Nov 2017
Dec 2017
Jan 2018
Feb 2018
Mar 2018
Apr 2018
May 2018
Jun 2018
Jul 2018
Aug 2018
Sep 2018
Oct 2018
Nov 2018
Dec 2018
Jan 2019

200

Month

Key Points
In January 2019 there were 1,787 beds lost to delayed discharges across all hospitals in the
region; 1,284 bed days were lost to standard delays such as wait for care at home or a care
home place, 231 bed days were lost to complex delays and 272 bed days lost to delays in
moves from DGRI to cottage hospitals. The increase in delays for bed availability in a
cottage hospital in January 2019 is the first notable upturn in the previous 18 months.
Wider Context
Delayed discharges across Dumfries & Galloway are represented here as bed days lost to
delays per month against nationally reported definitions for Standard and Complex delays.
Delays due to patients awaiting a bed in another hospital are no longer reported nationally
due to a definition change but are still collected locally to assist with measuring performance
against hospital flow and are typically due to patients at DGRI awaiting a place in a cottage
hospital.
Delayed discharges are reported to the IJB through indicators A19 and A22.
Improvement actions
Current areas of work to help address existing challenges with delayed discharges include:
•

Care at Home – Locality’s meet with their local providers to discuss the sharing and
swapping of packages. Review of existing care packages being undertaken by social
services. Early discharge from hospital and being assessed at home after
reablement, Rapid Response and STARS.

•

Care Home places – Robust implementation of Choice Guidance so individuals
moving to interim places as they become available

•

Guardianship – We have held two successful POA campaigns where we have
involved our local solicitors who offered a 10% discount for individuals who applied

for POA. This campaign was supported by radio and social media communication.
Office of Public Guardian reports an increase in the numbers of POA in D&G over the
campaign period.
April to June 2017 - 566
July to Sept 2017 – 1020
Oct to Dec 2017 – 1121
There is a plan for the partnership to repeat the campaign as numbers have declined
since the end of the campaign dropping April to June 2018 to 415.
•

Housing – We introduced a D&G housing protocol and referral form in Sept of this
year for individuals who are homeless or cannot return to their own home due to a
new disability e.g. Stroke or fracture.

•
Communication – Introduced flow meetings across all localities, locality teams
focussed on flow as well as delays. Continuing to work on Daily Dynamic Discharge in all
hospital facilities. Patient Flow Coordinators in all 4 localities including DGRI. Weekend
discharge team in DGRI.

Appendix 10
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Weekly Hospital Performance Indicators

Latest available 8 weeks of figures as at 13/03/19

10-Feb-19

17-Feb-19

24-Feb-19

03-Mar-19

10-Mar-19

Indicator

03-Feb-19

Site

27-Jan-19

Area

Most recent weekly performance

20-Jan-19

Performance for week ending

571
59
89.7%
1
99.8%
238
20
91.6%
0
100.0%
809
79
90.2%
1
99.9%

572
80
86.0%
11
98.1%
222
18
91.9%
2
99.1%
794
98
87.7%
13
98.4%

622
80
87.1%
2
99.7%
253
15
94.1%
2
99.2%
875
95
89.1%
4
99.5%

680
126
81.5%
17
97.5%
226
13
94.2%
1
99.6%
906
139
84.7%
18
98.0%

647
79
87.8%
3
99.5%
269
19
92.9%
1
99.6%
916
98
89.3%
4
99.6%

696
78
88.8%
5
99.3%
237
18
92.4%
3
98.7%
933
96
89.7%
8
99.1%

672
81
87.9%
3
99.6%
218
17
92.2%
2
99.1%
890
98
89.0%
5
99.4%

595
44
92.6%
12
98.0%
210
16
92.4%
0
100.0%
805
60
92.5%
12
98.5%

235
97
41%
138
59%

223
79
35%
144
65%

236
87
37%
149
63%

246
76
31%
170
69%

268
97
36%
171
64%

221
86
39%
135
61%

225
79
35%
146
65%

224

229

195

172

136

169

97

109

89

66

62

75

Change from
previous week

Difference from past 4
week average

Note: Some calculated figures may have rounding differences

ED attendances
Breaches over 4 hours
DGRI 4 hour ED performance
Breaches over 8 hours
8 hour ED performance
ED attendances
Breaches over 4 hours
Emergency
GCH 4 hour ED performance
Department
Breaches over 8 hours
8 hour ED performance
ED attendances
Breaches over 4 hours
D&G
4 hour ED performance
total
Breaches over 8 hours
8 hour ED performance
Total admissions
Combined
Discharged home from CAU
Assessment DGRI % discharged home from CAU
Transferred downstream
Unit
% Transferred downstream
Total boarding bed days
Inpatient
boarding

D&G

Total boarding bed days for
patients boarded within the
first 48 hours of admission only

-77
-37
+4.7%
+9
-1.6%
-8
-1
+0.2%
-2
+0.9%
-85
-38
+3.6%
+7
-0.9%

-79
-47
+6.1%
+5
-1.0%
-28
-1
-0.6%
-2
+0.7%
-106
-48
+4.4%
+3
-0.5%

254
94
37%
160
63%

+29
+15
+2%
+14
-2%

+14
+10
+2%
+5
-2%

242

226

-16

+46

100

103

+3

+27

Weekly Hospital Performance Indicators

Latest available 8 weeks of figures as at 13/03/19

10-Mar-19

03-Mar-19

Most recent weekly performance
24-Feb-19

17-Feb-19

10-Feb-19

Indicator

03-Feb-19

Site

27-Jan-19

Area

20-Jan-19

Performance for week ending

Change from
previous week

Difference from past 4
week average

Note: Some calculated figures may have rounding differences

Discharges

Total discharges
DGRI Pre noon discharges
% pre noon discharges
Total discharges
GCH Pre noon discharges
% pre noon discharges
Total discharges
D&G
Pre noon discharges
total
% pre noon discharges

Delayed
discharges
(figures as at D&G
Wednesday
of week)

Bed
availability

Treatment
Time
Guarantee

D&G

D&G

375
62
16.5%
27
4
14.8%
402
66
16.4%

370
50
13.5%
23
3
13.0%
393
53
13.5%

395
82
20.8%
19
4
21.1%
414
86
20.8%

415
63
15.2%
22
2
9.1%
437
65
14.9%

444
60
13.5%
17
5
29.4%
461
65
14.1%

382
64
16.8%
25
3
12.0%
407
67
16.5%

378
34
9.0%
32
9
28.1%
410
43
10.5%

380
58
15.3%
27
1
3.7%
407
59
14.5%

+2
+24
+6.3%
-5
-8
-24.4%
-3
+16
+4.0%

-24
+
+1.0%
+3
-1
-6.1%
-19
+0.7%

Number outwith 2 week
discharge planning period (excl
code 9)

27

27

23

24

27

28

35

28

-7

-1

Number of delayed discharges
excluding delays between 1-3
days and excluding code 9

35

32

34

30

32

35

44

40

-4

+5

Total delayed discharges of any
duration (incl code 9)

39

34

37

34

35

40

60

51

-9

+9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

9

4

8

7

5

5

7

+2

+1

Patients waiting over 12 weeks

171

153

141

159

149

149

143

-6

-7

Patients waiting over 26 weeks

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

+2

+2

2,139

2,136

2,205

2,205

2,270

2,270

2,270

+

+33

Patients waiting over 12 weeks

673

632

636

632

568

580

579

-1

-25

Patients waiting over 26 weeks

134

109

102

115

54

60

70

+10

-13

6,088

5,967

5,947

5,844

5,804

5,957

5,804

-153

-84

64.3%

53.8%

53.8%

47.6%

64.1%

55.9%

63.6%

+7.7%

+8.3%

Norovirus
(total wards closed)
ICU Available empty beds

Waiting list size

Outpatients D&G

Waiting list size
SAS

ILT 8 minute performance

Weekly Hospital Performance Indicators

Latest available 8 weeks of figures as at 13/03/19

10-Mar-19

03-Mar-19

Most recent weekly performance
24-Feb-19

17-Feb-19

10-Feb-19

Indicator

03-Feb-19

Site

27-Jan-19

Area

20-Jan-19

Performance for week ending

Change from
previous week

Difference from past 4
week average

Note: Some calculated figures may have rounding differences

Source: ISD / Internal Management Information

Weekly Board Comparator Indicators

Latest available 8 weeks of figures as at 13/03/19

Performance for week ending
13-Jan-19

20-Jan-19

27-Jan-19

03-Feb-19

10-Feb-19

17-Feb-19

24-Feb-19

03-Mar-19

Performance for
most recent 4
weeks

Dumfries and Galloway
Ayrshire and Arran
Emergency
Department 4 hour Highland
performance
Borders
Scotland (national figure)

89.4%
86.7%
92.7%
88.2%
85.8%

90.2%
88.2%
90.8%
94.5%
88.5%

87.7%
88.6%
92.2%
94.8%
88.2%

89.1%
87.7%
93.8%
90.3%
88.1%

84.6%
83.7%
92.6%
77.4%
85.8%

89.3%
85.7%
92.2%
97.0%
86.4%

89.6%
87.9%
91.5%
97.6%
88.6%

88.8%
85.1%
92.1%
98.3%
90.9%

88.1%
85.6%
92.1%
92.6%
87.9%

Ayrshire and Arran
Highland
Borders
Scotland (national figure)

+2.7%
-3.3%
+1.2%
+3.6%

+2.0%
-0.6%
-4.3%
+1.7%

-0.9%
-4.5%
-7.1%
-0.5%

+1.4%
-4.7%
-1.2%
+1.0%

+0.9%
-8.0%
+7.2%
-1.2%

+3.6%
-2.9%
-7.7%
+2.9%

+1.7%
-1.9%
-8.0%
+1.0%

+3.7%
-3.3%
-9.5%
-2.1%

+2.5%
-4.0%
-4.5%
+0.1%

Measure

D&G ED 4 hour
perfomance
relative to other
boards

Board

Source: ISD / Internal Management Information

Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary

Systemwatch
Weekly predictions of emergency admissions and occupied beds
As at: 13/12/18
Provides predications for 6 weeks ahead
Split by number of admissions and number of bed days for medical and surgical specialties

Appendix 12

Systemwatch - summary tables
Weekly predictions for next 6 weeks
Emergency medical admissions - DGRI
Week ending
Sun, Dec 16, 2018
Sun, Dec 23, 2018
Sun, Dec 30, 2018
Sun, Jan 06, 2019
Sun, Jan 13, 2019
Sun, Jan 20, 2019
Source: Systemwatch

Seasonal emergency
admissions
181
186
191
197
187
180

Predicted emergency
admissions
176
181
186
192
182
175

Difference
Predicted less seasonal
-5
-5
-5
-5
-5
-5

Emergency medical patients occupied beds - DGRI
Week ending
Sun, Dec 16, 2018
Sun, Dec 23, 2018
Sun, Dec 30, 2018
Sun, Jan 06, 2019
Sun, Jan 13, 2019
Sun, Jan 20, 2019
Source: Systemwatch

Seasonal occupied beds

Predicted occupied beds

125
121
118
135
134
132

138
134
131
148
148
145

Difference
Predicted less seasonal
13
13
13
13
13
13

Predicted emergency
admissions
97
97
92
97
96
95

Difference
Predicted less seasonal
2
2
3
2
2
2

Emergency surgical admissions - DGRI
Week ending
Sun, Dec 16, 2018
Sun, Dec 23, 2018
Sun, Dec 30, 2018
Sun, Jan 06, 2019
Sun, Jan 13, 2019
Sun, Jan 20, 2019

Seasonal emergency
admissions
95
95
90
95
93
92

Source: Systemwatch

Emergency surgical patients occupied beds - DGRI
Week ending
Sun, Dec 16, 2018
Sun, Dec 23, 2018
Sun, Dec 30, 2018
Sun, Jan 06, 2019
Sun, Jan 13, 2019
Sun, Jan 20, 2019
Source: Systemwatch
Figures subject to rounding

Seasonal occupied beds

Predicted occupied beds

47
44
42
48
49
48

50
48
45
51
52
51

Difference
Predicted less seasonal
3
3
3
3
3
3

Predicted number of emergency medical admissions per week
System Watch

Weekly emergency medical admissions - DGRI
95% confidence interval

Actual Emergency

Seasonal Emergency

Predicted Emergency

Number of admissions

240
220
200
180
160
140
120
Sun, Feb 24, 2019

Sun, Feb 17, 2019

Sun, Feb 10, 2019

Sun, Feb 03, 2019

Sun, Jan 27, 2019

Sun, Jan 20, 2019

Sun, Jan 13, 2019

Sun, Jan 06, 2019

Sun, Dec 30, 2018

Sun, Dec 23, 2018

Sun, Dec 16, 2018

Sun, Dec 09, 2018

Sun, Dec 02, 2018

Sun, Nov 25, 2018

Sun, Nov 18, 2018

Sun, Nov 11, 2018

Sun, Nov 04, 2018

Sun, Oct 28, 2018

Sun, Oct 21, 2018

100

Week of admission (week ending)

Busiest predicted week for medical emergency admissions is week ending Sunday 6th January, followed by Sunday
30th December and then Sunday 13th January

Predicted number of emergency medical occupied beds per week
System Watch

Weekly emergency medical occupied beds - DGRI
95% confidence interval

Actual Emergency

Seasonal Emergency

Predicted Emergency

200

Number of admissions

180
160
140
120
100

Source: Systemwatch

Sun, Feb 24, 2019

Sun, Feb 17, 2019

Sun, Feb 10, 2019

Sun, Feb 03, 2019

Sun, Jan 27, 2019

Sun, Jan 20, 2019

Sun, Jan 13, 2019

Sun, Jan 06, 2019

Sun, Dec 30, 2018

Sun, Dec 23, 2018

Sun, Dec 16, 2018

Sun, Dec 09, 2018

Sun, Dec 02, 2018

Sun, Nov 25, 2018

Sun, Nov 18, 2018

Sun, Nov 11, 2018

Sun, Nov 04, 2018

Sun, Oct 28, 2018

Sun, Oct 21, 2018

80

Week of admission (week ending)

Busiest predicted weeks for beds occupied by medical emergency patients are weeks ending Sunday 6th January
and Sunday 13th January, with weeking Sunday 20th January very similar.

Predicted number of emergency surgical admissions per week
System Watch

Weekly emergency surgical admissions - DGRI
95% confidence interval

Actual Emergency

Seasonal Emergency

Predicted Emergency

130

Number of admissions

120
110
100
90
80
70
Sun, Feb 24, 2019

Sun, Feb 17, 2019

Sun, Feb 10, 2019

Sun, Jan 27, 2019

Sun, Jan 20, 2019

Sun, Feb 03, 2019

Week of admission (week ending)

Sun, Jan 13, 2019

Sun, Jan 06, 2019

Sun, Dec 30, 2018

Sun, Dec 23, 2018

Sun, Dec 16, 2018

Sun, Dec 09, 2018

Sun, Dec 02, 2018

Sun, Nov 25, 2018

Sun, Nov 18, 2018

Sun, Nov 11, 2018

Sun, Nov 04, 2018

Sun, Oct 28, 2018

Sun, Oct 21, 2018

60

Busiest predicted week for surgical emergency admissions is week ending Sunday 6th January, with week ending
Sunday 13th January slightly lower.

Predicted number of emergency surgical occupied beds per week
System Watch

Weekly emergency surgical occupied beds - DGRI
Actual Emergency

Seasonal Emergency

Predicted Emergency

Source: Systemwatch

Sun, Feb 24, 2019

Sun, Feb 17, 2019

Sun, Feb 10, 2019

Sun, Feb 03, 2019

Sun, Jan 27, 2019

Sun, Jan 20, 2019

Sun, Jan 13, 2019

Sun, Jan 06, 2019

Sun, Dec 30, 2018

Sun, Dec 23, 2018

Sun, Dec 16, 2018

Sun, Dec 09, 2018

Sun, Dec 02, 2018

Sun, Nov 25, 2018

Sun, Nov 18, 2018

Sun, Nov 11, 2018

Sun, Nov 04, 2018

Sun, Oct 28, 2018

70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
Sun, Oct 21, 2018

Number of admissions

95% confidence interval

Day of admission (week ending)

Busiest predicted week for beds occupied by surgical emergency patients is week ending Sunday 13th January,
with weeks ending Sunday 6th January and Sunday 20th January very similar.

Fri, Nov 23, 2018
Sat, Nov 24, 2018
Sun, Nov 25, 2018
Mon, Nov 26, 2018
Tue, Nov 27, 2018
Wed, Nov 28, 2018
Thu, Nov 29, 2018
Fri, Nov 30, 2018
Sat, Dec 01, 2018
Sun, Dec 02, 2018
Mon, Dec 03, 2018
Tue, Dec 04, 2018
Wed, Dec 05, 2018
Thu, Dec 06, 2018
Fri, Dec 07, 2018
Sat, Dec 08, 2018
Sun, Dec 09, 2018
Mon, Dec 10, 2018
Tue, Dec 11, 2018
Wed, Dec 12, 2018
Thu, Dec 13, 2018
Fri, Dec 14, 2018
Sat, Dec 15, 2018
Sun, Dec 16, 2018
Mon, Dec 17, 2018
Tue, Dec 18, 2018
Wed, Dec 19, 2018
Thu, Dec 20, 2018
Fri, Dec 21, 2018
Sat, Dec 22, 2018
Sun, Dec 23, 2018
Mon, Dec 24, 2018
Tue, Dec 25, 2018
Wed, Dec 26, 2018
Thu, Dec 27, 2018
Fri, Dec 28, 2018
Sat, Dec 29, 2018
Sun, Dec 30, 2018
Mon, Dec 31, 2018

Number of admissions

Predicted number of emergency medical admissions per day
System Watch

Daily emergency medical admissions - DGRI

95% confidence interval

Thursday 27th December
Friday 28th December
Monday 31st December
Actual Emergency

Busiest predicted days for medical emergency admissions are:
(data available up to 31st December only at the moment)
Seasonal Emergency

Day of admission

Predicted Emergency

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

Fri, Nov 23, 2018
Sat, Nov 24, 2018
Sun, Nov 25, 2018
Mon, Nov 26, 2018
Tue, Nov 27, 2018
Wed, Nov 28, 2018
Thu, Nov 29, 2018
Fri, Nov 30, 2018
Sat, Dec 01, 2018
Sun, Dec 02, 2018
Mon, Dec 03, 2018
Tue, Dec 04, 2018
Wed, Dec 05, 2018
Thu, Dec 06, 2018
Fri, Dec 07, 2018
Sat, Dec 08, 2018
Sun, Dec 09, 2018
Mon, Dec 10, 2018
Tue, Dec 11, 2018
Wed, Dec 12, 2018
Thu, Dec 13, 2018
Fri, Dec 14, 2018
Sat, Dec 15, 2018
Sun, Dec 16, 2018
Mon, Dec 17, 2018
Tue, Dec 18, 2018
Wed, Dec 19, 2018
Thu, Dec 20, 2018
Fri, Dec 21, 2018
Sat, Dec 22, 2018
Sun, Dec 23, 2018
Mon, Dec 24, 2018
Tue, Dec 25, 2018
Wed, Dec 26, 2018
Thu, Dec 27, 2018
Fri, Dec 28, 2018
Sat, Dec 29, 2018
Sun, Dec 30, 2018
Mon, Dec 31, 2018

Number of admissions

Predicted number of emergency surgical admissions per day
System Watch

Daily emergency surgical admissions - DGRI

95% confidence interval

Thursday 27th December
Friday 28th December
Monday 31st December
Actual Emergency

Busiest predicted days for surgical emergency admissions are:
(data available up to 31st December only at the moment)
Seasonal Emergency

Day of admission

Predicted Emergency

25

20

15

10

5

0
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Scheduled elective cancellations
For the 5 months ending 28th February, the number of scheduled elective cancellations in theatre systems was 8%
lower this winter compared to last.

Total number of scheduled elective cancellations in theatre systems
Dumfries and Galloway
Year
2018/19
2017/18
Percentage change
Source: ISD Scotland

October November
148
125
106
122
+40%
+2%

December
100
93
+8%

January
120
168
-29%

February
103
160
-36%

5 month total
596
649
-8%

For the 5 months ending 28th February, the percentage of scheduled elective cancellations in theatre systems was
1.6 percentage points lower this winter compared to last.

Percent of total scheduled elective cancellations in theatre systems
Dumfries and Galloway
Year
2018/19
2017/18
Percentage point change
Source: ISD Scotland

October November
9.4%
7.7%
7.7%
8.3%
+1.7%
-0.6%

December
7.9%
8.8%
-0.9%

January
8.0%
12.1%
-4.1%

February
7.2%
11.5%
-4.2%

5 month average
8.0%
9.7%
-1.6%

For the 5 months ending 28th February, the number of scheduled elective cancellations in theatre systems due to
capacity or non clinical reasons was 29% lower this winter compared to last.

Total number of scheduled elective cancellations in theatre systems due to capacity or non clinical
reasons
Dumfries and Galloway
Year
2018/19
2017/18
Percentage change

October November
22
14
31
21
-29%
-33%

December
17
19
-11%

January
18
41
-56%

February
30
30
+0%

5 month total
101
142
-29%

Source: ISD Scotland
For the 5 months ending 28th February, the percentage of scheduled elective cancellations in theatre systems due to
capacity or non clinical reasons was 0.7 percentage points lower this winter compared to last.

Percent of total scheduled elective cancellations in theatre systems due to capacity or non clinical
reasons
Dumfries and Galloway
Year
2018/19
2017/18
Percentage point change
Source: ISD Scotland

October November
1.4%
0.9%
2.2%
1.4%
-0.8%
-0.6%

December
1.3%
1.8%
-0.5%

January
1.2%
2.9%
-1.7%

February
2.1%
2.2%
-0.0%

5 month average
1.4%
2.1%
-0.7%

Appendix 14
Systemwatch – Upturn in Influenza like illnesses
14th February 2019

ISD Systemwatch data is showing a recent upturn in GP consultations for influenza like illnesses in
Dumfries and Galloway.
The first chart below shows the rate of GP consultations for influenza like illnesses in Dumfries and
Galloway (orange line) and compares it to the Scottish national rate (blue line).
For week ending 3rd February 2019 (week 5) Dumfries and Galloway had a rate of 87 GP
consultations per 100,000 population for influenza like illnesses – almost 3 times the Scottish
average of 31 GP consultations per 100,000 population.

Although the rate of consultations has risen in recent weeks, it is still lower than this time last year.
The following chart shows the rate of GP consultations in Dumfries and Galloway this year (orange
line) compared to the same weeks last year (blue line). While this year’s rate has been much lower
than last year since the start of December (week 49), the recent upturn has meant that the gap has
narrowed in recent weeks.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note:
•
•
•

The update on the NHS Board Financial Plan for 2019/20.
The financial risks not reflected in the £9.1m projected position, specifically
the risk around high cost drugs.
The update on discussions with Scottish Government in relation to the
projected outturn position and the potential of the Board to consider
requesting brokerage.

CONTEXT
Strategy/Policy:
This paper provides an update on the approved NHS Board Financial Plan for
2019/20 and provides an update on the development of further savings identified to
deliver a financial break-even position.
Organisational Context/Why is this paper important/Key messages:
The Medium Term Health and Social Care Financial Framework requires NHS
Boards to deliver financial break-even over a three year planning period with the first
year of the new cycle set as 2019/20. Boards have flexibility to report underspends
or overspends of up to one per cent of Boards core revenue funding. For Dumfries
and Galloway, 1% flexibility would equate to £3.4m.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ALL
AOP
CAR-T
CNORIS
CRES
DLBCL
H&SCI
IJB
LDP
RAG
RRL
SG
SLA
SMC

-

Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia
Annual Operational Plan
Chimeric Antigen Receptor T cell
Clinical Negligence and Other Risks Scheme
Cash Releasing Efficiency Savings
Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma
Health and Social Care integration
Integration Joint Board
Local Delivery Plan
Red, Amber, Green
Revenue Resource Limit
Scottish Government
Service Level Agreement
Scottish Medicines Consortium
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Supports agreed financial strategy in the Annual
Operational Plan.

Staffing Implications

Not required.

Financial Implications

Financial reporting paper presented by Director of
Finance as part of the financial planning and
reporting cycle.

Consultation / Consideration

Board Management Team.

Risk Assessment

Financial Risks included in paper.

Risk Appetite
Low X

Medium

High

The Board has an in-year financial savings target of
£19.6m and a year end projected gap of £9.1m.
The Board is managing the overall position to
identify further savings to close the gap.
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

The Financial Plan supports the sustainability
agenda through the delivery of efficient solutions to
the delivery of CRES. Key to the ongoing
achievement of savings plans will be the delivery of
significant transformational changes to services.
with

Corporate To maximise the benefit of the financial allocation
by delivering efficient services, to ensure that we
sustain and improve services and support the
future model of services.
To meet and, where possible, exceed Scottish
Government goals and targets for NHS Scotland.

Local Outcome Improvement Not required.
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value
This paper contributes to Best Value goals of sound
governance, accountability, performance scrutiny
and sound use of resources.
Impact Assessment
Financial decisions are impact assessed at the point of service and financial
planning and therefore no specific action required for this paper.
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Introduction
1.

The Board has a statutory financial duty to deliver a break-even position
against its Revenue Resource Limit (RRL).
For 2019/20, the savings
requirement is currently estimated at £19.682m (6.6%) reflecting increased pay,
prices, demand, service and inflationary pressures for 2019/20 and a recurring
deficit of £10.8m brought forward from previous years due to the high level of
non-recurrent savings delivery in 2018/19.

2.

Revenue resource limits were notified to NHS Boards following the draft budget
announcements in December 2019. This paper provides an update on the
Financial Plan presented and approved at the April 2019 NHS Board meeting.

3.

This paper provides an update on progress with the development and
monitoring of the plan in year. No actual figure for month 1 has been provided,
as priority for the Finance team has been to focus on a more robust month 2
set of results, in preparation of an in depth Quarter One review.

Allocations 2019/20
4.

The Scottish Government budget position confirmed an overall Board allocation
of 2.5% increase to NHS Boards baselines which for NHS Dumfries and
Galloway is a £7.3m increase. This has been confirmed in writing.

5.

Other allocations such as New Medicines Fund, Primary Care Improvement
funding, Mental Health Action 15 and Waiting Times resources are expected to
be confirmed in the first allocation letter for 2019/20 which is expected 1st June
2019. It is anticipated, following the discussions with Scottish Government on
the Annual Operational Plan (AOP), that £2.6m Waiting Times funding will be
available for Dumfries and Galloway in the first tranche, with this going some
way towards meeting the funding request in the AOP of £3.6m. Funding for
cancer pathways is still to be confirmed.

6.

We have been advised by Scottish Government to plan on the assumption the
pension increase will be fully funded based on staff in post. The work to assess
this is being developed through the Corporate Finance Network and allocations
are expected to be clarified over the next couple of months.

Saving Plans Development and Efficiency Strategy
7.

The overall Board’s strategy for development of savings and efficiency plans
continues to focus on a range of areas including transformation of services led
through the Integrated Joint Board, prescribing efficiencies, reduction in locum
costs (through improving recruitment and retention, capping rates and scrutiny
of requirements), property and estate rationalisation and digital and ehealth
initiatives.

8.

Work is ongoing to further develop and progress the savings schemes, with all
savings aligned to a Programme Board or a workstream for the Financial
Improvement Plan. This paper provides further update on progress.
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9.

The table below summarises the overall position for the NHS Board for
2019/20, as previously presented as a reminder, with Appendix 1 providing a
more detailed update on progress to date and also a RAG (Red, Amber, Green)
status. This is in advance of the Quarter One review and without reviewing
through the latest financial position.
Table 1

SUMMARY
TOTAL SAVINGS REQUIREMENT
Recurring Savings (from long list)
Recurring Savings - other
Recurring Savings Total
Non-recurring Savings
TOTAL Savings Identified
IN YEAR GAP

IJB
£000s
16,533
4,884
500
5,384
4,300
9,684
6,850

2019/20
Board
£000s
3,149
0
450
450
400
850
2,299

TOTAL
£000s
19,682
4,884
950
5,834
4,700
10,534
9,149

Financial Recovery Plan
10. The Board is required to achieve a balanced financial position for 2019/20
onwards and has a statutory requirement to break-even. This Financial Plan
reflects a significant level of financial risk for the Board with an unidentified
savings requirement of £9.1m.
11. Although in the last two financial years there has been a level of unidentified
savings in the opening Financial Plan, this relied on an expectation that both
further savings could be achieved and the knowledge of potential non-recurring
measures to support the position. Any flexibility has been squeezed and any
known options to look to reduce the gap have already been factored into the
current plan.
12. Work is ongoing to look to develop a financial recovery plan to seek to close the
gap in-year, recognising that this year is not business as usual financially and
that delivery of a balanced financial position will be extremely difficult. Work
has commenced to assess good practice in other NHS Boards who are already
experiencing similar financial challenges.
13. The development of a Financial Improvement Programme has commenced
(first meeting 24th May 2019), with a weekly meeting to drive forward the
programme to increase the pace and rigour of the savings delivery. This will
include monitoring of the existing programme as set out in the Financial Plan
and identification of any additional opportunities in year. This work will consider
savings and transformation opportunities with quality of care and quality of staff
experience remaining our key focus.
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Annual Operational Plan Update
14. The Chief Executive, Chief Operating Officer and Director of Finance met with
Scottish Government Performance and Finance Team at the end of April 2019
(at their request) to discuss with colleagues fully the current position in Dumfries
and Galloway and to ensure the service, financial and performance challenges
are understood. This was followed up by a further phone call to clarify a few
points associated with Waiting Times delivery and associated targets.
15. The Board has received confirmation from Scottish Government that of
approximately £2.6m additional funding is available for Waiting Times delivery
for NHS Dumfries and Galloway for 2019/20. This is detailed further in the
separate update on the AOP to NHS Board. There may be a separate
allocation to facilitate reductions in waiting during cancer diagnostic and
treatment pathways.
16. In relation to the financial position, it was agreed that we maintain our position
of not seeking brokerage support from Scottish Government until the month two
financial position is known and can be assessed.
17. The Medium Term Health and Social Care Financial Framework requires NHS
Boards to deliver financial break-even over a three year planning period with
the first year of the new cycle set as 2019/20. Boards have flexibility to report
underspends or overspends of up to one per cent of Boards core revenue
funding. For Dumfries and Galloway, 1% flexibility would equate to £3.4m. At
this stage, we are not relying on this flexibility for 2019/20 as I cannot
confidently confirm a balanced position over the three year financial planning
period.
High Cost Drugs/CAR-T Update
18. Chimeric Antigen Receptor T cell (CAR-T) therapies have been clinically
recognised as having potential benefit for a limited number of patients.
•

For children and young people (3-25 years) with B cell Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukaemia (ALL)

•

Adults with relapsed or refractory Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma
(DLBCL)

19. CAR-T has been accepted for use by SMC for children and young adults with
ALL and this is being funded through the national risk share and this has been
recognised in the Board’s Financial Plan (£290k), whereas it has not been
accepted for use for adult patients with refractory (DLBCL). However, it is
intended that this will be resubmitted to SMC later on this year.
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20. No financial provision has been made in the Financial Plan for the treatment of
adult patients using CAR-T therapies. However, we are aware that this
treatment has been undertaken for an adult in Scotland following an IPTR
process. The expected cost of treatment per patient for CAR-T is in the region
of £340k as per Horizon Scanning data received in Dec 2018. However, NHS
price for indication approved for Children is £282k which has a Patient Access
Scheme so cost to Board would be £215k, therefore risk is anything between
£215k to £340k.
21. The financial risk will be assessed regularly in relation to this treatment and
regularly reported to Board throughout 2019/20.
Financial Risks
22. Following the request by NHS Board, Appendix 2 reflects a high level
summary of the main risks affecting NHS Dumfries in Galloway, highlighting the
level of financial risk associated with each one; this has been updated with the
current status and any movement from the original plan. This will be included
as an appendix in future monthly Board reports.
23. Additional risks not reflected in the financial position outlined in this paper are
set out below:
•

The impact of any subsequent agreements by Scottish Government with
Community Pharmacy Contractors.

•

The risk of further uncertainty/recruitment challenges across General
Practice, with potential increased cost to NHS Boards.

•

Additional funding is assumed to be allocated to Boards for the increase in
employer’s superannuation costs.

•

Additional increases to drugs spend above and beyond reflected in the
Plan, including CAR-T therapies beyond those agreed in the national risk
share, additional individual high cost therapies and increased
volume/usage of freestyle libre.

•

Additional pressures associated with move to new hospital including a
review of staffing templates in nursing.

•

Delivery of elective waiting times improvement without additional resource
identified.

•

No provision has been made for financial risks associated with a no deal
Brexit.

•

Assumed that additional Winter Pressures funding will be allocated to
support additional surge capacity and additional staffing to support the
hospital over the December to March period.

•

No provision has specifically been made for the implementation of Office
365 and have assumed it will be funded by Scottish Government as per
previous commitment.
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Appendix 1

Updated Savings Plan June Board 2019
2019/20
IJB
£000s

2019/20
Board
£000s

2019/20
Total
£000s

253
1,500

0
0

253
1,500

1,916

0

1,916

Property

800

0

800

Transformation

415

0

415

Subtotal
Recurring Savings – other
Directorate efficiency (Operational CRES)

4,884

0

4,884

500

0

500

Corporate CRES/CNORIS
Subtotal
Recurring Savings Total
Non recurring Savings
Balance sheet/accruals review
Sale of equipment
Review of commitments against allocations
In year flexibility on allocations
Non recurring staff savings/underspends
Corporate CRES
Sub-total
TOTAL

0
500
5,384

450
450
450

450
950
5,834

300
0
2,000
1,000
1,000
0
4,300
9,684

0
100
0
0
0
300
400
850

300
100
2,000
1,000
1,000
300
4,700
10,534

Recurring Savings (from long list)
eHealth
Locum

Prescribing
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RAG

Progress Update

Schemes identified and in place to deliver.
Recruitment and sustainability programme board established,
recruitment to additional resource successful, still to finalise
plans on how this will be delivered.
Establishment of Medicines Resource Group to drive this
forward, a significant number of savings schemes are
progressing well, still some risk.
Property sale achieved, potential for a small level of slippage but
expectation this saving will be achieved. Additional savings have
been identified from rates review and this will be factored into
quarter one.
Schemes aligned to programme boards, a detailed assessment
of potential delivery to be undertaken.

Target allocated to directorates, still to assess potential risk of
delivery.
To be assessed

Confident will be delivered
Confirm target achievable
To be assessed
To be assessed
To be assessed
£200k delivered to date, remainder to be assessed

Appendix 2

LDP Financial Plan 2019/20 Submission
Risks and Assumptions – Update June 2019 Board
Key
Assumptions/Risks
Allocation Uplift

Risk
rating
High
Risk

Impact/£

Latest Update
Only 2019/20 uplift has been confirmed by the Scottish No update.
Government to date. Future years’ uplifts have yet to be
notified.

CRES Delivery

High
Risk

Of the current CRES requirement of £19.682m, £10.534m
has been identified, leaving a gap of £9.149m. A further
assessment is yet to be undertaken of any additional saving
that could be used to close this gap further.

Delivery of CRES programme progressing,
update included in paper. Likely increasing
in non-recurring savings due to rates
rebate of £600k. Will remain high risk until
plan is delivered.

Prescribing (General)

High
Risk

Opportunities to continue to deliver the level of savings as
identified in previous years are reducing as all significant
areas of transformation have been delivered and reviewed
over the past number of years. The ongoing level of risk has
been assessed as part of the continued review of financial
risks of new drugs and increasing growth (taking into
account national indicators and local knowledge). There
remains a significant level of risk associated with new drugs
that will continue to be approved by SMC. The current
budget setting paper sets out the methodology and risks
associated with the expected level of increases moving
forwards.

Review of savings potential reassessed for
2019/20 and scope to deliver as per
target. Budget rebased as part of financial
plan for 2019/20. No actual information for
2019/20 as yet.
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Key
Assumptions/Risks
Community Pharmacy
Contract

Prescribing - New
Medicines Fund

Risk
rating
High
Risk

High
Risk

Impact/£
The impact of any subsequent agreements by Scottish
Government with Community Pharmacy Contractors has not
been provided for in the Financial Plan.

Latest Update
Still to be assessed. Board by board
impact of contract not communicated to
Boards as yet. Could be some potential
benefit associated with clawback.

An assessment has been undertaken within the plan to
incorporate estimates of likely growth of drugs in this area.
However, there is an expectation that the funding available
will be less than the increasing costs of new drugs being
prescribed within NHS Dumfries and Galloway - £1.1m.

Remain very high risk especially with
CAR-T and other new drugs/treatments
being approved through SMC. Risk being
monitored
and
reviewed
through
Medicines Resource Group.
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Key
Assumptions/Risks
Workforce/Recruitment

Risk
rating
High
Risk

Impact/£
Recruitment to medical vacancies has remained a significant
challenge for the Board, with the average level of vacancy
for NHS consultants continuing to remain above 20%. In
addition, there has been a rise in the level of gaps across the
junior doctor rotas (especially within GP training posts) which
are not expected to be remedied in the forthcoming financial
year. This is an increasing problem across Scotland and the
UK as a whole. An assessment of the additional cost of
medical locum provision has been included within the
Financial Plan, along with assumptions of reducing cost and
demand with the investment of a new permanent recruitment
project team.

Latest Update
Recruitment and sustainability programme
board has met twice and key role to
support the programme has been
appointed to.
Work is ongoing to progress various
initiatives to fill vacancies and this will be
accelerated once we have capacity in
place to support the work.

Focus to date has been on medical and
nursing vacancies but need to review and
include impact across all services in the
This team will also focus on filling the increasing levels of partnership.
vacancies across nursing associated with the increased
levels of complexity of care within the new hospital,
especially associated with the new emergency care centre £1m.
The level of risk across the system is an additional cost of
£5.8m for medical locums in-year with plans in place to
reduce the requirement for nurse agency back down to
historic levels.
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Key
Assumptions/Risks
Health and Social Care
Integration

Externals (Out of Area
SLAs)

Risk
rating
High
Risk

High
Risk

Impact/£
Significant improvements have been delivered through the
plans agreed for Health and Social Care integration (H&SCI)
locally. No financial provision/risk is assumed in the Local
Delivery Plan (LDP) beyond ensuring provision has been
made for supporting and resourcing the implementation
within the allocation identified going forward. Whilst NHS
Dumfries and Galloway has made good progress with
Council colleagues in progressing H&SCI, a significant level
of system risk remains in ensuring resources around the
delegated budgets are sufficient to deliver the planned level
of service within the Strategic Plan.
Whilst the level of activity sent outwith the Board’s area has
remained largely unchanged, the levels of cost increases
experienced across the main SLAs has averaged well above
inflation. This has been challenged but the costs included
within the SLAs has seen a substantial increase in certain
high cost specialties. This continues to be of concern to NHS
Dumfries and Galloway who continue to refer only
appropriate tertiary activity to other Boards across Scotland
as is necessary. Whilst financial provision has been made in
the Financial Plan, the scale of the cost increases relating to
complex and high cost services remain a high risk to the
Board. The level of risk built into the Financial Plan is over
£800k.
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Latest Update
Relationships across the partnership
remain good. Work to develop the self
assessment
was
undertaken
in
partnership with no major differences in
view as to how we are performing as a
partnership.
IJB governance wok is progressing.

This remains an area of high risk, with a
number of meetings scheduled during late
May to have discussions about a way
forward with the regional costing models
with NHS Lothian and NHS Greater
Glasgow and Clyde.

Key
Assumptions/Risks
SLAs and NonContract Activity with
English Providers

Risk
rating
High
Risk

Impact/£

Latest Update
Referrals to Carlisle from local GP practices in the East and No update.
South of the region continue to remain stable. However,
there continues to be a growth in tertiary referrals from North
Cumbria to Newcastle for specialised and complex pathways
where provision is available within Scotland. Work continues
with service management across the border to ensure
appropriate referrals back to Scottish providers should be
undertaken where appropriate. Financial risk of £250k.

Inflation Uplifts

Medium
Risk

In addition to building in the known inflation costs (including
pay, incremental drift and NI increases) already announced,
an in-depth review of historic trends, combined with best
available knowledge has been modelled in determining
projected increases. Information has been shared and
discussed with colleagues across the Corporate Finance
Network, providing further assurance on the appropriateness
of planning assumptions.

Developments and
Cost Pressures

Medium
Risk

A sum of £4.5m has been set aside to cover the costs of No further update. Cost pressures will be
future regional and national developments, cost pressures assessed during the year.
and any other critical or must do developments.

Pay
Inflation/Incremental
Drift

Medium
Risk

Robust financial planning information exists to allow accurate
estimates of basic pay settlements for 2019/20 and beyond
(based upon current assumptions of 3% pay awards and
revised pay schedules).
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Factored into opening plan and allocated
to budgets. Increased pressures around
gas and electric costs from plan but have
been accommodated within overall uplift.
No further update.

Financial planning estimates being
reviewed as part of the opening budget
allocation. No significant issues have
emerged.

Key
Assumptions/Risks
Superannuation
increase to 21%

Risk
rating
Medium
Risk

Transformational
Change Programme

High
Risk

Following from the initial work of the Business
Transformation Programme, the IJB has established a range
of programme boards take forward service transformation
across the Health and Social Care Partnership. A process
has been agreed whereby a long list of savings plans have
been developed, scored and assessed as to deliverability
and priorities. This remains one of the key strands of the
IJB's sustainability and efficiency work with the Plan
developing options over a three year time frame.

This has been incorporated into the new
programme work moving forward, the
success of this programme still needs to
be assessed.

Medium
Risk

No additional provision has been made in year to support
waiting time pressures within the Acute and Diagnostics
Directorate. It has been assumed this will be supported by
Scottish Government (at least in part) through additional
funding. Potential financial risk associated with this is
between £2m-£4m.

Discussions with Scottish Government
around the Annual Operational Plan has
meant that this risk is likely to be reduced.
This will be assessed once allocations
have been formally confirmed.

Delivery of Elective
Waiting Time Targets

Impact/£
No provision has been made in the Financial Plan as per
Scottish Government advice that this will be fully funded
through additional consequentials made in 2019/20.
However, there remains a level of anxiety that the full cost
associated with this increase will not be met in full by the UK
treasury.
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Latest Update
No update. Boards are still waiting
confirmation of allocation from Scottish
Government. It is recognised that Scottish
Government have indicated they will
support Boards and manage the financial
risk, however, it is envisaged there may be
wider consequences beyond the basic
funding.

Key
Assumptions/Risks
BREXIT

Risk
rating
High
Risk

Impact/£

Latest Update
It has not been able to ascertain what the full financial impact Remains high risk due to the uncertainty
of BREXIT may mean to NHS Dumfries and Galloway. associated with Brexit. Will be reassessed
Escalated business continuity plans have been established on a monthly basis.
to ensure all issues are dealt with from an operational
perspective led by the Chief Executive.

Statutory
Change/Changes to
legislation

Unknown The Financial Plan reflects the current known position in No update.
relation to any statutory compliance in relation to VAT/NI and
pensions. Any future changes to current regulations and
compliance would impact on the overall Financial Plan.
These are reviewed regularly by the central financial team
and any changes reflected through financial estimates.

IT development

Unknown Windows 10 and Office 365 upgrades – these are currently
not provided for within the Financial Plan as it is still
envisaged funding will be made available from the national
procurement of these upgrades. However, there does remain
a risk that the licensing costs of moving to these new
arrangements could lead to a significant increase in cost for
local health boards. Information regarding the implications at
a local level have been provided to the Scottish Government
and we await an update on the funding model for
deployment on a national level.
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No
further
update
from
Scottish
Government on the impact of licensing
requirements for either Windows 10 nor
the move to office 365 which is still to be
agreed with all E-Health leads.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note :
•

The current regional planning work that relates to the planning and delivery of
services for people in Dumfries and Galloway

•

Dumfries and Galloway representation on the regional planning groups
across a range of workstreams

•

Opportunities being created for the continued delivery of safe, effective and
sustainable services within Dumfries and Galloway as part of regional
networks

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
Health and Social Care Delivery Plan Health and Social Care Delivery Plan
National Clinical Strategy National Clinical Strategy
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
•

National strategic direction and the unprecedented challenges facing health
and social care means that regional planning structures are now much more
focussed towards ’population based planning’. Population based planning is
predicated on, ideally, a population of 500,000 or more and planning, shaping
and delivering services around these.
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•

For Dumfries and Galloway, this population based approach creates and
provides opportunities to establish safe, efficient and sustainable services as
part of a number of regional networks.

•

This paper describes the work ongoing at a regional level regarding above,
relevant to Dumfries and Galloway.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AA
AAA
DG
DGRI
GGC
MDT
NHS
WoS
SEAT
NoS
WoSCAN
SCAN
NoSCAN

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Ayrshire and Arran
Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
Dumfries and Galloway
Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary
Greater Glasgow and Clyde
Multi Disciplinary Team
National Health Service
West of Scotland regional planning
South East and Tayside regional planning
North of Scotland regional planning
West of Scotland Cancer Network
South East Scotland Cancer Network
North of Scotland Cancer Network
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

National Clinical Strategy
National Health and Social Care Delivery Plan
Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social Care
Strategic Plan

Staffing Implications

Not required in this update

Financial Implications

Not required in this update

Consultation / Consideration

Not required in this update

Risk Assessment

Risk assessments will be completed as part of
specific pieces of work within regional planning.

Risk Appetite
Low
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives



Medium

Not required

with

Corporate 2, 3, 5, 6

Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

Effective partnerships
Use of resources
Sustainability

Impact Assessment
Not required.
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High

Introduction
This paper provides an overview the current work ongoing at a regional level that is
relevant to Dumfries and Galloway. For Dumfries and Galloway this creates and
provides opportunities to establish and/or maintain safe, efficient and sustainable
services within regional networks.
Background
In Scotland, regional planning is broadly divided into three areas:
West of Scotland (WoS)- NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde, NHS
Lanarkshire, NHS Ayrshire and Arran, NHS Dumfries and Galloway, NHS
Forth Valley
South East and Tayside (SEAT) - NHS Lothian, NHS Borders, NHS Fife and
NHS Tayside
North of Scotland (NoS) - NHS Grampian, NHS Highland, NHS Orkney,
NHS Shetland, NHS Western Isles
Each of these three areas has a Regional Health and Social Care Delivery Plan
Programme Board with oversight of a range of smaller, service or specialty specific
working groups reporting to them.
The approach in how services are planned regionally is changing significantly.
Traditionally, regional planning groups only planned and developed specialist
‘tertiary’ services (for example cardiothoracic surgery, transplantation, secure mental
health).
National strategic direction and the unprecedented challenges facing health and
social care means that regional groups are now focussed much more towards
’population based planning’. Population based planning is predicated on, ideally, a
population of 500,000 or more and planning, shaping and providing services around
these.
Dumfries and Galloway is primarily aligned with West of Scotland planning, however
links with the South East Cancer Network for cancer pathways.
There are three established cancer networks in Scotland, these are:
•
•
•

West of Scotland Cancer Network (WoSCAN) - NHS Greater Glasgow and
Clyde, NHS Lanarkshire, NHS Ayrshire and Arran, NHS Forth Valley
South East Scotland Cancer Network (SCAN) – NHS Lothian, NHS
Borders, NHS Fife and NHS Dumfries and Galloway
North of Scotland Cancer Network (NoSCAN) – NHS Grampian, NHS
Highland, NHS Orkney, NHS Shetland, NHS Western Isles and NHS Tayside
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West of Scotland Regional Planning Update
There are a number of workstreams currently within West of Scotland. Dumfries and
Galloway are represented within each of these.

Major Trauma Programme
The Chief Medical Officer’s (CMO) Report ‘Saving Lives. Giving Life Back’, (2016),
set out a plan for a National Trauma Network. The aim is to drive forward
improvement in trauma care supported through the introduction of standards for
trauma care and key performance indicators.
For the West of Scotland, implementation of this five year plan will see the
development of a Major Trauma Centre at the Queen Elizabeth University Hospital in
Glasgow and a number of ‘trauma units’ across the rest of the region. In this model,
Dumfries and Galloway, Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary will be a trauma unit
and Galloway Community Hospital a ‘Local Emergency Hospital’.
In February 2019 Scottish Government confirmed funding arrangements for the West
of Scotland Trauma and Rehabilitation Proposals. This will support the delivery of
year three of the plan.
Ophthalmic Service Review
In response to the significant challenges resulting from the growing demand for
ophthalmology services, managing long term conditions and recruitment (particularly
in the consultant workforce), a West of Scotland Review of Ophthalmology Services
is now underway. The review involves the West of Scotland territorial boards and the
Golden Jubilee National Hospital.
The review aims to develop a plan for a modern, fit for purpose ophthalmology
service model across the West of Scotland.
The Review is supported by three sub groups:
• Long-term conditions – using technology for virtual clinics, improved
screening
• Cataract surgery services – reducing the number of wasted appointments,
improving productivity standards, introducing standard referral templates and
improving links with community optometrists
• Urgent and emergency care – developing a model of regional emergency on
call
The ophthalmology review report, outlining proposed new service models, has been
approved in principle by the WoS Health and Social Care Delivery Plan Programme
Board. Work is continuing to develop these models further and support their
implementation.
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Urology Service Review
At the National Planning Forum (NPF) in September 2015 it was agreed that each
region should review adult urology services in light of the changes to urology
pathways following the introduction of robotic surgery in Scotland. Additionally, it was
recognised by the NPF that the emergence of other new technologies would reshape services over time. There are also a number of service pressures including,
growing demand, delivery of cancer and elective waiting time guarantees, workforce
shortages and meeting nationally agreed quality standards.
The West of Scotland Urology Service Review Group was established in May 2016.
The review had five sub groups:
•

Outpatients, Daycases and Ambulatory Care
o The WoS Outpatients Handbook will be implemented which will
standardise management pathways for common presentations
o All day case flexible cystoscopies will be undertaken by nurses within
three years; a move which will release 4.4wte doctors across the
Region.

•

Emergency Care
o The WoS Emergency Handbook will be implemented which will
standardise management pathways for common presentations; and
o Work will be undertaken to explore the potential benefits of sharing ‘on
call’ responsibilities

•

Cancer
o New regional pathways for the management of patients with urological
cancer will be implemented. People will attend their local unit for the
majority of their care and attend regional ‘hubs’ for specialist surgery
o Regional network of specialists in the WoS with the capacity and skills
required to undertake the full range of complex cancer surgery in line
with patient demand will be established. There will be one or two
regional hubs in line with capacity and other resource considerations,
with designated regional services
o Regional cancer specific Multi-Disciplinary Teams (MDTs) will be
created to expedite pathways of care and ensure appropriate clinical
discussion with relevant specialists
o New technologies (e.g. robotic surgery) will be supported if evidence
based and planned on a regional/national basis to ensure equity of
access, quality of care and improve efficiency

•

Female and Reconstructive Surgery
o New regional pathways for the management of patients requiring
female and reconstructive surgery will be implemented. People will
attend their local unit for the majority of their care and regional hubs for
specialist surgery
Stones
o Further work is required to establish the regional stones service

•
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A report describing the proposed model for a WoS regional urology service has been
approved in principle by the WoS Health and Social Care Delivery Plan Programme
Board. Work is ongoing to develop the models further and support implementation.
Vascular Service Review
There are a number of guidelines and standards that advocate regional vascular
networks, including Scotland’s Quality Framework for Vascular Services published
by the NPF in 2011 and the Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland Guidance
2015.
Work is continuing within this WoS workstream to establish two vascular networks in
the region. The first will have a ‘vascular centre’ at Hairmyres Hospital supporting
‘vascular units’ in Lanarkshire, Ayrshire and Dumfries and Galloway. The other
centre will be at Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Glasgow supporting Forth Valley.
It is anticipated that these networks will be fully operational within the next to years.
Phase one of Dumfries and Galloway linking with the Hairmyres network will be in
place by 1 September 2019. This requires a shared on call with Lanarkshire and
Ayrshire and abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) surgery at Hairmyres replacing the
current arrangements we have with North Cumbria University Hospital in Carlisle.
Cardiac Service Review
The WoS Cardiac Steering Group aims to develop a regional cardiac strategy by
October 2019. Six sub groups have been established and have had initial meetings.
The sub groups are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acute coronary syndromes
Cardiac surgery
Electrophysiology and devices
Structural heart disease
Cardiac imaging
Heart failure

Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) Service Review
Initial scoping work has been undertaken to understand ENT services across the
WoS including visits with ENT teams in each of the WoS Boards and a regional
workshop. An initial paper to the WoS Health and Social Care Delivery Programme
Board is being developed.
Laboratory Medicine Delivery Board
The national shared services portfolio of work includes laboratory medicine. The
national group have developed ‘The Blueprint for Laboratory Service Development:
Distributed Service Model.’ The WoS has established a West of Scotland Laboratory
Medicine Delivery Board to support collaboration across the region. The board aims
to deliver sustainable services that use technology to the best advantage and align
with the development of national IT systems and the ‘once for Scotland’ approach.
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It is anticipated that adopting new approaches will deliver efficiencies and reduce
variation across the region. There is a workplan development workshop planned for
summer 2019.
Review of Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS)
There are a number of challenges facing CAMHS across the whole of Scotland.
Work is underway to develop a regional model that provides equity of care and
access to community services across the WoS. A proposal for the delivery of a
sustainable network of services is expected to WoS Health and Social Care Delivery
Programme Board in summer 2019.
South East Scotland Cancer Network (SCAN) Update
Redevelopment of Edinburgh Cancer Centre
Work is underway in SCAN to redevelop the Edinburgh Cancer Centre. This work is
in the early stages and involves significant engagement across SCAN. This will
include reconsideration of the existing pathways of cancer care across the region.
National Horizon Scanning
Dumfries and Galloway contributed to a national cancer horizon scanning event as
part of SCAN. The aim of the session was to help determine whose elements of
cancer service should be planned at a national level.
Conclusions
There is a significant level of regional strategic and service planning currently
underway across the West of Scotland Planning and the South East Scotland
Cancer Network that is essential to us developing, maintaining and sustaining, safe,
high quality and efficient health and care services going forward.
It is vital, that Dumfries and Galloway maintains a good and appropriate level of
representation in all of the relevant workstreams and service reviews.
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Agenda Item 44

DUMFRIES and GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
10th June 2019

Future delivery of vascular services for Dumfries and
Galloway – Update
Author:
Viv Gration
Strategic Planning and Commissioning
Manager

Sponsoring Director:
Julie White
Chief Operating Officer

Vicky Freeman
Head of Strategic Planning
Date: 17th May 2019
RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note :
•

The current arrangement Dumfries and Galloway has with North Cumbria
University Hospital in Carlisle for vascular services will end on 31 August
2019.

•

West of Scotland offers an option for Dumfries and Galloway to join a regional
vascular network. Dumfries and Galloway will become part of the Hairmyres
Vascular Network within West of Scotland from 1 September 2019.

•

The option to join the Queen Elizabeth University Hospital (QEUH) vascular
network is no longer available to Dumfries and Galloway.

•

Implementing the Hairmyres Vascular Network will be a phased approach. It
is expected to be fully operational, including a hybrid theatre at Hairmyres
University Hospital, by April 2020.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
A Quality Framework for Vascular Services, National Planning Forum, October 2011
Health and Social Care Delivery Plan Health and Social Care Delivery Plan
National Clinical Strategy National Clinical Strategy
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Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
Due to ongoing workforce challenges and the need to meet Vascular Society
clinical guidance the future sustainability of vascular services, in Dumfries and
Galloway is dependent upon joining a regional vascular network.

There are two regional vascular networks currently being developed in the West
of Scotland. The first will have a ‘vascular centre’ at Hairmyres Hospital
supporting ‘vascular units’ in Lanarkshire, Ayrshire and Dumfries and Galloway.
The other centre will be at Queen Elizabeth University Hospital in Glasgow,
supporting Forth Valley.
This paper provides an update on
• The work ongoing to ensure that the first stage of network implementation
for Dumfries and Galloway (shared on call and abdominal aortic aneurysm
surgery) is in place by 1 September 2019
• The further work required to ensure that the Hairmyres Vascular Network
is fully operational by April 2020

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AA
AAA
DG
DGRI
EVAR
GGC
MDT
NCUH
NHS
QEUH
WoS

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
-

Ayrshire and Arran
Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
Dumfries and Galloway
Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary
Endovascular aneurysm repair
Greater Glasgow and Clyde
Multi Disciplinary Team
North Cumbria University Hospital, Carlisle
National Health Service
Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, Glasgow
West of Scotland
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Staffing Implications
Financial Implications
Consultation / Consideration

Risk Assessment

Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social Care
Strategic Plan
National Planning Forum Quality Framework for
Vascular Services
National Clinical Strategy
National Health and Social Care Delivery Plan
Vascular Society for Great Britain and Ireland –
Provision of Services for people with vascular
disease
None
To be determined following the financial modelling
for the regional vascular network.
Acute Management Board
Clinical Directors –DGRI
GP Sub Committee
Medical Staff Committee
NCUH
Renal Team meeting
Scottish Ambulance Services Operational Team
Vascular Patients Focus Group
Vascular Team meeting
West of Scotland Regional Vascular Review Group
NHS Lanarkshire Vascular Team
NHS Ayrshire and Arran Vascular Team
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde Vascular Team
Medium risk
(unlikely occurrence, major impact)

Risk Appetite
Low 
Medium
High
This paper relates to changes to pathways for
vascular surgery which is a clinical service. Patient
safety is paramount to NHS Dumfries and Galloway
therefore there is a low appetite for clinical risk.
Not required
Corporate 2, 3, 5, 6

Sustainability
Compliance with
Objectives
Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value
Effective partnerships
Use of resources
Sustainability
Impact Assessment

An Equality Impact Assessment has commenced and will be completed by the local
Vascular Group on 22 May 2019.
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Introduction
In October 2018 NHS Dumfries and Galloway approved plans to establish Dumfries
and Galloway within a regional vascular network in West of Scotland, (appendix 1 ‘Future delivery of vascular services for Dumfries and Galloway.’)
At that time there were two options available to Dumfries and Galloway to join either
of the vascular networks in West of Scotland. However, in January 2019 the NHS
Forth Valley service ended when their last remaining vascular surgeon resigned.
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde has provided the vascular service for Forth Valley
since early February 2019.
In addition to providing this support to Forth Valley, the Queen Elizabeth University
Hospital (QEUH) in Glasgow faced challenges relating to bed configuration, and
workforce. This meant that NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde were, and remain,
unable to offer vascular support to Dumfries and Galloway.
The remaining WoS option for Dumfries and Galloway (Hairmyres vascular network)
remains the one favoured by the two vascular surgeons in Dumfries and Galloway
who are both dual trained in interventional radiology. This is largely due to the
philosophy and approach of the Hairmyres team to vascular surgery which is similar
to the team in Dumfries and Galloway, with a strong emphasis on the use of
interventional radiology.
There is agreement from the West of Scotland Health and Social Care Delivery
Programme Board that both regional vascular networks are supported. This means
that the model for delivery of vascular services in West of Scotland will be:
Vascular Centre
Queen Elizabeth University Hospital,
Glasgow
Hairmyres University Hospital, East
Kilbride

Vascular Units
Forth Valley Royal Hospital, Larbert
University Hospital, Ayr
Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary

Current links with North Cumbria University Hospital
The arrangements with North Cumbria University Hospital (NCUH) in Carlisle for
abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) surgery and shared on call were due to end on 31
March 2019 however, this has been extended to 31 August 2019. Both parties have
agreed that there will be no further extension beyond that date.
As outlined in the 1 October 2018 paper to Board, NCUH have engaged in
discussion with the Freeman Hospital in Newcastle regarding developing a North of
England vascular network.
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Hairmyres vascular network
Implementation of the Hairmyres Vascular Network will be in three stages.
Phase 1 – By May 2019
Shared out of hours on call Ayrshire and Lanarkshire
Phase 2 – By September 2019
Shared out of hours on call Ayrshire, Lanarkshire and Dumfries and Galloway.
Dumfries and Galloway surgeons will perform AAA surgery in Hairmyres
Lanarkshire and Dumfries and Galloway vascular teams are working closely to
ensure that robust arrangements are in place before 1 September 2019.
•
•

Dumfries and Galloway vascular surgeons have visited Hairmyres University
Hospital.
Fortnightly videoconference calls between Lanarkshire and Dumfries and
Galloway teams are arranged from 1 June 2019. The aims of the calls are to
- ensure robust arrangements are in place for delivery of the
model
- develop a plan of action to test the new arrangements from
the end of July 2019. The plan will include costings,
workforce, protocols and pathways of care and support.

The action plan will be presented for approval to the West of Scotland Health and
Social Care Delivery Plan Programme Board on 28 June 2019.
Phase 3 – By April 2020
Fully operational regional vascular network including a hybrid theatre at Hairmyres
University Hospital.
•

Dumfries and Galloway vascular team is involved in the Lanarkshire Hybrid
Theatre working group

Conclusions
Work with one of the West of Scotland regional vascular networks to plan the long
term sustainability of comprehensive, high quality vascular services for people in
Dumfries and Galloway is well underway.
The financial impact of implementing the plan cannot be assessed until a detailed
clinical model for delivery is agreed. It is not anticipated that the costs for Dumfries
and Galloway for the first stage of implementation will exceed the current cost of
arrangements with NCUH. Longer term, the financial model is likely to be on a
regional risk share arrangement with NHS Lanarkshire and NHS Ayrshire and Arran.
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Appendix 1

DUMFRIES and GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
1 October 2018

Future delivery of vascular services for Dumfries and
Galloway
Author:
Viv Gration, Strategic Planning and
Commissioning Manager
Nicole Hamlet, General Manager, Acute
and Diagnostics

Sponsoring Director:
Vicky Freeman, Head of Strategic
Planning

Date: 27 August 2018
RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to agree :
•
•
•
•

The extension of the current agreement with North Cumbria University
Hospital (NCUH) for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) surgery and out of
hours on call by a further six months to September 2019
Providing NCUH with notice that Dumfries and Galloway will withdraw from
the existing agreement in September 2019
Put arrangements in place for AAA surgery and vascular out of hours on call
arrangements within West of Scotland from September 2019
The continuation of work with West of Scotland Regional Planning and West
of Scotland Boards to establish Dumfries and Galloway within a regional
vascular network

The Board is asked to note:
•
•
•
•

The guidance relating to the development of regional vascular networks
Work ongoing in West of Scotland to develop regional vascular networks
Agreement from West of Scotland to include Dumfries and Galloway within
development of regional vascular networks
The potential to extend current arrangements with NCUH for six months to
end of September 2019
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CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
A Quality Framework for Vascular Services, National Planning Forum, October 2011
NPF - Quality
Framework for Vascul

Health and Social Care Delivery Plan Health and Social Care Delivery Plan
National Clinical Strategy National Clinical Strategy
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
•
•

•
•

The future sustainability of vascular services, in Dumfries and Galloway and
across the West of Scotland depends on the development of regional vascular
networks
There are regional vascular networks currently being developed in the West of
Scotland and in the ‘Solway Basin’. (The Solway Basin is the term used to
describe the collaboration and working arrangements between Cumbria and
Dumfries and Galloway)
To provide safe, sustainable and comprehensive vascular services for people
in Dumfries and Galloway in the future, we must become part of a regional
vascular network
This paper describes the work undertaken to date in establishing the regional
networks and recommends alignment with West of Scotland

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Please use this box to ensure that all acronyms etc are set out in full. All acronyms
must be set out in full the first time they appear in a paper with the acronym following
in brackets.
AA – Ayrshire and Arran
AAA – Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
DG – Dumfries and Galloway
DGRI – Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary
EVAR – Endovascular aneurysm repair
GGC – Greater Glasgow and Clyde
MDT – Multi Disciplinary Team
NCUH – North Cumbria University Hospital, Carlisle
NHS – National Health Service
QEUH – Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, Glasgow
WoS - West of Scotland
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Staffing Implications
Financial Implications

Consultation / Consideration

Risk Assessment

Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social Care
Strategic Plan
National Planning Forum Quality Framework for
Vascular Services
National Clinical Strategy
National Health and Social Care Delivery Plan
Vascular Society for Great Britain and Ireland –
Provision of Services for people with vascular
disease
Not required
There has been no financial modelling for regional
vascular networks yet. This will be part of the full
options appraisal.
Acute Management Board
Clinical Directors –DGRI
GP Sub Committee
Medical Staff Committee
NCUH
Renal Team meeting
Scottish Ambulance Services Operational Team
Vascular Patients Focus Group
Vascular Team meeting
West of Scotland Regional Vascular Review Group
A full risk assessment will be completed as part of
the full options appraisal.

Risk Appetite
Low 
Medium
High
This paper relates to changes to pathways for
vascular surgery which is a clinical service. Patient
safety is paramount to NHS Dumfries and Galloway
therefore there is a low appetite for clinical risk.
Not required
Corporate 2, 3, 5, 6

Sustainability
Compliance with
Objectives
Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value
Effective partnerships
Use of resources
Sustainability
Impact Assessment

An Equality Impact Assessment has commenced and will be built upon as the
process of determining a definitive model for vascular services continues. Advice has
been sought from Equality and Diversity Lead.
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Introduction
Vascular surgeons restore blood flow to organs helping to reduce sudden death,
prevent strokes, restoring movement and reducing the risk of amputation. The nature
of vascular surgery means that, while there are very few genuine emergencies,
almost all vascular patients need surgery urgently.
One of the most common emergencies in vascular surgery is the treatment of aortic
aneurysms (enlargement of the largest artery in the body). When an aortic aneurysm
ruptures, it can rapidly lead to death. Dumfries and Galloway currently has an
agreement with North Cumbria University Hospital (NCUH) in Carlisle for abdominal
aortic aneurysm (AAA) surgery and out of hours on call. This agreement is due to
expire on 31 March 2019 and requires six months notice for any variation.
It is recommended that Dumfries and Galloway extend this agreement for six months
until September 2019, providing time to reconfigure AAA pathways and on call
services from NCUH to the West of Scotland. This will be the first step towards
securing long term sustainability for Dumfries and Galloway within a regional
vascular network.
By contributing to a regional vascular network in the West of Scotland, Dumfries and
Galloway will:
•
•

Be part of a network that meets the required standards and guidance
Benefit from a reduced on call burden as part of a larger team of vascular
surgeons. This means that vascular surgeons will continue to be available
within DGRI during office hours to support other specialities.

Background
Vascular Services in Dumfries and Galloway
Dumfries and Galloway has two full time consultant vascular surgeons, both of whom
are also trained in interventional radiology. (Interventional radiology is a medical
speciality which provides minimally invasive image guided diagnosis and treatment
of disease). In addition to the two consultants, there are also two locum middle grade
doctors, one specialist nurse, one sonographer and one trainee sonographer.
(Sonography is diagnostic imaging technique). A further consultant vascular surgeon
post is advertised to support the succession planning for one of the existing
surgeons who plans to retire within the next 4 years.
Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary (DGRI) has theatre facilities for vascular
surgery, an angioplasty room used for balloon and stent procedures, a vascular
laboratory used to perform tests to identify vascular disease and beds within the
critical care ward for post operative care.
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As a result of their dual training, the vascular surgeons at DGRI are highly skilled in
endovascular procedures. Endovascular surgery is innovative and less invasive than
more traditional vascular surgical techniques. This type of surgery is becoming more
common and requires the skills of both vascular surgeons and interventional
radiologists.
In Dumfries and Galloway around 360 people a year require vascular surgery. The
majority of these people are treated in DGRI (303 people in 2016/17). Appendix 1
gives more detail of this activity.
On call arrangements during working hours (9am – 5pm Monday to Thursday) are
provided by the Dumfries and Galloway (DG) vascular surgeons. Out of hours on call
is shared with NCUH across the Solway Basin. During out of hours, the DG general
surgeons provide a first response to vascular emergencies. They access advice from
vascular surgeons at NCUH (either NCUH or DG surgeons) by telephone and are
supported to decide whether the person can be stabilised until a vascular surgeon is
on site or require to be transferred to NCUH. 23 people from Dumfries and Galloway
were admitted to NCUH as an emergency in 2017. Appendix 2 provides more details
of this activity.
Existing Links in Solway Basin
Since 2014, following the introduction of clinical standards for minimum activity in
relation to abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) surgery, Dumfries and Galloway has
had an arrangement for AAA surgery and out of hours on call with North Cumbria
University Hospital in Carlisle. This includes a shared multi disciplinary team meeting
(MDT). An MDT is a group of different professionals who meet regularly with the
purpose of planning and implementing treatment programmes for people with
complex conditions.
AAA surgery can be performed as either an open or endovascular (EVAR)
procedure. Approximately 20 people from Dumfries and Galloway require this
surgery each year. Table 2 in Appendix 1 provides detail of this activity.
Both of the Dumfries and Galloway surgeons operate at NCUH a total of 13 full days
(26 sessions) per year combined. These sessions are generally used for AAA
procedures for people from Dumfries and Galloway and from Cumbria. Both
surgeons also contribute to the on call arrangements at weekends (1:5 slots between
them). The weekend cover includes evening on call following their elective surgery
days, every fifth Thursday.
The NCUH vascular service has 4 surgeons, theatre, angioplasty facilities, vascular
lab and vascular beds. The service relies on support from the DG vascular surgeons
to sustain the emergency on call rota.
This current agreement between NCUH and Dumfries and Galloway is due to end on
31 March 2019. Six months notice is required to be given for any variation or
termination to the agreement.
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Regional Vascular Networks
There are a number of guidelines and standards that advocate regional vascular
networks.
In 2011, the Vascular Services Steering Group, commissioned by Scotland’s
National Planning Forum published ‘A Quality Framework for Vascular Services.’
The framework describes a ‘tiered’ model of care that proposes the development of
regional networks across Scotland. The tiers are:

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Primary and community care – the vast majority of people will be looked
after within primary care by General Practitioners, practice nurses and
podiatrists.
Ambulatory care and rehabilitation clinics – new patient referrals and
follow up, surgical procedures venous surgery (including varicose
veins), minor amputations, venous access and primary vascular
access. Also, interventional radiology such as angiography, angioplasty
and stenting.
Open surgical or endovascular repair of abdominal aortic aneurysm
(AAA), Carotid endarterectomy(CEA), critical limb ischemia (CLI),
vascular access and care of vascular emergencies
Complex, rare or highly specialist interventions (for example thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysms (T-AAA) or fenestrated aortic stenting
(FEVAR))

The Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland (VSGBI) recommend that regional
vascular networks are based on populations of at least 800,000 and a minimum of
six surgeons covering a 1:6 on call.
A regional vascular network should have one vascular centre for tier 3 and tier 4
procedures and out of hours emergencies. The number of tier 2 units depends on
the geographical region. The surgeons working within the network would operate
within local units and in the centre. In addition all surgeons would contribute to the
out of hours on call.
Advantages of delivering a network model for vascular services in this way is that it
•
•
•

Reduces variation in practice and enables practitioners to maintain
competency levels, ultimately delivering better outcomes for people
Makes services more sustainable and affordable
Provides the structure for a seven day service

This networked approach to vascular care reflects the direction of travel for
population based planning and the development of clinical networks that is laid out in
the National Clinical Strategy (2016) and the Health and Social Care Delivery Plan
(2016).
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Regional Vascular Network

Local Vascular Unit
Tier 2 procedures
Clinics
Diagnostics
Rehabilitation

Shared out of hours on call
Networked workforce
Multi Disciplinary Team
Local Vascular Unit
Tier 2 procedures
Clinics
Diagnostics
Rehabilitation

Local Vascular
Unit
Tier 2 procedures
Diagnostics
Rehabilitation

Regional Vascular Centre
Tier 3 and 4 procedures
Emergency procedures out of
hours

Work is ongoing across the West of Scotland and in the Solway Basin to establish
regional vascular networks. In the WoS there will be two networks with centres at
Hairmyres Hospital in East Kilbride, Lanarkshire and Queen Elizabeth University
Hospital (QEUH) in Glasgow. The Solway Basin network would centre a network at
North Cumbria University Hospital (NCUH) in Carlisle, however this is unlikely to be
developed without support from Dumfries and Galloway.
Workforce
As with many surgical specialties in Scotland there are workforce challenges in
vascular services. In Dumfries and Galloway the surgeon workforce has been steady
in recent years and the service has not had long term vacancies.
The increased use of endovascular procedures within vascular services requires the
skills of interventional radiologists.
In Dumfries and Galloway both of the vascular surgeons, with some foresight, have
trained as interventional radiologists (IR) so the lack of IR has not been problematic
so far. However, one of these dual trained surgeons has indicated his intention to
retire within 4 years.
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Across the West of Scotland there are currently 6 vascular consultant surgeon
vacancies. There are 2.5 interventional radiologist vacancies with a further 4 retirals
expected within 3 years. This has placed an increased emphasis on the need for
joint working and service planning across the West of Scotland and the increased
urgency to establish effective regional vascular networks.
There are currently 2 vascular surgeon and 2 interventional radiology vacancies
within NCUH.
Assessment
A local vascular working group has been established in Dumfries and Galloway. The
membership of this is detailed in Appendix 3. This group has been working with
colleagues across the West of Scotland and NCUH to determine viable long term
and short term options for Dumfries and Galloway.
In the long term, for all of the reasons of sustainability and quality mentioned earlier
in the paper, Dumfries and Galloway becoming part of a regional vascular network
will be necessary. This will take time to implement. In the meantime, to ensure
continued service provision, Dumfries and Galloway will need to continue to work
with neighbouring board(s).
Solway Basin
NCUH has developed a business case for the development of a Solway Basin
vascular network. This would comprise a tier 3 and 4 centre at NCUH with tier 2 units
at West Cumberland Hospital in Whitehaven and DGRI in Dumfries. To achieve this,
NCUH would require building a hybrid theatre and identifying additional bed capacity.
A hybrid theatre is a surgical theatre that is equipped with advanced medical imaging
devices, such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scanners. These devices enable minimally invasive endovascular procedures
to take place without moving patients during surgery.
NCUH are keen to progress with this business case however are reliant on the long
term support from Dumfries and Galloway in order to proceed.
While working with NCUH would build on existing relationships and Carlisle is the
closest potential vascular centre (39 miles from DGRI), there are a number of
disbenefits for Dumfries and Galloway in progressing with this collaboration:
•

•

The network does not meet the requirement to serve a population of 800,000.
The combined population of Cumbria and Dumfries and Galloway is only
644,000. The 1:6 on call rota is the very minimum required by the VSGBI and
with only 6 surgeons across the Solway Basin it is vulnerable to recruitment
difficulties.
A Solway Basin network requires that DG surgeons both contribute to 1:6
week long on call rotas. The impact of this on the availability of vascular
surgeons for work within DGRI is the loss of 148 sessions (74 days) per year.
Given that many surgical specialities in DGRI rely on support from vascular
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•

•

colleagues, this could have a considerable detrimental effect on what surgery
can be delivered safely within DGRI (for example stopping major bleeding) as
well as the availability for diagnosis and follow up clinics. This would require
DGRI to recruit a third surgeon just to sustain the on call commitments.
There is no guarantee that the business case for developments at NCUH will
be supported and if it is not, then services will be centralised in Newcastle.
That would mean that DGRI would become part of a network with a centre at
Freeman Hospital, Newcastle which is 90 miles away.
The Dumfries and Galloway Vascular Working Group feel that there is a high
risk that, in the long term, vascular services for the Solway Basin will be
centralised to Newcastle regardless of whether or not Dumfries and Galloway
contribute to the Solway Basin network.

West of Scotland
There had been little progress in developing regional vascular networks in the West
of Scotland until late 2017 when the West of Scotland Regional Planning established
a Regional Vascular Services Review Group. Imminent issues facing vascular
services in the West of Scotland, particularly with regard to fragile on call
arrangements, means that there has been an increasing urgency to establish
networks across the region.
Over the past few months the review group has concluded that two networks should
be developed.
•
•

A hub at Queen Elizabeth University Hospital (QEUH) in Glasgow with
units at Forth Valley Royal Hospital in Larbert and possibly DGRI in
Dumfries (QEUH is 80 miles from DGRI)
A centre at Hairmyres Hospital in East Kilbride with units at University
Hospital, Ayr and possibly DGRI in Dumfries (Hairmyres is 71 miles
from DGRI)

There is support from members of the regional group and from the West of Scotland
Chief Executives that Dumfries and Galloway contribute to either one of the two
West of Scotland networks.
Implementation of the two centre model in West of Scotland will require a redesign of
existing services and development of additional capacity at QEUH and Hairmyres.
This will include investment in the provision of hybrid theatre facilities, vascular
laboratories and vascular in–patient beds.
It is expected that surgeons and interventional radiologists from local units will
undertake tier 3 activities/procedures (see diagram on page 6) in the centres. The
modelling of this will also explore the potential for sharing tier 2 activity/procedures
across the entire network with the potential of increasing tier 2 activities at local
units, such as DGRI.
Such major change in the development and delivery of regional vascular networks
will take time to implement fully. The best estimate on timescale for completion from
the West of Scotland Vascular Review Group is ten years.
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Both QEUH and Hairmyres Hospital are able to support Dumfries and Galloway in an
interim arrangement for AAA and on call (replicating the current arrangement with
NCUH) until a full West of Scotland model can be established. This was agreed at
the West of Scotland meeting on 23 July 2018. Full details of the financial and
operational model are not yet fully established and further work is required.
If the Board are minded to establish such arrangements with the West of Scotland, a
short extension of the current arrangement with NCUH will be needed to ensure
continuity in service provision in the meantime. This would also provide Dumfries
and Galloway with the opportunity to complete a full options appraisal to determine
which of the West of Scotland networks to link with going forward.
NCUH have indicated that they are open to extending existing arrangements with
Dumfries and Galloway until September 2019 as this will give them time to formalise
their links with Newcastle.

Conclusions
The long term sustainability of vascular services for Dumfries and Galloway depends
on successful involvement in a regional vascular network. The development of these
networks is anticipated to take up to 10 years.
Dumfries and Galloway currently has existing links with NCUH through the Solway
Basin. However, due to the small number of consultant vascular surgeons in the
Solway Basin the long term sustainability of this model is uncertain.
There is a commitment in the West of Scotland to develop two vascular networks.
Either of which would provide Dumfries and Galloway with a good opportunity to
have a sustainable vascular service for people in Dumfries and Galloway.
Further work is required to support the Board with regard to further decision making
•
•
•
•

Developing a fully costed options appraisal
Finalising operational details
Completing equalities impact assessment and
Further engagement with stakeholders, including people who use services
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Appendix 1 – Overview of Dumfries and Galloway vascular activity
Table 1 provides an overview of elective vascular surgery procedures carried out in
2016/17 by location.

Table 1 – Vascular procedures by location 2016/17
Main procedure
DGRI
NCUH
Open AAA / Aorta
2
6
EVAR (endovascular aneurysm
repair)
0
10
Carotid
19
1
Peripheral (open)
(Subclavian /renal /visceral /iliac
30
13
/femoral)
Peripheral (arteriography)
32
1
Peripheral (angioplasty)
47
0
Arteriovenous shunt
30
0
Varicose Veins
51
2
Amputations
31
7
Other
61
1
TOTAL
303
41

Other
4
4
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
5
18

Tables 2 and 3 give an indication of the number of DG residents who received
treatment at NCUH.
Table 2: AAA (open and EVAR) for DG Residents in NCUH
Year
Elective
Emergency
Total
EVAR
Open
EVAR
Open
2015
12
2
1
8
23
2016
11
1
1
6
19
2017
6
2
4
6
18

Table 3: Number of DG residents admitted to NCUH as an emergency in
2017
Description
Count
Other open operations on femoral artery
6
Other open operations on subclavian artery
4
Amputation of leg
4
Other emergency bypass of femoral artery
2
Arteriovenous shunt
2
Other bypass of femoral artery
1
Trasluminal operations on femoral artery
1
Other arteriovenous operations
1
Opening of skin
1
Amputation of foot
1
TOTAL
23
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Appendix 2 – Summary of guidance and standards
National Planning Forum – A Quality Framework for Vascular Services
The tiers are described as:
Tier 1 – Primary and community care – the vast majority of people will be
looked after within primary care by General Practitioners, practice nurses
and podiatrists.
Tier 2 – Ambulatory care and rehabilitation clinics – new patient referrals and
follow up, surgical procedures venous surgery (including varicose veins),
minor amputations, venous access and primary vascular access. Also,
interventional radiology such as angiography, angioplasty and stenting.
Tier 3 – Open surgical or endovascular repair of abdominal aortic aneurysm
(AAA), Carotid endarterectomy(CEA), critical limb ischemia (CLI), vascular
access and care of vascular emergencies
Tier 4 – Complex, rare or highly specialist interventions (for example
thoraco-abdominal aortic aneurysms (T-AAA) or fenestrated aortic stenting
(FEVAR))
The Vascular Society for Great Britain and Ireland specification for Arterial
Hospital:
24/7 consultant on-call rota, 1:6 or more
24/7 critical care facility including mechanical ventilation
Wards for vascular patients
One endovascular theatre with high quality imaging (hybrid theatre)
Minimum of 6 x AAA and 40 Carotid procedures per annum
Population serviced usually minimum of 800,000
Onsite vascular lab
Submit cares to national vascular registry
Regularly review practice
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Appendix 3 – Dumfries and Galloway Vascular Working Group Membership
A local vascular working group has been established to consider the future delivery
of vascular services for Dumfries and Galloway. The group members are:
Callum Ambridge, Assistant General Manager – Surgical Services
Maria Bews-Hair, Clinical Director – Surgical Services
Viv Gration, Strategic Planning and Commissioning Manager
Nicole Hamlet, General Manager – Acute and Diagnostics
Muhammad Kabeer, Vascular Surgeon
John Knox, Lead General Manager
Joe Sathianathan, Vascular Surgeon
Christiane Shrimpton, Associate Medical Director
Jennifer Watt, Divisional Finance Manager
Wayne Wrathall, Clinical Director – Anaesthetics and Critical Care
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve the revised Register of Members’ Interests.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper support good governance through local and national policies and
guidance, including the Board’s Standing Orders and Code of Conduct.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
Board Members of devolved public bodies are required to give notice of their
interests to be recorded in a Register of Members’ Interests, which is regularly
updated.
Whilst it is the responsibility of each Member to advice the Corporate Business
Manager of any changes within one month of the change arising, the register will be
reviewed twice per year and presented to Board for the revisions to be approved for
publication.
The Corporate Business Manager will keep the register of interests available for
public inspection at the Board’s offices during normal working hours without charge.
The register of interests is also routinely posted on the Board’s website.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
NHS -

National Health Service
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

This paper supports the Board’s Standing Orders
and Code of Conduct policy, as well as various
nationally issued guidance material.

Staffing Implications

Not applicable

Financial Implications

Not applicable

Consultation / Consideration

Consultation on the existing register of interests
was undertaken with all Board Members and other
Directors and Senior Managers.

Risk Assessment

Not applicable

Risk Appetite
Low 
Medium
High
The information within this paper demonstrates
compliance with nationally adopted guidance
relating to the conduct of staff, financial impact,
clinical delivery and reputational risk, therefore, a
low risk appetite has been noted against this paper.
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

Not applicable

with

Corporate 7

To meet and where possible, exceed goals
and targets set by the Scottish Government
Health Directorate for NHSScotland, whilst
delivering the measurable targets in the Single
Outcome Agreement.

Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value




Vision and Leadership
Governance and Accountability

Impact Assessment
Not applicable
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DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
REGISTER OF BOARD MEMBERS INTERESTS – MAY 2019
Registration of Interests

Board members of devolved public bodies are required by the Regulations to give the ‘Standards Officer’ notice of their interests The Register
must state:
the name of the board member;
their interests which fall within the categories listed below and as set out in the member’s code of conduct; and
if they have nothing to register they must record that fact under each applicable category.
It is the responsibility of each board member to ensure that their entry in the register is kept up to date. Any changes to the
information first registered, must be given in writing to the standards officer, in the prescribed format, within one month of the
change arising.
The ‘Standards Officer’ (Corporate Business Manager) will keep the register of interests available for public inspection at the Board’s offices
during normal working hours and without charge.
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Column 1
Registerable interest
category

Column 2
Description of interest

Column 3
Members Registering an Interest in this Category
(and Description of interest)

Gifts and hospitality

A description of any gifts or hospitality
received.

MEMBER

Category 1 - Remuneration
NOTE: You do not need to
register the amount of
remuneration

REGISTERED INTEREST
Members interests noted in the Gifts and Hospitality
Register.

A description of

Nick Morris

NHS Pension Scheme from previous NHS employment.
Anwoth and Grithon Curling Club

(a) remuneration received by virtue of
being:–

Jeff Ace

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

(i) employed or self-employed;

Vicky Freeman

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

(ii)the holder of an office;

Stephen Hare

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

(iii) a director of an undertaking;

Lorna Carr

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

(iv) a partner in a firm; and

Caroline Sharp

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

(v) involved in undertaking a trade,
profession, vocation or any other work;

Michele McCoy

NHS Dumfries and Galloway
Appointed Non-Exec Director for NHS Health Scotland

(b) any allowance received in relation to
membership of any organisation;

Katy Lewis

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

Andy Ferguson

Dumfries and Galloway Council

Eddie Docherty

NHS Dumfries and Galloway
NHS24

Julie White

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

Melissa Gunn

University of West of Scotland
Melissa R Gunn Consultancy
Small Town Sounds CIC

Lesley Bryce

NHS Dumfries and Galloway

(c) the name, and registered name if
different, and nature of any applicable
employer, self-employment, business,
undertaking or organisation;
(d) the nature and regularity of the work
that is remunerated; and
(e) the name of the directorship and the
nature of the applicable business.
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Column 1
Registerable interest
category

Column 2
Description of interest

Column 3
Members Registering an Interest in this Category
(and Description of interest)

Category 1 – Remuneration
Cont/...

Category 2 - Related
undertakings

A description of a directorship that is not
itself remunerated, but is of a company
or undertaking which is a parent or
subsidiary of a company or undertaking
which pays remuneration.

Category 3 - Contracts

A description of the nature and duration,
but not the price of, of a contract which is
not fully implemented where:–
(a)
goods and services are to be
provided, or works are to be executed for
the NHS; and
(b) any responsible person has a direct
interest, or an indirect interest as a
partner, owner or shareholder, director or
officer of a business or undertaking, in
such goods and services.

Category 4 - Houses, land and
buildings

A description of any rights of ownership
or other interests that may be significant
to, of relevance to, or bear upon, the
work or operation of the NHS Board

MEMBER
Laura Douglas

REGISTERED INTEREST
NHS Dumfries and Galloway
Your Encore
LK Douglas Consulting Ltd

Grace Cardozo

NHS Dumfries and Galloway
Sleeping Giants Community Development CIC

Lorna Carr
Melissa Gunn

Property Owner
Property Owner
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Column 1
Registerable interest
category

Column 2
Description of interest

Column 3
Members Registering an Interest in this Category
(and Description of interest)

Category 5 - Shares and
securities

A description, but not the value, of
shares or securities in a company,
undertaking or organisation that may be
significant to, of relevance to, or bear
upon, the work or operation of the NHS
Board

Category 6 - Non-financial
interests

A description of such interests as may be
significant to, of relevance to, or bear
upon, the work or operation of the NHS
Board, including without prejudice to that
generality membership of or office in:–
(a) other public bodies;
(b) clubs, societies and organisations;
(c) trades unions; and
(d) voluntary organisations.

MEMBER

REGISTERED INTEREST

Nick Morris

Anwoth and Girthon Curling Club

Jeff Ace

Member of Nunholm Sports Club
Member of Ospreys Rugby Club
Member of Chartered Institute of Public Finances

Stephen Hare

Unison Branch Chair

Lorna Carr

Member of Unision (As part of membership to Royal College
of Occupational Therapists.)

Katy Lewis

Public Sector Director of South West Hub
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Endowment Trustee
Integration Joint Board Chief Finance Officer

Penny Halliday

Wigtownshire Women and Cancer
Sleeping Giants
Stranraer Rotary
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Endowment Trustee

Andy Ferguson

Dumfries and Galloway Council
Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board

Julie White

Chief Officer Integration Joint Board
Lochmaben Primary Parent Council
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Column 1
Registerable interest
category

Column 2
Description of interest

Column 3
Members Registering an Interest in this Category
(and Description of interest)
MEMBER

Category 6 - Non-financial
interests

REGISTERED INTEREST

Melissa Gunn

Midsteeple Quarter Community Benefit Society – Member
The Stove – Member
EIS – Member

Lesley Bryce

Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board – voting
member
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Endowment Trustee

Laura Douglas

Board Member – Developing the Young Workforce Board
Trustee – The Crichton Trust
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Endowment Trustee
Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board – Member

Grace Cardozo

Blether Bus SCIO
Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board – Member
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Date

RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve the following points:
• the 2019/20 Board Agenda Matrix as a plan of activity coming to
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Board meetings between April 2019 –
March 2020.
The Board is asked to discuss and note the following points:
• the 2018/19 Board Agenda Matrix as a complete record of items taken to
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Board Meetings in year.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper support both national and local policies and Strategies, including the
Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014, the Board’s Scheme of
Delegation, Standing Orders and Code of Corporate Governance.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key Messages
•

The following items have been incorporated into the agenda matrix for the
2019/20 financial year, which have not previously been taken as routine:
o Corporate Governance Blueprint Action Plan review
o Corporate Risk Register Review
o Board Committee Terms of Reference for approval
o Draft Corporate Objectives for 2020/21

GLOSSARY
NHS -

National Health Service
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

This paper supports the development of the
Board’s Standing Orders demonstrating best
practice in relation to future planning.

Staffing Implications

No staffing implications were identified within this
paper.

Financial Implications

No financial implications were identified within this
paper.

Consultation / Consideration

Discussions with the Chairman
Management Team

Risk Assessment

No risk assessment
preparing this paper.

was

undertaken

when

Risk Appetite
Low
Medium 
High
The agenda matrix sets out the topics that are
planned to be brought back to NHS Board
throughout a specific year and while it allows for full
reviews of the processes and services, there is a
financial impact that will come out of some of the
papers being presented for an outcome and also
there would be an impact on any decisions made to
the reputation of the Board, therefore, a medium
risk appetite has been noted.
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

Not Applicable.

with

Corporate The agenda matrix supports all of the Board’s
Corporate Objectives.

Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

•
•

Governance and Accountability
Vision and Leadership

Impact Assessment
Not Applicable.
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INTRODUCTION
1.

As part of the agenda setting process, a matrix was drafted in 2018/19 and now
in 2019/20 to give Board Members an overview of the activity that is scheduled
to come to NHS Board meetings within the given year.

2.

The purpose of the matrix was to support wider agenda setting and to give the
members an opportunity to review the future agenda items and suggest
additional items, which would provide an appropriate assurance to Board
Members.

3.

In line with the Board’s Standing Orders, the Chair will have ownership of the
items being proposed for any particular Board meeting, which remains the over
arching principle of the matrix. The Board’s Chair and Chief Executive will meet
on a bi-monthly basis to review and agree the agenda for future meetings using
this matrix as a guide.

SUMMARY OF THE MATRIX
4.

The matrix has been split into core themes which will be covered at each
meeting:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meeting Items
Quality & Assurance
Performance Assurance
Finance & Infrastructure
Public Health & Regional Planning
Governance

5.

To help give direction to the Board’s agendas going forward a series of
Corporate Objectives for the year were presented to NHS Board in April 2019,
which have been considered as part of the matrix development.

6.

Attached at Appendix 1 is a copy of the updated 2018/19 matrix, which gives a
complete breakdown of items taken to NHS Board between April 2018 – March
2019, demonstrating compliance with the Board’s Standing Orders.

7.

A number of changes have been made to the new matrix for the 2019/20
financial year to align the agenda with new national legislation and local
guidance. The changes include:
•

More regular review and scrutiny of the Corporate Risk Register by
NHS Board Members in year.

•

Presentation of all Board Committee Terms of Reference to NHS
Board meetings for review and formal approval. Committees will still
be responsible for reviewing their own remit, however, as per the
Board’s Standing Orders all Board Committee terms of reference must
be approved at NHS Board meetings before they can be formally
adopted by the committee in question.
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•

Draft Objectives for 2019/20 were taken to April 2019 NHS Board
meeting for review and comment, the process for approving the
objectives is included within the matrix and also the process for
discussing and presenting draft objectives for the 2021/22 financial
year.

•

As part of the national legislation around the Corporate Governance
Blueprint a copy of the action plan that was presented to Performance
Committee in May 2019 for approval will be reviewed by the nominated
leads detailed on the plan and updates brought back to NHS Board
meetings on a regular basis.

8.

A copy of the 2019/20 matrix has been attached at Appendix 2, which proposes
a draft plan for each Board meetings between April 2019 – March 2020.

9.

From the August 2019 Board Meeting short reflection sessions will be held at
the end of the NHS Board meetings to look at key strategic issues that may
have come up in other meetings to raise awareness and where appropriate
have the opportunity to suggest new directions for the Board, which are in line
with the new Corporate Objectives for the year.

10.

At these sessions a copy of the Agenda matrix will be presented showing an
updated position on what has been taken to previous meetings within the given
financial year, what is planned for the meetings up to the end of the year and
whether any items have been suggested through actions at Board and
Committee meetings.

11.

The main aim of this is for Board Member to take assurance that the
appropriate planning processes are in place and also to give members the
opportunity to help shape the focus of Board Meetings going forward.

RECOMMENDATION
12.

The Board is asked to approve the 2019/20 Board Agenda Matrix as a plan
of activity coming to NHS Dumfries and Galloway Board meetings between
April 2019 – March 2020.

13.

The Board is asked to discuss and note the 2018/19 Board Agenda Matrix
as a complete record of items taken to NHS Dumfries and Galloway Board
Meetings in year.
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NHS BOARD AGENDA MATRIX
2018

2019

April

June

August

October

December

February

Meeting Items

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality & Assurance

• Patient Experience Report
• Healthcare Association Infection
Report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm – Mental Health
Directorate
• Safeguarding Volunteers Patient Services Report

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

• Patient Experience Report
• Spiritual Care and Volunteering
Report
• Healthcare Associated Infection
Report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm – Mental Health
Directorate

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

• Risk Management Annual Report
2017/18
• Patient Experience Report
• Healthcare Associated Infection
Report
• Volunteering Strategy
• Annual Report on Feedback,
Comments, Concerns and
Complaints 2017-18

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

• Patient Experience Report
• Spiritual Care, Volunteering and
Patient Services Team
• Healthcare Associated Infection
Report
• Patient Safety and Improvement
Annual Report 2017-18

• Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update

• Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Annual
Report
• Integrated Workforce Plan
• Dumfries and Galloway British
Sign Language Plan

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

• Patient Experience Report
• Healthcare Associated Infections
report

• Patient Services Feedback
Report
• Healthcare Associated Infection
Report
• Spiritual Care, Volunteering and
Patient Services Team Report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm – Acute and Diagnostics

• Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update

• Summary Operational
Performance Report
• Review of Integration Joint Board
Performance Framework
• Strategic Plan for Health and
Social Care 2018-2021
• Quarter 2 and Ministerial
Strategic Group Performance
Update
• Ministerial Strategic Group
Improvement Objectives Draft
Proposal for 2019/20
• Scottish graduate Medical
School Update

Performance Assurance

• Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update

• Quarter 3 Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update
• Health and Social Care Strategic
Plan

Finance & Infrastructure

• Capital Plan 2018/19 – 2022/23
• Financial Plan 2018/19–2020/21
• Financial Performance Update
2017/18
• Procurement Strategy
• Operational Annual Plan

• Financial Performance and
Capital Update – Month 12 to
st
31 March 2018
• Financial Performance 2018/19 –
Month 1 up to 30 April 2018

• Financial Performance Update
• Scheme of Delegation

• Financial Performance Update

• Financial Performance Update
• Capital Update

• Financial Performance Update

Public Health & Strategic
Planning

• Supporting an Increase in
Physical Activity

• Regional Delivery Plan
• Potential Development of
Maggie’s Centre in Dumfries
• Population Health and Wellbeing
Interventions: Cost
Effectiveness and Contribution to
Sustainability of NHS Services

• Regional Delivery Plan
• Nurse Director Post – Trial of
joint arrangements with NHS24
• Scotland’s New Public Health
Priorities – How are they
addresses in Dumfries and
Galloway
• Tobacco Control Update

• Regional Delivery Plan
• Maggie’s Centre Update
• Inequalities and Health
Inequalities Report
• Future Delivery of Vascular
Services for Dumfries and
Galloway

• Regional Delivery Plan
• Potential Development of a
Maggie’s Centre in Dumfries
• Brexit Update

• Regional Delivery Plan
• Potential Development of a
Maggie’s Centre in Dumfries
• Update on National Public Health
Reform

Governance

• Board Briefing
• Board Agenda Matrix
• Various Committee minutes

• Register of Members Interests
• Integration Joint Board
Membership and Substitutes
• Board Briefing
• Various Committee minutes

• Board Briefing
• Various Committee minutes

• Board Briefing
• Freedom of Information Mid-year
Update Report
• Various Committee minutes

• Board Briefing
• Various Committee minutes

•
•
•
•

Board Briefing
FOI Annual Report
NHS Board Dates 2019/20
Various Committee minutes

NHS BOARD AGENDA MATRIX
2019

2020

April

June

August

October

December

February

Meeting Items

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality & Assurance

• Patient Experience Report
• Healthcare Association Infection
Report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm – Women & Childrens
• Child and Young People’s
Improvement Collaborative
• Stillbirth Rates 2019
• Spiritual Care, Volunteering and
Patient Services Team
• Research and Development
Annual Report

Performance Assurance

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

• Integration Joint Board Update
• Performance Report
• Annual Operational Plan

Finance & Infrastructure

• Financial Performance-Month 11
• Financial Plan 2019/20–2021/22
• Capital Plan 2019/20-2021/22

Public Health & Strategic
Planning

• Maggie’s Centre Update
• Equality and Diversity
Mainstreaming Report
• Future delivery of Adult Urology
Services

Governance

•
•
•
•

Corporate Priorities 2019/20
Board Briefing
Various Committee minutes
Defence Employer Recognition
Scheme / Armed Forces
Covenant

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Previous Minute
Matters Arising & Actions List
Any Other Business
Date of next meeting

• Spiritual Care, Volunteering and
Patient Services Team
• Healthcare Associated Infection
Report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm – Mental Health
• Feedback, Comments, Concerns
and Complaints 18-19 Annual
Report
• Patient Experience Report

• Patient Safety Annual Report
• Patient Experience Report
• Healthcare Associated Infection
Report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm – Community Health and
Social Care
• Complaints Annual Report
• Corporate Risk Register

• Patient Experience Report
• Healthcare Associated Infection
Report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm • Risk Management Annual Report

• Patient Experience Report
• Healthcare Associated Infections
report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm • Corporate Risk Register

• Patient Experience Report
• Healthcare Associated Infection
Report
• Improving Safety, Reducing
Harm • Scottish Graduate Medical
School Update – to be added to
April

• Summary Operational
Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update
• Winter Review
• Annual Operational Plan

• Summary Operational
Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update

• Summary Operational
Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update
Outline Winter Plan 2017/18

• Summary Operational
Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update
• Integration Workforce Plan

• Summary Operational
Performance Report
• Integration Joint Board Update

• Financial Performance Update

• Capital & Infrastructure Update
• Financial Performance Update
• Asset Management Strategy

• Capital & Infrastructure Update
• Financial Performance Update

• Capital & Infrastructure Update
• Financial Performance Update

• Capital & Infrastructure Update
• Financial Performance Update

• Regional Planning Update
• Public Health Report – Topic to
be confirmed

• Regional Planning Update
• Public Health Report – Topic to
be confirmed

• Regional Planning Update
• Public Health Report – Topic to
be confirmed

• Regional Planning Update
• Public Health Report – Topic to
be confirmed

• Board Briefing
• Freedom of Information mid-year
update
• Corporate Governance Blueprint
Action Plan Review
• Various Committee minutes

• Corporate Objectives 2020/21 –
Initial thoughts
• Board Briefing
• Code of Corporate Governance
Review
• Various Committee minutes

•
•
•
•

• Draft Corporate Objectives
2020/21
• Corporate Governance Blueprint
Action Plan Review
• FOI Annual Report
• Board Briefing
• Various Committee minutes

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Brexit Update
Regional Planning Update
Maggie’s Centre Update
Future Delivery of Vascular
Services

Register of Members Interests
Board Agenda Matrix
Committee Terms of References
Community Participation and
Engagement Annual Report
• Directors Corporate Objectives
• Board Briefing
• Various Committee minutes

Board Briefing
Board Dates 2019/20
Annual Review 2017/18
Various Committee minutes
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Standing Governance Committee Terms of References
Author:
Laura Geddes
Corporate Business Manager

Sponsoring Director:
Jeff Ace
Chief Executive

Date: 20th May 2019

RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve the Terms of References for each of the 5 Standing
Governance Committees for the Board, in line with the requirements in the Scheme
of Delegation.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper supports the NHS Board’s Standing Orders and the overall Scheme of
Delegation.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
The Terms of References for each of the 5 standing governance committees are
being presented to NHS Board for approval to align the process with both the
Scheme of Delegation and the requirements set out in the Standing orders.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
NHS -

National Health Service
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

NHS Board Standing Orders
Scheme of Delegation

Staffing Implications

No staffing implications were identified when
preparing this paper.

Financial Implications

No financial implications were identified when
preparing this paper
• Audit and Risk Committee
• Healthcare Governance Committee
• Performance Committee
• Person Centered Health and Care Committee
• Staff Governance Committee
• Management Team

Consultation / Consideration

Risk Assessment

No risk assessment
preparing this paper.

was

undertaken

when

Risk Appetite
Low 
Medium
High
Each of the terms of reference sets out the
requirements under legislation for the Board to
comply with. The outcomes from the discussions at
the committees could have an impact on finance,
workforce, reputation or information governance,
therefore, a low risk appetite has been noted.
Sustainability
Compliance
Objectives

Not applicable
with

Corporate This paper supports all Corporate Objectives for the
Board.

Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

•
•
•
•
•

Vision and Leadership
Effective Partnerships
Governance and Accountability
Performance Management
Equality

Impact Assessment
No impact assessment was undertaken when preparing this paper.
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Overview
1.

It is a requirement of the NHS Board to “create such Committees, as are
required by statute, guidance, regulations and Ministerial direction as are
necessary for the economical, efficient and effective governance of its
business.

2.

“The Board shall delegate to such Committees those matters it considers
appropriate. The matters delegated shall be set out in the Terms of
Reference of those Committees.”

3.

The Scheme of Delegation also states that it would be the responsibility of the
NHS Board to approve any changes made to the terms of reference following
establishment.

Terms of Reference
4.

The Board currently has 5 Standing Governance Committee, who have each
been given a different function within the Board to ensure all areas of the
national and local guidance and legislation is covered going forward.

5.

Attached within the appendices are the Terms of References for each of the 5
Standing Governance Committees noted below:
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix 1 – Audit and Risk Committee
Appendix 2 – Healthcare Governance Committee
Appendix 3 – Performance Committee
Appendix 4 – Person Centred Health and Care Committee
Appendix 5 – Staff Governance Committee

6.

In the past committees have been allowed to review and approve their own
terms of reference, however, it has been agreed to bring the process in line
with the Standing Orders and Scheme of Delegation and present the
documents to NHS Board for approval at each of the review stages.

7.

This should not take away the importance each committee has in undertaking
the initial review of the remit and suggesting changes, before recommending
approval of the revised document to the Board.

Timetable for Review
8.

All of the committee terms of reference should be reviewed on an annual
basis, or more frequently should a significant change to the requirements for
the committee occur.

9.

As you will see from the Terms of Reference documents attached they have
all been reviewed at varying times throughout the year. A table has been
included below to demonstrate when the remits were last reviewed and when
the Board can expect to receive them again for review and approval.
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Committee Name

Last review Next Review Committee
date
date
Review
Risk April 2019
April 2020
April 2020

Audit
and
Committee
Healthcare
Governance
Committee
Performance
Committee
Person
Centred
Health and Care
Committee
Staff Governance
Committee

Board
Approval
June 2020

May 2019

May 2020

May 2020

June 2020

March 2019

March 2020

March 2020

April 2020

February
2019

February
2020

April 2020

June 2020

July 2018

July 2019

July 2019

August 2019

10.

The Terms of References for each of the committees are being presented to
Board with this covering paper to allow members to have the opportunity to
review each of the documents and to give formal approval that the current
versions can been fully adopted at committee level.

11.

This will give a baseline for any future changes to the remit to be measured
against when they are brought back for review and approval as per the above
table.

Recommendation
12.

The Board is asked to approve the Terms of References for each of the 5
Standing Governance Committees for the Board, in line with the requirements
in the Scheme of Delegation.
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Appendix 1

Audit and Risk Committee
Terms of Reference
An Audit and Risk Committee has been established to support the Board in their
responsibilities for issues of risk, control and governance and associated assurance
through a process of constructive challenge.
1.

Membership
The Audit and Risk Committee of the Board will consist of:
•
•

Five Non-Executive Board Members
And may include one appointed Lay Member

The Lay Member is considered a full member of the Audit and Risk Committee
with the same responsibilities and voting rights as other members.
The Audit and Risk Committee may also have the following persons in
attendance, as required:
•
•
•
•
•

Chairman of the Board
Chief Executive (Accountable Officer)
Director of Finance
Chief Internal Auditor
Board’s Appointed External Auditor (by Audit Scotland)

The Committee will be chaired by a Non-Executive Board Member.
Directors and Board Members have an open invitation to attend and it should be
noted that the Chairman, Chief Executive and Board’s Appointed Auditor are
expected to exercise this right when the Management Letter, relating to the
Board’s annual accounts, is considered.
2.

Rights
The Committee may:
•
•

Co-opt additional members for a period not exceeding a year to provide
specialist skills, knowledge and experience; and
Procure specialist ad-hoc advice at the expense of the organisation,
subject to budgets agreed by the Board or Accountable Office.
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3.

Reporting Arrangements and Delegated Authority
The Audit and Risk Committee has responsibility to report to NHS Dumfries and
Galloway Health Board on all aspects of financial governance, as set out in the
Code of Corporate Governance, as well as ensuring an effective internal control
environment is in place.
The Chief Internal Auditor will be responsible to the Chief Executive, but has
right of access direct to the Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee.
The Committee will allow time annually for a meeting to discuss specific matters
with the Chief Internal Auditor and External Auditors, without the presence of
either the Director of Finance or Chief Executive.
The Chief Internal Auditor and the representatives of the External Audit team
will have free and confidential access to the Chair of the Audit and Risk
Committee.
The Committee has no executive authority, and is not charged to make or
endorse any decisions, other than the approval of the Board’s accounting
policies, fraud policies, audit plans, Standing Financial Instructions and changes
to bank signatories.
The Committee exists to advise the Board and Accountable Officer who in turn
make the decisions.
The Board authorises the Committee to investigate any activity within its terms
of reference, to request any Board Member or employee to attend a Committee
meeting, and request a written report or seek any information it requires. The
Board directs all employees to co-operate with any Committee request.
The Board authorises the Committee to obtain outside legal or other
independent professional advice, and to secure the attendance of outsiders with
relevant experience and expertise if it considers this necessary.
The Board authorise the Committee to co-opt members for a period up to one
year, with the approval of the Board and Accountable Officer, to provide
specialist skills, knowledge and experience, which the Committee needs at a
particular time. NB. A co-opted member is an individual who is not a member of
NHS Dumfries and Galloway, and is not to be counted as part of the
Committee’s quorum.
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4.

Role and Function
The Audit and Risk Committee will advise the Board and Accountable Officer
on:
Governance
• The strategic processes for risk, control and governance that support the
Governance Statement.
• Approve changes to Standing Financial Instructions.
• Approve changes to bank account signatories.
• Oversee the Board’s Internal Control Systems and financial risk by means
of:
o Reviewing the Board’s systems of Internal Control
o Evaluating the environment, in which, the internal controls work
o Evaluating the decision making process of the Board
• Helping the Accountable Officer and NHS Board formulate their assurance
needs with regard to risk management, governance and internal control.
• To review, discuss and assess the effectiveness of organisational risk
management.
Risk
• Monitor financial risk management to the Audit and Risk Committee.
• Gain assurance that financial risk and changes in risk are being monitored.
• Periodically reviews the Board’s Risk Management Strategy and advise the
Board of the Committee’s views as to its adequacy.
• To form an opinion on the exposure to risk relevant to the Board’s Risk
Appetite, and the adequacy and effectiveness of the systems of internal
control for individual areas/subjects.
• Consider the Corporate Risk Register and risk management arrangements
for key organisational projects on a quarterly basis.
• Draw attention to weaknesses in systems of risk management, governance
and internal control, making suggestions as to how these weaknesses can
be addressed.
• To review, discuss and assess organisational risk and seek assurance that
effective risk management systems are in place.
The Committee has no executive authority, and has no role in the executive
decision-making in relation to the management of risk.
However the Committee shall seek assurance that:
•
•

There is a comprehensive risk management system in place to identify,
assess, manage and monitor risk at all levels of the organisation.
There is appropriate ownership of risk in the organisation and that there is
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an effective culture of risk management.
The Board has clearly defined its risk appetite (ie. the amount of risk that
the Board is prepared to accept, tolerate, or be exposed to at any time),
and that the Executive’s approach to risk management is consistent with
that appetite.

•

In order to discharge its advisory role to the Board and Accountable Officer, and
to inform its assessment on the state of corporate governance, internal control
and risk management, the Committee shall:
•

At each meeting, receive and review a report summarising any significant
changes to the Board’s corporate risk register, what plans are in place to
manage them and to review the full Corporate Risk Register at least once
per year. The Committee may also elect to occasionally receive
information on significant risks held on other risk registers held in the
organisation.
Consider whether the Corporate Risk Register is an appropriate reflection
of the key risks to the Board.
Consider the impact of changes to the risk register on the assurance
needs of the Board and the Accountable Officer, and communicate any
issues when required.
Reflect on the assurances that have been received to date, and identify
whether entries on the Board’s risk management system require to be
updated.
Receive an annual report on risk management, confirming whether or not
there have been adequate and effective risk management arrangements
throughout the year, and highlighting any material areas of risk.

•
•
•
•

Whilst the Committee shall seek assurance on the overall system of risk
management for all risks and risks pertinent to its core functions, the Board’s
Healthcare Governance Committee shall provide particular oversight to clinical
risks and all matters relating to the Board’s legal duty to monitor and improve
the quality of health care which it provides (Reference: S12H of National Health
Service (Scotland) Act 1978).
The Staff Governance Committee shall have particular oversight of risks relating
to their committee and to the governance of staff.
Audit
•
•

Approve all Audit Plans, including those submitted by External Auditors.
Take responsibility for overall audit arrangements.
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Internal Audit
•

Keep under review the role, function and performance of the Board’s
Internal Audit service, by means of:
• Regular review of the Internal Audit Strategy and Plan.
• Receiving copies of all Limited Assurance Internal Audit reports.
• Reviewing action taken by the Chief Executive and others on audit
recommendations.
• Reviewing the annual report of the Chief Internal Auditor.

External Audit
•

Keep under review the External Audit arrangements, by means of:
• Reviewing the external audit strategy and plan.
• Holding discussions at appropriate intervals with external auditors.
• Reviewing the external audit management letters on annual accounts.

Financial and Annual Accounts Reporting
•

Keep under review and monitor adherence to the Board’s Standing
Financial Instructions and Standing Orders, by means of:
• Reviewing all proposed changes to Standing Financial Instructions and
Standing Orders.
• Examining the circumstances associated with each occasion when
Standing Orders are waived or Standing Financial Instructions set
aside.
• The accounting policies, the accounts, and the annual report of the
organisation, including the process for review of the accounts prior to
submission for audit, levels of error identified, and management’s letter
of representation to the external auditors.

Fraud
•
•

Approval of the Counter Fraud policies and arrangements for special
investigations.
The Board will appoint a Counter Fraud Champion to support Audit and
Risk Committee. The Counter Fraud Champion will have a direct influence
on the agenda when fraud is discussed.

Information Assurance
•

5.

Information Assurance Committee formally reports to Audit and Risk
Committee and as such will be provided with a quarterly summary report
and an Annual Report.

Objectives
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The Audit and Risk Committee will ensure NHS Dumfries and Galloway act
within statutory financial and other constraints, as set out in the Code of
Corporate Governance, as well as ensuring effective internal control. The
Committee will provide the Board with the means of an objective review of the:
•
•

•

Management of the NHS Board activities in accordance with the laws
and regulations governing the NHS.
Internal control systems which should be designed to:
• safeguard assets
• avoid waste
• avoid inefficiency
• produce accurate financial information; and
• seek value for money
To receive assurances on the management of operational and strategic
risks from across the organisation.

The existence of an Audit and Risk Committee will also convey to staff and the
public the importance that the Board attach to internal control.
6.

Confidentiality
There may be times when members will be required to treat discussions,
documents or other information relating to the work of Dumfries and Galloway
Health Board in a confidential manner. Members will often receive information
of a private nature which is not yet public, or which perhaps would not be
intended to be public. Members must always respect the confidential nature of
such information and comply with the requirement to keep such information
private.
It is unacceptable for members to disclose any information to which they have
privileged access, for example derived from a confidential document or from a
private meeting, either orally or in writing. In the case of other documents and
information, members are requested to exercise judgement as to what should or
should not be made available to outside bodies or individuals. In any event,
such information should never be used for the purposes of personal or financial
gain or for political purposes or used in such a way as to bring Dumfries and
Galloway Health Board into disrepute.

7.

Agendas and Papers
Agendas will be agreed in advance of the meeting with the Committee Chair
and papers prepared, where possible, using the Board’s approved format.

Papers will be required to be submitted two weeks prior to the meeting and
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distributed to Committee members ten consecutive days in advance of the
meeting, where possible.
8.

Quorum
The Committee will be quorate with two Non-Executive Board members, in
addition to the Chair of the Committee.
No decisions shall be made at a meeting of the committee, unless the minimum
number of Non-Executive Board Members are present. Only items for noting
will be considered if the meeting does not meet the minumum quorate levels.
There may be occasions when, due to the unavailability of the Non-Executive
Committee members, the Committee Chair will ask for other Non-Executive
Board Members to act as members of the Committee so that quorum is
achieved. At the start of the meeting, the Committee Chair will confirm that they
are content that the meeting meets quoracy requirements. The Chair of the
Board cannot act as a quorate member of the Committee in this circumstance.
The Committee is required to provide appropriate assurance with regards to the
delivery of Best Value in compliance with the Board’s annually approved Best
Value Framework.

9.

Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet on at least a quarterly basis throughout any given
financial year for a maximum of 3 hours per meeting.
The Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee may convene additional meetings,
as deemed necessary.
The Board or Accountable Officer may ask the Audit and Risk Committee to
convene further meetings to discuss particular issues on which they wish the
Committee’s advice.

10.

Support
To enable the Audit and Risk Committee to properly fulfil its role:
•

Director of Finance will bring regular reports to the Committee on the
Board’s financial control systems and their operational effectiveness.

•

Chief Internal Auditor will bring to each Audit and Risk Committee
meeting copies of all Limited Assurance audit reports completed since
the previous meeting. Where matters of major concern are raised, the
Audit and Risk Committee may require the responsible manager to
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attend to discuss the matters raised.
•

11.

The Chair will present to each Audit and Risk Committee member, at
least annually, a self assessment questionnaire designed to review the
effectiveness of the working of the committee.

Review
The Terms of Reference will be reviewed on an annual basis.

Author
Jennifer Wilson
Laura Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
Laura Geddes
Laura Geddes
Lesley Bass
Lesley Bass
Lesley Bass
Lesley Bass

Designation
Corporate Business Manager
EA to Director of Finance
Corporate Business Manager
EA to Director of Finance
Corporate Business Manager
EA to Director of Finance
EA to Director of Finance
EA to Director of Finance
EA to Director of Finance
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Published
January 2014
February 2014
June 2014
February 2015
December 2015
March 2016
September 2016
March 2018
April 2019

Review
June 2014
June 2014
June 2015
February 2016
December 2015
March 2017
September 2017
March 2019
April 2020

Appendix 2

Healthcare Governance Committee
Terms of Reference

1

Membership
The Healthcare Governance Committee of the Board consists of:
• Six non-executive members of the Board, one of whom shall be
appointed as the Chair and one of whom shall be the Area Clinical
Forum Chair
• Associate Medical Director (Acute)
• GP Representative
• Infection Control Doctor
• one lay person
The Chief Executive, Medical Director, Nurse Director, Chief Operating
Officer and the Director of Public Health will attend. The Infection Control
Manager will also attend. Other Directors or Non-Executive Members have
an open invitation to attend.

2

Reporting Arrangements
Meetings of the Committee will be closed in accordance with the Board’s
Standing Orders but minutes of meetings will be reported directly to the
Board open session after approval in draft by the Chair.
The Chair of the Committee will provide a verbal report following each
meeting to the first available Board meeting.

3

Role and Function
The Healthcare Governance Committee shall provide assurance to the
Board that appropriate systems and structures are in place to effectively
manage:
• clinical governance;
• non-financial risk management;
• external audit performance review (clinical);
• healthcare associated infection;
• patient feedback (including complaints);
• adverse incidents;
• patient safety;
• quality improvement;
• public protection;
• child protection
The Healthcare Governance Committee will not consider operational matters
relating to these activities but will receive regular reports highlighting areas of
risk and actions being taken to address these for assurance purposes.
MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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The Healthcare Governance Committee will also review major reports into
NHS system failings to identify the implications for locally provided services
and to endorse action plans for correcting any perceived deficiencies. The
Committee will then monitor progress.
The following groups / committees will report to the Healthcare Governance
Committee:
• Infection Control Committee
• Blood Transfusion Committee
• Patient Safety Group
• Healthcare Scientist Forum
• Health Child Protection Committee
• Health Adult Support and Protection Committee
• Organ Donation Committee
• Resuscitation Committee
4

Objectives
Effective healthcare governance will provide assurance to the Board,
patients, public, staff and managers that:
• quality of clinical care drives decision-making about the provision,
organisation and management of services within NHS Dumfries and
Galloway;
• the planning and delivery of services takes full account of the
perspective of patients, carers and families;
• care delivered within NHS Dumfries and Galloway meets relevant
standards;
• the quality and safety of care provided to patients is monitored
effectively;
• the NHS locally learns, and applies the lessons learned, from patient
feedback (including complaints) and adverse incidents; and
• the lessons learned from investigations in other NHS organisations
are examined and applied appropriately.

5.

Confidentiality
There may be times when you will be required to treat discussions,
documents or other information relating to the work of Dumfries ad Galloway
Health Board in a confidential manner. You will often receive information of a
private nature which is not yet public, or which perhaps would not be
intended to be public. You must always respect the confidential nature of
such information and comply with the requirement to keep such information
private.
It is unacceptable to disclose any information to which you have privileged
access, for example derived from a confidential document or from a private
meeting, either orally or in writing. In the case of other documents and
information, you are requested to exercise your judgement as to what should
or should not be made available to outside bodies or individuals. In any
event, such information should never be used for the purposes of personal or
MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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financial gain or for political purposes or used in such a way as to bring
Dumfries and Galloway Health Board into disrepute.
5

Agendas and Papers
Agenda and papers will be circulated two weeks prior to the meeting.

6

Quorum
The Committee will be quorate with four members including the Chair, two
Non Executive Members and one other Member.

7

Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet every two months.

8

Support
To enable the Healthcare Governance Committee to properly fulfill its role
administrative support will be provided from the Nurse Director’s Office.

9

Best Value
The Committee is required to provide appropriate assurance with regards to
the delivery of Best Value in compliance with the Board’s annually approved
Best Value Framework.

Author
Jennifer Wilson
Hazel Borland
Hazel Borland
Hazel Borland
Hazel Borland

Designation
Board Administrator
Nurse Director
Nurse Director
Nurse Director
Nurse Director

Hazel Borland
Jennifer Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
Laura Geddes

Nurse Director
Corporate Business Manager
Corporate Business Manager
Corporate Business Manager

Laura Geddes
Laura Geddes
Eddie Docherty

Corporate Business Manager
Corporate Business Manager
Nurse Director

Published
August 2008

January 2014
June 2014

May 2019
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Review
August 2009
May 2010
May 2011
May 2012
March 2013
(additional)
May 2013
June 2014
June 2015
June 2016
September 2016
September 2017
May 2018
May 2020

Appendix 3
Performance Committee
Terms of Reference
1

Membership
The Performance Committee of the Board will consist of:
• The Chairman of the Board plus
• Five Non-Executive Members
• The Chief Executive
• The Director of Finance
The Chairman of the Board will undertake the role of Chair of the Committee.
The Vice-Chair of the Board will undertake the role of Chair for this Committee, in
the absence of the Chairman of the Board.
The Chief Operating Officer will be in attendance.
The Non-Executive membership will include a Chair of at least one of the
governance committees; that is Healthcare Governance, Staff Governance
Person Centred Health and Care Committee and Audit and Risk Committee.
All Directors or Non-Executive Members have an open invitation to attend this
committee.

2

Reporting Arrangements
The Performance Committee meetings will be closed meetings, in accordance
with the Board’s Standing Orders, but minutes of meetings will be reported
directly to the Board’s open session once approved in draft by the Chairman of
the Board.
The Chair of the Committee will provide a verbal report at any NHS Board
meeting where the Performance Committee minute is being presented for
information.

3

Role and Function
The Performance Committee will have deferred authority from the Board to
approve time critical issues that fall outwith the bi-monthly Board meeting cycle.
The specific focus of the Performance Committee will be to review, discuss and
assess the effectiveness of:
•
•
•
•

Plans to achieve financial balance
Revenue and Capital Plans
Performance against Local Delivery Plan/targets
Outcomes from Board investment decisions
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•
•
•

Achievement of Efficiency targets
Boards Strategic Plans
Financial governance, strategic and operational risks and how they are
being managed

In addition, the Committee has a specific role in relation to major capital
developments.
4

Objectives
The Performance Committee will ensure that NHS Dumfries and Galloway meets
its obligations across a range of activities including:
•
•
•
•
•

Financial Governance
Scrutiny of specific investments to ascertain value for money
Delivery of Best Value
Review the financial governance elements of the corporate risk register on
an annual basis.
To receive assurances on the management of financial and operational
risks.

The Performance Committee will have deferred authority from the Board to
approve time critical issues that fall outwith the bi-monthly Board meeting cycle.
For these items, the Performance Committee will note within the minute that they
are making the decision as a quasi-board. All NHS Board Members will be made
aware of these items being taken to Performance Committee in advance of the
meeting, where possible, and papers of the Committee will be made available to
all Board Members.
5

Confidentiality
There may be times when members will be required to treat discussions,
documents or other information relating to the work of Dumfries and Galloway
Health Board in a confidential manner. Members will often receive information of
a private nature which is not yet public, or which perhaps would not be intended
to be public. Members must always respect the confidential nature of such
information and comply with the requirement to keep such information private.
It is unacceptable to disclose any information to which members have privileged
access, for example derived from a confidential document or from a private
meeting, either orally or in writing. In the case of other documents and
information, members are requested to exercise judgement as to what should or
should not be made available to outside bodies or individuals. In any event, such
information should never be used for the purposes of personal or financial gain or
for political purposes or used in such a way as to bring Dumfries and Galloway
Health Board into disrepute.
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6

Agendas and Papers
Agendas will be agreed in advance of the meeting and papers prepared using the
agreed Committee template.
Papers will be required to be submitted two weeks prior to the meeting and
distributed to Committee members ten consecutive days in advance of the
meeting, where possible.

7

Quorum
The Committee will be quorate with four members including the Chair, two NonExecutive Members and one Executive Member.

8

Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet at least four times throughout any given year.

9

Support
To enable the Performance Committee to properly fulfil its role:

10

•

The Director of Finance will make regular reports to the Committee on
the Board’s financial performance.

•

Finance Directorate will provide adequate administrative support to the
Committee concerning the preparation of papers, minute taking duties and
any other activities requested by the Committee.

Best Value
The Committee is required to provide appropriate assurance with regards to the
delivery of Best Value in compliance with the Board’s annually approved Best
Value Framework.

11

Review
The Terms of Reference will be reviewed on an annual basis.
Author
Katy Lewis
Jennifer Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
Katy Lewis
Katy Lewis
Katy Lewis
Katy Lewis
Katy Lewis

Designation
Deputy Director of Finance
Corporate Business Manager
Corporate Business Manager
Director of Finance
Director of Finance
Director of Finance
Director of Finance
Director of Finance
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Published
May 2013
January 2014
June 2014
August 2014
February 2015
July 2016
January 2018
March 2019

Review
May 2014
June 2014
June 2015
June 2015
February 2016
July 2017
January 2019
March 2020

Appendix 4
Person Centred Health and Care Committee
Terms of Reference

1

Membership
This Committee of the Board will consist of:
• two non-executive members of the Board, one of whom will be appointed
as Chair
•

Member of the Integration Joint Board

•

Chair of the Area Partnership Forum

•

Chair of the Area Clinical Forum

•

Spiritual Care Lead representing all faith groups

•

Member from the University of the West of Scotland

•

Two lay members

•

Carer Representative

•

Scottish Care Representative

•

Representatives from Primary and Community Care, Acute Services and
Mental Services

•

Social Work Services and Council Representation

•

Third Sector Representation

In attendance
Director of Nursing, Midwifery and AHP; Interim Director of Public Health;
Director of Workforce; Associate Director for AHPs (Patient Experience Lead)
Head of Strategic Planning, Equality and Diversity Lead, Volunteer Coordinator, Medical Director
Other staff or agencies may be requested to attend on an ad hoc basis as
required.

2

Reporting Arrangements
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Meetings of the Committee will be closed meetings in accordance with the
Board’s Standing Orders but minutes of the meetings will be reported directly to
the Board’s open session after approval by the Chair.
The Chair of the Committee will provide a verbal report following each meeting
to the first available Board meeting.
3

Role and Function
The Person Centred Health and Care Committee is a multidisciplinary and multi
agency leadership resource which:
• Champions, leads, helps to shape, influences and determines priorities
regarding person centred care working in partnership across the Health
and Social Care Partnership
• Oversees progress towards delivery of our vision
• Is actively developing, seeking and sharing innovation and learning.
Our work is focussed upon supporting the delivery of the CORE values of
Compassion, Openness, Respect and Excellence and those of the Person
Centred Health and Care Committee below:
“Health and social care and support that places what is important to people at
the centre of all that we do”

4

Objectives
To oversee delivery of:
• Spiritual care approaches that reflect the terms of NHS HDL (2002) 76, and
CEL 2008 (49) adhering to the principles outlined therein and ensuring that
spiritual care is available to patients, their families, Carers and staff in ways
that are responsive to their needs.
• A programme of work to measure and improve the experience of person
centred care.
• A programme of work which aims to build community resilience and health
and wellbeing within the context of the Person Centred Health and Care
Programme
• Programmes that are co-produced with people themselves and our partners
in health and social care, community development, third sector and
independent partners

5

Agendas and Papers
Agenda and papers will be circulated two weeks prior to the meeting.

6

Quorum
The Committee will be quorate with six members, including the Chair.
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Vice-Chair will be the second Non-Executive member and will Chair
the meetings as required.
7

Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet every two months.

8

Support
Administrative support will be provided from the Associate Director for AHPs
Office.

9

Best Value
The Committee is required to provide appropriate assurance with regards to the
delivery of Best Value in compliance with the Board’s annually approved Best
Value Framework.

10

Confidentiality
There may be times when you will be required to treat discussions, documents
or other information relating to the work of Dumfries ad Galloway Health Board
in a confidential manner. You will often receive information of a private nature
which is not yet public, or which perhaps would not be intended to be public.
You must always respect the confidential nature of such information and comply
with the requirement to keep such information private.
It is unacceptable to disclose any information to which you have privileged
access, for example derived from a confidential document or from a private
meeting, either orally or in writing. In the case of other documents and
information, you are requested to exercise your judgement as to what should or
should not be made available to outside bodies or individuals. In any event,
such information should never be used for the purposes of personal or financial
gain or for political purposes or used in such a way as to bring Dumfries and
Galloway Health Board into disrepute.

Author
Hazel Borland
Jennifer Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
Hazel Borland
Eddie Docherty
Joan Pollard
Joan Pollard
Joan Pollard

Designation
Nurse Director
Corporate Business Manager
Corporate Business Manager
Nurse Director
Nursing, Midwifery & AHP Director
Associate Director AHP
Associate Director AHP
Associate Director AHP
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Appendix 5
STAFF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

Terms of Reference

1

Membership
The Staff Governance Committee of the Board will consist of:
•

Board Chairman

•

4 Non Executive Board Members

•

Employee Director

•

3 Staff Side Representatives nominated by the Area Partnership Forum

Meetings will be chaired either by alternation or other arrangement by mutual
agreement, by a Chair who is an Non Executive Member nominated by the
Chairman of Dumfries & Galloway NHS Board or the Employee Director who as
Vice Chair will deputise for the Chair in his/her absence.
Directors have a right to attend.
Other staff may attend meetings for particular subjects as necessary.

2

Reporting Arrangements
Staff Governance Committee reports to the NHS Board.

3

Role and Function
The Staff Governance Committee shall
•

agree, monitor and review objectives to improve the standards of Staff
Governance in the light of national and local priorities together with the
results of the Staff Survey and the Staff Governance Action Plan

•

review corporate Staff Governance risks and mitigation plans to provide
assurance to the Board that Staff Governance risks are adequately
controlled

•

ensure appropriate structures and processes are in place in relation to
Staff Governance matters to provide assurance to the Board

•

oversee the development, delivery and monitoring of the Staff
Governance elements of the Local Delivery Plan

•

exercise delegated authority on behalf of Dumfries & Galloway NHS
Board for matters relevant to the Committee’s role and remit

•

ensure there is adequate communications between the Committee
Partnership arrangements and staff to support delivery of the Staff
Governance Standards

•

hold forums in conjunction with Area Partnership Forum to support
developments and achievements in Staff Governance Standards and
stimulate engagement by Staff in Corporate Goals and Objectives as
necessary and appropriate.

The Staff Governance Committee will have the following groups / committees
reporting to it
•

4

Remuneration Sub Committee

Objectives
The objective of the Staff Governance Committee is to support the creation and
sustaining of a culture where the highest standard possible of staff management
is understood to be the responsibility of everyone working within Dumfries &
Galloway NHS Board and which is built upon partnership and collaboration.

5

Agendas and Papers
Agendas will be agreed in advance of the meeting and papers prepared using
the Board format. Papers will be circulated to members 10 working days in
advance for each scheduled meeting.
The minutes will be agreed with the Chair and then distributed to the Committee
members and all Board Members via the Board agenda item ‘Governance’.

6

Quorum
The Committee will be quorate with four members present, 2 of whom must be
drawn from the Chairman/Non Executive Board Members and 2 from the
Employee Director/Staff Side Representative Members.

7

Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet bi-monthly. Other meetings may be agreed to discuss
particular issues as required.

8

Support
Support will be provided from the Workforce Director’s office.

9

Review
The Terms of Reference will be reviewed on an annual basis.

10

Best Value
The Committee is required to provide appropriate assurance with regards to the
delivery of Best Value in compliance with the Board’s annually approved Best
Value Framework.

Author
Arlene Melbourne

Designation
Executive Assistant

Published
July 2018

Review
July 2019
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Community Participation and Engagement – Annual Report
Author:
Laura Geddes
Corporate Business Manager

Sponsoring Director:
Jeff Ace
Chief Executive

Date: 11th May 2019
RECOMMENDATION
The Board are asked to approve the Community Participation and Engagement
Annual Report at Appendix 1.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper supports the Board’s requirements around Participation Requests, as set
out in the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
As part of the requirements within the legislation the Board is required to develop
procedures for handling both the Participation Requests and Community Asset
Transfer requests, as well as implementing strategies to support the processes.
In addition to this, the Board are required to produce and publish an annual report on
the progress that has been made to ensure compliance with the legislation and
publicises the requests that have been received by the Board in relation to either a
Participation Request or a Community Asset Transfer.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
NHS -

National Health Service

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015

Staffing Implications

Impact on staffing has been noted within this paper.

Financial Implications

No financial impact has been identified whilst
developing the procedure and strategy

Consultation / Consideration

Initial consultation around this has been undertaken
with Board Management Team.
Further consultation with wider groups needs to be
undertaken as part of the whole process and to
ensure we comply with the national legislation.

Risk Assessment

No risk assessment was undertaken as part of this
paper.

Risk Appetite
Low
Medium 
High
The processes for Participation Requests and
Community Asset Transfers aims to work closely
with the community groups to improve services and
provisions for the community. If requests are not
handled correctly it could have a detrimental effect
on the Board’s reputation, therefore a medium
tolerance has been noted.
Not applicable

Sustainability
Compliance
Objectives

with

Corporate The delivery of the procedure and strategy will
comply with all corporate objectives.

Local Outcome Improvement Outcomes 6 and 8
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

•
•
•
•

Effective Partnerships
Governance and Accountability
Use of Resources
Equality

Impact Assessment
Impact assessments are undertaken as part of the process for each application as it
is received and handled by the Board.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Appendix 1

Community Participation
and Engagement
Annual Report 2018/19

Introduction
1.

The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 was issued in July 2015.
This Act is presented in 12 part, which are noted below for information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part 1 – National Outcomes
Part 2 – Community Planning
Part 3 – Participation Request
Part 4 – Community Rights to Buy Land
Part 5 – Asset Transfer Requests
Part 6 – Delegation of Forestry Commissioners’ Function
Part 7 – Football Clubs
Part 8 – Common Good Property
Part 9 – Allotments
Part 10 – Participation in Public Decision-Making
Part 11 – Non-Domestic Rates
Part 12 - General

2.

The Act aims to cover all public sector organisations, therefore, a number of
the sections do not apply to the NHS.

3.

To comply with the Act, NHS Dumfries and Galloway must adhere to Parts 3
and 5, the Participation Requests and Asset Transfer Requests.

Part 5 – Asset Transfer Request
4.
An Asset Transfer Request is a request in relation to land owned by the
relevant authority, where a request have been put forward for the ownership
of the land to be transferred to a Community Transfer Body.
5.

If the land or building being requested is leased by the relevant authority, the
Community Transfer Body has the right to request that the property be leased
to the Community Transfer Body for the term not exceeding the contractual
lease arrangements already in place with the public body.

6.

Guidance is held within the Act around the eligibility criteria for a
Community Transfer body, which could be an existing Scottish Chartable
Organisation or Community Benefit Society and must have no fewer than 20
members.

Part 3 – Participation Requests
7.
A Participation Request is a request for a pre-existing body to participate in an
outcome improvement programme for a specific service or project.
8.

Requests of this type can only be made by a Community Participation Body,
which is explained in the Act as a group where the majority of members are
members of that community and must have a written constitution, for example
a Community Council.
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9.

In making such a request, the Community Participation Body must specify the
reasons for the request and also the potential outcome that could come out of
a successful change to service delivery.

10.

It should be noted that a Participation Request can be submitted to one or
multiple public bodies to review and make a decision on, in line with their
procedures.

11.

For requests with multiple public authorities it is essential that we follow
similar procedures to ensure a consistent approach, whether the request is
being presented to the Health Board or the Local Authority.

NHS Board Requirements
12.
To comply with the Act, the NHS Board must undertake a number of actions,
which are noted below:
•

Develop a Community Participation and Engagement Strategy and
publish it for public review.

•

Develop a Community Asset Transfer Strategy and publish it for public
review.

•

Develop a Community Asset Transfer Procedure and publish it for
public review.

•

Develop a Participation Request Strategy and publish it for public
review.

•

Develop a Participation Request procedure and publish it for public
review.

•

Create a page on the Board’s external website which is easily
accessed and contains all of the above documents.

•

Take an Annual Report to NHS Board charting the requests that have
been received, the decision that was made and how the Board came to
that decision, whether the request was approved or rejected.

Community Participation and Engagement
13.

A Community Participation and Engagement Strategy has been developed
and has been published on the Health Board’s public website.

14.

This strategy provides an overarching vision of how NHS Dumfries and
Galloway aim to improve and sustain our local health services within the
region.
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Participation Requests Progress Update
15.

A process for handling Participation Requests received into the Health Board
has been developed and has been published on the Board’s public website
The process has been prepared in conjunction with the guidance and also the
procedure set out by Dumfries and Galloway Council, to ensure a consistent
approach is defined as per the recommendations within the Act.

16.

To date no Participation Requests have been received by the Board.

Community Asset Transfer Progress Update
17.

NHS Dumfries and Galloway have a number of properties within the estate,
which would be eligible under Part 3 of the Community Empowerment
(Scotland) Act 2015. A map of the property locations and a more detailed list
has been published on the Board’s public website for review.

18.

To date the Board has received one Asset Transfer Request, the details of
which are noted below. Upon receipt of the initial information a meeting was
arranged with the requester to gather more information. Following the
meeting the Scottish Government Asset Transfer Request form was issued,
however, no further information has been received.

Community
Date Request
Property being
Transfer Body
received
requested
Dumfries
and Note of interest The
former
Galloway Care received
Ambulance
Trust
8th May 2018
Station
and
Boilerhouse
on
the Nithbank Site

Support in Mind
Scotland

Note of interest Mountainhall
received
House
16th August 2018 Kaleidoscope

Request Status
Dumfries and Galloway
Care
Trust
formally
withdrew
the
interest
expressed in the The
former Ambulance Station
and Boilerhouse on the
Nithbank Site
Support in Mind have
been
progressing
a
feasibility study and a
meeting
has
been
arranged on the 5th of
June with the Estates and
Property team to take the
formal
process
of
application forward .

Published Information
19.

The Act mentions that to ensure compliance with the legislation public sector
organisations are required to publish a selection of data on their external
website for easy reference.
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20.

NHS Dumfries and Galloway have created a page on their public website to
give details of how a Community Transfer Body and Community Participation
Body can apply for a Participation Request or an Asset Transfer Request.
The page contains details of the requests that have been received, the
outcome of the decision process for each request and a copy of the
Community Participation and Engagement Annual Reports.

21.

For easy reference the page on the Board’s public website can be found
under the About Us section, which contains the basic information that the
community bodies will need to begin the request process. The web page
address has been noted below:
http://www.nhsdg.scot.nhs.uk/About_Us/Community_Engagement

Conclusion
22.

NHS Dumfries and Galloway aim to work closely with community bodies to
handle all requests received in a timeous manner and to provide support and
guidance to the requester, as required.

23.

A full report will be presented to the NHS Board on an annual basis, with all
requests being highlighted to the Board’s Management Team throughout the
year, to ensure a consistent and well managed approach to the way the
requests are handled within the specified timelines.
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Directors’ Corporate Objectives
Author:
Jeff Ace
Chief Executive

Sponsoring Director:
Jeff Ace
Chief Executive

Date: 30th May 2019
RECOMMENDATION
NHS Board is asked to discuss and note how the priorities agreed at Board in
April 2019 will be reflected in Director objectives for the year.
This paper should be considered in the context of the Board’s Strategic Objectives,
The Cabinet Secretary’s Ministerial Priorities and the Strategic Plan of the Integration
Joint Board.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper supports the Board’s Strategic objectives, the Cabinet Secretary’s
Ministerial Priorities and the Strategic Plan of the Integration Joint Board.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
The paper sets out how Director objectives will reflect the priority work areas agreed
at April Board and highlights how performance will be managed to ensure progress.
It is important to note that the priorities represent a very challenging workload for a
system already stretched by workforce, service and financial pressures. The Director
objectives will by necessity involve the exclusion of some other work programmes or
at least their relegation to proceeding at a slower pace.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
CAMHS
MAPPA
AOP
IJB
CEO
COO
DoF
KPIs
EU
SLA
SMC

-

Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services
Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements
Annual Operational Plan
Integration Joint Board
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Director of Finance
Key Performance Indicators
European Union
Service Level Agreement
Scottish Medicines Consortium
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

This paper set outs how Director objectives are
being shaped to meet operational priorities for
19/20 that will deliver against all strategic objectives

Staffing Implications

Individual work-streams arising from these priorities
will be assessed for workforce implications and
taken forward in partnership.

Financial Implications

Individual work-streams arising from these priorities
will be assessed for financial implications.

Consultation / Consideration

Draft priorities for 19/20 have been agreed at
Board. Work-streams arising from these will require
appropriate engagement.

Risk Assessment

Risk assessments will be integrated into individual
work-streams.

Risk Appetite

Low
Medium X
High
The priorities encompass a range of different risks
(and appetites).

Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

All work-streams
sustainability.

with

will

need

to

demonstrate

Corporate These are designed to aid practical progress
against corporate objectives

Local Outcome Improvement These are designed to aid practical progress
Plan (LOIP)
against LOIP objectives

Best Value

Individual work-streams arising from these priorities
will be assessed to maximise value.

Impact Assessment
EQIAs will accompany relevant work programmes.
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Executive Summary
Directors have drafted objectives to align with the priorities agreed at the April NHS
Board. This paper highlights broad themes but does not identify details of individual
objectives which will be discussed in detail at the Remuneration Committee.
Background
Annual priorities are derived from a number of separate drivers.
Strategic Planning and Commissioning of services now rests with the Integrated
Joint Board which sets out its aims in its Strategic Plan. However the NHS Board
retains its own high level corporate objectives and sets individual objectives for
Directors and Managers to align with these goals.
The NHS Board is also required to agree with Scottish Government an Annual
Operational Plan that sets out performance and financial trajectories that conform to
ministerial priorities.
The NHS Board’s risk management processes aim to identify and manage risks to
population health or health services and create.
Ideally, the NHS Board needs to create a set of annual priorities that align these
drivers to create clarity for managers and the wider service as to the key areas of
delivery for the year.
Annual objectives for Directors are agreed between Chief Executive and the Director
before being finalised at Remuneration Committee. The Chief Executive’s objectives
are agreed first with the Chair, then again ratified through the Committee. This is a
national process with clear guidance on weighting and scoring of objectives.
Progress against objectives is reviewed at half year and full year, with results subject
to ratification by Scottish Government. This process is currently underway in NHS
D&G.

2019/20 Draft Board Delivery Priorities and corresponding Objectives
1) Ministerial Priorities
The Board will link an explicit block of the Corporate Objectives with Ministers’
priorities. Each Director (including the CEO) will have at least one objective linked
directly to these priorities.
a) Elective Waits (including Cancer)
Trajectories are being agreed with Scottish Government as part of our Annual
Operational Plan. These are challenging, and will require both service redesign and
allocation of additional elective funding.
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Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•

Delivering AOP trajectories for 2019/20
Using the Scheduled Care Board to demonstrate progress towards
sustainable balance between demand and capacity

b) Integration
The recent Audit Scotland Report (Nov 18) requires some interpretation but provides
the basis of an action plan that can be used to frame progress. Leadership on
Integration (for the NHS Board) will again rest with CEO, however success here will
rely on an effective collaborative approach between Health Board, Local Authority
and the Integrated Joint Board.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•
•

Sign-off of agreed governance ‘map’ by the IJB and its parent bodies.
Management structure review to align responsibilities with key areas for
improvement
Delivery of improvements set out in the IJB Strategic Plan.

c) Mental Health
There is significant work ongoing at national level to develop mental health
improvement strategies. These, together with traditional access targets will form the
core of our improvement priorities for Mental Health Services. To emphasise the
importance of this work-stream, 2019/20 will be the first year that each Director will
be allocated a specific Mental Health delivery objective.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•
•
•

Review of Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA)
Review of national “safe staffing” toolkits on establishments
Implementation of ring fenced mental health funding to maximum effect
Delivery of the improvement trajectories for CAMHs and Psychological
Therapies.

2) Capital Planning
The successful move from Crichton Hall into Mountainhall Treatment Centre will
allow us to develop the next phase of service and capital plans for that sight. Specific
objectives will fall to the CEO and Director of Finance and will be delivered through
the Strategic Capital Programme Board.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•
•

Commissioning of Forensic facility at Mountainhall.
Move of Ophthalmology services from the old Ward 17 to our Day Surgery
facility
Redevelopment of the Darataigh facility
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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•
•

Progress on relocation of staff from Nithbank Hospital and progress towards
sale of associated land and buildings.
Implementation of any lessons derived from the national review of Queen
Elizabeth Hospital.

3) Financial Planning & Delivery
Board members will be aware of the extraordinary financial challenge facing the
Board in its target of achieving breakeven. The DoF, COO and CEO will coordinate a
project management structure to maximise potential cost savings delivery.
It will also be important to set key deliverables for longer term financial and service
planning that identify transformative change required to return to underlying financial
stability. It is inevitable that e-health transformation plays a significant role in this
redesign.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•
•
•

Establishment of a project management structure built around a Sustainability
and Modernisation Programme Board
Creation of an effective engagement and communication strategy
Delivery of the full programme of established efficiency schemes
Progress on delivery of a sustainable medium term financial strategy

4) Regional Planning
The Board needs to develop its response to regionalisation and flag the commitment
to clinically advantageous and more resilient West of Scotland models. The Board
may determine to make formal commitment to some care pathways – e.g. the cancer
pathways, although timescales will need to recognise the degree of complexity.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•
•

Delivering agreed progress on new regional pathways for urology and
vascular services.
Delivering out of hours sustainability improvements in ophthalmology
Progress as agreed on west of Scotland trauma pathways.

5) Governance
The Board requires a full and complete commitment to the Blueprint for Governance
work that also includes formal review of the Committee structures and membership
and the development of a series of KPIs around sound governance. This will give
assurance to non executive members (and the Board as a whole) whilst raising
further the profile of good governance through the wider organisation.
A specific objective around risk management is required. Development of an
integrated Risk Management framework that addresses clinical risk and non-clinical
risk is ongoing and substantial improvements in this area will be expressed in
specific measurable improvements in risk management structures and systems.
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The Sturrock Report into NHS Highland has raised important issues around
organisational culture and the creation of a positive experience for staff. We will
deliver a local action plan based on the report’s findings in order to implement
relevant lessons.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•
•
•

Implementation of actions arising from the Blueprint for Governance
Review of risk management arrangements and processes
Renewal of Committee structures and terms of reference
Creation, in partnership, our local priorities for actions based on lessons from
the Sturrock Report.

6) Recruitment
A bold corporate aspiration should be adopted to eliminate long term vacancies. A
new approach through the recruitment/marketing team and rapid progress will be
implemented this year with clearly identified goals and performance measures to
deliver both short term improvements and a direction of travel towards this
aspiration.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•
•
•

Creation of a recruitment and retention programme board
Recruitment of a specialist recruitment resource
Delivery of strategies with clear short and medium term goals for primary and
secondary team recruitment
Demonstrable progress against priority gap areas.

7) Public Health
NHS Dumfries & Galloway will be required to engage in and implement the structural
changes arising from the work of the national review into public health structures.
In addition, however, we need an ambitious set of objectives around high impact
changes to population health, such as those set out in the physical activity strategy.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•

Creation of a Public Health Committee
Establishment of a 2019/20 prioritised work-plan for key challenges in health
inequalities and population health.
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8) Communications and Engagement
The ability to communicate with stakeholders and engage with communities of
interest needs to be enhanced given the scale of changes to services required over
the coming years. An objective to review the existing systems and structures of our
communications team is therefore appropriate.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•

Commissioning of an external review into systems and structures
Implementation of actions arising from this review

9) EU Withdrawal
The Board will need to prioritise work to minimise the negative effects of withdrawal
in general and to manage the business continuity and public health impacts in the
event of leaving the EU without a withdrawal agreement.
Areas to be addressed in specific objectives include;
•
•

Creation of business continuity structures to minimise patient risk arising from
a disorderly withdrawal from the EU.
Implementation of major incident style management structures in the event of
disorderly withdrawal to work with partner agencies to try to minimise harm to
patients and population.

Conclusions
The adoption of annual priorities is designed to align the various strategic and other
drivers for change into a manageable portfolio of work for 2019/20. The areas
identified above encompass Ministerial policy commitments, local objectives and
risks and form a balanced set of priorities from which we have created measurable
objectives for Directors and Managers. These objectives will be examined in detail at
Remuneration Committee and formally assessed for approval.
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BOARD BRIEFING
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note the Board Briefing.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper supports the Board’s Communication Strategy and gives recognition to
key events within the Board.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
The paper of this paper is to raise awareness of the events and achievements that
have been acknowledged within the Board over the past 2 months, as well as giving
an indication of the consultations that are currently underway and the commitments
for both the Chief Executive and Chairman going forward.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
NHS -

National Health Service
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

NHS Dumfries
Strategy

and

Galloway

Communication

Staffing Implications

Not applicable

Financial Implications

Not applicable

Consultation / Consideration

The information within this briefing is populated with
items of interest provided by any member of staff.

Risk Assessment

Not applicable.

Risk Appetite
Low
Medium 
High
This paper aims to demonstrate the activities that
have been undertaken between the NHS Board
Meetings, which promotes a positive reputation for
the Board, therefore, a medium risk appetite level
has been noted above.
Not applicable.

Sustainability
Compliance
Objectives

with

Corporate This paper
Objectives.

encompasses

Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

•
•
•
•
•

Vision and Leadership
Effective Partnerships
Use of Resources
Performance Management
Equality

Impact Assessment
Not applicable.
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all

7

Corporate

SECTION 1 – EVENTS
•

Women’s Lunchtime Book Club - 13 June
Imagine a world where your phone is too big for your hand, where in a car
accident you are 47% more likely to be seriously injured, where every week
the countless hours of work you do are not recognised or valued.
If any of this sounds familiar, chances are that you're a woman.
Invisible Women shows us how, in a world largely built for and by men, we are
systematically ignoring half the population. It exposes the gender data gap – a
gap in our knowledge that is at the root of perpetual, systemic discrimination
against women, and that has created a pervasive but invisible bias with a
profound effect on women’s lives.
From government policy and research, to technology, workplaces, urban
planning and the media, Invisible Women reveals the biased data that
excludes women.
Award-winning campaigner and writer Caroline Criado Perez brings together
for the first time an impressive range of case studies, stories and new
research from across the world that illustrate the hidden ways in which women
are forgotten, and the impact this has on their health and well-being. In
making the case for change, this powerful and provocative book will make you
see the world anew.
Come along to the first of our Women’s Book Club Meetings on Thursday
13th June at 12.30pm in Meeting Room 9, Second Floor North, Mountainhall.
Feel free to bring lunch with you as we discuss ‘Invisible Women’.
To book a space, please go to: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/womens-bookclub-tickets-60580573125

•

Winner of the D R Bishop Prize
Congratulations to Colleen Bowthorpe from Internal Audit who qualified as a
CIPFA (The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy)
accountant and will be awarded the D R Bishop Prize for being the top
Scottish student overall in both final exams across all sectors. She attended
the prize ceremony and collected the award on 17 May.
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SECTION 2 – STAFFING CHANGES, INCLUDING NEW STARTS, RETIREMENTS
•

Loyalty Awards
The following members of staff have received Loyalty Awards so far this year
and have agreed for their names to be published about their service
achievement within the organisation:
o Sonya Bendahmane, SHCSW Cree Ward, Midpark
o Elaine Redmond, Charge Nurse, Dalrymple Ward, Galloway Comm
Hosp
o Kerry Willmott, Assistant Catering Manager, DGRI
o Marie Fleming, Assistant Catering Manager, DGRI
o Jayne Welsh, Assistant Practitioner X-Ray, DGRI
o Sharon Walker, Public Health Practitioner, Gardenhill Primary Care
Centre, Castle Douglas
o Louise Irving, Administrative Assistant, X-Ray, DGRI
o Heather Bell, Staff Nurse, Dalveen, Midpark
o Gillian O'mara, Clinical Coder, Mountainhall
o Maggie Ross, Community Mental Health Nurse, Nithsdale CMHT, Cree
North
o Fiona Kerr, Staff Nurse, Critical Care Unit, DGRI
o Isabella Maternaghan, Domestic Assistant, Galloway Community
Hospital

New Appointments
•

CoH-Sync Team – Nithsdale
Lisa Christer, Layla Bremner and Amy McMurray have recently joined the
CoH-Sync Team as part of the Nithsdale Health and Wellbeing Team.

•

Mental Health and Intellectual Disabilities
Occupational therapist, Lynsey Lightfoot has joined the Mental Health and
Intellectual Disabilities Occupational Therapy Service, she will be based at
Gardenhill and covering Wigtownshire and Stewartry.

•

Oncology and Urology Team
The Oncology and Urology teams welcome the addition of Julie Baty as UroOncology Associate Nurse Specialist. The Chemotherapy Clinic sends Julie
best wishes on her new appointment.

•

IDEAS
Jane Macdonald joins as team leader for the IDEAS team. Jane is a very
experienced mental health nurse, and has worked in the field of dementia
care for many years, most recently as a Community Mental Health Nurse in
the Annandale and Eskdale CMHT.

•

Sexual Health D&G
Rebecca Brazenall becomes lead nurse at Sexual Health D&G following the
retirement of Jane Phelps
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•

Intellectual Disability
The Intellectual Disability Service would like to welcome Isobel Johnston to
the nursing team.

Retirements
•
Sexual Health D&G
Jane Phelps has retired as lead nurse in Sexual Health D&G and over 40
years in the NHS.
•

Paediatric Team
Linda Rees is retiring from her post in Women & Children’s Services after 16
years supporting the Paediatric Occupational Therapists and
Physiotherapists.

•

Annandale and Eskdale Community Mental Health - Retirement
Julia Nish retires from the Community mental Health Service in Annandale
and Eskdale. Julia has been a mental health nurse for 35 years and worked
in Annandale and Eskdale as a Community Mental Health Nurse for 25 years.

•

Medical Physics - Retirement
Rodger Donald retired from the Medical Physics department at the end of May
2019.

SECTION 3 - CURRENT CONSULTATIONS
From

Topic

Scottish Parliament

Jackie
Baillie
MSP Member's
Consultation
NHSScotland
‘Once
for
Scotland’ 17/05/2019
Workforce Policies – Core Policies
Consultation
Consultation on draft whistleblowing order 28/06/2019
to establish the Independent National
Whistleblowing Officer for NHS Scotland
Public Health Consultation
08/097/2019

Scottish Government

Scottish Government

Scottish Government
Fire Scotland
Scottish Government

Response
due by
Bill 30/06/2019

Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Draft 18/07/2019
Strategic Plan 2019
Children’s Rights
14/08/2019
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SECTION 4 – CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND CHAIRMAN COMMITMENTS
Chief Executive’s Diary
Key Events
June
11th - NHS Chief Executives Meetings

12th - NHS Chief Executives Meetings
17th - Audit and Risk Committee
19th – Community Planning
Partnership Board
th
24
- Scottish Cancer Taskforce
th
25
- Board Management Team
th
26
- Strategic Capital Programme
Board
th
28
- WoS Health and Social Care
Delivery Plan Programme Board
July
22nd – Staff Governance
23rd – Board Management Team

29th -

Audit and Risk Committee

Vice Chairman’s Diary
Key Events
June
12th - NHS Dumfries and Galloway:
Member
appointment
Shortlisting
th
17 - Audit and Risk Committee
19th – Community
Planning
Partnership Board
th
24 – NHS Chairs Group
28th – WoS Regional Chairs Group

July
8th – Healthcare Governance
Committee
th
9
– NHS Dumfries and Galloway:
Member appointment Interviews
nd
22 – Staff Governance Committee
29th – Audit and Risk Committee

Executive Appointments to Regional and National Groups
Chair of NHS Board Chief Executives
Chair of Transforming Care after Cancer Treatment Programme Board
Chair of Radiology Transformation Board
Co-Chair of Sustainability and Value Board
Chair of Diagnostic Steering Group
Member of Children and Young People’s Cancer MSN
Chairman Appointments to Regional and National Groups
Member of Fit for Work Scotland - Programme Board
Member of Quality of Care Design Panel and Strategic Group Meeting
Member of West of Scotland Regional Chairs
Member of Guiding Coalition - Integration Workstream
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Agenda Item 51

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
PERSON CENTRED HEALTH AND CARE COMMITTEE
18 December 2017
1.30 pm, New Board Room, Crichton Hall
Present:

Apologies:

Ms. Penny Halliday

Non Executive Member (Chair)

Mr. Eddie Docherty

Nurse Director

Mrs. Joan Pollard

Associate Director for Allied Health
Professionals

Ms. Lynsey
Fitzpatrick

Equality and Diversity Lead

Ms. Vicky Freeman

Head of Strategic Planning

Ms. Jan Lethbridge

Inter Faith Council Member

Ms. Mandy Spence

Midwifery Representative

Ms. Gillian Stanyard
Ms. Sue Newberry

Non Executive Member
Regional Integration Manager, Scottish Care

Ms. Dawn Allan

Spiritual Care Lead

Mrs. Lorraine Haining

Partnership Lead/Specialist Nurse
Practitioner

Dr. Ken Donaldson

Medical Director

Mrs. Margaret
McGroggan

Volunteer Co-Ordinator

Ms. Claire Brown

Lead Officer Integration Project (East), Third
Sector

Ms. Lorna Carr

Chair – Area Clinical Forum

Mrs. Nicole Hamlet

General Manager, Acute

Ms. Michele McCoy

Interim Director of Public Health
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In
Attendance:

Ms. Phyllis Wright

Council/Social Work Representative

Ms. Caroline Sharp

Workforce Director

Mr. Stephen Hare

Branch Officer - UNISON

Miss. Nicola Ross

PA to Associate Director or AHPs

Ms. Thomesena
Lochhead

Health & Wellbeing Specialist/Communities

Ms. Angela McGeoch

Dumfries & Galloway Cancer Voices
Representative

Ms. Alison Brown

Dumfries & Galloway Cancer Voices
Representative

Ms. Joan Stroud

Dumfries & Galloway Cancer Voices
Representative

Ms. Alexandra Little
1.

Apologies for Absence
Noted as above.

2.

Declarations of Interest
Nil.

3.

Notes of meeting – 23 October 2017
Notes agreed as accurate.

4.

Matters Arising
Nil to note.

5.

Action List
PH informed the committee that the Mindfulness update has been deferred
until the meeting in February 2018. Jo Kopela will attend to give this update.
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6.

Terms of Reference
VF asked for clarity if Head of Strategic Planning was of the Terms of
Reference and JP confirmed that was the case under ‘In Attendance’.
The Committee:
Agreed to accept these Terms of Reference.

7.

Dumfries & Galloway Cancer Voices
PH had requested that members of the Dumfries & Galloway Cancer Voices
were invited along to the meeting to tell their stories and share their
experiences. Three members of the group; Angela McGeoch, Alison Brown
and Joan Stroud attended the meeting, with the support of Thomesena
Lochhead, to share their experience and explained how they had been
involved in Dumfries & Galloway Cancer Voices.
PH gave an overview of the TCAP project that was funded for 2 year by the
Macmillan charity. The project ended in November 2017 but the Dumfries &
Galloway Cancer Voices group are really keen to continue with their work if
they will be supported by the NHS by allowing them a channel to feed their
information/findings into the service.
PH invited the representatives to share their stories individually. They all had
very similar experiences in that the care they received throughout their
diagnosis and treatment was fantastic however, they all were faced with
challenges when they were finished treatment as they were discharged back
into the community with little/no support.
The key messages from the representatives were:
• The course which Claire Drummond runs through Macmillan was
invaluable and the representatives would be keen to see this running
more frequently and better advertised as they all stumbled across it by
chances rather than being referred onto it as a next step.
• Dumfries & Galloway Cancer Voices has allowed people who have
been through the treatment to work together to influence decisions,
support transport and provide solutions/make improvements.
Continue to work as a group to raise awareness of these
opportunities.
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KD entered the meeting.
GS thanked the representatives for sharing their experiences and asked for
more information around Claire Drummond’s course. The representatives
advised this was a six week programme that took place in a hotel (non
clinical environment) with a maximum of 10 people per session. Each week
there was a different focus eg. tiredness, social interactions etc.
TL asked the committee to consider if there was more support for the User &
Cancer which could be provided to help sustain and support the work that
they have done so far.
PH reiterated that the Dumfries & Galloway Cancer Voices is a User
Involvement Group. PH asked for ED, JP and KD to co-produce a process
that information can be shared via an NHS link and to consider how this
committee can actively use this feedback in a valuable way and also to
consider the frequency of the updates that we receive.
PH will share the positive feedback with Macmillan to see if the programme
that Claire Drummond provides can be ran more frequently to benefit other
service users.
TL, Angela, Joan and Alison left the meeting.
The Committee:
Agreed ED, JP & KD will co-produce a process that information can
be shared via an NHS link and to consider how this committee can
actively use this feedback in a valuable way and also to consider the
frequency of the updates that we receive.
PH will share the positive feedback with Macmillan to see if the
programme that Claire Drummond provides can be ran more
frequently to benefit other service users.
8.

ROSE Update
SN gave a presentation on the ROSE support framework that has been
ongoing over the last few years.
The concept of the framework is to provide a practical support framework for
care providers.
R – Rights and Responsibilities
O – Opportunities and Outcomes
S – Standards and Sustainability
E – Equality and Empowerment
SN shared a paper for circulation which covers the content which was in the
presentation given.
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AL entered the meeting.
The Committee:
Noted the update.
9.

Spiritual Care and Bereavement Support
AL joined the meeting to provide an update on Bereavement Workshop. AL
has drafted a project plan and is meeting with Graham Abrines tomorrow
(19th December) to discuss the plan that she has drafted before undertaking
this significant piece of work.
Early scoping suggests that there is a lot of work going on but the quality of
this is unknown. AL suggested that work is undertaken to work with the local
communities to see what work we need to focus on as a priority. We need to
consider the needs of the population. AL and DA were originally asked to
design the workshop for the early New Year but wonder if this should be
delayed until the Spring 2018. PH agreed that this was acceptable and that
this workshop should be opened up to IJB colleagues also.
PH raised concerns that there are significant challenges for staff to gain
access to primary/secondary schools but DA advised that she has made a
good link with Education and is going to be working closely with them in the
new year to improve our access into local schools to work with our young
people.
VF asked for clarification around the scope of this piece of work. Should the
workshop focus be for specialist palliative care or all palliative care patients?
VF was clear that the focus should be agreed from the start. AL will
feedback to VF following her meeting with G. Abrines.
AL left the meeting.
The Committee:
Agreed to defer the Bereavement Workshop until Spring 2018.

10.

Volunteering Update
MMcG noted the key points from the Volunteering paper previously circulated
and provided an update following the Migration. Since the opening of the
new hospital from Friday 8th December until Sunday 17th December, there
have been over 600 hours of volunteering given by both our current and new
volunteers. PH acknowledged that this was a phenomenal number of hours
and asked MMcG to pass on our thanks to everyone who has helped out.
MMcG advised that 66 volunteers started their volunteering role however,
this is not full capacity and more will commence in the New Year. MMcG is
seeking feedback from the volunteers at the end of each shift to record what
is working well/could be better and will share this with the appropriate teams.
MMcG mentioned that one of the areas had heard that they were getting a
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volunteer for the CAU however, MMcG was unaware. In the New Year,
MMcG will work to ensure that volunteers are in departments where they are
needed and if not, will try to re-allocate them to another area where the
help/support is required.
There are still uniforms and lockers which are awaiting delivery but should be
here soon. MMcG advised that although this is a small thing, it is important
that the Volunteers are valued and looked after.
The Committee:
Noted the update.

11

Volunteering Strategy & Risk
PH discussed the paper that was previously circulated for comment. PH
advised the committee that this strategy was written with an NHS focus and
JP said that NHS Board has asked for this committee to deliver a local
strategy over the next year. This draft has been created based on feedback
which has been received from committee members.
JP notified the group that the strategy is being discussed at Board
Management Team on Tuesday (19th December) for approval. JP has also
submitted a Business Case for the Volunteer Co-ordinator role for
consideration as this role is vital to support the work identified in the strategy.
PH was concerned that the strategy implied that the 276 volunteers were
being managed by the Volunteer Co-ordinator and stated that this was a
significant risk to the Organisation and our Volunteers.
ED provided reassurance that the responsibility of the volunteer will sit with
the manager of the ward they are working in, not directly with the Volunteer
Co-ordinator. The volunteer managers will be provided with support from the
Volunteer Co-ordinator and MMcG advised that peer support groups will be
set up to allow all Welcome Guides, Ward Volunteers etc to come together
regularly.
PH advised that volunteers sit within the IJB strategy so it is unclear who
should have overall responsibility. JP advised that there are very few joint IJB
services and that the volunteers would either be supporting an NHS or
Council service.
ED was clear that the role of the Volunteer Co-ordinator will develop and will
move away from supporting the volunteers directly. The role will be adjusted
in the coming year. PH had concerns around the capacity for one person to
deliver all of the support and training to all of these individuals.
GS asked why there is not an over-arching strategy in place. ED advised that
the original basis was much smaller and the scope has grown so much. A
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plan is being developed.
PH noted from the strategy that areas had Volunteer Champions and
wondered what specific training was given to these members of staff. MMcG
advised that the SCNs were keen to develop Volunteer Champions and had
been working on a tool that could be used with the Volunteers in their area.
Due to time constraints, MMcG has not met with all the Volunteer Champions
yet and will arrange this for the new year along with further training.
GS congratulated MMcG on all the hard work she has put in to getting the
Volunteers in situ. GS asked what training the Volunteers had received
around Whistleblowing. MMcG advised that this is covered on their induction
and JP reassured that GS that the NHS Whistleblowing Policy extends to the
volunteers.
The Committee:
Approved the Volunteering Strategy

12

Any other Competent Business
PH acknowledged that this was JL last meeting and thanked her for all of her
help and support to the committee over the years.
PH extended her thanks to all the committee for their hard work and
contribution over the year.

13

Visit to the Sanctuary
This was cancelled due to the current car parking pressures at DGRI.

Date of Next Meeting
Monday 26 February 2018, at 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm, in the New Board Room, Crichton
Hall.
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Agenda Item 51

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
PERSON CENTRED HEALTH AND CARE COMMITTEE
18 February 2019
1.30pm, Meeting Room 1, Lower Ground Floor, Mountainhall Treatment Centre
Present:

Penny Halliday (PH)
Lorna Carr (LC)
Dawn Allan(DA)
Mhairi Kidd (MK)
Phyllis Wright (PW)
Gail Robertson(GR)
Mandy Spence (MS)

Non Executive Member (Chair)
Chair of Area Clinical Forum
Spiritual Care Lead
University
of
West
of
Scotland
Representative
Council/Social Work Representative
Patient Flow & Discharge Meeting/ Acute
Representative
Midwifery Representative

In
Attendance:
Margaret
McGroggan Volunteer Co-ordinator
(MMcG)
Lynsey Fitzpatrick (LK)
Equality & Diversity Lead
Joan Pollard (JP)
Associate Director for
Professionals
Ms. Caroline Sharp (CS) Workforce Director
Viv Gration(VG)
Strategic Planning and
Manager

Apologies:

Allied

Commissioning

Nicola McDill

PA, Associate Director of AHPs

Grace
CardozoMcDowall
Lesley Bryce
Gail Meier
Eddie
Docherty
Stephen Hare
Michele McCoy
Vicky Freeman
Ken Donaldson
Lorraine Haining
Elaine McCourtney

Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Acute Service Representative
Nurse Director
Chair of Area Partnership Forum
Interim Director of Public Health
Head of Strategic Planning
Medical Director
Partnership
Lead/Specialist
Practitioner
Scottish Care Representative

1.

Apologies for Absence
Noted as above.

2.

Declarations of Interest
No declaration of interest noted.
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Health

Nurse

3.

Minutes of meeting – 18 December 2018
Agreed as accurate.

4.

Matters Arising
Risk Appetite
PH commented that she has had a discussion with Laura Douglas, chair of the
Staff Governance Committee with regards to the Risk Appetite section of the
paper templates. PH had requested that this will be addressed as a Board as
there has been general feedback that it isn’t clear what people should put in
this section.
CS commented that she had taken a number of papers to another committee,
possibly Staff Governance Committee, and there had been further discussion
around this as even when people were following the guidance provided at the
end of the paper, there were still some uncertainties around what they should
be recording.
CS advised that this was acknowledged by the Chief Executive and will be
explored in a broader sense as it is important that the Audit and Risk
Committee are aware of this so they are able to collect accurate data.
Spiritual Care Sub Committee
Following the last meeting, DA raised the suggestion of a Spiritual Care subcommittee as there are a lot of elements of spiritual care which aren’t
discussed in detail within this meeting. It was acknowledged that this is
acceptable however, thought it may be beneficial for a sub-committee to form
to look the detail and provide assurance to the committee.
DA asked members of the committee to contact her directly if they would be
interested in being part of this group and JP thought that the sub-committee
should be wider than just the Person Centred Health & Care Committee and
should possibly include faith leaders, ministers etc. LF raised a concern and
asked us to ensure that if the membership is expanded, all faith groups are
invited to participate and not specific ones as has happened historically. The
group needs to include minority groups.
CS asked for clarity on what we are trying to achieve by having a subcommittee as some of our community are put off by the formal structure of a
committee as we know it and it might be a creative network might be more
beneficial depending on the outcome you are looking for.
JP reminded that the committee had previously made a decision that interfaith
weren’t required to be represented at the PCHCC as DA would represent all
faith groups.
PH requested that DA bring draft terms of reference to the Person Centred
Health & Care Committee which outlines the sub-committee’s membership,
life expectancy and expected outcomes. PH is keen that this group is not only
for NHS staff and is not based solely in Dumfries. DA, PH and JP will meet out
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with the committee to agree the scope.

5.

In Patient Services Paper
Gail Robertson attended the meeting to paper on behalf of Gail Meier. GR
stated that the survey was sent out to any patients over the age of 16 who had
been discharged from inpatient care between July 2017 and September 2017
and this includes all hospital inpatient facilities, however due to small numbers
from community hospitals the report covers only DGRI and GCH. A lot of the
issues that were identified within DGRI have been resolved as part of the
move to the new hospital in Dumfries.
GR summarised some of the general comments that had been given as a
result of the survey. The survey was broken into 10 sections which were
titled
as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Admission to Hospital
The Hospital and Ward
Care and Treatment
Staff
Operations and Procedures
Leaving Hospital
Care and Support Services
Overall Experience
Additional: on Leaving Hospital
Additional: About you

1. Admission to Hospital
People felt safe in the A&E, but they felt that we could improve our
communication about people’s condition. The report highlighted that GCH
was significantly better than the rest of Scotland and that there had been
some deterioration in DGRI from previous surveys.
2. The Hospital And Ward
The issues raised around this were mainly regarding the noise and cleanliness
of the hospital environment. GR advised that the new ward areas in DGRI
have significantly reduced the noise and the areas are much more peaceful
and calming for patients and their relatives.
PH highlighted that noise is still an issue in the GCH, particularly at certain
points of the day. GR mentioned that that GM is planning a SLWG to address
the issues which have been addressed as part of the report and this is one of
the areas they will address.
PH commented that Newton Stewart hospital has just achieved their Silver
Award in Care Assurance which is evident that they can be adapted that can
be made to make the building quieter as this is a very old building.
GR advised that there have been more Support Staff recruited in DGRI as the
building is now much bigger and this should improve the cleanliness.
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The Open Visiting Policy should also improve our score in future surveys as
relatives/friends are able to visit patients in hospital at whichever time suits
them.
3. Care and Treatment
The question around help with personal care was very positive in the GCH but
less so in DGRI.
GR commented that there is a new nurse call system in place at DGRI which
alerts staff to know which room the nurses are in and this system can be
audited to see how long nurses are spending with patients. The system also
has a function that staff can speak to patients if they are unable to attend right
away so they know that their request has been heard.
4. Staff
The survey showed that staff at the GCH has exceeded the Scottish average
however, staff in DGRI were consistently below the average. It is thought that
this is to do with the move to the new hospital and staff morale being lower
due to the changes that were afoot. The staff is being supported through
iMatters and staff wellbeing sessions have been set up.
5 .Operations and Procedures
There was nothing significant to note with this section.
6. Leaving Hospital
Involving carer in discharge planning has been working well where the
Triangle of Care approach has been implemented in Mental Health and
Cottage Hospital settings. GR noted that the recruitment has been started for
a Carer Lead post in Acute Services to ensure that they are involved in the
discharge process. GR and Lynne Mann will lead this piece of work.
7. Care and Support Services
There was nothing significant to note with this section.
8. Overall experience
The feedback on this section was that Care Opinion and feedback should be
promoted at both a local and national level. The screens in the Outpatient
bays are being used just now to advertise these tools.
9. Additional: on Leaving Hospital
Delays in Prescriptions were highlighted in this section. GR commented that
the remotes are being used to free up pharmacy staff but they continue to face
recruitment challenges. GR commented that the Discharge Lounge has now
been opened and the aim is for 40 patients per week to use this space. The
patients are monitored by a HSCW. The hope is that this will improve patient
flow.
10. Additional: About you.
There was nothing significant to note with this section.
PH thanked GR for presenting the report and felt that this report has been
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really valuable.
GR noted that GM is planning to pull together a SLWG and PH would hope
that this would encourage the learning from the GCH to be shared. GR will
feed this back to GM. PH suggested that this may be an opportunity for some
form of mentorship from staff at the GCH however; she is unsure what that
may look like.
LF asked if the demographics were analysed as part of the report. JP said
she was unsure but our local team have access to the ISD report and it would
be worth getting in touch with them to seek further information.
CS asked if there was an opportunity to influence future surveys at a national
level to see if it could captures other elements such as ethnicity. JP said that
she usually receives the draft questions and will circulate them to the
committee when she gets them.
MK commented that there were noise level tools available and will share this
with GR for information.
PH asked if there was going to be any communication done around the GCH
recognising their achievements in this survey as they have exceeded both
nationally and locally as a hospital. GR commented that there were only two
areas of the report that GCH fell below the Scottish National Average and
even then, it was marginal.
GR will speak to GM around celebrating this report via the communication
team.
6.

Action List
Mindfulness
This paper has been deferred as Michele McCoy was unable to attend to
present this paper.
Volunteering Strategic Planning Group
JP advised that this group has met once and agreed that they would like to
visit another NHS Lothian to seek further support as they manage to support
and fund their volunteers via their Endowments and have been able to sustain
this approach.
JP is also writing a proposal for an additional temporary post to support the
Volunteer Co-ordinator however this is in the early stages. PH commented
that the Board has committed fully to volunteering for a variety of reasons as it
benefits the organisation, volunteers and staff.
Volunteering Interim Annual Report
MMcG shared the draft interim report which covers volunteering from April
2018 – September 2018 and thanked the Volunteering Steering Group,
Strategic Planning Team and the volunteers for helping to shape this report.
As the report covers a six month period, MMcG has covered three indicators;
Person Centred, Effective and Safe with the remaining three will be covered in
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the second part of the report which will come to the PCHCC in June 2019.
During discussion regarding the report, the following comments were made:
• LC will share the interim report with ACF. LC noted that staff are using
the volunteers in the way that they were intended and are finding them
very valuable.
• CS noted that the culture change and staff including the volunteers has
come a long way. CS will use the comments from the volunteers for
other committees such as Staff Governance.
• PW noted that we are supporting individual needs as well as the needs
of the Boards
• MK commented on how well written and well focussed the report was
• LF commented on the positive impact that volunteering has a big
impact on the volunteers as the patients.
• PH would like to see self directed support and volunteering linking
together in the future.
• GR acknowledged that DGRI couldn’t do without the volunteers and
they are so valuable in. The board need to consider how they can be
used at other sites.
• JP felt that this report was very powerful because it was written by
volunteers for volunteering and wonders how staff would feel if we used
this same approach with them.
• DA shared her experience with the Spiritual Care Volunteers and how
she is encouraging them to be creative with the services we have. DA
is humbled by how the volunteering community has grows and people
support each other.
• VG congratulated the volunteers for all their hard work and
acknowledged how much their hard dedication has such a positive
impact.
• MS advised that the Midwifery volunteers are on the front desk rather
than in the wards. MS said that work is ongoing around how they can
recruit more breast feeding support volunteers too.
MS shared a story that she had encountered when working at the weekend. A
relative had been upset following the death of a family member and as she
was leaving the hospital, a volunteer had approached them and offered
support. MS explained that the person was very touched by this and the
gesture of the volunteer had made a sad situation a bit easier. MS will share
the information in more detail with MMcG.
PH asked the committee to consider how we celebrate the success of
volunteering after we have received the full annual report in June.
The Committee:
• Approved the draft interim annual report.
People’s Experience of Healthcare Campaign
PH advised that the meeting scheduled for January was cancelled by her as
she felt that we needed to give more consideration to the campaign before
meeting. PH wants to be clear about what message we want to give from the
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campaign and how we are going to deliver this recognising that people will be
able to give feedback in different ways eg. verbally, written etc.
PH suggested that LC had a discussion with the Area Clinical Forum (ACF) to
seek their views and LC said that the committee has spoken at length in the
past about how feedback can be captured in different ways and they were
really keen to make progress on this.
JP noted that MMcG, G. Meier from Acute Services and E. Murphy Patient
Experience Co-ordinator have been meeting to discuss Patient Experience
Manager which may be able to support this campaign once they have been
recruited.
GR said that there were Patient Experience stands in DGRI last year which all
senior managers took a turn at and the feedback they received was excellent
and very well received by the patients and their relatives/visitors as well as
staff. Most of the feedback given was verbal at these stands.
PH asked for the group to reconvene and asked for JP to take this forward.
VG suggested that we link in with Ruth Griffiths around technology for people
to use to give feedback to try to meet the needs of everyone. The technology
can be simple to use and the results can easily be extracted from the system
without a lot of manipulation.
VG also suggested that teams include patient experience as part of their
service plan and give patients the opportunity to review the service in a more
timely manner.
PH advised that NHS Board are now considering patient experience at the
highest level. They recognise that culture change takes time and people will
take a while to adapt to new ways of gathering feedback.
Conversations for Life
DA had previous discussed the ‘Conversation for Life’ workshop at the
meeting in December and asked the committee if they would be willing to take
part in this workshop as a group.
DA has received positive feedback from
the staff that they have delivered this within the past few months.
The idea of the workshops is to encourage people to engage in the
conversations with family/friends early on in life so their wishes are known for
their future. DA has found that by staff participating in this workshop for
themselves, it has made it easier to for them to have these difficult
conversations in their workplace.
The Committee agreed to take part in the workshop and have asked for one to
be scheduled prior to a committee meeting.
Carer Positive/Carer Strategy Paper
CS provided a verbal update following the last paper that we received at the
committee.
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CS has spoken to Sue McClintock, National Lead for Carer Positive to
understand fully the process for receiving the Carer Positive awards. Sue
advised CS that the process was a three stage process and each award had
to be achieved. Sue noted that NHS Dumfries & Galloway were very close to
achieving established level in 2015 however, we had to evidence the previous
stage first.
CS and Sue both agreed throughout the conversation that the value of the
carer support is more valuable than achieving the award. SM advised that
work that we have done around our policies is correct.
CS noted that the working group had not been keen on having a list of Carer’s
as not everyone likes to be identified as a carer and everyone’s caring
responsibilities are different. Sue agreed this and said they would not
encourage a list of carer’s in most cases. Sue asked that the discussion that
took place in the working group was written up as this can contribute towards
evidence of future awards.
CS acknowledged that the next stage for the working group is to show that
they have made progress from the last application and that the action points
agreed have been achieved. CS will re-submit this once she has completed
and it will hopefully be enough to achieve the next stage of the award.
PH thanked CS for providing the update and noted that the most important
thing is that the carers feel support by our organisation.

7.

Women with Cancer Video and Discussion
PH showed the Women and Cancer video which showed an innovative
example of working with people.
PH shared with the committee that afternoon tea was a real success and they
plan to host the ‘Positiv-tea’ parties on a rotational basis throughout
Wigtownshire. The women who met found it really worthwhile and have set up
a closed Facebook group to provide support to each other. There are
currently over 100 members on the group. Although this group is in Stranraer
just now, PH said anyone can be invited to their Facebook page.
From the initial tea party, a local seamstress has come forward to adapt
women’s bra’s for those who have been through treatment and the local
college are setting up pamper sessions for women over lunchtime so they can
attend as a group or own their own. Some of the women are also considering
arranging a fashion show for later in the year.
PH highlighted that this is a great example of a co-produced project that is so
person centred. PH would like to see these tea parties spreading across the
region.
VG commented on how quickly this project has taken off and how this group
has taken away the medical aspect of their cancer and is a great model to be
shared.
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The use of NHS Attend Anywhere was discussed and the potential for this to
be expanded to improve patient experience.
8.

Terms of Reference
PH has checked with the new Chairman of the Board and he has advised that
no Terms of Reference should be changed at present as he in planning to
review them all over the next few months.

9.

Volunteering
The Committee:
• Discussed and noted the key points highlighted in the paper.

10.

Spiritual Care and Bereavement Care
DA highlighted the CBUK conference which is taking place in March at the
Easterbrook Hall and encouraged people to attend.
The Committee:
• Approved the Spiritual Care report
• Discussed and noted the key points.

11.

Volunteer Press Release
Noted.

12.

Any of Competent Business
Nil to note.

Date of Next Meeting
Monday 29 April 2019, at 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm Meeting Room 1, Mountainhall
Treatment Centre
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DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
PERSON CENTRED HEALTH AND CARE COMMITTEE
11 June 2018
10.00am, New Board Room, Crichton Hall
Present:

Ms. Penny Halliday
Mrs. Joan Pollard
Ms. Lynsey Fitzpatrick
Ms. Vicky Freeman
Ms. Mandy Spence
Ms. Lesley Bryce
Ms. Dawn Allan
Mrs. Margaret
McGroggan
Ms. Phyllis Wright
Dr. KD Donaldson
Mrs. Lorna Carr
Mrs. Lorraine Haining
Ms. Caroline Sharp
Mrs. Grace CardozoMcDowall

Apologies:

In Attendance:

Mrs. Nicole Hamlet
Ms. Michele McCoy
MS. Claire Brown

Non Executive Member (Chair)
Associate Director for Allied Health
Professionals
Equality and Diversity Lead
Head of Strategic Planning
Midwifery Representative
Non Executive Member
Spiritual Care Lead
Volunteer Co-Ordinator
Council/Social Work Representative
Medical Director
Chair of Area Clinical Forum
Workforce Director
Non Executive Member

Mr Eddie Docherty

General Manager, Acute Services
Interim Director of Public Health
Operation’s Manager, Third Sector
Dumfries & Galloway
Nursing, Midwifery and AHP Director

Ms. Nicola Ross
Ms. Joanne To

PA, Associate Director of AHPs
Volunteer

1.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies noted as above. PH would like to thank Gill Stanyard on behalf of
the committee for her input and commitment to the committee and wish her
well in the future.

2.

Declarations of Interest
LB was a member of the Carer Positive/Carer Strategy working group
(Agenda Item 8)

3.

Volunteer Story
Joanne To attended to share her experience of working as a Ward Volunteer
in the new hospital. Joanne enjoys talking to the patients on a one to one
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basis and also has a group in the socialisation room. Joanne does origami
with the patients too and feels this is a great ice breaker and gives them
something to talk about.
Joanne has graduated at University after studying Biochemistry but is unable
to seek employment due to limited job opportunities and lack of experience.
Joanne said that in the few months that she has been volunteering she has
gained more confidence and is looking at exploring other career
opportunities, especially in Pharmacy. MMcG advised that she has
contacted the lead for Pharmacy and is hoping to work with them to create a
role descriptor to allow Joanne to carry out volunteering in this area.
PH shared a couple of patient stories which she had received that recognise
that Volunteers have significantly improved patient experience.
PH asked Joanne if she felt part of a team in the Ward she was volunteering
in. Joanne acknowledged that she did however, there were some areas that
they could work towards making improvements in. MMcG agreed that she is
still facing some challenges around Ward Volunteers and is working with
staff to help them to gain a fuller picture of the volunteers’ role and how they
can benefit from having volunteers in their areas.
Notes of meeting - 16 April 2018
Agreed as an accurate minutes.
5.

Matters Arising
Mindfulness
JP provided an update that she had received from Jo Kopela. The team are
looking at the strategy and will be in a position to report back to this
Committee at the October 2018 meeting.

5.

Action List
Volunteer Report on Success
MMcG brought along a report which indicated that there out of the 257
volunteers that we have within the organisation; only 11 have left after
completing the programme. The reasons for them leaving are mainly due to
finding employment, family commitments or illness.
CS asked if there were any obvious reasons that the only volunteers that
had left had all had roles as Ward Volunteers and wondered if some
additional support/training was needed for these volunteers. MMcG is
hosting regular Peer Support Group meetings with the volunteers to give
them an opportunity to share their stories and provide feedback to things that
they feel could be improved, both for themselves and the patients/staff.
MMcG is also hoping that all wards will nominate a Volunteer Champion who
will be the contact for volunteers on the wards and give them regular
support.
KD asked if the Ward Volunteers were clear that every ward is not the same
and there will be different roles/task that they might be asked to do
depending on the ward they are in. MMcG is clear with all volunteers the
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description of the ward they are in and the type of patients they will likely be
dealing however, she hopes that working with the volunteers and the staff in
the wards, this will help to build better relationships and will encourage the
volunteers to feel part of a team.
Co-Production
VF advised the introductory event which took place on 4 May went very well
and the second day taking place on 22 June. The challenge is going to be
for people to prioritise this work due to other diary commitments they have
as there are four workshops in total to attend.
VF gave an overview on what co-production is and highlighted that this is
something that is done through varies pieces of the work that are undertaken
but likewise, not every piece of work can be co-produced, often due to
commitment and resource.
PH advised that co-production fits extremely well with the Realistic Medicine
work and is sure that others will be doing pieces of work that could be coproduced.
GC recently attended an NHS workshop were the assumption from people
was that in order to co-produce work you have to give away your power
however, this is not the case and power should be shared and people need
to work together.
PH would invite members of the Committee to put together a variety of
examples of pieces of work where they doing and bring it to the next Person
Centred Committee.
6.

Equality & Diversity
LF provided an update based on the Equality and Diversity Outcome
Focussed Plan. LF advised that 18 months ago the steering group was
disbanded and the group has recently reformed with an updated
membership, however, this has still not been finalised. Phil Myers agreed to
support the Outcome Focussed Plan.
The new group has had one meeting so far and LF shared a very draft
version of the plan with the Committee. LF is unsure what the completion
date for the work will be but would hope that once the plan is complete the
work will be ongoing over a few months. The next meeting is scheduled for
late July.

7.

Coaching and Mentoring
CS provided an update on where the Board are with Coaching and
Mentoring and the plans for this in the future as part of the Person Centred
logic model.
CS advised that although Coaching and Mentoring are often talked about
together however, they are very different. Coaching is very much directed
as an individual. CS advised Mentoring is around the utilising of individuals
or skills to draw skills together within a team.
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Coaching as an approach features a number of points in the Organisational
Development action plan. There is an ambition in the plan to increase the
support available and move towards business style coaching. Within Health,
significant time has been invested in building up the number of coaches that
we have in the organisation however, this is an area that the Council are still
working on.
CS advised that Organisational Development are submitting a paper to
Health & Social Care Senior Management Team around the Asset List.
There is a lot of work going which has become apparent when pulling this
paper together.
PH was asked to be a speaker at an event in Glasgow and were asked to
speak about ‘Courageous Women’ and is now working on a plan for
Mentoring for Women in Dumfries & Galloway who don’t get the same
chances/opportunities to put some power behind supporting women get to
leadership roles on setting up a Coaching and Mentoring programme for
Women. PH is focussing on this as part of her Co-Producing work. The
chair of Alliance is taking this forward too as was keen to hear this work.
8.

Carer Positive/Carer Strategy
PH advised that this is something new for Person Centred Health & Care
Committee. Phil Myers is the author for the paper but CS presented the
paper on his behalf. This has been situated within the Public Health
Directorate up until now but CS has asked that it was submitted to the
PCHCC to get agreement on where this was going to be discussed.
LB advised that the Carer Positive/Carer Strategy group was formed in 2016
with a good body of evidence initially established however, feels that the
reason that this hasn’t progressed is due to the lead for the work not being
identified. LB feels that it is more important that the action plan is back on
track to take this piece of work forward effectively.
PH requested that as no meetings has taken place in 2017 or to date in
2018 that this was progressed quickly by our August meeting. PH would like
to see some definite movement and if there is no movement then would like
an explanation of the reasons at the next meeting.
The Council hold a register of their employees who are also carers but the
NHS hasn’t got this but have a duty to support people as much as possible
to allow them to be able to work and provide care if needed. DA asked if staff
are aware of their rights as carer’s and Lynsey advised that a lot of it is at
their manager’s discretion and some are more supportive of this than others.
PH requested an update at the August meeting.
LH left the meeting.

9.

Spiritual Care and Bereavement Support Update
DA provided an update on Spiritual Care.
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DA has met with 4 or 5 prospective new volunteers who are undertaking the
mandatory training at present. DA currently only has 3 volunteers in DGRI
who are covering the whole hospital at present. As the team grows, DA
would like to be able to allocate them their preferred areas of interest but this
isn’t possible at this stage. The Alexandra Unit has a dedicated volunteer.
DA is continuing to receive self referrals but these are still management with
only one person on the waiting list. CS fedback that she had had a
discussion with Occupational Health and they are really valuing the ability to
refer people to DA for guidance or support.

10.

Volunteering Update
MMcG provided an update based on the paper which was circulated prior to
the meeting.
MMcG recently visited the Galloway Community Hospital to promote
volunteering in the West of the region. She has also met with some other
Cottage Hospitals to discuss volunteers for them and however, a role
descriptor needs to be agreed before they can be recruited.
MMcG advised that there are currently two volunteers undertaking SVQ units
to help them to gain points to go on and complete further modules to gain a
qualification.
There was a Volunteer Quiz night took place on 4 June to celebrate
Volunteers’ week which 54 people attended. This was a mixture of both staff
and volunteers. There is also an afternoon tea planned for Monday 2nd July
between 12noon – 2pm at Crichton Hall for the Mountainhall volunteers. All
committee members are also welcome to attend.
Wheelchair Training has been undertaken by 46 Welcome Guide Volunteers
and there have been requests from the Ward Volunteers that they would be
interested in doing this too.
A number of volunteers are keen to do additional training that would benefit
their role in the organisation. Lorna offered the support of Occupational
Therapy to help provide a programme of activity for patients that the
volunteers could support and Lorraine invited all volunteers along to the
Activity Fair on 22 June.
MMcG noted from the update that the Investing in Volunteers information
would be submitted in July and focus groups with staff and volunteers from
across the Board would be held in August. Staff will be picked at random
from the names given to the panel.
VF suggested that it would be good to see the infrastructure behind
volunteering. PH agreed that there had to be a strategic and locality plan
behind this piece of work. PH is keen to see something under the Health &
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Social Care Partnerships. PH would like the committee to spend some time
discussing this at a future meeting.
JP advised the committee that MMcG was now a permanent member of
staff.
11.

Values Based Reflective Practice (VBRP)
This was deferred due to time constraints.

12.

Any other Competent Business
Nil

Date of Next Meeting
Monday 20 August 2018, at 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm, in the New Board Room, Crichton
Hall.
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Staff Governance Committee
New Board Room, Crichton Hall
Minutes of the Meeting held on 28 January 2019 at 10am

Present
Lesley Bryce
Grace Cardozo
Fiona Gardiner
Stephen Hare
Vicky Keir
Kerry Lockerbie

Non Executive Board Member (Chair)
Non Executive Board Member
Staff Side Representative
Employee Director
Staff Side Representative
Staff Side Representative

In Attendance
Jeff Ace
Bev Farish
Viv Gration
Pamela Jamieson
Ros Kelly
Arlene Melbourne
Paula Moreira
Natalie Morel
Lee Rankine
Caroline Sharp
Isabel Smyth
Julie White
Alice Wilson

Chief Executive
Specialist Practitioner in Occupational Health
(Strategic Planning & Commissioning Manager for Item 5)
Head of Service - HR Manager
Head of Service – Occupational Health Manager
Executive Assistant to Workforce Director
HR Business Partner (for Item 7)
Head of Service – OD&L Manager
OD&L Facilitator (for Item 8)
Workforce Director
(Commissioning Officer for Item 5)
Chief Operating Officer
Deputy Nurse Director

ACTION
1

Welcome, Introduction and Apologies
Apologies were received from Andy Ferguson, Melissa
Gunn and Nick Morris.

2

Draft Minutes of the Previous Meeting held on 26
November 2018
The minutes were approved as a true and accurate
record.
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Action List
Arlene was asked to put completed actions at the bottom
of the list.
Caroline Sharp updated on her conversation with Sue
McLintock who is the national lead for the Carer Positive
organisation.
The actions on the list were discussed and updated.
3

Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.

4

Rolling Matrix re Assurances
This item was deferred.

5

Staff Experience on iMatter Action Planning
Viv Gration and Isabel Smyth attended to give a
presentation on their department’s imatter action planning
experience.
Julie White would be keen to look more into the imanners.
Staff Governance Committee thanked Viv and Isabel for a
fantastic achievement.
Viv Gration and Isabel Smyth left the meeting

6

Workforce
Sustainability
–
Corporate
Risk
Assessment Update and Performance Indicators
Pamela Jamieson has now provided information in the
paper that is more relevant for the Committee to
understand around the risks we are sitting with and she
highlighted the different approaches which were being
taken to alleviate the risks.
Lesley Bryce asked how she came to the risk appetite of
medium when the corporate risk is high. Caroline
responded that she had spoken to Laura Geddes about it
as she was struggling to understand what is meant but
the guidance states that any issues relating to staff
should be medium.
Lee Rankine entered the meeting
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Lesley Bryce asked how the score was reached in
Appendix 2. Caroline described the scoring mechanism
and advised that she was meeting with Laura Geddes
every 3 months to review and update it.
Grace Cardozo thought the paper was good and asked
for more narrative to be added to the appendix as there
was enough space. Grace reported that Penny Halliday
had raised that the College was having difficulty securing
placements for students an Alice Wilson responded that
she would be picking up a conversation with Penny about
it.
Lesley asked if skill mix data is recorded and Pamela
responded that it was. Julie White suggested that an
exception report could come to the Committee if there
was a differentiation in skill mix.
Grace asked if there was a way of flagging up vacancies
affecting the smooth running of the system and Pamela
would look at this by making reference to sections in the
Workforce Plan.
Staff Governance Committee approved the new format of
the paper.
7

Corporate Risk - Brexit
Paula Moreira reported that staff had been communicated
with since last summer around the uncertainty of Brexit.
She highlighted the following:
•
•
•
•

A survey was issued which was completed by 26
member of staff including 4 dentists not employed
by us
They were finding out if any support was needed
Participation in webinars had been held with the
Home Office
There would be reimbursement of fees which had
already been paid as clarification has been
received applications will not be charged for

She also reported that control measures have been put in
place around the Corporate Risk Register and the next
steps were to continue to inform staff. A workshop will be
held which was developed by the Scottish Government.
8

Developing our Youth Workforce Strategy
Lee Rankine reported that there was a lot of exciting
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pieces of work happening around young people.
highlighted the following:
•
•
•
•

She

Raising the brand awareness of the NHS along
with careers resources designed by NES as the
foundation
Attendance at Career Events
Looking at how we utilise space at the new facility,
The Bridge
A project was starting in the Stewartry area looking
at 5 young people to get them involved in local
projects

Grace reported that a few people had met around the
strategy and there was an event scheduled for 1 March.
Alice advised that the Fire Service did a presentation
recently saying they were working with young people and
so were Youth Justice and the Council and they were
going away to see how they could link up. Lee said they
were making connections all the time.
Alice reported that Return to Nursing had not been done
here for a while but have now started a pilot on how we
support people returning to practice and she would bring
some Return to Practice people to the Committee to
speak to us.

AW

Natalie Morel confirmed we were working across the
partners but there is a regional group as well to look at
working in a co-ordinated way.
Lee Rankine and Paula Moreira left the meeting
9

Remuneration Sub Committee Update
Caroline Sharp reported that the minutes of the
Remuneration Sub Committee remain confidential but as
Staff Governance Committee have an overarching
interest so they can give assurance to Board, this paper
was the routine update of what had been approved at
Remuneration Sub Committee.

10

Mandatory Training Compliance and Reporting
Natalie Morel updated that since the switch off of HR.net
and moving to eESS, she now has more up to date
information and would circulate this following the meeting
to the Committee.
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She advised that we can still report on mandatory training
and face to face training but not with the accuracy of
HR.net but have a plan to make this happen in the next
few months as we are working with regional West of
Scotland colleagues.
She reported that from December we are 76% compliant
with mandatory training and face to face training and
have seen a drop in moving and handling training.
Lesley asked if there could be a risk that online training is
not being maintained. Jeff said there was a risk as we
cannot provide instant assurances on mandatory training
and it has an impact on safety. It had been agreed for 6
monthly reporting and Natalie would update on progress
at the next meeting. Caroline would reflect on putting this
as a Corporate Risk but will wait to see how Natalie gets
on first.

NM

Caroline also advised that the Trade Unions were out to
consultation in relation to a number of changes on back of
the Agenda for Change pay deal, one of which is around
appraisal and career progression and there is an
emphasis around mandatory training and controls for
Scotland.
11

Staff Health and Wellbeing – Corporate Risk
Assessment Update and Performance Indicators
Pamela Jamieson advised that this was also a new
formatted paper incorporating some of Ros Kelly’s paper
at Item 13 but it is still a work in progress as there is still
more work to do to tie the two papers together. Pamela
highlighted the following:
•
•
•

The tables present figures by job family and
Directorate
OH & HR drop in sessions had been arranged but
staff were not attending so OH/HR staff were going
out to staff to engage with them
Return to work interviews are to be picked up on
particularly around recording

Lesley asked for more narrative to be added to Appendix
2 and for a glossary to be added to the paper.
Grace asked how often will both of these papers come to
the meeting and will they come together. Pamela
responded that the information will come to every meeting
but will need to tie the papers together.
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Staff Governance Committee approved the new format of
the paper.
12

Working Well Update
Caroline Sharp had circulated the minutes of the latest
Working Well Steering Group and gave a presentation to
show more formal information of the work which had been
done by the group and the latest video of Dawn Allan,
Spiritual Care Lead was also shown.

13

Staff Health, Safety and Wellbeing Report – Provided
with an Improved & Safe Working Environment
Ros Kelly highlighted the following:
•
•
•
•

Staff seasonal flu programme
Accident & Incident Update
Occupational Health Activity – there is new
Occupational Therapy activity in the department
Last HSE Visit – a new Violence & Aggression
training programme commences in January. All
other actions from the inspection have been
completed except the last one. A communications
strategy is in place around how maintenance is
reported.

Stephen Hare asked about the high number of referrals to
Occupational Health and wondered if we were seeing a
change. Ros responded that mental health is the highest
in terms of referrals which is why resources are being put
in for staff who are being referred.
Items to Note
14

Medical Education Committee Minutes – October &
November 2018 – Noted

15

Any Other Business
There was no other business.

16

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held at 10am on Monday 25
March 2019 in Meeting Room 1, Lower Ground North,
Mountainhall.
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